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The purpose of the work described in this report
 
was to calculate the expected radiation characteristics of
 
a dipole antenna mounted on the Radio Astronomy Explorer
 
(RAE) Satellite. The principal other elements affecting the
 
performance of the dipole are a pair of much longer V-antennas
 
mounted in a plane containing the dipole, and a libration
 
damper of overall extent intermediate between those of the
 




The TCI Wire Antenna Scattering Program WIRA, used
 
in performing the calculations, represents an antenna as an
 
assemblage of straight wire segments. In the present in­
stance, the shortest wavelength to be considered is about
 
107 ft. This compares with overall element lengths ranging
 
from 123 ft. for the dipole to 1503 ft. for the V-antennas,
 
and a spacecraft diameter of only 3 ft. The behavior of the
 
radiating system will clearly be dominated by the long ele­
ments. The error inherent in representing the spherical body
 
of the satellite by means of a wire cage would be greater than
 
that resulting from simply ignoring it. Consequently, for
 
most purposes the configuration has been idealized as con­
sisting of the long members only, meeting at a point at the
 




The relative orientations of the several elements
 
are shown in Fig. 1, and their internal electrical connec­
tions for analysis in Fig. 2., Both full and partial exten­
sions of the V-antennas are considered, with correspondingly
 
different damper lengths. 
 Each branch of the V-antennas is
 
terminated in a resistance-capacitance combination, and is
 
resistively loaded at a point a fixed distance from the
 
outer end. The libration damper is insulated from the body
 
of the spacecraft, being coupled only capacitively to it.
 
The symmetry of the configuration is such that,
 
with respect to excitation of the dipole, the X-Z plane,
 
containing the dipole and the libration damper, can be,
 
treated as a magnetic wall plane of symmetry, and advantage
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',2. DIPOLE RADIATION CHARACTERISTICS
 
Balanced and Unbalanced Modes
 
All possible modes of excitation of the dipole
 
can be represented as superpositions of two basic modes in
 
varying proportions. These are the balanced, or push-pull,
 
mode (V2 = -V1 in Fig4 2) and the unbalanced, or push-push
 
mode (V2 = VI). In general, for a configuration having the
 
degree of symmetry of the RAE Satellite, a perfectly balanced 
- receiver can respond only to the balanced mode, while a per­
fectly unbalanced receiver responds only to the unbalanced
 
mode. Any departure from the ideal in either type of re­
ceiver will result in a response to the undesired mode as
 
well as to the desired one. In the present case, it is the
 
balanced mode which is desired, and the unbalanced mode which
 
is to be rejected. The effects of various types of receiver
 
imbalance will be examined at some 




The current distributions on the dipole, V-antenna,
 
and libration damper have been calculated at 17 frequencies
 
for the long-V and short-V configurations in both balanced
 
and unbalanced modes. Copies of the actual computer listings
 




Certain remarks on the symmetry of the current
 
distribution ar6 in order. For the purposes of this dis­





current on each member be outward from the origin. Then in
 
any excitation mode of the dipole, the currents on the pair
 
of V-antenna arms lying on the same side of the X-Y plane
 
are always equal. In the balanced mode, the currents on one
 
such pair of members are 1800 out of phase with those on the
 
other pair, the currents on the two halves of the dipole are
 
1800 out of phase, and the currents on the two halves of the
 
libration damper are 1800 out of phase. In the unbalanced
 
mode, the currents on all four V-antenna arms are equal,
 
those on the two halves of the dipole are equal, and those
 




The resistive and reactive components of the an­
tenna input impedance are plotted as functions of frequency
 
in Figs. 3 and 4. The values given are those corresponding
 
to one half of the dipole, i.e., the impedance seen by one
 
of the generators in Fig. 2.
 
The program calculates the input impedance by
 
dividing the applied voltage by the calculated current at the
 
feed point. At the lower frequencies, the reactive component
 
of the impedance is of the order of thousands of ohms, as
 
compared with a resistance of only a few ohms. Under these
 
circumstances, an inaccuracy of but one degree in the phase
 
of the input current can cause an error of the order of 100
 
ohms in the input resistance calculated in this way, even
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1 0 6 MIZE 
the program performs other functions which make possible an
 
independent determination of the resistance. First, the
 
circuit losses are calculated from the currents and the
 
lumped circuit parameters. Minor phase inaccuracies in the
 
currents have negligible effect upon these losses, so they
 
can be taken as correct. Second, if patterns representing
 
an adequate sampling of the solid angle into which the an­
tenna radiates are calculated, the program performs an inte­
gration on the radiated power to determine the average gain.
 
This integration is based on the actual radiated field, which
 
comes from the currents, and is therefore also correct. The
 
determination of the average gain, however, entails division
 
by the input power obtained from the erroneous input resist­
ance. This additional information makes possible the cal­




This correction on the input resistance was applied
 
at frequencies of 2.2 MHz and below, where the dipole can be
 
considered to be electrically short. In order to understand
 
the correction, refer to Fig. 5(a), depicting an antenna and
 
its associated passive circuitry as a black box having a
 
certain input impedance Rc +jX or input admittance Gc+jB. In
 
the present instance Rc and Gc are relatively so small that
 
they are inaccurately computed, and the problem is to choose
 
-a shunting resistor R , which may be either positive or nega­s
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are correct. Now the program calculates the network power
 
loss PL correctly. When the proper type of pattern is chosen,
 
it also calculates the total radiated power PR correctly, but
 
the value printed out comes from a separate computation in­







clJV1  Gj v (1)
 
where V is the applied voltage, is shown. Since this contains
 
the erroneous Gc, it is also incorrect. The correct input
 
power Pin must satisfy the relations
 
Pin PL + PR 
 (2)
 
and Pin G 1V1 2. (3)
 
Combining Eqs. (1), (2), and (3), one obtains
 
G IGc + - L (4) 
It then follows that
 
oRS = G-G G G I - G + (5) 
RS c c [V12 





R-RoS GI PL _ (6) 
SR x 2 v2 
Figure 5(b) shows the corresponding configuration
 
for the satellite dipole, which must be represented as a
 
three-terminal network. The corrective resistors RA and
 
are related to those calculated from Eq. (5) for the balanced
 




S - "(8) 
Here, and in all that follows, e represents the even (balanced)
 




Radiation patterns in the three principal planes are
 
shown in Appendix B, along with explanatory remarks.
 
The uncorrected gain values obtained at the lower
 
frequencies would be in error by the same constant factor as
 
'isthe average gain U, and for the same reason. However, the
 
principal-plane gain (patterns) was calculated with the correc­






The power budget printed out by the program consists
 
of values for the input power, radiated power, wire loss,
 
network loss, and efficiency. To recapitulate, before cor­
rection only the wire loss (in this case zero) and the net­
work loss are correct. In addition, the input impedance and
 
gain values are incorrect. When the corrective resistors are
 
placed in the circuit, their power dissipation is lumped by
 
the program with the network loss, rather than with the
 
radiated power as one would wish. Consequently, after cor­
rection only the input power and the wire loss are correct in
 




Since the efficiency printed out is still incor­




= 1- pL (9)pin
 
where PL is taken from the uncorrected case and Pin from the
 
corrected case. The values of efficiency, corrected where
 




Up to this point, the spacecraft body has been neg­
lected in the calculations. When the V-antennas and libra­
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excite the unbalanced mode at all unless some representation
 
of the free-space capacitance of the craft is retained. This
 
has been accomplished by means of a short conductor, con­
nected to the common point and oriented along the Y-axis,
 
having the same free-space capacitance as the spherical hull.
 
This conductor has a length of 6.9 feet and a diameter of
 
1.66 inch, representing a convenient, but not unique, choice
 
of the parameters. The geometry is shown in Fig. 7.
 
The balanced mode of this configuration is identi­
cal with that of a simple dipole." Because of the small
 
electrical size of the dipole at the lower frequencies, as
 
well as the lack of network losses, all electrical properties
 
of both modes remain constant over this range with the ex­
ception of the impedance and the magnitude of the current.
 
The reactance varies approximately inversely with the first
 
power of frequency. The resistance, on the other hand, varies
 
directly with the square of frequency in the balanced mode
 
and with the fourth power in the unbalanced mode. Consequently,
 
the patterns and current distributions have been calculated
 
only from the upper end of the lower range up. The resistance
 
and reactance are plotted in Figs. 8 and 9. The current dis­
tributions are shown in Appendix C, and patterns in Appendix
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If the V-antennas and libration damper are replaced
 
by a second dipole, identical to the first, orthogonal to it
 
and coplanar with it, the result is the system shown in Fig.
 
10. Because the parasitic dipole (on the Y-axis) lies in
 
the equatorial plane of the driven dipole (on the Z-axis),
 
the balanced mode of the system is indistinguishable from that
 
of the dipole mounted alone on the spacecraft, or from that
 
of the dipole in free space. The program was verified to
 
yield this result to as many significant figures as it prints
 
out, but the results are not presented in this report. The
 
unbalanced mode, however, is of some interest, and the results
 
of that calculation are presented in Figs. 8 and 9, and
 
Appendices E and F. It is worthy of note that, in the un­
balanced mode, the currents at corresponding points on the
 

















In this section, we shall derive an:.analytical ex­
pression for the signal received at the output of the dipole
 
amplifier 	system. The dipole, with the amplifiers connected
 
to it, and the equivalent electrical circuit for the balanced
 




Let the input impedance of the amplifiers connected
 
to terminals 1 and 2 of the dipole be Z1 and Z2 respectively.
 
Let a wave with unity power density (I watt/n2 ) be incident
 
from an arbitrary direction of space. Let the gain for the
 
balanced mode of the dipole in that direction be G and that
a
 
of-the unbalanced mode of the dipole be G . The maximum
0 
available 	power in the balanced mode is then
 
xz 
Pe 47 Gae (10) 
where X is the wavelength (in meters). Similarly, the maximum
 
available power in the unbalanced mode is
 
P C) G 	 (11). 
The applied (or induced) emf's V and V in Fig. 11 for the
 

















Fig. 11 Equivalent Circuit for Analysis of Amplifier-imbalance. 
V = -eRPe = ReG	 12e 	 e
212 
v	 2oP = (13)o o 

where 2Re and Ro/2 are the input resistances of the dipole
 
in the balanced and the unbalanced modes respectively.
 
It is not difficult to show on the basis of the
 
equivalent circuits that the voltages appearing at the inputs
 
to the two amplifiers in the two modes are:
 
le = (Zo+Z2)Z1 V (14) 
ZeZo+ i(zI+Z2)(+z)+ZZ2 e 
V 2 e = - (Z+Z)Z 2 Ve (15) 
22z+ T z+Z 1e 0 21Zl+Z 2 e oJ+ZIZ 2 
2=l 	 e Z0+Z2)Z, V (16) 
S o (zl+2)(Ze+Zo)+ZlZ2 
If the 	gains of the amplifiers connected to terminals 1 and 2
 
are Al and A2 (generally complex quantities), the net output
 
voltage of the balun-type transformer shown in Fig. 11 will be
 






Consequently, we have 
V (Z A+Z 2A2 )Zo+(A1+A 2 )ZZ (19 
ee o 2(1 2)(.e o) l2
 
and VAo 1Ao1-z2 A2 )Ze+o(A 2 )Z)1A1 2 , (20 
ef~0Z 2( 1+z2) (Ze )+ZlZ2 
where use has been made of Eqs. (12) and (13). It is readily
 
verified that the unbalanced mode.of the dipole will not 
con­
tribute to the output when the two amplifiers are identical.
 
In this case, the amplifier output is given by
 
VA°Z 
 VVA =7Ze+Z V ee (21)
 
Effect of Impedance Imbalance
 
To first order, the balanced mode response is insen­
sitive to differences in input impedance and amplifier gain, but
 
will be affected in second order. In order to investigate the
 
effect of impedance variations alone, let
 
Z = Z.+ --
 (22)
1 2 
Z = Z (23)
 




Equations (19) and (20) then become
 
VAe.= x 2AZZ +2AZ2 - A(AZ) 2 (25)
- 2
V 2e ZeZo+Z(Ze+Z )+eZ1 (Az)

X AZ AZ 
VAo e 12 -RoG O , (26) 
e oZfZ (Ze+Z.)+Z2_ 
(Az) 2
 








A/VA e 0 0 (28)VA/ Ae =2 FZ (Zo+Z)- (AZ)2J ReGe
 
Thus it is seen that there are two effects of impedance imbalance
 
alone, first a change in output voltage independent of direction
 
of arrival of the signal, and second a spurious response to the
 
unbalanced mode depending upon.the gain of that mode relative to
 
the balanced mode in the direction of the signal. The degrada­
tion in balanced-mode signal is shown in Table I for a constant
 
input impedance and for a matched input impedance (i.e., con­
jugate of antenna impedance). The coefficient for calculating
 
the ratio of unbalanced-mode signal to balanced-mode signal
 










Degradation in"BalancedMode Receiver Output (dB)
 
for High Impedance and Conjugate Match Input
 




(MHz) Length Impedance 2 10 15 25
 
5000-j2000 -- -- -- 0.03750 Z 




450 5000-j2000 -- -- -- 0.03 Ze* 4.57 29.4 36.1 44.1
 
750 5000-j2000 -- -- -- 0.03 
Z * 2.07 17.7 24.1 32.6
.700 a 
450 5000-j2000 -- -- -- 0.03 
Ze * 3.85 24.0 30.6 38.7 
750 5000-j2000 -- -- -- --
Ze* 0.05 1.10 2.42 5.532.20 e
 







j2 0 00 ..
 5 0 00- ..
 4 5 0 z * .. .. .. ­.. 

e 
750 5000-j2o00 .. .. .. 
Z * -- 0.02 0.04 0.086.55a 
5600-j2000 
--.-- 0.02Z* 
-- 0.02 0.04 0.09 
Table II 
Coefficient (dB) Relating Unbalanced Mode Signal
 
to Balanced Mode for Two Values of Input Impedance
 
as a Function of Input Impedance Imbalance.
 









































































2 10 15 25
 
-32.7 -18.7 -15.2 -10.7 
- 4.8 + 8.9 +12.1 +15.5 
-30.3 -16.3 -12.8 - 8.3 
- 4.0 + 9.7 +12.9 +16.5 
-30.5 -16.5 -12.9 - 8.4
 
- 2.7 +11.2 +14.7 +19.2
 
-34.2 -20.2 -16.6 -12.1
 
+ 0.2 +14.0 +17.4 +21.2
 
-52.5 -38.5 -35.0 -30.5
 
-20.1 - 6.2 - 2.7 + 1.6
 







-76.1 -62.1 -58.6 -54.0
 
-49.7 -35.8 -32.2 -27.8
 





















In all cases, and especially at frequencies well
 
below the first dipole resonance, the use of a conjugate match
 
circuit in the input of the preamplifiers results in such high
 
Q that response becomes very strongly dependent upon circuit
 
parameter values. The high-impedance circuit, while sacri­
ficing considerable gain, is relatively insensitive to im­
balances, and offers a much greater bandwidth.
 
It is frequently of interest to determine the res­
ponse of the system to energy incident from a number of direc­
tions simultaneously, and the effect of the unbalanced mode
 
under these conditions. The unbalanced voltage induced by an
 
incoming wave tends to be 901 out of phase with the balanced
 
voltage induced by the same wave, and so the power in the two
 
modes tends to add. An accurate analysis of the change in
 
output voltage produced would necessitate an integration over
 
one-quarter of the total solid angle and therefore would re­
quire a much more complete sampling of the antenna gain than
 
that which is called for in this contract. An approximate
 
assessment of the average magnitude of the effect can be ob­
tained by using the average gains calculated by the program
 
for the two modes, in conjunction with the coefficients shown
 
in Table II. When the result of this computation is combined
 
with the information in Table I, one obtains Table III,
 
representing the approximate change in preamplifier output
 






Change in Receiver Output Voltage (%)
 
as a Function of Input Impedance Imbalance
 
Freq. V-Antenna AZ/Z(%) 
(MHz) Length Impedance 2 10 15 25 
.202 




















750 5000-j2000 -- -- + l' + 2 
.700 Z * e -17 -75 -84 -90 




























750 5000 7 j20002 * ...--.. .. .. -­..-
3.93 e 
45 0 5000- j2000 .. .. .. .. 
e 
750 5000-j2000 .. .. .. .. 
6.55 e 




4.3 Effect of Gain Imbalance
 
The result of amplifier gain variations alone may
 
be seen by taking
 
Z1 = Z2 = Z. (29) 
Some' simple substitutions lead to
 
AI+A 2




A -A2 R G0 1
 
VA/VA = R GA1 +A 2 
If the imbalance is in amplitude, we have 
A = A + - (32)1 2 
A = A AA (33)
A2 A 2 
VA /VAO 1 (34) 
oG 
vP/v AA_ \/ (35)Ao/Ae 2A ReGe
 






A = AEjA / 2 (36) 
- 2
A = AE jA / (37) 
VAVAo = cos (-) (38) 
(39)/V tan 





Coefficient (dB) Relating Unbalanced Mode Signal
 
to Balanced Mode as a Function of Amplifier
 
Gain Imbalance. Add Gain Ratio G /G (dB)
 












450 -30.2 -16.2 -10.2 - 4.2
 




-26.5 -12.5 - 6.5 - 0.5 
750 .-33.'3 -19.3 -13.3 - 7.3
 
2.20 
450 -24.9 -10.9 - 4.9 + 1.1 
750 -36.5 -22.5 -16.5 -10.5
 
3.93 
450 -35.3 -21.3 -15.3 - 9.3 






















Change in Receiver Output Voltage (%)
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.... + 1 + 6
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Degradation in'Balantced-Mode Receiver Output (dB)
 




(MHz) Length 100 20' 450 90o
 




Coefficient (dB) Relating Unbalanced Mode Signal 
to Balanced Mode as a Function of Amplifier Phase Shift 
Imbalance. Add Gain Ratio Go/G (dB)in 
Desired Direction to Obtain Ratio. 
-
Frequency V-Antenna A 
(MHz) Length 100 200 45' 900 
750 - 9.0 - 2.9 + 4.5 +12.2 
.202 
450 - 6.6 - 0.5 + 6.9 - +14.6 
750 + 0.9 + 7.0 +14.4 +22.1 
.700 
450 - 2.9 + 3.2 +10.6 +18.3 
750 - 9.7 - 3.6 + 3.8 +11.5 
2.20 
450 - 1.3 + 4.8 +12.2 +19.9 
750 -12.9 - 6.8 + 0.6 +-8.3 
3.93 
450 -11.7 - 5.6 + 1.8 + 9.5 
750 -21.2 -15.1 - 7.7 0
 
6.55 





Change in Receiver Output Voltage (%)
 
as a Function of Amplifier Phase Shift Imbalance
 
Frequency V-Antenna 
(MHz) Length 100 20' 45o 90o 
750 
-- + 1 + 3 +12 
.202 
450 
-- - 1 - 5 -21 
.700 
750 +11 +39 +134 +307 
450 + 3 +12 + 50 +129 
750 -- + 1 + 7 + 21 
2.20 
450 + 8 -+32 +109 +254 
750 
-- + 1 + 2 + 8 
3.93 
450 
-- + 1 + 3 +11 
750 
--
- 1 - 5 -21 
6.55 





CURRENT DISTRIBUTIONS FOR DIPOLE
 




The body of this Appendix consists of a reproduc­
tion of a printout produced by the Wire Antenna Scattering
 
Program WIRA. The various sections of that listing will
 
now be described and explained.
 
The first table of values lists the coordinates
 
of the endpoints of 22 wires making up the configuration,
 
along with the wire radii at each end and the number of
 
sampling intervals in each wire. The boundary condition on
 
the electric field is satisfied at the center of each such
 
interval. For the purposes of this discussion, the gaps
 
mentioned in the same table can be regarded simply as 
loca­
tions accessible to connection of sources or passive net­
works. Wire number 1 represents one half of the dipole, and
 
wire number 2 the other half. Wires 3 through 8 represent
 
one V-antenna arm, and 9 through 14 its mate. The other pair
 
of V-antenna arms does not appear in the tabulation because
 
it is automatically taken into account by the magnetic wall in
 




Next come various printouts frequency by frequency.
 
Within each frequency there are two excitation modes, each
 
described by sources and networks. Excitation mode 1 is the
 
balanced mode, and mode 2 the unbalanced, as can be seen in
 
the table of gap sources. The table of networks describes
 




The next major table isthat giving the actual
 
computed current distribution. Here are listed the co­
ordinates, in wavelengths, of the center of each sampling
 
interval, followed by three amplitudes and three phases,
 




Then appears certain information concerning
 
voltages and impedances at the various gaps. It is here (at
 
the left) that,the input impedance for the driven gaps is
 
found, defined as the applied voltage divided by the input
 
current, for the individual gap.
 
Finally comes the power budget which, it'should
 
be remembered, at frequencies of 2.2 MHz and below is only
 






iNTENNA/SCATTERING PROGRAM WIRA 
TCI.2236 NASA SATELLITE ANT. LONG V INTERPOLATION SCHEME I'. 
NUMBER OF WIRES 22 
THE X-Z PLANE IS A MAGNETIC PLANE
__IRE_ONPUCT IVITY_.INFINITE 
WIRECOORDINATESIN FEET ANDWIRERADIIIN INCHES 
WIRE NO X 
" 
.Y1 ZI RAD1 . X2- Y2 Z2 
.- 1 GAP. -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 .280800 -0000 -8.0088 61.S000 
2 GAP 2 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 .250000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -61.5000 
3_GAP_3-O00_00000_.-OOO00.250000 
- 00.000-'53,2000 30.8000 
-4.-- 0.0000 53.2000 . 30.8000 .250000 
-0.0000 89.6000 51.8000 
" -0.0000 89.6000 51.8000 .250000 -0.0000 163.7008 94.5000 
- 6 .,L-. ... . ­ -0 0000 163 7000.--94 5000 250000 -0 .0000 325.9 000 . 000 
7 -0.0000 325.9000 188.3000 .250000 :GAP- 4 -0.0000 488.4000 282.0000 
8 GAP 5 -0.0000 488.4000 282.0000 .25000C 0.0000 650.8000 375.7000 
. 9__GAP.6.-0.0000_-O.0000 
-0.0000.2S5000 0.0000 53.2000 -30.800010 -0.0000 53.2000 -30.8000 .250001 0.0000 89.6000 -51.8000 
11 -0.0000 89.6000 
-51.8000 .25000C 0.0000 163.7000 
-94.5000 
.­12-. - _-0.0000-163.7000:-94.5000.250000 
'- -00000 3259000-188.3000 
13-0.0000 325.9000 -188.3000 
_'.250000 - G1APt- ',,'--0.0000;488.4000 -282.0080014 'GAT 8 -0.0000' 488.4000-282.0000-, .250000 
-0.0000 650.8000 -375.7000 -
-15 GAP- 9--0.8000-8.0o 
- -0.00..' 
_.29o0oo -55.7000 -0.0000 26.00008
16 - 55.7000 -0.0000 26.0000 
- .290000 93.8000 * -0.0000 43.800017 93.8000 -0.0000 43.8000.' .290000 171.2000 -0.0800 79.9000 
-18- * 1712000' r0.0080. 79.9000...290000 286.9000 
--­ 0.0000--134.600019 GAP. 10 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 .290000 
-55.7000 -0.0000 -26.0000 















































FREQUENCY .2020 MC 
NO GROUND PRESENT *. 
ANTENNA MODE SOLUTIONS WERE READ FROM BINARY 8DSDE-CK.-ND--201 






EXCITATION MODE I 
--- GAP_-SOURCES-_. 
-GAR---EMF 
-. EMF .... OHM __-. MICRO PICO "_ 
VOLT DEGREES HENRY FARAD 
-- 1000000OOO..... O.0--O. 000- .O000__INFINITY .... SERIES 
2 1000.0000 180.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY SERIES
 
NET- NO NETTYPE GAP CONNECTIONS PARAMIW PARAM2 PARAM3 PARAM4 
-. I- -IMR. ---. O-10 0.000o .- 0.0000__0.0000_____O.0000_
'2 IMP 
 6- !0 . 100.0000 -0.0000'' -0.0000 1 -0.0000
 
3 IMP 3-
 0 -0.0000 
-0.0000 160.0000 -0.0000
 
-4-. IMP -. 6-.0-
-...-0.0000 -0.0000 1.60.0000._.__-0.0000
.5 IMP .4- 0 600.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 




_7. _IP_ 9-0 
__O-0.0000 -0.0000 15.0000 - "-.0000_
8 , IMP 9- I0 -0.0000 -0.0000 
-0.0000 -0.0000

.9 IMP 1- 0 , 000000.0000 -0.0000 
-0.0000 -0.0000
10. . ...IMPL. 
_2-._ 000000.0000 -0.0000 :*0 oooo__ ooooo 
II IMP 1- 2 *000000.0000 -0.0000 ­ -- 0.0000 
COORDINATES 





X "-" Y Z AMPLITUDE .. PHASE 
.WIRE INT WAVE-. .. WAVE- ... WAVE-. -- AMP_-.. AMP.... AMP .... DEG--DEG__DEG- VOLTS DEG _ 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS 
-0.0000 0.0000.O..GAP AP . 1..-.. .18S.649_.-.0-
I '1 - 0.0000 ,0.0000 .0021 .1903 .1519 -'.1188 90.0 90.0 90.0 162.308 
 -.0
 1 ' 2 0.0000 0.0000 .0063 
 .1210 .0907 .0610 90.0 :90.0 90.0 136.263 --. 01 3 .... 0.0000 "'0.0000 .0105 .. 0621..- .0319 ... 0000-_ 90.0 ... 90.0_--90°0.. 141.000 ...- -.0.0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 2 
 GAP 2 185"649 180 0
2 ' 4' O0000 0.0000 -.0021 
 . .1903 .1519 .1188 -90.0 -90.0 -90.0 162.308 180.0
2 5 0.0000 0.0000 -.00,3 .1210 .0907 . .0610 -90.0 -90.0. -90.0 136.?63 1 0.0.
 





WIRE INT WAVE-.... WAVE--......-WAVE- AMP____AMP...AMP_ DEG DEG.-DG YLTSDEG-
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS
 
2 .. 6. 0.0000 ..0.0000 ..... 0105 ...-.... 0621 ...... 0319-....0000.- -90.0_-.9.0.090.0__41.005._.. 80.0 
0.0000 -. 0000 -.0000 GAP 3 ' 'GAP 3 . 20.060 178.6
 
3 7 0.0000 .0018 .0011 .0242 .0205 .0181 -106.6 -109.4 -111.8 14.534 178.4
 
-_..3.8.... 0.0000-... 005-.... .0032...0185-.....-0168-_ .0155- III.4-..113.4_-115.2_.7.285_177.4
 
3 9 0.0000 .0091 .0053 .0155 .0145 .0136 -115.1 -116.7 -118.2 4.667 176.1
 
4 10 0.0000 .0147 .0085 .0137 .0125 .0115 -118.0 -120.4 -122.5 2.745 173.4
 
---5-_11... 0.0000...... .0260....0150 ......0104 0093 '-121.8_-124.4_-126.6 1.378 166.3.'.0117 .....
6 12 0.0000 '-.0 0502 .0290 .0096 .0079 .0063 -12.5 -12.0.-130.5 .'29 154.0 
..7 13,"" 0.0000 .0752 .0435 .0064 .0056. .0048 -130.2 -131.7 -133.4 .786 149.5 
--.. 4..._.0040. -133.3_...135.7._.-39.3......798__
L_..1_4 _....000. 0919051 _o..001 ....  _.0033_ .148.9
 
0.0000 .1002 .0579 4.. GAP 4 . GAP 4 .808 149.1
 
0.0000 .1002 .0579 GAP 5 GAP 5 .766 129.5
 
815. 0.0000..... 1086 ..... 0627..... 0033 .0025_.. 0.0017-139.3-139.1-138.9 _ .783 130.2 
* 8 16.'. 0.0000 .1252 .0723 .0017 .0009 .0000 -139.1 -139.1 -139.0 .845 130.9
 
0.0000 -.0000 .0000 GAP 6 'GAP 6 20.060 -1.4 
.. 9.17 ...... 0000 - - .0018 -. 0011 __._ .0242 .... .0205 .0181 ' 70.6 14.34..73.4 68.2 4 --1.6
 
9 18 0.0000 .0055 -.0032 .0185 .0168 I.015S 68.6 66.6- 64.8 7.285 -2.6
 
* 9 19 0.0000 .0091 -.0053 .0155 .0145 .0136 64.9 63.3 61.8 4.667 -3.9
 
-_10---20 ... 0.0000 .014. _-0. .... .0125 . .0115 _62.0_59.6-__57.5 2.745___ -6.6 
11 21 0.0000 -- .0260 " -.0150 ,. .0117 .0104 .0093 58.2 55.6 53.4 . .. 1.378 -13.7 
12 22': 0.0000 .0502 -.0290 .0096 .0079 .0063 54.5 52.0 ! 49.5 .829 -26.0 
- ... 13 23 .. - .0435. .0064 0056, .0048 .49.8. 48.3' 46.6 .* .786__-30.50.....0000 0752' .....
3 13 24 0.0000 .0919 -.0531 .0048 .0040 .0033 ., 46.7, .,44.3 40.7,,,,,, .798 -31.1 
0.0000 .1002 -.0579 GAP 7 ., ,.,,, GAP.,,, .808 -30.9 
. .. _ . 0.0000 .. .1002 -- -. 0579.... GAP. 8---... _GAP 8 766 - 0.5 
-

14 25 0.0000 .1086 -.0627 .0033 . .0025 .0017" .40.7" "40.9 41.1 .-. 783-49.8 
14 26 0.0000 .1252 -.0723 .0017 .0009 .0000 40.9 40.9 41.0 .845 -49.1 
. . .. 0.0000 0.0000 ---0 .0000-.-GAP 9 ..... _,.. . - GAP .9 .. .... ..14.287.-!179.9 
15 27 .0019 0.0000 .0009 .0125. .0098 .0079 -89.8., n89.8 -89.7 ,,,10.466 -179.9 
" 15 28, .0057. 0.0000 .0027 'i",.0082"." .0068 .0058 ,_-89.7 -89.7 -89.7. 5.365 -179.q 
.....-15.29 .. 0044.-,-..0059.'. .0050 -.0044
0095.0.0000 -89.7.-9.7..-89.6_.3.410-179.8 
16 -30 .0153 0.0000' '.0072 '.0045 .0034 .0027 -89.7 -89.6 '-89.6 1.q58 -179.7 
17 31 . .0272 0.0000 .0127 '.0029 .0019 .0012 -89.6 -89.7 -89.7 .895 -179.6 
.,-18-,32.--0 .... 0.0000 _____.0220 .. _..0000.-89.8 -0070470 ........ 89,.9 92.6. .512_-179.8_ 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 10 GAP 10. ,14.287 .1 
19 33 -.0019 0.0000 -.0009 .0125 .0098 -.0079 90.2 90.2 " 90.3 10.466 .1 
.19 -34 -.0057... 0.0000 -,.-.0027 ... .0082 -. ,.0068 .. .0058. 90.3 .90.3.- .90.3.... .5.365 . .2.­
19 35 -.0095 0.0000' -.0044 .0059 .0050 -0044 - 90.3, -90.3 906.4 1,03.410 ,, ,.2, 
20 36 -.0153 0.0000 -.0072 .0045 .0034 .0027 90.3 90.4 90. , 1.955 . .3 
-.21 - 37 . ..- 0272 ----0.00 00 __---. 0127- - .0029 __ .0019 ---. 0 012--... 0. 4 -50.3 - 90.i3 __ .895 - .4_. 




'GAP INPUT INPUT INPUT INPUT LOAD LOAD GAP GAP GAPVOLTAGE 
NO RESIST. REACT. CONDUCT. SUSCEPT. RESIST. REACT. RESIST. REACT. . 
06/18/70 4 PAGE 

OHMS OHMS 
 MHOS MHOS OHMS OHMS OHMS OHMS VOLT DEGREES
 
-.. -.3.595..- 5255.880--,00000-__000190- 0 .0...._0---__1823-5255_.882- 1000.000---0.0­
2 3.595 -5255.880 .000000 .000190 0.000 0.000 1.823 -5255.882 1000.000 -180.0 

















INFINITE -.000 -.000 
INFINITE----60000......000--.-







INPUT POWER .260 WATTS
 
RADIATED POWER -.127 WATTS
 
-WIRE LOSS .-..--- = .000.WATTS-
NETWORK LOSS = .387 WATTS 




GAP EMF EMF OHM MICRO PICO
 
-.. . VOLT....DEGREES ,____HENRYE._ ARAD_ 
1 1000.0000 -0.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY'' SERIES 






'FIELD * RADIUS 
Z'_-_--------AMPLITUDE.X.. Y. . .. -. PHASE 
WIRE INT WAVE- WAVE- WAVE- AMP AMP AMP DEG "DEG DEG VOLTS DEG
 
-.NO. ..NO .LENGTHS -LENGTHS -. LENGTHS.G---­
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 1 GAP I 164.373 -. 6 
----.... - 0.0000 . 0.0000.. .0021. .1781 ...--.1438 _...1133 ... 894.-. 89.4... 89.4-_147.014 .. 6.­
1 2 0.0000 0.0000 .0063 .1151 .0866 .0585 89.4 89.4 89.4 128.424 -.6 
06/18/70 
.'-X "' .Y". Z .''. AMPLITUDE .. ' PHASE 
WIRLINT.__ WAVE-__ WAVE- WAVE-. '.. AHP -AMP AMP __OEG.L DEGiL.'DEG ' VQLT .DEG 
NO No LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS . .:'' . . . 
0.0000 0.0000 010 .0595_..06. .00 . 4 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
 GAP 2 GAP 2 164,373 .-. 6 
2 4 0.0000. 0.0000 
 -.0021 .1781 .. .1438 .1133, 89.4 89.4 89.4 147.014 -.6
 
S__S 0.00000.000 -.0063 .1151__.0866-0
.0585... 89.4 89.4 89.4 128.424___-.6_
 
2. 6 0.0000 0.0000 -.0105 .0595 . .0306 - .0000 89.,4 89.4 -907 135.037 -.6 
-.1 0.0000 -.0000 .-. 0000 -GAP 3 GAP 3 . 49.593 179.7 
3 "7 ' 0.0000 ... 0018_ .0011 _ .0888 .0793 ,.0730 -90.6 -90.7 -90.7 35.845 179.8 
"8 0.00003 .0055 .0032 .0741 .0696 '.0660 -90.7- -90.8 -90.8 18.212 -179.9 
3 9 " 0.0000 .0091 ..0053 .0663 .0633 '.0608. -90.8 '.90.9 -90.9 12.477.-179.5
 
?L4-10.'_. 0,0000_.0147_:__.0085 '__.__,0610"'0568 "____0534' 8.460_-179g.0
-90..9_-91,l.__-9l.2 
5 11 ." .0150 .0539. .0486 .0440 -791.2 -91.5 -91.9 5.398 -178.00.0000 0260 
6 12 0.0000 .. .0502 .' °0290 .0448 . .0369 .0295 -91.9 ,-93.0 -94.6 3.842 -176-.7 
.-7-13 0.0000 .0752 . .0435 .0296 .0260 _ 0224 -94.6 95.7-97.3 3.661_-176.3
,-7 14 0.0000 .0919 
 .0531 .0224 .-.0188' .0152 -97.2 -99.4 -103.0 3.713 -175.5
 
0.0000 .1002 .0579 GAP 
4 GAP 4 ' 3.754 -174.70.0000 1002 .0579_ GAP.5 
_____.GAP 
_.S 3.173.165.3 
8 15 0.0000 .1086 .0627 . .0152 .0115 .'0078- -103.0 -102.6 -102.3 3.644 166.3 
8 16 0.0000 .1252 .0723 .0079 .0041, .,0000. -102.5 -102.4 -103.9 3.925 167.5 
.. 0.0000_'_n.-_0000 .0000 __GAP_ 6 - ­ __GAP 6 49.593 179.7 
x 9 17 0.0000 .0018 -.0011 .0888 .0793 .0730 -06 -90.7 -90.7-35.845-179.8 
_9 18 1. 0.0000 .0055' -.00323 ' .0741 .0696 .0660 -90.7. -90.8 -90.8 18.212 -179.9 9 -19... 0.0000 .0091 '.005 .zi.... .0663 .. ,0633--- 0608-90,8'-.90.9-90.9 12477179,5
10 20 . :.:0147 . .0568 .0534 -90.9 -91.1 -91.2 . 8.460 -179.00.0000 -.0085. .0610 

11 1 -0.0000 .
 -. 0150 .0539 .' .02600486 .0440 -91.2 -91.5' -91.9 "''5398 -178.0 
12' 22 0.0000 __.0502._-.0290 _.0369 
_'-_919_'-930_-.94.6.____.0448 *0295 3842__-176.7
 
13 23 . 0.0000 .0752 -.0435 .0296 .0260 
 .0224 -94.6 -95.7 -97.3 .3.661 -176.3
 
13 24 0.0000 .0919 -.0531 .0224 .0188 .0152 
 -97.2 -99.4 -103.0 " 3.713 -175.5
 
0.0000_.1002_____-..0579_ 
___.... .. __AP.7 _ . . _3___ .- 174.7_ 
0.0000 .1002 -.0579 '-GAP 8, GAP 8 '* 3.573 165.3
.0078 -103.0 -102.6 -102.3 3.644 166.314 25 ' 0.0000 .1086 -.0627 .1 .0152 .0115 
-1426 0.0000 125 2 .....-. 0723___.... .0079 .0041 _..0000'_ -102.5-102.4-103.9--3.925 167.5 
. .". 0.0000 0.0000 '0.0000 "' GAP 9' 1 ' GAP 9 . .'' 37.880 179.1 
15' 27 .0019 0.0000 - .0009 --1. .0006 .0064 .0106 '-80.8 "' 88.1 W'88.5 . 25.439 179.115-28... 0057 .. 0.0000L' .0027. ., ,0096_ 0121.0138. 88.4 : 8 _ 179.0 
15,--29 .0095 '"0.0000 .' . .0147 ".0155 88.6 .. 88.6 ;' 88.7 4.244 179.0.0044 0136 
16 '30 4. .0153 . 0.0000 .0072 '' .0153 .0159 '1.0158 88.6 88.7 - 88.7' .598 178.8
-17-31-- .. 0272 -0.0000 .. .0127__.0153 .0136--. .0111. 886 88.6_88.6_ 2300___--1 2 
_.18 32 . -0470 0.0000 .0220 .0108 .0058 ' .0000 88.6 88.5 87.9 3.922 -1.4
 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 10 

-GAP 10 . 37.880 179.1
.19..33- .00190-.0000-.0009 .0006 .0064 ' 106-0---0.8---88.1-88.5- 25.439-179.1 
19 34 -.0057 0.0000 -.0027 .0096 .0121 .0138 . 88.4 88.6 88.6 9.457 179.0 
19 -35 -.0095 .. 0.0000 -.0044 '.0136 ' .0147 .0155 88.6 88.6 88.7 4.244 179.0
 
-- 0- 36 _-.0153 __0.0000__-.0072_ .....
--
_88.7-88.7 .. 598.178.80153'_ .0159 .01588....86-. 

21 .37 -.0272 0.0000 -.0127 .0153 .0136 .0111 88.6 
 88.6 88.6 2.300 -1.2
 
22 38 -.0470 0.0000 -.0220 





GAP-- '-- GAP -'GAP-VOLTAGE--

NO RESIST. REACT. CONDUCT. SUSCEPT. RESIST. REACT. RESIST. REACT.•
 
-GAP----- - INPUT.NPUT ---- LOAD-.--.LOAD-------
OHMS OHMS MHOS MHOS OHMS OHMS OHMS OHMS VOLT DEGREES
 
.000178 0.000. 0.000 58.262 -5615.867 1000.000 0.0
1 58.374 -5615.865 .000002 
0.000 0.000 58.262 -5615.867 1000.000 0.0
 
-3. . ... 'INFINITE-INFINITE 99.959_ 2.030_-8.873-88.2­
6 INFINITE INFINITE -99.959 2.030 8.873 88.2 
9 INFINITE INFINITE -.000 105052.768 60.87S 9.7 
10 

2 58.374 -5615.865 .000002 .000178 
INFINITE_...INFINITE____ -,000.i05052.768--60.875...-9.7-







INFINITE. INFINITE -600.000 -.000' 9.091 -103.0
 
INPUT POWER = 3.701 WATTS 
--RADIATED POWER . -. 00S WATTS--
WIRE LOSS = .000 WATTS 























1 1000.0000 -0.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY SERIES
 
.2 1000.0000... 180.00. -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY .........-SERIES.
 




-- NETNO .. NETTPE. _GAPONNECTIONS. _ PARAML PARAM2 PARA3 PARAM4 
2 









































































_COORDJNAES___. 'CURRENT.. DISTRIBUTION NORMALELECTRIC 
FIELD * RADIUS
 
AMP - DEG DEG DEG VOLTS DEG 
__4O_..NO-_-_ LENGTHS- -LENGTHS-- LENGTHS .... 
WIRE INT WAVE- WAVE- WAVE- -" AMP AMP 
_" ' _-- .. 
-.0000 GAP 1 GAP- 1 1850.90 -. 0 





1 2 0.0000 -0.0000 .0097 .1870"'.1402' 
 .0943 90.0 .90.0 -90.0 136.679 -. 0 
.1 3 0.0000 0.0000 .0162 .0961 .0493 .0000 90.0 90.0 -90.0 141.621 -.0
 
-00000.0000 ____ .0000. GAP 2 . - L _'_'_GAP 2_" 185.590-180.0_... 
.2347 .1835 -90.0 -90.0 -90.0 162.441 180.00.0000 0.0000 -.0032 .2937 

2 o .00 00obb -. 0097 .'.fs70 '.A402 "" .0943 .- 90oo -gb.b - Ob'' 136679" 118.0 
.2-.6..6. 0.0000 ---- "0.0000 -... 0162 .0961 .0493 .0000_--90.0_-90.0 90.0 141.621180o0.. 
0.0000 -. 0000 -.0000 - GAP 3 AP 3 .* , 19.733 178.7 
3 7 0.0000 " .0028 .40016 . .0316 .0279 .0257 :-136 .6,-145.1 -152.1 14.244 .178.4 
.3-. B. 0.0000. '0064.... :0049 .0238'-150.8 1-156.1 7.034 177.0.
, 260.'-0247 -.. -160.6___ 
3 9 0.0000 .0140 .0081 .0239 .0233 .0228 -160.3 -164.0 -167.1 4.417 174.9
 
4'.10 0.0000 .0226 .0130 .0228 "'.0222 ' .0217- -166.6 -171.4 -175.1 2.494 169.5
 
.5 11 0.0000__ .0400 .... 0231......0217- .0208 .0199 -174.0 r178.4 178.3 .1.180 150.0.
 
6 12 0.0000 .0774 .0447 .0199 .0176 .0147 179.6 175.5 171.6 .929 110.9
 
7 13 0.0000 .1158 .0669 .0147 ..0131 .011 171.8. 169.6 166.8 1.122 98.6
 




0.0000 .1543 .0891 GAP 

0.0000 .1543 .0891 . GAP 4 . GAP 
'' '' "' AP5 ,r1.148 65.6 
.8.15. 0.0000 -.1672 .... 0965 .. .0079 .....0061.... .0041 157.6 '158.0 1583.... - 0810 66.9 
8 16 0.0000 .1928 .1113 .0042 .0022 .0000 158.0 158.0 -22.4 1.353 68.0 
0.0000 -,0000 "0000 GAP 6 . . . GAP.... i'.733 -1.3 
9 -17 0.0000 .0028 -.0016 . .0316 .0279 .0257 43.4 34.9. 27.9 14.244 .- 1.6 
06/18/70 
8 PAGE 
X Y Z AMPLITUDE PHASE 
-WIREINT... WAVE--_WAVE-. WAVE- AMP AMP- -AP- DEG-DEGC DEG -VOLTS.-DEG. 




 0-0---.o084- .. o49- 9--0260---247__.238_-29.2_.23.9. 
 94 7.034-3.0­9 19 0.0000 . .0140 -.0081 .0239" 
..0233 0228 19.7 16.0 . 12.9 4.417 -5.110 '20 0.0000 .0226, -.0130 .0228 .0222 .0217

-11-__-21--0,.00 00--..... 04 00---.0231 13.4 8.6 4.9 2.494 -10.5- 0 217-,0 2 0 8-0 199_._ 6 .0---1.6--l . 7--l. 180-_30.80­
12 22 0.0000 .0774 -.0447 
 .0199 .0176 .0147 -. 4. -4.5" -8.4 .929 -69.113 23 0.0000 .1158 . -.0669 .0147





.'" .:'. 0.0000 .1543 -.0891 
-GAP 7 '. *' GAP 7 1.317 
-84.3

* "." 0.0000 .1543 -.0891 - GAP 8 GAP 8 : ' 1.148 -114.4
'14--25 0.0000 - .1672 .0965-
 .0079-.0061-..0041____-22.4._22.0.21.7-1.208-113o1..
 
14 26 0.0000 .1928 -.1113 .0042 
 .0022 .0000 -22.0 -22.0 
 157.6 1.353 -112.0

'..0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 *GAP 
 9 GAP .9. 14.314 -179.9
-15-27.- .0029- 0.0000- .. 0014----.-'_.0192_ ,0150 ,0121 -90 -90.2_*90.3_10489.179,9_15- 28 .0088 - 0.0000 .0041 .0126 .010 .0089 . :-90.3- -90.4 -90.0 5.300 -179.9
15"' 29 .0147 0.0000 ' .0068 .0090 .0077 . .0067" -90.5- -90.6. -90.7 '. 3.420 -179.9
-16__30-. 
_....0236__.0000 - 0110- --. 6 53 .00 8- 00 -- .0041- 907--90.--91.2-.962-179.9­
.17 31 .0419 0.0000 .0195 .0044' ";0030 .0019 -91.1 -91.S -92.1 .897 179.718 32 .0724 " 0.0000 .0339 .0021 ;0010 ".0000 
-..'"-0,.00_ :. -91.9 -92.4 -84.8 .504 178.1--
_, 0 0 0 .0 000 - P.IO . - GAP 10 -..- .. . ____4 4 . .. 1
 
19 33 .. -. 0029 ' 0.0000 -.0014 .0192 .0150 .0121 
 89.8 89.87 89.7 10.489 .1i19 34 "..-.0088 0.0000 
-.0041 .0126 
 .0105 --.0089 89.7 89.6 89.5 5.380 .1
.19-35- -.-- 0147-0.0000- .0068___.0090-.0077_...0067 09.5_89.4__89.3 
.3.420___.I_
20 36 -.0236 0.0000 -.0110 .0068 .0053 .0041 
 89.3 89.1 80.8 1.962 .121 37 . 0419 0.0000 -.0195 .0044 .0030 .0019 88.9 88.5 87.9 . .897 -.3

-22-38---.0724-0.0000..-.0339-.0021..0010 
.0000 881 8.7.6--95.2 .504 -I.9 
AMPEDANCEDATA­
'GAP ' INPUT- '-NPUT- INPUJ -- INPUTL___ LOA ____LOAD '_GAP_ GAP .'GALPVL.TA6 E
'NO RESIST. 'REACT. CONDUCT. SUSCEPT. RESIST. .' REACT. 
 RESIST. REACT. I ! '
" ­
. OHMS OHMS MHOS J MHOS. ' OHMS OHMS " OHMS ' OHMS VOLT DEGREES 
1 ;.482 -3404.035 . .000000 .000294 0.000 .0 0.000 . .93 -3404.838 *'1000.000 0.0
.2.. 1.482. -3404.835 .000000 .000294 0.000."
' 0.000 .943 -3404.838 '1000.00 
-180.01.3_. ANEINITE-NFINITE_ " "99 902.j3.. 3123 ' 3.161 ._41.6_6 
 INFINITE INFINITE * -99.902 3.123 .3.161 -138.4
 9
10_ INFINITE INFINITE .000 .000

-INFINITE--INFINITE.--_,OO-.000 .000 -68.5=,,0 00 __ .;000____ -68.5_
4 INFINITE '. INFINITE 
-600.000 .000 4.733 157.6
7. INFINITE . INFINITE 
-60n.nno .AnAn 
-' _, 
INPUT POWER = . .601 WATTS 
-- RADIATED POWER.=_J -.386 WATTS._ 
WIRE LOSS = .000 WATTS 
- NETWbRK LOSS = ' .987 WATTS 







GAP_"EHF " - EM F OHM_'_ MICRO " 'PICO___ 
VOLT DEGREES HENRY- FARAD 
__I_1000.0000. -_0.00.-0,0000_-.0.0000 -INFINITY SERIES­
2 1000.0000 -0.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY SERIES 
-NETWORKSUNCHANGED.
 
COORDINATES CURRENT DISTRIBUTION NORMAL ELECTRIC 
.. ., FIELD * RADIUS 
X Y Z AMPLITUDE PHASE
 
.- WIRE .INT... ...WAVE----:-- WAVE-_ .WAVE- _ MP" AMP AMP OEG DEG DE.YVLTS DEG__ 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS
 
.......... 0.00000-.__0.0000. -. 0000._ GAP, .. GAP._ . .. 165422_.9 
1 1 0.0000, 0.0000 .0032 .2776-., .2244 .1770 89.0 89.0 89.0 148.321 -.9 
1 2 0.0000, 0.0000 .0097 .1797 .1354 .0915 89.0 89.0 89.0 130.145 -1.0 
I .... 3 0.0000 ...... 0.0000_ ..0162 .0930.__.0479..... 0000 ... 89.0 ...89.0 =91.2 137.154 -- 1.0_ 
0.0000' 0.0000 .8000 GAP 2 GAP 2'. 165.422 -.9 
2 4 0.0000 0.0000 -.0032 .2776 .2244 .1770 89.0 89.0 89.0 148.321 -.9 
2_-..S_ _0.0000 .....0.0000 -.0097 . 1797__ .1354 ... 0915 __89.0 890..890.30.145. 
2 ' 6 0.0000 0.0000 -.0162 .0930 .0479 .0000 89.0 89.0 -91.2 137.154 -1.0 
0.0000 -.0000 -.0000 GAP 3 GAP 3 48.523 179.6
.0.000 .0028. 
3 8 0.0000 '.0084 .0049 .1166 .1102 .1050 -91.2 -91.3 -91.4 17.096 -179.3 
3 9 0.0000 .0140 .0081 .1054 .1012 .0976 -91.4 -91.6 -91.7 11.406 -178.4 
4 10 0.0000-_ .0226 .0130 09 .0923 0876 ._-91.7 _.-92.0.- 92.3 .....7.906 -176.9 
3 0 .7_ " 0016. 1385 _.124k-1149 .. 910_ .-91.2.1798 
_.~..8__ ......

5 11 0.0000 .0400 .0231 .0885 .0814 .0752 -92.2 -92.9 -93.7 4.739 -174.3
 
6 12 0.0000 .- .0774 .0447 .0765 .0653 .0536 -93.6 -9S.6 -98.3 3.915 -172.9
 
7 1a .0.0000 . 1158 .0669.. ... 0539.... .0477 .__0414- -98.2-100.-102.6 _4.191-174.3 
7 .14 0.0000 .1415 .0817 .0414 .0349 .0284 -102.4 -105.9 -111.4 4.560 -174.2 
0.0000 .1543 .0891 GAP 4 - GAP 4 4.741 -173.7 
0.0000 .. .1543 .0891 - GAP 5 _..............GAP5  ..... 4.202_ 155.7 
8 .15 0.0000 '1672 .0965 .0284 .0217 .0148 -111.4 -110.8 -110.3 4.377 157.5 
8 16 0.0000 .1928 .1113 .0150 .0077 .0000 -110.6 -110.5 73.8 4.838 159.4 





X Y Z AMPLITUDE PHASE 
AP _AMP AMP DEG- DEG.-DEG- VOLTS-DEG­_AMP
-WIRE- INT.----WAVE---WAVE-W 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS 	 ..
 
,0016 . . .1385__ . 1244.--.1,149._-_ 91.0__ 91.1-- 91.2--34.748-179.8­
.... 9.--17 ..... 0.0000 ... 0028 '-
-91.3 -91.4 17.096 -179.3
 
9 19'-; 0.0000 '0140 -.0081 .1054 - .1012.- .0976 -91.4 -91.6 -91.7 '" 11.406 -178.4
 
-16.-20 .....0.0000 -.. 0226- .0130 -. 0980.-

9 18ID 0.0000 .0084 -.0049 .1166 .1102 , .1050 -91.2 
,0923-- 0876--91.7--- 920---923----7506-176.9­
11 21 0.0000 .0400 -.0231 
 .0885 .0814 .0752 -92.2 -92.9 -93.7 4.739 -174.3
 
12 22 0.0000 .0774 -.0447 . .0653 -93.6 -95.6 -98.3 3.815 -172.9
0765 .0536 

-.	 13-23...0.00000.,-.1S8 -. 0669__ 0539-.0477-.0414-982._-100.1--102.6.-4.191---174.3­
13 24 0.0000 .1415 -.0817 .0414 .0349 .0284 -102.4 -i0S.9 -111.4 4.560 -174.2 
0.0000 : .1543 -.0891 - GAP 7 - GAP 7 4.741 -173.7
 
_ -GAP.- 8.- . _____4.202_..155.7_
____0.0000--. 1543 .0891_-GAP - 8.......___ 

14: 25 0.0000 .1672 -.0965 .0284 .0217 . .0148 -111.4 -110.Q -110.3 4.377 157.5
 
14 26 0.0000 .1928 _. -.1113 r .0150 .>0077 -. 0000 -110.6 -110.5 73.8 4.838 159.4
 
-_ -,0.0000...,0.0000- 0.0000--GAP 9--.----..... - - - GAP ..9 _ --- 39.973-178.3­
1 27-' '0029" , 0.0000 .0014 .0007 .0107 




..15._29__ .0147-0.0000-..0068 -. 0226-.0245 .0258- 87.5....87.5.._87.6_ 4.698-177.9
 
16 30 .0236 0.0000 .0110 .0255 .0266 .0266 

15 .28 *7.0088 0.0000 .0041 .0160 . .0201 ..0229 87.3' 87.4 87.5 10.195 
87.5 87.5 87.5 .796 177.0
 
17 31 .0419 0.0000 .0195 .0258 .0231 .0190 87.5 
 87.4 87.4 2.423 -2.1
 
__--8.-32....0724___0.0000 	 .0339.... .0184-.0100-..0000- 87.3---87.2.--94.2 -4.358..-2.7­
0.0000 " 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 10 GAP 10 .39.973 178.3
 
19 33 -.0029 0.0000 -.0014 .0007 .0107 
 .0176 -68.7 86.8 87.4 26.947 178.3 
.- 19.._34.-.0088 _ 00000 -. 0041 - 0160-0201 -. 0229-87.3--87.4_87'5; -0.195-178.1 
K 19 35 -.0147 0.0000 -.0068 .0226 .0245 .0258 87.5 87.5 87.6 4.698 177.9 
20 36 -.0236 0.0000 -.0110 .025S .0266 .0266 
 87.5 87.5 	 87.5 .796 177.0
 
.21_37..__-,0419-. 0.000 0_-.0195--.0258 -. 0231- .0190--87.5--'_87.4__74_....2.423__.-2. 
22 38 -.0724 0.0000 -.0339 .0184 .0100 .0000 87.3 87.2 -94.2 4.358 -2.7 
IMPEDANCE DATA
 
LOAD GAP, GAP GAP VOLTAGE
 
NO RESIST. REACT. CONDUCT. SUSCEPT. RESIST. REACT. RESIST.. REACT.
 
. . ..OHMS__ OHHS__ MHOS _ MHOS___OHMS____OHMS..... OHMS MSOHMS__LTVOLTDErREE$_
 
GAM ' INPUT INPUT INPUT INPUT LOAD 

0.000 0.000'. 62.316 -3601.787 1000.000 0.0 
.2L 62502--3601.781- -. 000005- .000278.- 0.0002. 0.00 62.36--360I787 000.000-- -0.0
1 : 62.502 	 -3601.781 .000000 .000278 
3.' INFINITE INFINITE -99.902 3.123 * 13.840 87.2 
6 INFINITE INFINITE -99.902 3.123 13.840 87.2 
9--' __INFINITE -.000-68233.630----.48.748- ___21.5_ 
10 INFINITE INFINITE -.000 68233.630 48.748 21.5
 
4 
 INFINITE INFINITE -600.000 -.000 1. 17.021 -111.4
 













-NETWORK LOSS - 9.622 WATTS 
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:MAXIMUM-RELATIVE ASYMMETRY I-FLTHE ANTENNA ADMITTANCE MATRIXJS 10.7 PER CENT FORGAPS 
-GAP SOURCES 




_...ll00.000 .... -0.00 -0.0000 . 00000 _INFINITY SERIES_ 
2 1000.0000. 10.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY SERIES
 
NET NO ETYP GP CONNETIONS PARAN41 PARAM2 PARAM3 PARAM4 
.1. IMP. .3-n.0 ........ 100.0000 _. -0.0000 .....-0,0000 
-0.00002 INP 6- 0 100.0000 
-0.0000 
-0.0000 




4 IMP 6-_-_0 
-0.0000 0.000h 16.0000 
___.0 0 00__5 IMP 4- 0 WO.0O0 ' 70.0000 -70o0000 
-0.00006 IMP 7- 0 ,00.0000 -0.0000 
-0.0000 -0.0000 




-0.00009 IMP 1- 0 ,700000.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 
10 ImP .. 2- 0 .. 700000.0000 o-0.0000-00000 ....




NET NO NETTYPE GAP CONNECTIONS PARAMI PARAM2 PARAM3 PARAM4
 





FIELD * RADIUS 
........ Z - AMPLITUDE- - .... PHASE .....
 
AMP DEG DEG VOLTS DEGAMP AMP DEG 

*.NO_..NO .-- LENGTHS-- LENGTHS -LENGTHS-.....
 
WIFiEINT WAVE- WAVE- WAVE-

GAP I . 18S.624 -.00.0000.. 0.0000 0.0000 3GAP I 

.1. 




.1669 . .1123' 90.0 90.0 
°.000.0192 .1144 .0587 .0000 90.0 90.0 90.6
1 2" 0.0000 ).0000: .0115 .2226 
 142.097 	 -.0
 1" 3 
. 
0.00000.0000 ).0000. 0.0000_L.__GAP. 2- - GAP .26 	 4......8..... .. -_180.0-­
.2184 -90.0 -90.0 -90.0 162.594 180.04 .0.0000 ).0000 -.0038 . ,3492 .2792 

-90.0 -90.0 137.014 180.0
2 5 0.0000 ).0000 -.0115 .2226 .1669 .1123 -90.0 

-2---6 .0.0000. ).0000 -.0192... ...1144 
 .0S87_.. 0000_.-90.0..-- 90,0_.-90,0--142.097-180.0
 
GAP 3 GAP 3 19.897 179.3
0.0000 -.0000 -.0000 

3 7 0.0000 .0033 .0019 .0200 
 .0163'*. 	 .0152 -139.9-.158.4 -174.9 14.365 179.1 
,0154'.. 172 1-.1759 166.5 - -Y.081--178.23. a8 	 0.0000. .. 0100 . 0058. _0153 .0151. 
.0096 :0153 .0158 .0163 167.1 160.1 1054.7 4.411 176.7
3 9 	 0.0000 .0166 
 143.1 2.409 172.9
4 10 	 0.0000. 2.0268 .0155 .,0162 .0171 .0178 155.4 148.1 
0.0000 .0475 -',..0175 .0181... 0183 .144.5138.8_1348 ..... q27 .154.6.027 ---5--11 

.0145 136.1 131.0 126.2 .6056. 12 0.0000 .0918 .0530 .0179 .0167 	 80.8 126.4 123.7 120.3 .894 58.2
.1374 .0794 .0144 .0130 .0100 109, _4 _--I, 072 _53.57 13 0.0000 
_.0969-....0115 .. 0098 _ .0080_-_120.5__I16.0._.
-7 -14: 	 -. 0000 .. 1679. 
GAP 4 GAP 4 1.152 52.4

.0.0000 .1831 .1057 

GAP S .943 16.7
0.0000 .1831 .1057 GAP 5 

8 .is .. -.1145 0080 ..0062....,0043... 09,4_LI09,9__II0,2 .. 016-.18.4
0.0000 1983 -....

8 16 0.0000 .2288 .1321 .0043 .0000
.0022 109.9 109.8 109.4 1.171 19.9
 
.19.097 -.7
0.0000 	 -.0000 .0000 GAP 6 GAP 6 

_9 17. 	 .0.0000. -. 0033.-.0019_.i-.20 ..0163-,~..0152a--- -. I_.2. '_5 1-1.6--9 
-1.8

.0154 7.9 -4.1 -13 5 : 7.081
9 18 0.0000 .0100 -. 005 .0153 .0151 
-19.9 -20.3 4.411 -3.3
91. 19 0.0000 '.0166 -.0096 ,.013 .0158 .0163 -12.9 
-. 0155 ...._,0162 .0171 -. .0178. -24.6 _.-31,9 36,9....2 0 ..... -7.1
-10,:i2 	 . 0.0000 .. 0268 
-45.2 .927 -25.4 
.0167 .0145 -43.9 -49.0 -53.0 , .605 -99.2
I .21 0;0000 .0475 -.0274 .0175 .0181 .0183 -35. -41.2 

12 22 0.0000 .0918 -.0530 .0179 

.13-23 -0.0000 ..1374 -. 0794__.01444 .0130-.... .0115 _.-536-56,3-59,7____ .894-121.8
 
13 24 0.0000 .1679 -.0969 .0115 .0098 
 .0080 -09.5 -64.0 -70.6 1.072 -126.5 
0.0000 .1831 -.1057 GAP 7 GAP 7 1.152 -127.6 
0.0000 .1831 GAP 8.-.1057 ..... 8 -...........GAP. .. .. .. 943 -163;3 
.0062 .0043 -70.6 -70.1 -69.8 1.016 -161.614 25 0.0000 .1983 -.1145 .0080 





1.4 26 0.0000 .2288 -.1321 .0043 .0022 

0000 0.0000----GAP 9 ..... .... GAP .9............... ... 14,308.-179.9 
.0226 .0176 .0142 -89.6 -89.5 -89.4 10.485 -179.915 27 .0035" 0.0000 .0016 

15 28 .0104 . 0.0000 .0049 .0147 
 .0123 .0104 -89.4 -89.3 -89.2 5.374 -179.9 0....0078 ..-89.2 -- 89.1 -89.0..... 3.413 -179.915 t 29 .0....074 .. :0000 .0081 .. 01OS .0090 

16' 30 .0280 0.0000 .0131 .0079 .0061 .0047 
 -89.0 -88.8 -88.5 1.952 -179.7
 
17 31 .0497 0.0000 .0232 
 , .0051 	 .0034 .0021 -88.6 -88.3 -07.8 S084 -. 179.3 
.0011 .0000 . -88.0 -87.6 -93.6 .484 -178.018 32 .0859 0.0000 .0402 ,.0024 
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GAP--__.-.INPUT .- INPUT.--- INPOT-_-- INPUT-. LOA _ LOAD GAP GAP ',IGAP'-VOLTAGE-
NO ' RESIST. REACT. CONDUCT. SUSCEPT. RESIST. REACT., RESIST. I REACT. - I 
OHMS OHIHS MHOS MHOS OHMS OHMS , ,OHMS i OHMS- , ' 'VOLT DEGREES 
,---.--. -............... .... .. 
 
1 - : 1.787 -2863.452 .00000 '.000349 ,. ' 0.000 0.000 .:94 -2863.453 , 1000.000 0.0 
2 '" 1.787 -2863.452 .000000 " .000349 0.000 0.000 '. .594 -2863.453 1000.000 -180.0 
3-, INFINITE .-- INFINITE: _ 99.863 ___ 3.704 I 2.000 38.0 
6' INFINITE , INFINITE -99.,83''. 73.704' 2.000 -142.0 
9 INFINITE -INFINITE - ' ..000 ' .000 ' "'" .000 -54.6 
0. .INFINITE-_INFINITE -. 00.. -. 000. ..000__ :-54.6­
4' INFINITE INFINITE ' -600.000 .000 '4.794 109.4 
7 INFINITE INFINITE . -600.000 , '4.794. -70.6 
INPUT POWER = .436' WATTS 
-.RADIATED POWER.,=' - ......,!,p.168' WATTS_,-
,WIRE LOSS = .000 WATTS 
,,NETWORK LOSS- .604 WATTS 
_RADIATION.EFYJCIENCY_ =3__.-.6I_?ER.-CENT
 
EXCITATION MODE 2 
-_...GAP.SOURCES.-. 
GAP-.--,.EMF.... _.EMF -- _OHM' -MICRO2 _ PICO 
.. VOLT DEGREES ,HENRYr,,,,, -,';.,FARAD, 
.....- 0-11000.0000--0.00_...-0.0000rO 0000., INFINITY.
... itRIE5__2
 












-COORDINATES-- _ _CURRENT.DISTRIBUTION-.. . NORMALELECTRIC.. 
-AMPLITUDE PHASE--.....
 
WIRE INT WAVE- WAVE- WAVE- AMP. AMP AMP DEG -DEG DEG' VOLTS DEG 
NO -..NO LL-LENGTHS LENGTHS _ LENGTHS . _-_•_"_ _"
 
"* GAP 1 	 GAP 1 166.286 -10.0000 	 0.0600 0.0000 87__4 ,8 -- I2

_1- .. 0".0000 _0.0000_ __.0038___-_.,3326____.2691I ,14. ..8 o __.87._ 
.0115 .2157 .1626 .1099 88.7 88.7 88.7 131.521 -1.3 
1 3 0.0000 0.0000 .0192 .1117 .0575 .0000 
1 2 	 0.0000 0.0000 

88.7 88.7 88.4 138.839 -1.3 
000-- GAP .2.0000....... ....... - 2..--..... .. 166. 866__-1,I_-7 	 GAP . 
88.7 88.7 88.7 149.380 -1.2 
2 5 0.0000 0.0000 -.0115 .2157 
2. 4. 	 0.0000 0.0000 -.0038 .3326 .2691 .2124 
.1626 .1099 88.7 88.7 88.7 131.921 -1.3 
.2_-6 0.0000--....0,0000- ,0192 .... 88....71117__.0575_....000O0 88788.7__88.4-138.8-39 -_--1.3­0.000 	 -.0000 .0000 GAP 3 . .:GAP 3 47.64S 179.7 
.1660 .1497 " .1388 -91.3 -91.51 -91.6 33.842 -179.9 
.3.-8 0.0000 
3 7 	 0.0000 .0033 .0019 

.0100 .0058. ...1408 .... ,1336:.,1279._-,69.-91,8_92......_ 1.16.1692178.4.
 
3-9 0.0000 .0166 .0096 
 .1283 .1237 .1199 -91.9 -92.1 -92.3 10.513 -176.7 
,4 10,. 0.0000 .0268 .0155 .1203 . .1143 .1094 -92.3 -92.7 :-93.2 6.708 -173.9 
.5. 11 ­ .0.0000 -,0475 .0274 .. ... 1104 - 1032_ - 0968_ .3 1 .94,1.=95.1- - 4.191._.169.3­
6 12 0.0000 .0918 .0530 .0984 .0862 .0721 -95.1 -97.7 -101.1 3.800 -169.2 
7 13 0.0000 .1374 .0794 .0725 .0647 .0564 -101.1 -103.4 -106.3 4.665 -173.4 
7-147 .0.0000. .1679 0969 .... 0...065. 0478----.. 0390_- 106.2l10.4.-116.9-. . 5.325.-174.5­
0.0000 .1831 .1057 GAP 4 GAP 4 5.633 -174.4
 
0.0000 .1831 .1057 GAP 5 
 GAP 5 4.747 149.6 
.8-,-15 . .0000. .1983_ __.1145... 0390_..0300__ .,0205--1169--116.2 -. 15.7- -.5.023_ 151.7. 
8 	 16. 0.0000 .2288 .1321 .0208 .0107 .0000 -116.Q:-I15.9 -112.3 5.657 154.0 
0.0000 -.0000 .0000 OAP 6 ... GAP 6 47.645 179.7
 
.91-17- 0,0800.. !.0033. -0019 .1660' .1497. _,1388 ...­91.3 -91.5_=91.6_...33.842 -179.9 
S18 0.0000 .0100 -.0058 .1408 .1336 .1279 -91.6 -91.8 -92.0 16.169 -178.4 
19, 0.0000 ..0166 -. 0096 .1283 .1237 .1199 -91.9 -92.1 -92.3. 10.513 -176.7 
10 .2o: 0.0000. ....0268 ..-. 0155 .1203 - 1143 .... 094_.--92,,3__ 92,7_. 93,. ...6,708_r173.9_ 
11 21 0.0000 .0479 -.0274 .1104 .1032 .0968 -93.1 -94.1 -95.1 4.191 -169.3 
12 22 0.0000 .0918 -.0530 .0984 .0862 4 7 3 4.0721 -95.1 -97.7 -101.1 3.00 -169.2 
13. 23. 0.0000. . ... 1374 _...-,0794 ..... 0725_-. 0647___Z,0564-101.1,1034.-106.3.-.. .S665-1 . ­
13 24 0.0000 .1679 -.0969 .0565 .0478 .0390 -106.2 -110.4 -116.9 5.325 -174.5 
0.0000 .1831 -.1057 GAP 7 GAP 7 5.633 -174.4 
. 0.0000. .1831__- ,I057- -- 8 GAP _8._ - ... _.. . ....... 4747_ 149.6GAP ..........-_-....--. 
14 29 0.0000 .1983 -. 1145 .0390 .0300 - .0205 -116.9 -116.2 -115.7 5.023 151.7 
14 26 0.0000 .2288 :-.1321 .,0208 .0107 .. 0000 -116.0 -115.9 -112.3 5.657 154.0 
. 0.0000, 0.0000. 0.0000 GAP 9 ........... ....GAP ._9.__...-.. _41.703 177.6 
15 27 .0035 0.0000 .0016 .0007 .0135 .0220 -54.1 85.7 86.4 28.195 177.6 
1G 28, .0104 0.0000 .0049 .0202 .0253 .0289 86.3 86.5 86.6 10.809 177.3 




X Y Z AMPLITUDE PHASE 
.WIOE INT .. WAVE-.... WAVE- .WAVE-. AMR___ AMP. . AMP__DEGDEG DEG.___YOLT __DEG__ 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS 
16. 30: '.. .0280- .0.0000 .' .0131. ... 032I__..0336. ... 0337 86.6_86.6 86.6 .965J75.3*
 
17, 31 .0497 0.0000 .0232 .0328 .0296 ' .0243 86.5 86.4 ' 86.3 2.523 -2.8
 
18 32 .0859 0.0000-. 0402 .0236 -' .0129 .0000 86.3 86.1 -95.8 4.725 -3.7
 
-O 0 . - GAP 10 -. - . GAP 10. 4 1.7 03 177.6..O0000 ..q .0000 
19. :33' -. 0035 0.0000 - :.0016 .0007. .0135 .0221 -54.1 85.7. 06.4 28.195 177.6
 
19 34 " -.0104 0.0000 -.0049 .0202 .0253, .0289 86.3 86.5 86.6 10.809 177.3
 
19.35 .-. 0174.0.000 -. 001 .0285 .0309 .0326 _86.6 86.6 86.6 5.079 176.9
 
20 36 -.0280 0.0000 -.0131 .0321 .0336 .0337 86.6 86.6 86.67 .965-175.3­
21 37 -.0497 0.0000 -.0232 .0328 .0296 .0243 86.5 86.4 86.3 2.523 -2.8
 
-22 .38_-...0859__.. 0.0000--_..0402 .0236. .0129_ .0000 - 86.3 86.1 -95.8 4.725 -3.7
 
:IMPREDANCEDATA' 
5AP--- INPUT .INPUT... -T _INPUL__. _N~LOAD_._ LOAD. GAP GAP GAP VOLTAGE
 
NO RESIST. REACT. CONDUCT. SUSCEPT. RESIST. REACT. RES-IST.----RECT.
 
OHMS OHMS MHOS MHOS OHMS OHMS OHMS OHMS YyOLT DEGREE! 
1 ' 66.893 -3005.343.J .000007 .000333 0.000 0.000, 66.599-30.356 100.00 0. 
3----....-------- ..........------ _ INFINITEINFINITE'-- 99863 , 3.704 - 16.593 - 86.1
 
6 INFINITE INFINITE -99.863 3.704 16.593 86.1
 
9 INFINITE INFINITE " -.000 .07508.561 ,, 40.876 35.'
 
4 0 8 7 6 
-10._ 
-INFINITE INFINITE - -. 000 ,708 5 . . 35.z
 
4- INFINITE INFINITE -600 000 . 000 , -16..
INFINITE FINFINITE 00O.00 ,' ,--.0 . -23.392 -116.' 
INPUT POWER = ,I.805"WAT1S
RADIATED POWER-=,' -' ';079 WATTS.-
WIRE LOSS =00OWATTS 
NETWORK LOSS = 14.726 WTTS 
_1ADIATIONEFEICIENCY._ .53 PERCENT. 
FREUENCY = .... 4500 MC 
N O RdUND PRESENT 
. .ANTENNA MODE S6LUTIONS WERE'READ FROM BINARY CARDS DECK.NO. _284
 




EXCITATION MODE 1 
--- GAP_SOURCES... . 
EMF_-----OHM MICRO___ _PICO_...,GAP ____EMF .... -...... 

VOLT DEGREES HENRY FARAD
 
- 1-.1000.0000 " O.0O__-O.0000O-.O.OOO-.INFINITY__ SERIE! 
2 1000.0000 180.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY SERIE!
 
NONRADIATING NETWORKS CONNECTING THE GAPS
 
NET NO NETTYPE GAP CONNECTIONS ' PARAM1 PARAM2 PARAM3 .' PARAM4 
. 0000.--0.0000___' 
2 ImP 6-' 0 . 100.0000 I-0.00000 '','"-0.000 -0.0000 
3 IMP 3- '0 " -0.0000 -0.0000'. . '160.0000 ." -0.0000 
-.1. IMP _.3-.10. _I00.00O0.. ... 	 -0.0000..0_ 
-4. IMP-..... . -6---D - .- ..0.0000.- " -O.O0000'L_..'160.O000__"_,_- O.O0000-. 
S IMP 4- 0 , 600.0000 -0.0000 ,-'-0.0000 -0.0000 
6 IMP 7- 0 , 600.0000 -0.0000 ' -0.0000 ' -0.0000 
._7. IMP..- _9----0.-- -0.0000. -__.__0.0000___15.0000. -0.0000..
 
8 IMP. 9- 10 -0.0000 ' -0.0000'1 11 -0.0000 -0.0000
 
9 IMP 1- 0 . *800000.0000 -0.0000 -.-0.0000 ' -0.0000
 
.10 IMP.. 0....... _ BO00000.000 0.0000 *_-0.0000_ 0.0000__
-2--. ......- -_-_- __. 
11 IMP 1- 2 *400000.0000 -0.0000 .- 0.0000 -0.0000 
COORDINATES CURRENT DISTRIBUTION 	 NORMAL ELECTRIC 
FIELD * RADIUS 
X Y Z AMPLITUDE PHASE
 
[RE INT_.... WAVE- ... WAVE-. WAVE----AMP-'AP...AMP AMP' -- GD....-- DO EG..... VOLTS-.--DEG.... 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS 




I 1 0.0000 0.0000 .0047 .4274 ".3419""' 2676 r 90.0 90.0 90.0 162.841 -.0 
1 .'2 . 0.0000 0.0000 .0141 .2727 .2046 . .1377 90.0 90.0 90.0 	 137.558 -.0 
.1 " 3 .. :: 	 0.0000 '0 '0000. '".0234 '.' "'1402'L.L'.0720 __'..0000'-_ 90'" ....90.0__.-90._.142.8666.. .0..
 




'2 4 0.0000 0.0000 -.0047 - .4274' .3419 .2676 -90.0. -90.0'11900 ' '162.841' O180.0 
- 2 . S - 0.0000 .. 0.0000 , -.0141 .2727 .2046 .. .1377 -90.0 -90.0 -90.0 ... 137.55 .180.0 
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99 9 142.866 180 0 -
-1 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 3 GAP 3 20.125 178.7 













0 -00._ .0122 
0.0000 .0203 























.0221 .0138 .0084 
.0092.000.58 0039 
'.0040.' .0037 - .0046 
.0044 .0065 .0083 
_.007 .0098__ .0111 
.0104 .0108 .0100 
.0099 .0091 ..0082 




.0032 .0017 .0000 
GAP 6 
-101.5 -107.8 -118.8 
-116.0_-132.0,.162.0 
-159.2 164.0 138.9 
141.6 119.2 110.4 
112.0 103.7 99..I 
i 99.8 93.0 86.8 




65.7 66.4 66.8 


































.0041 .-. 0023_ 
.0122, *.:.0070 













78.5 . 72.261,2. 
'64.0 48.0 18.0 
20.8 -16.0 -41.1 












0.00002 - .0579 -.0334 
0.0000 .1119 -.0646 
0.0000. .... 1676._ -.0968_ 
0.0000 .2047 -.1182 
0.0000 .2233 -.1289 






.0098 .0111 -68.0 -76.3 -80.9 
.0108 .0100 -80.2 -87.0 -93.2 
.0091-_ 0082_.-93.1_ -96.6_-100.8 
.0070 .0056 -100.6 -I06.1 -. 14.3 
-3AP 7, GAP 7 
















.2419 .-. 1396 
.2790 -. 1611 
_0.0000,_ ,.0.0000-
















-114.3 -113.6 -113.2 
,113.7-113.7 -114.2 
AP_9. 
-88.3 -87.9 -87.5 







17 3118 '32. 
.0212 0.0000 --.. 0099.... .0131_.__p0113_ 
.0342 0.0000 .0160 .0100 .0077 
.0606 0.0000 .0283 .0065 .0044





-86.7_--6.2-.-85.7 3.416 -179,6. 
-85.8 -84.0 -83.7 1.959 -179.0 













0.0000 0.0000 GAP 10 GAP 10 
0.0000 -.0020 .0279 '.0218 .0176 91.7 92.1' 92.5 
_0.0000__,0059.__._---_0182.--0153-.0129 92.5 92,9_93,4 
0.0000 -.0099 .0131 .0113 .0098 93.3 93.8 94.3 
0.0000 -.0160 .0100 .0077 .0060 94.2 95.2 96.3 

















 MHOS MHOS OHMS OHMS OHMS OHMS VOLT DEGREES
 
-1.-. 1.225 .--2339848--
 .000000....000427- ----0.00 0000.--___I1.019- 2339.849.-O100.0000...O.0 
2" 1.225 -2339.848 .000000 .000427 0.000 0.000 1.019 -2339.849 1000.000 -180.0 
3 INFINITE INFINITE -99.796 4.515 2.205 75.9
-6 
.... 4.51S 
9 INFINITE INFINITE .000 .000 .000 -14.0 
INFINITE -.- INFINITE _-99.796.... ....... 2.205 .- 104.1 ­
10. INFINITE INFINITE -. 000 -. 000 .000 -14.0 
.4- INFINITE ... 65.7_INFINITE_..-..600.000..... .000---3.484---
-7 
 INFINITE INFINITE -600.000 .000 3.484 -114.3
 
INPUT POWER = .448 WATTS 
RADIATED POWER = .097 WATTS 
-WIRE LOSS--- -.=.- - .- 000,WATTS_ 
NETWORK LOSS = .351 WATTS 






MGAP EMF EMF OHM MICRO PICO' 
... iV.....___ OLT___DEGREES ...... ._HENRY ',. FARAD'_-!' 
1 1000.0000 -0.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY SERIES 
_2_1000.0000-2_P0.00. 0.0000. 0.0000 







,, , ,FIELD RADIUS 
X' ._::":LY -.. ._ . AMPLTUDE '.:. __PHASE ... ' 
WIRE INT WAVE- WAVE- WAVE- AMP' AMP AMP DEG DEG DEG VOLTS DEG
 
.NO NO LENGTHS, .LLENGTHS -. LENGTHS " " ' • _ "_ " ',I 
1.., 0.0000 0.0000 -. 0000 GAP' I ';. H GARP'I ,.1 , 168.013 -l.'6
 
1 0.0000 . 0.0000 . .0047 .. 4135,-. .3351 _.'2649.__ 88.1 - 88.'--88...151.'469._._ 1.7..
1 , 2 0.0000 0.0000 .0141 .268 .2028 .1371 ' 88.1 88.1 88.0 134.201 1'1.9
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' 
Y., APLITUDE PHASE 
WIR'E WNT!:L_.zAVE- WAVE- AMP AMP DEG 0E0.WAVE-' 	 AMP DEG VOLTSEG 
NO NO •LENGTHS LENGTH9 LENGTHS 
_3__. 	0.0000- 0.0000 ___.0234 .1395 .0718 .OOOO 80.0 80.0-92,5 142.111 -2.0
 
0.0000 0.0000 .0000 GAP 2 GAP 2 168013 -16
 
2 . 4 0.0000 : 0.0000 -.0047 : .4135 .3351 .2649 88.1 88.1 88.1 151.469 -1:7 
.2__5_. 	 0.0000 __0.0000 n.0141_....2688_...2028 .1371 ' 88.1 .1 8.0 134.201_-1,9 
2 . 6 0.0000 .0.0000 -.0234 .1395 .0718 .0000 88.0 88.0 .-92.5 142,111 -2.0
 
0.0000 n.0000 0.0000 -GAP 3 " GAP 3 45.894 -179.7
3 92 9 2 2 29 3 2
 
-3.--7-	 0.0000. .10041 .... .0023_ _.2067-.876- ._.17s ,_ - .0_ . - .5 .031__-178.8 
3 . 8 0.0000 .0122, -.0070 .1778 .1699 .1639 -92.5 -92.8 -93.2 14.327 -170.0
 
3 9 ,.-.0000 ".02037' .0117 .1644 1 .1597 .1560 -93.2 -93.5 -93.9 8.766 -170.4
 
4L-.10- .0.0000 .0326 .0189 -.1566 .1511. 1469-.n93.9_-94.6_-95,.4-...5.222_-161.9
 
5, 11 0.0000 .0579 .0334 .1482 .1426 .1374 -95,4 -97.0 -98.6 3.311 -149.8
 
6 12 0.0000 .1119 .0646 .1394 .1278 .1106 -98.6-102.4 -107.1 3.870 -159.9
 
_713- 0.0000 .1676 .0968 .1111 .1003- .0883-107.0 -ll0.0_-113.8 _ 5.732_-173.0_
 
7 14 0.0000 .2047 .1182 .0884 .0754 .0619 -113.6 -118.9 -126.9 7.043 -176.9
 
0.0000 .2233 . .1289 GAP 4 GAP 4 7.636 -177.8
 
0.0000 .2233 ,1289_ 5AP 5 GAP 5 5.914 138.7
 
8 15 0.0000 .2419 .1396 .0619 .0480 .0331 -126.9 -126.0 -125.4 6.435 141.4
 
8 16 0.0000 .2790 . .1611 .0335 .0174 .0000 -125.9 -125.7 -123.0 7.484 144.1
 
-000000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 6. ..... ._GAP 6 . 45.894_-179.7
 
9 17 0.0000 .0041 -. 0023 .2067 .1876 .1753 -92.0 -92.2 -92,5 32.031 -178.8
 
-9 18 :0.0000 .0122 -.0070 .1778 .1699 :1639 -92.5 -92,8 -93.2 14.327 -175.0
 
. 19 .0.0000 .0203 _-.0117 ..... 1644 .1597 .1560 -93.2 _-93.5_-93.9 8.766-170.4 
-
I 20 0.0000 .0326 -.0189 .1566' .1511 .1469 -93.9 -94.6 -95.4 5.222 -161.9
 
1 21 0.0000 .0579 -.0334 .1482 .1426 .1374 -95.4 -97.0 -98.6 3.311 -149.8
 
12..22_ 0,0000 .1119 *-0646 _-1394____.1278 ...1106__-98.6.O.102.4__107.1_ 3.870.-159.9_.
 
13. 23 	 0.0000 .1676 -.0968 1 .1111 .1003 .0883 -107.0 -110.0 -113.8 5.732 -173.0
 
13. 24 	 0.0000 .2047 -. 1182 .0884" .0754- .0619 -113.6 -118.9 -126.9 7.043 -176.9
 
0.0000 ..... 2233_... 1289 . ... . .. . GAR 7 .......
 
14 0.0000 .2233 -.1289 GAP 8 . GAP 8 5.914 138.7
 
1425 ' .0000 . .2419 -. 1396 .0619 .0480 .0331 -126.9 -126,0 -125,4 6.435 141.4
 
14:__26_ 6.0000 .2790 ._,-.1611__ .0335 .0174 -125.7_-n23. _0000__125_97.484_ 144.1_
0
 
.9000 *0.0000 0.0000 - GAP 9 GAP 9 .45.207 175.9
 
15-127 .0042 0.0000 .0020 .0008 .0185 .0300 -14.4 83.4 84.3 30.727 175.8
 
15STZ . .0127 0.0000 .0059 .0275. ,0344_ .0393 84.1 -84.4.- 84.4 12.063 175.3_
 
15 29 .0212 0.0000 .0099 .0388 .0422 .0445 84.4 84.4 84.4 5.863 174.5*
 
16 30 .0342 0.0000 .0160 .0440 .0463 .0466 84.4 84.3 84.2 1.322 171.3
 
17 _31. .0606 ....0.0000 -.- ,0283_.........0454 ..0414_ -0343.-84.2--- 83,9__. 83.7__ 2.720.- -4.4....
 
18 	.32 .1047 0.0000 .0490 .0334 .0183 .0000 83,7 83.3 80.7 5.482 -6.3
 
0.0000 0.0000 0,0000 GAP 10 GAP 10, 45.207 175.9
19 3 -. 0042 _.,.0.0000. -.0020_ _ ..0008 .. 0185_ -,0300 _714.4_ 83.4.- -84,3--_30.727 175.8_ 
19 34 -.0127 0.0000 -.0059 .0275 .0344 .0393 84.1 84.4 84.4 12.063 175.3
 
19 35 -.0212 0.0000 -.0099 .0388 .0422 .0445 84.4 84.4 84.4 5.063 174.5
 
20; 3t. -.0342 _ 0.0000 . _-0160 ...... .0440 ..0463 ... 0466 . 84.4 ....8 __3_84.2 1.... .3171.3
 
21 37 -.0606 0.0000 -.0283 .0454 .0414 .0343 84.2 83.9 83.7 2.720 -4.4
 






LOAD ' GAP-. GAR GAPVOLTAGE­
-GAP- :_INPUT- -INPUT----I . NPUT-- -- LOAD ---.- REACT.
 
OHMS OHMS VOLT DEGREES

NO RESIST. REACT. CONDUCT. SUSCEPT. RESIST,. REACT. RESIST. 

OMS OHMS HHOS MHOS OHMS , OHMS 

. .000413 0;000 0.000 78.191 -2417.042 100o.00 0.0.78.731-2417.007 .000013 

0.000 78'.191 -2417.042 1000.000 0.0
 2 .78.731 -2417.007 .000013 .000413 0.000 

.INFINITE..INFINITE -gT9 --- 4.SS-------20-646---5.4­
-3--

INFINITE INFINITE -99.796 4.515 20.646 
 85.4
 












4 	 INFINITEINFINITE INFINITE -600.000 --.000 37.136 -126.9
7 

INPUT POWER = 26.925 WATTS 
= 
-RADIATED .POWER -- .496 WATTS 
WIRE LOSS = .000 WATTS 











GAP EMF 'EMF OHM MICRO PICO 
._ .o.__ __VOLT. DEGREES . --...--.-. HENRY - FARAD - ---- -- -
INFINITY SERIES 
2-..1000.0000.- 180.00_._-0.0000 .. -0.0000...INFINITY ..... SERIES-,. 
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..-...... . .... NONRADIAT-ING.NETWORKS CONNECTI.NG THEGAPS 
NO. - NEXJYPE .G.AFCONNECT IONS ARA4PARAHOPARAM2 ..-.. PARAM 3 PARAM4 
I 	 IMP 3- 0 100.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000
 
IMP- 6- 0 100.0000 . 0000 -0.000
3 IMP 3- 0 -0.0000 -0.000 160,0000 -0.0000-0.0000
 S4 IMP -6- 0 . -0.0000
0 0 -0.0000 160,0000 -0.0000 
__. IMP 4- 0. ... .0000-0.000O 10.'0000 
-0.0000 
'6 IMP 7- 0 600.0000 . -0.0000 -0.0000 : -0.0000
 
"7 IMP 9- 0 -0.0000 -0,0000 15.0000 -0.0000
 
:8 IMP. 9- 1 
_ . -0.0000-o.00ooo 
-. 0000 - o00_000

*9 IMP 1- 0 3090000.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000
 
10 IMP 2- 0 3090000.0000 
-0.0000 ' -0.0000 --0.0000
 
.1L 2 *040000.0000 '-0.0000 -0.0000




_________ CURRENT OISYROGUTION NORMAL_ELECTRIC_ 
L E. , FIELD * RADIUS 
" VEPHWASEAVE-Y -ZW"' AMPLI.TUDE' 
_ AV-




NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS
 
. OO000.-- 0.0000 0.0000 -- GAP 	
-- GAP 0 ' ' ..185.689 
-. 01 '0.0000 0 ,.0056 .5152 .4124 .,3231 90.0 90.0 90.0 163.134 -,01 '2 0.0000. 0.0000 .0169 .3292 - .2471 .1664 90.0 90.0 90.0 
 138.68 -.0
3.... 0000 021 

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 2 

.--I_ 0.0000 0 ,1694 .0870 .0000 90.0 90.0 -90. 1- 143. 884 -.0 
GAP 2 185.689 180.0
 
2 -4 0.0000 .0.0000 -. 0056 .5152 ..4124 .3231 r90o0 -90.0" -90,0 163.134 180.0

.2- -5. .0.0000....0.0000,,... .0169 .'2.o.3292-..-.:.2471 
_ .0IG664-'90.0_ .90.0-._90,0. 138.268- 180.0
2 6 0.0000 -"0.0000 -.0281 -. .1694 :=".0870 .0000 -90.0 -90.0 89.9. 143.P84 180.0
 
: 	 -0.0000.. 0,0000 GAP 3..'. GAP00000'. 
 3 20.160 178.1
7 0 0000 . .0049... . . 0028_____...033 .__ -...0.229. _ - 0159 ..-9 . I - 96. -90.2 114.589 	 077.7
'00000 
3 9 0.0000 .0243 .0141 ..0088 .0059. .0030 -101.6 -100.0 -111.3 4.570 174.7 
.4 10. 0.0000 .... 0392 ..... 0227......0038.,..0008 .....0025.0-109.5-175.2 97.7 ......... 171'.3.­
8 3 .0146 .0004 .0171" .0123 --. 0086 - -97.8 -99.5 -101o9 7.252 176., 
2 561
5 10 0.0000 .0695 .0401 
 .0018 .0047 .0067 101.3 . 03.6 78.6 1.039 160.96 12 0.0000 .1343 .0776 .0058 .0073 .0074 77.1. 68.3 60.6 .231 008.0
 
,,7 13. 0.0000 ......,2011 .. .... 1162 -.... 07..0072---. 0069 .. 0063 . 60.2_.5,8 0. .277 14.3 
7 14 0.0000 .2457 .1419 .0063 .0055 .0046 - 50.8 44.1 34.2 .424 -4.0 
0.0000 .2680 .1 7 rGAP 4 GAP 4- .492 -8.6 
- 0.0000. . 2680 .. 1547 GAP 5 .j --- S... . 13 -61.6 ­."GAP 

8 is 0.0000.,."' .2902 .1676 .0046-'.-.0037 .0026 34.2 35.1 35.7 
 .374 -57.7
8 16 0.0000 . 3348 .1933 .0026 .0014 .0000 35.1 35.0 36.2 .486 -54.9
 
e 0.0000 0..'0000 0.0000 . ''GAP 6 . GAP 6 . ! -.. 20.160 -1.9 
• -/ 0.0000 .0049 -. 0012 .0331 ,071?9 .01,19 n4.9 111 01.0 IA14.',) -- '1 
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AP...AMP.-AMP DEG- DEG- DEG ---VOLT--SDEG­










































_.0046_ __ 0037 
.0035 78.4 75.0 68.7 
.0025 70.5.. 4.8 -82.3 
-. 0O67-- 78.7.- 96.4 IOI14--
.0074 -102.9 -111.7 -119.4 
.0063 -119.8 -124.2 -129.3 
-.. 0046_-129.2_-135o9_n145.8--





















































































.0000 -144.9 -145.0 -143.0 .486 125.1 
GAP 9 14.310 -179.8 
-.0219 -­87.0 .­86.2_-_85.4. _.10.493 --­179.8. 
.0163 -85.5 -84.8 -84.0 5.388 -179.6 
.0125 -84.0 -83.2 -82.3 3.433 -179.2 
.,0080..02.5.-80.8_..-79,1....1.984-178,2 
.0040 -79.8 -77.3 -74.6 .948 -174.3 
.0000. -76.0 -74.0. 8.4 .603 -166,0 
.GAP 1......-.... ...--4,310 .... 2. 
.0219 93.0 93,8, 94,6 10.493 .2 
.0163 94.5 95.2 96.0 5,388 .4 
-. 0125....96.0-.96.8-.97.7-3.433-.... .8. 
.0080 97.5 99.2 100.9 1.984 1.8 
.0040 100.2 102,7 '105.4 .948 5.7 
,0000 104.O _106o _-I71,6__ ,603_lj4.c. 
-IHPEDANCE_.DATA 
















OHMS VOLT DEGREES 
.:%. 1.373 -1941.111 . .000000 .000515 " 0.000 0.000 1.306 '-1941,111 1000,000 0.0 
2 1.373 -1941.111 -000000 .000515 0.000 0.000 1.306 -1941,111 1000,000 -180.0 













-10O: ._.INFINITE .­ INFINITE..-...000______-.000...... .000-.......22.5­
4 INFINITE INFINITE -600.000 .000 2.753 34.2 
7 INFINITE INFINITE -60.0.000 .000 2.753 -145.8 
.729 WATTS
 




.WIRE LOSS = .000 WATTS 
NETWORK LOSS = '.522 WATTS 




ENF. ... OHM _ MICRO . .. PICO-_____ 
HENRY 





.J1 LO.0O-O00_ -. 0. 0 0 00 -0.0000 INFINITY SES0 o 












-, X - -	 .', AMPLITUDE ... PHASE 
EGAMP D.GD GOEGI NT __WAVE~t._ WAE-- EL 
NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS
 
. . " 0000 0.0 000 "0 GAP "GAP 1 170.820 -2.6
 
A .. ____0____ 000 .0000.__GP 1 	
-2.886.7 86.6 154.832

.0056 .5113 :.4154 .3289 86.01 0.0000 0.0000 86.5 138.484 --3.3

.3337 .2521 	 .1706 066 86.6 ­i 2 0.0000, 0.0000 .0169', 0 6.865 86o,__-9 ,8-147.331___.-3.5
_I__ 3 .0#0000 	 _0_0.000 
GAP 2 170.820 -2.6GAP 2,',,
- 0.0000 0,0000 0.0000 	
.3289 " 86.8 86.7 86.6 154.032 -2.0
-.0056 S 3113 .4194 1706____86oG _86o6 86o5___138o484_---r3.3­4 00000' 0.0000 	 L -,2521 ..0.Q00oo- lo0oooo00-___.o,169.-..-..-...3337 
" 	 86.5 86.5 -94.8 147.331 -3,5
.0894 .00002.-Y. 0.0000 .'0.0000 -. 0201 .1735 GAP 3. 43.100 -177.2
 
' - 0.0000 -0.0000, 0.0000 GAP 3 
 94.8174B4.2222_-93.4 -94o.1 3_ 7--0.000 0_ . 0049_..0028___2561.- -235 

.2125 ' -94.08 -95,5 -96.3 11.815 -161.2 3 8 0.0000 .0146 .0084 .2252 .2177 6.999 -143,2

.2131 .2096 	 .2072 -96.2 -97.0 -97.8 
.2045 -2055. 3 9 
0.0000 .0243 .0141 

-97,8.-99.4 -100.9.... .925-116,1 ­
.4--10- - .0000..... .039 2 . 0227 _. 2079 	 4.390 -100.9
.2070 .2072 -100.9 -103.9 -106.9 
5 11 '0.0000 .0695 .0401 .2061 	 4.706 -142.5

-112.7 -119.3 95 3_ 7 6 4 ._ 
- r -106.7 - . I_ 328 , 0 .. ..2049 .1852518-	 19 .2 - 23 
. ..18 5 9 7 51 _

- 67- _13-' _ _ . .1343 .0776 . 209 17. _512 .0.0000  0  --- -% _.20 1 1 . 1 1 6 
-134.2 -143.9 10.566 174.5
.152 7.1309 .1,085 -127.8 
7 14 0.0000 .2457- .1419 
 41 GAP 4 11,748 172,00.0000 .2680 - .1547 'A. *- GAP 8.117-120.5
-GAP --.--- .GAP .5.
-... :0.0000,- .__.2660" .. 1547 124.1

.08S2 .0593 -143.9 -142.9 -142.3 9.197 
8 IF""" 0.0000 .2902 .1676 .1085 '127.2

.0000 -142.8 -142,7 -145.3 11.172 













- A V E Z - A M P A V E -- - - W A V E - DEG-VOLTS--DEG­
- M- .. A -- _AMP___._DEG_. DEG-
-WIRE .INT .-... I 
LENGTHS
LENGTHS
NO NO LENGTHS 
-_ 
_9 6 - o1 15 ---161.2-­
.- _g_17 __....0 0000 -. ... 0049 - -..o0028-- .2561. . o2350 ._2125 934. _-95o.5 . 
-905 -96.3 11,810 -161,29 1s 0.0000 .0146 -.0084 .2252 .2177 .2125 -94.6 
-97.0 -97.0 6o.99 -143"2
 
-10 20- .. 00000 , - 0227-'-2079 .2055





-100.9 -103.9 -106.9 11 21 0.0000.... .0695 -.0401 .2061 .2070 .2072 1._,128o-- 7953- 176o4-­' 4.706 - 42.5
 
- 1705---1518 _:1192-123.- 06,7 -112.7 -119.30 000 -.0776 .2099
]3'.2 " °011_ 116 _ :1859 .2049 .1852 




.1085 -127.8 -134.2 -143.9 
13 24 0.0000 .2457 -.1419 .1521 .1300 7 GAP 7 11,748 172.0
GAP 
... ..... . 1 7 _ 12 . 1­




-.1676 .1085 .0852 .0593 -143.9 -142,9 -142,3 9,197 124,1







26 0.0000 .3348 -.1933 35094 1712
14 0.0000 07009,OOOO__O GAP 9 _5.............1.225..171.5­
_000 0. ... . 00  O - P 9 .........
 






15 20 .0103 0.0000 .. 0071 .0390 '. . ,0487 ,0t;57 78,7 79.0 79.1 70.0 
79.0 .78.9.684 
- -- 0551'--.0600 




' 16"30 "'' .0410 -*.0.0000 .0191 n 
S17 31 '1" .0727 .0 50000046  .0610 , lll - 0.4 0.8' 77.4 3.,
 
0 .t....7Y.3_76.6....72.2___ 6 3
 0499...0277
_18__32 1.....257- .00V GAP 10 1, 51.225
.,P 100.0000 0.00 
.0", .... '4--.__ .0424 22.3 _79.0-7 8 79.01 -_ 35.09414 261-.- 170.v-.557 -_.-78.7--
_ 0153.-.--. 0....3319__4 -. 051 0.0'19 

7" . ".4 
.. ± .0600 .0636 79,0 79.0 19 35 '.0255 OC, 

.0629 .0667_" .0676 789 7A' 20 36 " -. 0410 ",0r. O 9.. 0660.-:0610 .... ,051_.1.78." 




.1,{tT-, ' RESISI. REACT, CONDUCT,. SUSCEPT. RESIST. 
17'T 
NO .. RESIST. __.V .,GREES-MHOS-...... S. .... OHMS... .. HHS_ .. 
-- OHMS- - O SI....MHOS__ 













-o000..39297,517 ..... 77,315-- 112.5­
__INFINITE__INFINITE......9-9. 















jINP.UTPOyER = _ 57,O84JIATTS_ 
RADIATED POWER= 2.742 WATTS 
WIRE LOSS = .000 WATTS 
-NETWORK LOSS ___..55.062 WATTS 
RADIATION EFFICIENCY = 4.74 PER CENT 
FREQUENCY .7000 NC 
NO' GROUND PRESENT
 
ANTENNA MODE SOLUTIONS TWERE READ FROM BINARY CARDS DECK NO.
 
MAXIMUM REL4IVEASYHEI.TYIN ,THEINTENNAADMITTANCEMATRIX IS 9.7 PER CENT FOR GAPS 4 AND 10
 
-EXC ITAT I O-iobE--'i-" 
.__GAP_SOURCES
 




._1000.0000 -0o00.-0000 -0o0000 INFINITY SERIES
 
2 1000o0000 180.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY .,SERIES
 
NONRADIATING NETWORKS CONNECTING THE GAPS
 
;NET NO NETTYPE . GAP CONNECTIONS PARAMI PARAM2 PARAM3 PARAM4 
.1. IMP 3 0 100.0000 -0.0000, .._-0..o0000 -0.0000
 
2 IMP 6 0 100.0000 -00000 "' -0.0000 -0.0000
 
3 IMP 3- 0 -0.0000 -0.0000 160.0000 -0.0000
 
4 -IMP- .6_-_0 __ -Ooo -O.qO00... 160.0000 -0.0000.
 
5 IMP 4- 0 600.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000
 
6 IMP 7- 0 600.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000' -0.0000
 
7. . IMP. .9-.. .0 1...... - 70.0000 -0.Oo000.____.So0000 ....- 0.0000
 
8 IMP 9- 10 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000
 
9 IMP 1- 0 513000.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000
 
10 IMP 2-. 0 .. '..513000.0000.-0.000 ......- 0.0000. -0.0000 
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NET NO NETTYPE GAP CONNECTIONS PARAMI PARAM2 PARAM3 PARAM4 
-11-.---.IMP -1----- 0400,0 0.000 0-- 0. 0 000-----0o.0 0 00--00 000. 
COORDINATES__ . - CURRENT.DISTRIBUTION__ _ 	 NORMAL-ELECTRIC-
FIELD - RADIUS 
.X-_ ---	 Y--.- - -Z-- AMPLITUDE. .. .. ...... -HASE­
'WIRE INT WAVE- W/AVE- WAVE- -AMP AMP AMP DEG DEG DEG VOLTS DEG
 
-- NO--NO--LENGTHS_--LENGTHS-LENBTHS__ __ _-_ 
00.0000 0.0000 GAP I 	 GAP 1 185.700 -.1 00 00 
_..1- .0.0000-_0.000....0073 -. 6745-.. 5411-.4246 -899..9_,89o.9.89.o9. 163,778----..I­
"1 -2 0.0000 0.0000 .0219 .4326 ,.3252 .2191 09.9 89.9 89.9 139.867 -.1 
1 3 0.0000 0.0000 .0364 .2231' .1147 .0000 89.9 89.9 8908 146.187 -.1 
0.0000_0.0000:L0.0000....GAP___ . .......... GAP.2....- ..._1850o00-1.79.9­
2 4. 0.0000 0.0000 -.0073 .6745. .5411 .4246 -90.1 -90,1 -90,o 163,778 179.9 
2 ',5 0.0000 0.0000 v.0219 .4326 .3252 :.2191 -90,1 r90.1 -90.1 139.867 179.9 
-2-6- _0.0000-......00000..-..0364__ .2231 ___o147jL.0000-..90,1.v 90.1--90.26 146.187.-179°9_ 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 3 GAP 3 20.105 177,3 
3 7 0.0000 .0063 .0037 .0474 *- .0342 .0253 -97.6 -99.4 -101,4 14.536 176.7 
-3-18 -0.0000---_ .0189 _.0110 .. 0268.. ..0207 _.,01590,900.9_1027_.I04.7 7,191 174.7__ 
3 9 0.0000 .0315 .0183 .0162 .0125 .0094 -104.4 -106.6 -A09.2 4,508 172,1 
4 10 0.0000 .0508 .0294 .0098 .0054 .0021 -108,4 -114.1 -127.3 2,506 166,6 
-.5--11 -0.0000 .... 0901 --- 0520___.0030---..0009.....0035- -115.8-- 64.1_ 56.9 ,028-150.3 
6 12 0.0000 .1741 .1006 .0025 .0052 .0062 42,4 31.1 20.4 .293 96,7 
7 13 0.0000 .2607 .1506 .0061 .0061 .00'58 18.8 12.7. 5,8 .200 -1.5 
-7_---14. -0.0000-,-.3185-.,1839____.. ,0050.4i-0052 005 .5o83_2. 16oi ,335___-38o1I 
0.000-'" .3474 .2006 .. GAP 4 GAP 4 .409 -46,8 
0,0000 - .3474 .2006 GAP 5 GAP 5 .189 -118.5 
,8,-lS -0.0000-0 -. 3762. 2172 . 04700 7 ,'.027_...6. 1 -14.6__.13.7 - 262_-109.7 
8" 	16 0.0000 .4340 .2505 .0027 .0014 '.0000 -14,6 -14,6 165,5 .390 -104.6 
0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 GAP 6 GAP 6 20.105 -2.7 
-9 _17- -00000_ . .0063._ .0037 .0474- 0342,0253.--__8 2.4_4.80.6_7 8_6 14.536_-3,3__ 
9 18 0.0000 .0189 -.0110 .0268 .0207 .0159 79.1 77.3 75.3 7.191 -5,3 
* 9 19 0.0000 .0315 -.0183 .0162 .0125 .0094 756 73.4 70.8 4.508 -7.92 9	 7 910_20 .0,000.--..0508--.0 94.... 00 8 ....0054-0021 .... 1.6 __65, 5 2.7_ 2 506._-134 
11 21 0.0000 .0901 -.0520 .0030 .0009 .0035 64,2 -115.9 -123.1 1.028 -29.7 
12 22 0.0000 1741 . -. 1006 .0025 .0052 .0062 -137.6 -148,9 -159.6 .?93 -83.3
-13..23. -0.0000 -. ...2607- -. 1506 -__0061 - .0061_--_.0058._ 161o2--167.3.. 174.2 . . ...20 0 -178.5-­
13 24 0.0000 .3185 -.1839 . .0058 .0052 .0045 -174,2 176.8 163.9 .335 141,9 
- 0.0000 .3474' -. 2006 GAP 7 GAP 7 .409 133.2 
0.0000.:.3474_.__-.2006.-- GAP --.-8, - ..........-------- -. . 189. 61 5_ 
14 20 0.0000 -" .3762 -.2172 .0045 .0037 .0027 163.9 165,4 166.3 .262 70.3 
14 26 0.0000 .4340 * -.2505 .0027 .0014 .0000 165.4 165.4 -14.5 .390 75.4 
"......0.0000__0.0000._0.0000___GAP .9 GAP.9 . 14.337=179.8_ 
15 27 .0066 0.0000 .0031 .0542 .0449 .0384 -81,8 -80.1 -78.5 10.547 -179.6 
15 28 .0198 0.0000 .0092 .0393 .0348 .0311 -78,8 -77.4 -76.0 5.488 -179.0 
.15 29 .0330 0.0000 .0154 .... ,0314--.0285....0260 -76.1._-74,9._ -73.7___.3,586-177.8 
16 30 .0532 0.0000 .0248 .0264 .0226 .0196 -73.9 -71.9 -70.0 2.227 -174.7 
17 31 .0942 0.0000 .0440 .0203 .0158 .0116 -70.8 -68.5 -66.6 1.382 -166.3 
18 32 .1629 . 0.0000 . 0763 ... .012 2.. 0063. .0000 -67.7. -66.5 .139.2 _. ,303 -157.7 
06/18/70 
.X Y . Z AMPLITUDE PHASE 
WIRE INT-_ WAVE- WAVE- WAVE- AMP-.. AP.AMP_ AP .DEG DE DE. _VOLT.S_._OEG-
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS 
0.00007 . 0,0000 _0.0000 ... GAP . .._....GAP 10. .2214.337 

1 33"'- -. 0066 - 0.0000 -.0031 .0542 .0449 .0384 ' 98.2 99.9 101.5 10.947 .4
 
19 34 -.0198 O.O00Q -.0092 .0393 .0348 .0311 101.2 102.6 104o0 5.408 1.0
 
19 35___7-0330... 0.0000___-.0154-.0314 - .0285 .0260 --103.9- 105,1 _106.3 3.586 2.2
 
20 36 -.0532 0.0000 -.0248 .0264 .0226 .0196 106,1 108.1 110.0 2.227 5.3
 
21 37 -.0942 0.0000 -.0440 .0203 .0158 .0116 109.2 1115 113.4 1.382 13.7
 
22 38 __-.1629 0.0000 -.0763 .0122 .0063 .0000 112.3 113,5 --40. 1.303 22.3
 
-.-. IHPEDANCED.ATA. 
..GAP..... INPUT._ INPUT ... INPUT_--_._INPUT - .LOA ...... LOAD. GAP.... GAP ____GAF_VOLAPE_ 
NO RESIST. REACT. CONDUCT. SUSCEPT. RESIST. REACT. RESIST. REACT. 
-OHMS OHMS MHOS HHOS .,, OHMS OHMS OHMS OHMS VOLT DEGREES 
.. .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . 0... 
... . . 4 _ L . .-0.0 . _.. . . . . .... .. . . 0.000 0.000 . 1.512 -- 1482.440 1000.000 0.0
-I .70 -14-02.440 .000001 .00007T 
2:. . 7 . n n fnnA7 0.000 0.000 1.512 -1482.440 1000.000 -180.0 
3 INFINITE_ INFINITE - -99.507____ 7.002_..___ 4.726.,_ - 78.4_ 
6 INFINITE INFINITE -99,507 7.002 4,726 -101.6 
9 INFINITE INFINITE . .000 .000 .000 .7 
_INFINITE _INFINITE 000 -.. 000 .000 .... .7­-..­
4 INFINITE INFINITE -600.000 .000 2.697 -16.1
 
7 INFINITE INFINITE -600.000 -.000 2,697 163.9
 














.GAP__--E___ EMF. HM.. IICRO... PICO.
 
VOLT DEGREES HENRY FARAD ''
 
I 1000.0000- .--0.00.. -0.0000--- -0.0000.. INFINITY......-SERIES-­
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NETWORKS UNCHANGED
 
- -COORDINATES _CURRENTDISTRIBUTION - - NORMAL-ELECTRIC -
FIELD * RADIUS 
_X_ Y -___Z- AMRLI.TUDE-- PHASE 
WIRE INT WAVE- WAVE- WAVE- AMP AMP AMP DEG DEG DEG VOLTS DEG 
.O..W.' ._LENGTHS- LENGTHS----LENGTHS ­
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 1 	 GAP 1 169,319 -6.9 
073 6620_- o4272 003_. 	 0-,O..-I--..1 0.0000__.0.0000... .73 5387.- .8 8_39 4.153.92 5-. 
1 . 2 0.0000 - 0.0000 .0219 .4334 .3277 .2220 79,6 79,3 79.1 138.513 -10.0 
1' 3 0.0000 0.0000 .0364 .2257 .1164 ..O0000 79,1 79,0 73.9 147,871 -10,9 
.0.000O__._O.O000__._O.000O_GAP -2 . __. .. GAP_2 169319.. 
'2. 4. 0.0000 0.0000 -.0073 .6620 .5387 .4272 80.3 79,8 79.4 153,925 -8,0 
2 5 0.0000 0.0000 -.0219 .4334 .3277 "' .2220 79.6 79.3 79.1 138,513 -10.0 
_2. 6- .0,0000-...00000.___-.0364Z''_.2257 ' .1164.. _,.GOO____79°,7.9o0___73,9 147.871.!109. 
0..0000 00 ' 0.0000 GAP 3 GAP 3 46,415 -163.6 
3 -. 0.0000 ,0063 ' .0037 .3317 - .3056 .2907 -100.3 -103.3 -106,4 34,544 -154.57 

_3_-.,. 0.0000.--_- .0189- ..0110 ... 2944 -.2868. .. 2827-, 3--,-1092,5 12.7---22518..-129°5
 
3 9 0.0000 .0315 .0103 .2835 -. 2822 .2827 -112"7 -115,9 -119.1 20.664 -117.3
 
4 10 0.0000 .0508 .0294 .2836 .2896 .2993 -119.0 -1252 -130.8 19,852 -110.4
 
._S,-II -. 00000 .. 90-.520 .3012- 3273--3536-1307-1404
- 148.5,.8 7.982-n12,5­
6 12 0.0000 .1741 .1006 .3566 .3966 .3920 -148,2 -161,6 -173,2 12,257 -148.7 
7 13 0,0000 .2607 .1506 .3932 .3719 .3393 -173.1 -179,2 173.7 14.387 147,9 
'7.-14.. -0.0000 ... ,3185-.-..1839....,3402.. 2983....25266....174.0_.1650_-152.1-020.451-125.7_-­
0.0000 .3474 .2006 GAP 4 GAP 4 3.413 119.3
 
0.0000 .3474 .2006 GAP 5 ... GAP 
 5 12.499 54.1
 
-8--15. .0.0000_.3762.-.2172---'----.2526 .2 2035."..44152,_1.3_153.3154,0 .15.689.
1 59.5­
'8 16 0.0000 .- C'.4340 . .1456 ..0768 153,3 153.4 -25,8 21,014 63,32505 	 .0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 'GAP 6 	 GAP 6 46.415 -163.69 I.17 -..000__L 0063_...-.O037.__. .3317__--°3056--...,2907-lO-1003I3o3_-r106o4-34. 44_-154,5­
9 18 0.0000 .0189 -.0110 .2944 .2868 .2827 -106.3 -109,5 -112.7 22.518 -129,5 
9 19 0,0000 .0315 -. 0183 .2835 .2822 .2827 -112.7 -115.9 -119.1 20.664 -117,3 
10--20- 0.0000- .0508 .029 .2836 .2896 - .2993 __--1190 -125.2 -130.8A 19.852 -104.­
11 21 0.0000 .... 0901 -. 0520 .3012 .3273 .3536 -130,7 -140,4 -1485 17,982 -112.5 
12 22 0.0000 .1741 -.1006 .3566 .3966 .3920 -148,2 -161.6 -173.2 12.257 -148,7 
13._23 . 0.0000 ... 2607__-.1506.....3932__.3719-3393 _-173.1_-179.2_. 173.7 .14.387.-- 147.9.-­
13 24 0.0000 .3185 -.1839 .3402 .2983 .2526 174.0 165.0 152.1 20.451 125.7 
0.0000 .3474 -.2006 	 GAP 7 GAP 7 23.413 119,3 
.. .	 .0.0000-. .. 3474 - .2006 -_ AP 8 :i... .. .. .__iGAP -.8 -....... . . 12.499_ 54.1 _ 
14 25 0.0000 .3762 ..2172 .2526 .2035 .1441 152.1 153,3 154.0 15.689 59.5 
14 	.6 0,0000 .4340 -,.2505 .1456 .0768 .0000 153,3 153,4 -25.8 21.014 63.3
 
: .0.0.00 0.0000 ... 0.0000 'GAP 9... ....... GAP 9..........83147.6
 
s '27 .0066 0.0000 .0031 .0079 .0413 .0645 .7 48.0 50.6 39.194 146.4 
15 28 .0198 0.0000 .0092 .0599 .074B .0858 49.9 50.4 50.3 16.969 141.5 
IS. 29 .0330...0.0000.... . .... 0. 9.395 _135.8 _­	 .0154 049_..... .0930 0992 0 2.-. 49.9_ 49.6--
06/18/70 PAGE 29
 
Y Z AMPLITUDE 7 PHASE 
_WIRE INT .. WAVE- WAVE- .IAVE- AMP ' AMP AMP DEG DEG_ QEG ' V..L,_ DEG 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS 
" 
16_30 ... 0532 0.0000 .-0248_ .0982<. .1056 .1085,' 494 48.5_47.6 3°455 121,0 
17 31 .0942'.-.0.0000 - 0440 .,1063'-- .1007- .0860 47,4 455 44,0 3.331 -28.9 
18 12 .1629, 0.0000 .0763 : .0841 ' .0476 .0000 .43.8 41.7 -152,3 8.943 -46°2 
.00000 ',0000 0,0000 'GAP 1 GAP 10 56,383 147.6 
:' 19 33 -.0066 0.0000 -.0031 .0079 .0413 .0645 .7 48.0 00.6 39,194 146.4 
19 34 -.0198 0.0000 -.009? .0599 .0748 .0858 49.9 504 503 16.969 1415 
__19_35 -.0330 00000 -.0154, .0849 .0930 .0992 502 49.9_ 496 9.395 130.8
 
20 36 -.0532 0.0000 -.024d .0982 '1056 .1085 49.4. 485 47.6 3.400 121.0
 
21 37 -.0942 0.0000 -.0440 .1063 .1007 .0860 47.4 45G5 44.0 3,331 -28.9
 
_.223 -1629.0.0000 o0Q63 ...0041 .0474 .0000 43.8 41,7 -52.3 8.943 -46,2
 
.GAP__'._INPUT.____INPUT____.. INPUT INPUT LOAD -_ 'LOAD GAP GAP GAP VOLTAGE
 
NO :RESIST. REACT. CONDUCT. SUSCEPT" RESIST. .. REACT. RESIST. REACT.
 
OHMS OHMS MHOS MHOt OHMS OHMS OHMS OHMS VOLT DEGREES
 
: =---J d 6i36-- .. ... i ---6 o s'3-.. . .. oZ~o ------ 67 o'6- --- 82--- TG -------- - .. ..----­
0,000 . 0.000 23820 -1409.0001000000 0.0 141:19 :0l13 :000653 

2 ""208,016 -1487,595 .00013 .000653 0,000 0,000 253,825 -1489,080 1000,000 0,0
 
.. INFINIE...E INFINITE _-99507-__ 7,002 __ - 33,091 _ 75,6
 
6 INFINITE INFINITE -99,507 7,002 33.091 75.6
 
9 INFINITE INFINITE -.000 30315.227 238.045 90,7
 
.0 INFINITE-..INFINITE.. . .-,000-.30315o227_ 238.045 90°7_____
 
.2 6 Wo6 
._ -....

4 INFINITE INFINITE . -600.000 -.000 - 151584 152,1
 
7 INFINITE INFINITE -600,000 -.000 151,584 152.1
 
INPUT POWER 226,378 WATTS 
-RADIATED,P.O\ER_....-.....2S.494_ WATTS. 
WIRE LOSS .000 WATTS 
NETWORK LOSS = 200,884 WATTS 
_ 'RADIATION EFEICIEVCY.__1,26 PER CENT­
_ ____WIRE.COORDINATES_IN..EEEI ...... AND WIRE RADILI1_INCES. 
WIRE NO X1 YI Z RADI X2 Y2 Z2 RAD2 INTERVALS
 
I GAP 1 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 .250000 -0,0000 -0,0000 61.5000 .250000 3 
2. GAP 2 -0.0000 --0,0000 -0,0000 .250000 -0.0000 -0,0000 -61.5000 .250000 3 
.3.'A2-3. o-00000--O.0000 -0000-..... 250000 '__00__ -0.0003.?00030000-250000 3 
4 .-- 0.0000 53,2000 30.8000 .250000 -0.0000 89.6000 51,8000 .250000 0 
S.' -0.0000., 89.6000 01.8000 .250000 ". -0.0000 163.7000 94.5000 .250000 1 
.6- ... 8... 0 00 0-. .163.7000 __94.5000 . _250000. . -0,0000 -325.9000 - 188.3000 .... 2500 0 __2...... 2 
7 . -0.0000 :325.9000 188.3000 .250000 GAP 4 -0.0000 400.4000 282,0000 .250000 2 
8 ,. GAP -' -0.0000 488.4000 282'0000 :.250000 -0.0000 650.8000 375,7000 .50000 2 





WIRE NO Xl Yl z RADI 
 X2 'Y2 Z2 RAD2 INTERVALS
 
-10---
 -0.0000---532000 30.8000__.250000 
_ 
_ 0.0000- 89.6000.--51.8000---.250000- .. '__1­
11 -0o0000 89.6000 -51.8000 .250000 -0.0000 163.7000 -94.5000 .250000 1
12 -0,0000 163.7000 -94,5000 . .250000 
-0.0000 325.9000 -188.3000 .250000 2,

-13 .. ___....-0.0000 
-- 325.9000.-188.3000-'' .250000 .... GAP--.7....-0o0000 .. 488.4000 -282.0000. .250000..... .22
14' GAP 8 -0.0000 488.4000 -282.0000. .250000 
-0.0000 6508000 -375.700n .250000 2
15. GAP 9 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 .290000 - 55.7000 -0,0000 26.0000 .290000 316.-.... 55.7000----0.0000- 26.0000-290000 
_'.......93.800O0___-0.0000.- 43.8000.-._290000....... .-­
.17 93.8000 -0o0000 43.8000 .290000 
 171.2000 
-0.0000 79.9000 .290000 
 1
18 171.2000 -0.0000 
 79,9000 .290000 286.9000 -0.0000 134.6000 .290000 1 
-19....GAP_10._ -0.0000_-.00000_....-0.0000__ 
.290000......55,7000_.__ 
-0.0000. -.­ 26.0000- .290000 _..___ 3_
"20 -55.7000 -0.0000 -26.0000 .290000 
-93.8000 -0,0000 -43.8000 .290000 1
21 -93.8000 -0.0000 -43.8000 .290000 
-171.2000 -0.0000 -79.9000 .290000 1
 




-- ANTENNA- ODE_-SOLUTIONS_ WEREREADFROMBINARY. CARDS.DECK NO._..287_ 
__. 
M





GAP E14F EMF OHM MICRO PICO
 





-0.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY 
 SERIES 






NO..... NETTYPE........GAP. CONNECTIONS_..... PARAM1 ..... PARAM2 ..-___PARAM3___ARAM4__
 
1 IMP 3- 0 100.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000
 





 NETTYPE GAP CONECTIONS- pARAM - pARAM P. AM P. A -­
3 IMP 3-
-0.0000.- 0000 160,0000 -0.0000_
4- IMP 6- 0 
-0.0000 -0,0000 160o0000 -0,0000
5 IMP 4- 0 600,0000 -0.0000 -0o0000 
-0:00006 IMP 7- _.0 ..... . 600.0000 .- 0,0000 _ -0.0000 -0.0000_ 
7 IMP 9- 0 -0.0000 -0o0000 1oO000 
-0.0000 
8 IMP 9- 10 
-0.0000 -0o0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 
9 ...... IP 1- 0 464000.0000 
-0.0000 ... -0.0000 ____ -0.0000._ 

















NO 	 NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS
 
0.0000- 0.0000 -.0000 GAP 1 	 GAP 1 
 185718 -.1
 
I 1 0.0000 0,0000 .0094 
 .8820 .7099 .5586 89.9 89.9 89.9 164,862 -.1

I 2..... 0.0000-. 0.0000.... .0281 .. 5689 . 42 85 2892 89.9_89.9 .89,9 142,571 -.1 3 0.0000 0.0000 .0469 .2945 .1515 .0000 89.9 80.9' -90,3 10102 -.1 
0.0000 0.0000 .0000., GAP '2 " . GAP 2 ' 185.710 179,9 
- . 0.0000 0.0000 --.-0094 .....8820...7099__ 90,1 
_0086_-90,1901_164.862_179.9_.,

2 	 5 0.0000 0,0000 -.0281 .5689 .4285 .2892 -90,1 -90,1 -90.1 
 147,71 179.9
 
? 	 6, 0.0000 0.0000 -.0469 .2945 
 .1515 .0000 -90,1 -0,1 09,7 10i0102 179,9

0.0000 .0000 0,0000 GAP 3.--.--------- . -GAP 3 .. .. .... 20,053176,7
3 	 7 0.0000 .0081 .0047 
 .0577 . .0410 .0297 -100.2 -102.9 -106.i 14.451 176,0
3 a 0.0000 .0243 .0141 .0316 .0239 .011 -105.2 -108.2 -111.8 7,028 173.4

___3. 9 _0.0000 
__ .0405 .... 0235--.. .0185 ... 0139 .0104-11.4-1I]54_-120.3
___ 4,286_169,7
4 10 0.0000 .0653 .0378 .0109 .0058 .0026 -118.8 -130.2 -155,1 
 2.224 161.0
5 	 11 0.0000 




6 13 0.0000 .2609 .1507 .0064 .0077 .0085 --17,0 -26.6 

. 0.0000 1868 ... 1079 .0027-...0047 .0064 _ 6.1 - -4.4 -14o ..... .450__ 61.3__ 
-35,7 .357 13.9
7 14 0.0000 .3352 .1936. .0085 
 .0088 .0086 -36,3 -45,6 -55.7 .326 -42.9
 
... 7 
 .15 . 0.0000 .4094.. .2364_ .0087 .0081._....000730.6. -679.6_ -64,7 .... .7480_ -89,4._0.0000 .4466 .2579 
 GAP 4 . GAP 4 ,987 -102.5
 
0.0000 .4466 .2579 GAP 5 
 GAP 5 	 .175 157,2
 
-	 16 ...... 0000 ... .4837 ._____.2793 _.. 0073-...0062._ .0046 _ -84,7_-823 
-80.9 -. 290 _178,7 ­8 17 0.0000 .5580 .3221 .0047 
 .0025 .0000 -82.1 -82.0 -81o5 qM28-172,1
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 6 	 GAP 6 
 20,053 -3.3
.9 18 0.0000 . - O -.0047 .. 0577...0410 -...0297 ,.. 798. 77,1 73.9 _.14.451 
-4,0.0081 9 19 0.0000 .0243 -.0141 .0316 .0239 
 .0101 74,8 71.8 68,2 7.028 -6,6
9 20 0.0000 .0405 -.0235 ,. .0104
.0185 .0139 
 68.6 .64.6 59.7 4.786 -10.3 
___10 	21-.... 0.0000 .0653.... .-. 0378 .0109__,0053... .0026_61.2- .4,8.._ 24,9-..... 2;24 -19.0-­11 22 0.0000 .1158 -.0669 .0034 .0004 .0029 45.9 -138.5 -158,2 .758 -55.2
12 	 23 0.0000 .1868 -.1079 
 .0027 -. .0047 .0064 -173,9 175.6 165.1 ,450 -118.7
.12 24 0.0000 .2609 .. -.1507 .0064---00-77 .0085... 163.0 153.4.144,3 .. .357 -166.1 .13 25 0.0000 '.3352 -.1936 .0085 .0088 .0086 143,7 134.4 124.3 .326 137.1
 




X Y Z AMPLITUDE PHASE 
WIRE INT WAVE- .. WAVE-... WAVE- ... AMP - ...AMP. .. AMP..... DEG.... DEG. DEG ....VOLTS ..DEG -













97.7 99o1 2908 
-22,a 
-1.3 




























































-1186 -124.3 -129.9 


























































-.0198 .0280 .0246 
-.0319 .0222 .0182 
....­ 0566...... 0160.......0120 ..... 
























GAP INPUT INPUT INPUT INPUT LOA LOAD 
 GAP GAP GAP VOLTAGE
 
NO RESIST. REACT. CONDUCT, SUSCEPTo RESIST. REACT. RESIST. REACT,
 
........ OHMS-... OHMS ...... MHOS OHMS -...OHHS .... OHMS_......OHMS ..... ,VOLT -DEGREES
 
1 10801 -1133.772 .000001 .000882 0.000 0.000 1,625 -1133.772 1000.000 0,0
2 . -.1,801 --1133.772 .. 000001 ... .000882 0.000 0.000 .... 1,625 -1133.772 . _1000,000 -180.0 
3 INFINITE INFINITE -99.188 8,974 5,750 74.7 6 INFINITE INFINITE -99,188 8.974 5.750 -105.3
 
.9 
 INFINITE. .INFINITE_...... .000 - . .000-.....000. -23.1 
10' INFINITE INFINITE -.000 -.000 .000 -23,1 
4 INFINITE INFINITE -600.000 -.000 '4,352 -84,7 
. .7- INFINITE . -.. ......-. . ,INFINITE_ . 600.000 - 000 ..... 4.352 90.3 
_ INPUT POWER = ... 2,802 WATTS-
RADIATED POWER = 1.079 WATTS 
WIRE LOSS .000 WATTS 
_ NETWORKLOSS = . 1.723 WATTS 















. . OHM 
-0.0000 
-0o0000 







NETWORKS UNCHANGED­ -----------------. 
WIRE INT 
NO No 
1 - 2 
1 3 








- 6 12 
6 13 
7 14 














1 Y Z AMPLITUOE 
-PHASE 
WAVE " "WAVE- AM A.AVE- P -AMP - " AMP 050 - DEG-- DEG VOLTS 
- DEG -
LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS 
0.0000 0.0000 
- 0000. . ,GAP. ---­ ""-----I GAP 17-
-- .6,6 -6,30.0000 0.0000 .0094 .8067 .48 
-'.5184 81.4 :81.0 , 80,7 146.990 
-7.20.0000 0,0000 
.0281 
- .5265 .3978 .2691 08 80.6 04 131,107 
-0.00.0000 0o0000 
- .0469 .2737 .1410 .0000 805 80.3 "-104.1 
-139533 
-9.50.0000 0.0000 .0000 GAP 2 GAP 2 162,460 
-6,300000 . 0.0000 
-.0094 .8067 .6548 °5184 
_ 814 81.0 80,7 146.90 
-7.20.0000 0.0000 -. 0281 .5265 .3978 .2090 00°0 
- 80,4 131,107--7,0.0000 0.0000 
-.0469 .2737 .1410 .0000 80, 80.3 -104,1 139,533 -950,0000 0.0000 
- 0,0000 GAP 3 
_. GAP 3 01.9 "169,70,0000 
.0001.0047 .4022 36 9 .3324 -99.2 -01.8 





.0405. .0235 . 3016. .2882 
.2770 
-111.3 -005.0 -119,0 23.929 
-147.30.0000 
.0653 .0378 .2780 2611- .2504 
-100,0 
-127,7-137.3 22.004-146.10.0000 ,1158 .0669 .2524 .2482 .2612 
-137,0 -156.7 
-075.9 20,691 -153.20.0000 .216 .1070 
.2600 
-. 2864 -3121 
-174.7 168.5 154.8 17.889 
-172,10.0000 
.2600 .1507 .302? .3312 .3390 154.9 143.4 133.1 14.208 156,00.0000 .3352 .1936 .3392 .3332 .3136 133,1 123,1 112,3 13.583 11060.0000 
.44 .6 .3149 2036 .2488 112, 99.8 82.6 - 17.986 74.10o0000 
.4466 
.2070 GAP 4 GAP 4 20.653 62,50.0000 ,4466 .2579 GAP 5 GAP 5 7.010 -21.30.0000 .4837 .2793 .2408 .2088 
-. 1520 . 82.6 84,0 84.9 10,46 
-10,90.0000 .5580 .3221 .1536 .0023 .0000 84.0 84.0 83.9 17.322 
-6,00.0000 00000 ,0.0000 GAP 6 GAP 6 51.509 
-169,70,0000 .0001 





-.0141 .3371 .3170 -:,.3007 -104.6 
-107,8 
-100.3 26,503 -152.50.0000 .0605 
-. 0230 .3016 .2882 .2770 -111.3 
-115,0 -119.0 23.529 
-147.3




-.0669 .2524 .2482 .2612 
-137.0 
-156,7 
-1750 20.691 -153.20.0000 .1868 
-.1079 .2618 .2864 .3121 -174,7 160.5 154.8 17.889 -172.10,0000 .2609- -. 1507 
.322.,3 12 .3390 154.9 143.4 133.1 14.208 156.0 
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x Y 2 AMPLITUDE PHASE 
-WIRE INT-_- WAE---WAVE--__WAVE- AHP ..... AMP.....AP-- DEG---.OEG- DEG_-VOLTS -- OEG-. 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS 
0.00000 - -3352 

13 26 0.0000 .4094 -.2364 .3149 .2836 .2488 11o?.7 99,8 82.6 17.986 74.1
 
0.0000 .4466 _ .2579 . , GAP 7 GAP 7 20.653 62.5
 
___13. 25 . - -- - ..-..1936.-.3392 . 3332----.3136.-:-133i._-23,1-112o3.--13o583--.110.6_
 
0.000 _-7.466 - .279-"GAP .-- .--­-:GAP -.8......-- ... . 1_213
 
- 14 27 ' 0.0000 .4837 -,2793 .2488 
 .2088 .1520 82.6 84.1 , 84,9 10.946 -10,9
 
14' 28 0.0000 .5580 -.3221 .1536 .0823 .0000 84.0 840 83°9 17,322 -6.0
 
.. .. . 0.0000. -0,0000.__0.0000 
_-GAP .9 .. - ____. . GAP 9.. - 43.241- 145.9
 
15 29 .0085 0.0000 .0040 .0091 .0388 .0615 -23.2 41.9 45,8 30,028 144.1
 
18 30 .0255 0.0000 .0119 .0570 .0716 .0824 44,6 45.4 45.3 12,971 136,7
 
-- 15-31--- 0424__0o0000___,0190_=.,0815...0895 o0956_.445,1 44,7 441__ 7o222.J128.3
 
16 32 .0684 0,0008 .0319 .0946 .1019 .1048 43,9 42,5 41.1 2,810 107,3

17 33 .1212 0,0000 .0566 .1027 .0973 .0827 
 40,7 ' 37.9 35.7 2,667 -29,8 
-18-34___.2094.... 0,0000 ...._ 0981 .0809--__T0452 .o0000-35o6__32o6-24.26,6o756-54o4 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP I0 _ - GAP 10 43,241 145.9 
19 35 -.0085 0.0000 -.0040 , .0091 .0388 .0615 -23.2 - 41,9 '458 30,028 144,1 
- 19-36.-7.0255-.-.0.0000. ,,0119--,.0570- .0716 .0824-_446 6544,53 12971.136.7 
19 37 -.0424 0,0000 -.0198 '.0815 .0895 .0956 45.1 44,7 '44.1 7,222 128,3
 
20 38 -.0684 0.0000 -.0319 .0946 .1019 .1048 . 43.9 42.5 41.1 2.810 107,3

.21-39- .1212.-00000 __-0566 ._1027-- -0973-.--0827--.40.7-37.9-35.7 2.667-298
 




GAP INPUT INPUT INPUT INPUT LOAD LOAD GAP GAP 'GAP VOLTAGE
 
NO RESIST, REACT, CONDUCT, SUSCEPT. ' RESIST, REACT, RESIST. REACT,

OHMS - -. OHMS. -. MHOS ---- MHOS-- -..- OHMS..----OHMS___ 
_OHMS-...OHI.IS_ l VOLTDEGREES_ 
1 187.614 -1224,911 .000122 .000798 - :,0.000 0'000 : 184.452 -1225.894 1000,000 0,0

.2_187.614-_1224.911-__',000122 .000798 .... 0.000--
 0.000 _184452 -1225o89,4_1O00O00._O,0_
 
3 INFINITE INFINITE -99.188 8.974 40.056 75,6
 
6 INFINITE INFINITE -99.188 - 8,974 40,056 75,6 
.9-- -INFINITE -INEINITE ___-000-23578.510... 215,068 -66,8-
LO INFINITE ' INFINITE -.000 23578.510 215.068 66.8 






. INPUT POWER.- = .. 244.351 WATTS. 
RADIATED POWER = 27,336 WATTS 
WIRE LOSS .000 WATTS 
.NETWORK LOSS -... 217.015 WATTS.­




_FREOUENCX A2---_.99SO C. 
-ANTENNA MODE.SP.LUTiONS ERE FROM..B.INARY-CAR-DS-DECK_NOo ' 258N READ 
MAXIMUM RELATIVE ASYMMETRY IN THE ANTENNA ADMITTANCE MATRIX IS 21.6 PER CENT FOR GAPS 9AND 3
 
_- ______ EXCITATION MODE"1j" 
GAP SOURCES
 
GAP ENF EMF OHM MICRO PICO 
---- HENRY_.__FA RADVOLT -DEGREES . ___ 
SERIES 
.2_00O000....O0 00.. OO ,0000.__-OoO000_IIFINITY SERIES 
1 1000o0000 -0o00 -0o0000 -0o0000 INFINITY 
. IA.IN...NLT'ORK-..CONNtI.IN .-Iht-bA
. . . . .NONRA.. -. .
 
- .qT-.N"-' NET-Y E- -GA ,-C0N NC.T_ 0N -- PARAMI - PARAH2 _ PARAM3 PARAM4 
1 IMP 3- 0 100-0000 -0.0000 -0o0000 -0.0000
 
2-- .I 0 .. 00. .0000....
NR- _6L *......lS . OOr.... . 00 . ____: 0.0000.
 
3. IMP 3-, 0 -0.0000 -0.0000 160o000 .- 0.0000
 
4, -IMP 6- 0 
 -0.0000 -0.0000 160.0000 '-0o0000
 
5h. imp ... .0- .....- .. 60.0000__ "-.0000' - 0'.S000 . 0o0000
 
6 IMP 
 7- 0 600.0000 -0.0000. -0o0000 -0.0000
 
7 IMP 9- 0 . -0o0000 -0.0000 15o0000 -0,0000
 
- 8 -.... IMP .. . 9- 10.---------------0.0000 -. _ -0.0000 -0.0000 -....- 0.o0000
 
9 I4P 1- 0 419000.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000
 
10 I4P 2- 0 419000.0000 -0o0000 , -0.0000 -0.0000
 11IMP I-~____.. _ .. 8009000000_._..-0000_0 0000..._0°000._ 
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- COORDINATES CURRENT DISTRIBUTION .-.... 	 NORMAL ELECTRIC 
FIELD - RADIUS 
.AMPLITUDE .PHASE...---X_ ...... 	 Y ... ... Z ........ _. . ---.... . 

WIRE INT WAVE- WAVE- WAVE- AMP AMP AMP. DEG DEG DEG VOLTS DEG 
NO NO - LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP I GAP 1 185.745 -.1 
- 1. 0.0000 .0. .... ....... ____.7940..... 6257....__89.9_ 9....9.989.9 -.- -,G000 .0104- 9846 - 16.5 02 .... -­
1 2 0.0000 0.0000 .0311 .6372 .4805 .3246 89.9 :-89.9 89.9 144.148 -. 1 
1 3 0.0000 0.0000 .0518 .3305 . .1701 .0000 89.9 89.9 -90.4 152.381 -.1 
0. 0 0 0 0 . 0 . 0 0 0 0 -- 0 . 0 0 0 0 -.G A P 2 -.G A P 2 . .. . . .... .... . 1 85 .7 4 5 ... 1 7 9 . 9 
2 -4 0.0000 0.0000 -.0104 .9846 .7940 .6257 -90,1 -90,1 -9.. 165.502 179.9 
2 5 0.0000 0.0000 -.0311 .6372 .4805 .3246 -90.1 -90.0 -90.1 144.148 179.9 
_2.6 0.0000 0.0000- - --0518.00.....3305 ....1701 .. 0000.__ -90.1 - -90.1 -_ 89 6..... 152.381 179.9 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 3 GAP 3 20.106 176.4 
3 7 0.0000 .0090 .0052 .0617 .0430 .0305 -97.9 -99.6 -101.6 14.470 175.8 
3 8 0.0000 .0269 .0156 . .0326 _.-0241 .. .0175 -101,0 -1027.-104.6 - 6.978 173.1 
3 9 0.0000 .0448 .0259 .0180 .0129 .0089 -104.2 -106,i -108.0 4.186 169.5 
4 10 0,0000 .0722 .041B .0096 .0040 .0006 -106.9 -107.4 -66.3 2.061 160,8 
.5 11. 0,0000 .1280 .. . 0739 .___0021 .... .0027 . .0045 -84,7. .0 . -1.9 . 32. 013.8 
6 12 0.0000 .2065 .1192 .0046 .0064 .0079 -13.5 -26,6 -40.3 .441 20,8 
6 13 0.0000 .2885 .1667 .0080 . .0093 . .0103 -42,1 -54.6 -66.3 .452 -24,4 
0.0000 .. 0108 	 _439 -75.07 14 .3705 .. 2140 . 0103 .5 -.0106-..-66.8-	 -78.2 -90,3 .... ­
.7. 15 	 0.0000 .4527 .2614 .0107 .0101 .0092 -90.1 -104.5 -123.4 .601 -121.3 
0.0000 .4937 .2851 GAP 4 GAP 4 .719 -1358 
0,0000 ....... ....... 2851 .GAP 5- .... . - GAP 5-... . . .172 .108.4­
8 16 0.0000 .5348 .3088 .0092 .0081 .0061 -123,4 -120,7 -119.2 .325 138.7 
8 17 0.0000 .6169 .3561 .0061 -0034 .0000 -120,5 -120,3 60.9 .626 149.5 
- 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 - GAP 6 ... . GAP 6 . .. ...... _20.106._ -3.6.­
9 18 0.0000 .0090 -. 0052 .0617 .0430 .0305 82.1 80.4 78.4 14.470 -4.2 
9 19 0.0000 .0269 -. 0106 .0326 .0241 .0170 79.0 77.3 75,4 6.978 -6.9 
9, 20. 0.0000. ......,044B_. -. 0259 ... 0180 . .0129... .0089----.75,8 . 73.9 - 72.0 _ ._. 186 _-10.5 
10 21 0.0000 .0722 -.0418 . .0096 .0040-. .0006 73.0 72,6 113.7 2.061 -19.2 
•11 	.22 0.0000 .1280 -.0739 .0021 .0027 .0045 95,3 -180.0 178.1 .532 -66,2
 
12 -23 0.0000 _..,2065 "-.1192 ... 0046 . ,0064..... .0079 _166.51534 _ 139.7 ... 441 -159.2
 
12 24 .2885 . .0093 .0103 137.9 113.7 .452 155.6
0.0000 -.1667 0080 125,4 
13 25 0.0000 .3705 -.2140 .0103 .0108 .0106 113.? 101.8 89.7 .439 105,0 
89.9 75, 566 ..... 601 , 58.713 26 0.0000 .4527. -2614...... .0107 .0101....... .0092 ---

0.0000 .4937 -.2851 GAP 7 GAP 7 .719 44,2 
0.0000 .4937 -.2801 GAP 8 GAP 8 .172 -71.6 
14 27 0.0000 .5348 -.3088 - .0092 . .0081 .0061 56.6 59.3 60.0..... .325 -41,3 
14 28 0.0000 .6169 -.3561 .0061 .0034 .0000 59.5 S9,7 -119.1 .626 -30,5 
-.0000 	 0,0000 -.0000 GAP 9 GAP 9 . 14,405 -179.7
 
15. 29 .0094 0,0000 .0044 .0622 .0489 .0398 -99.0 -101.5 -104,3.__10.969 -179,9.. 
15 30 .0282 0.0000 .0131 .0411 .0348" .0209 -103.8 -106,3 -108,9 5.404 179.5 
15 31 .0469 0.0000 .0219 .0302 .0263 .0232 -108.7 -11.3 -114.0 3.417 178.2 
16 32 .0756 0.0000 .0353 .0237 .0191 .... 0057 -113.5 -1),5 -123.4 1,948 174,6 
17 33 .1339 0,0000 .0625 .0167 .0122 .0085 -121.2 -127.2 -132.8 .951 160.5 
18 34 .2316 0.0000 .1084 .0094 .0046 .0000 -128.6 -130.8 -105. .711 141.4 




X Y z AMPLITUDE PHASE
 
.WIRE INT WAVE-- WAVE-_. _YAVE-._.AA P ....... AMP...... AMP DEGE-..D EG VOLTS___DEG-_ 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS 
19 35 -.0094 0.0000 . 0044. .0622 -..0489 .0398.__ 81.0 .78.5.- 75.7 .... 10.569_ -1
 
19 36 -.0282 0.0000 -.0131 .0411 .0348 .0299 76,2 73.7 71.1 5.404 -.5
 
19 37 -.0469 0.0000 -.0219 .0302 .0263 .0232 71,3 60.7 66.0 3.417 -1.8
 
20 38 .. -____.0353__..0237.0191 0157 __ 66,5__.61.5_ .. .- 5.4.
-.0756 0.0000 ... ...... 566 __.__.1.948 

21 39 -.1339 0.0000 -.0625 .0167 .0122 .0085 588 52.8 47.2 .51 -19.5
 







NO.....RESIST....--REACT. --.CONDUCT.---_SUSCEPT...-.. RESIST. .... REACT.. ... RESIST .. ..REACT.----.. .....
 
OHMS OHMS MHOS MHOS 

GAP INPUT INPUT INPUT INPUT LOAD LOAD' GAP GAP 

OHMS OHMS OHMS OHMS VOLT DEGREES
 




3 - " INFINITE INFINITE '-99.009 9.904 6.139 76,4
 
... ........................................ 
INFINITE.. INFINITE ..- 99.009 .... 9,904 .__._ 6.139 -103.6
 
2 1.941 -1015.626 .000002 .000985 0.000 "0 000"-. 1-1.799 -1015.627 
6  

9 INFINITE INFINITE .000 .000 .000 -15.8
 
10 INFINITE INFINITE -.000'. -.000 .000 -15,8
 
__ 4 " ....................... INFINITE INFINITE. -600,000 .... -.000 
....... 5,512 -123.4
 




= INPUT POWER 

RADIATED POWER .1,779 WATTS 
WIRE LOSS .. 000 WATTS 
NETWORK LOSS = 1.984 WATTS 
-RADIATION EFFICIENCY 47.28 PER CENT 
EXCITATION MODE. 2.... 
GAP SOURCES
 
GAP ,.. EMF -' EMF OHM . MICRO PICO 
VOLT__,DEGREES............. HENRY . -FARAD. 
1 1000.0000 -0.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY SERIES 





COORDINATES- -- ---- .CURRENT.DISTRIBUTION-	 NORMAL. ELECTRIC-
FIELD * RADIUS 
,fIRE INT WAVE- WAVE- WAVE- AMP AMP AMP DEG DEG DEG VOLTS DEG
 
NO NO- -- LENGTHS .. LENGTHS LENGTHS 
GAP 1 164.128 -6.6
' 0.0000 	 0.0000 0.0000 
. 
"'GAP 1. 
"--,.Y74 - . 0___B Q_7__-1_49.20 6 _,--. 4­1-. - o. o 000' 104 ..9 115 15._--.588 0 81.4__81........0 00_. 0--

80.5 134.285 -8.8 
1 3 0.0000 0.0000 .0518 .3110 .1603 .0000 .80.5 
1 2 Q.0000 0.0000 .0311 .5970 .4516 .3058 80.8 80.6 
80.4 -103.6 143.424 -9.5
 
-. 0..00000 0.0000 .... 0.000 ....GAP 2..........---.. GAP - 2 .... ' .... 2 .... _164.128 ----6.6. 
2 4 0.0000 0.0000 -.0104 .9115 .7415 .5880 81.4 81.0 80.7 149.206 -7.4
 
2 5 0.0000 0.0000 -.0311 .5970 .4516 .3058 80.8 
 80.6 80.5 134.285 -8.8
 
-2.-.6 	 . 0000 -- 0.0000 ....-. 0518 ....... 3110.-- .1603--.0000--80.5 _.80.4 -i03.6----143.424-....-9.5_­
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 3 1 GAP 3 1 49.787 -169.6
 
3 7 0.0000 .0090 .0052 .4551 
 .4111 .3811 ' -99.2 -101.7 - 04.5 38.410 -164.6 
_3-- 8..... 0.0000 ..... 0269...-...0156 .... 3863 ...... -__3649 .3473 J-104.3 -107.2--I10.4.... 25.316.152.5._
 
3 9 0,0000 .0448 .0259 
 .3484 .3336 .3207 -110.4 -13.7 -117.3 22.619 -148.1
 
4 10 0.0000 .0722 .0418 -- '.3219 
 .3007 -. 2842' -117.2 -125.2 -133.9 21.514 -148.6
 
.5- 11 ....... .- .120 Z -_.0739.. ....286S __ 2678 -.2664--133.6-I52.9-173.0_. 20.957-159.1.­0000 --
.6 12- 0.0000 .2065 .1192'"" .267f .2811 .3032 - -172,6 149.5 1709167.0 19.236 

.6 13 ,l 0.0000 .2885 .1667 ".' .3032 '.3233 .3346 149.6- 134.9 121.8 15.996 147,0
 
_7__14._...0000 . 3705.......2140'-..3348_ 
..3330....3175 2 121.9_109.5- -96.5....14.740 102.5­
7 14 0.0000 .3705 .2140' '.3348' .3330 .3175 121.9 109.5 96.5 14.740 102.5 
7 15 0.0000 .4527 .2614 .3192 '.2914 .2611 96.9 81.9 62.5 18.465 61.8 
. z . . ...	 AP-.4 _ 20.995.- 47.9 _.. . 000... . ..49. 7 . . ..885 . ... ... ... GAP 4-.. .... .- . --... 

GAP 5 5.265 -4-.7
0.0000. .4937 .2851 GAP 5 

8 16 0.0000 .534B .3088 .2611 .2245 .1661 62.5 64.1 64.9 9,762 -31.9
 
.8 -17 .....0.000 3561......, m.0907'__- .0000.....
... .6169 ... _.678-  64.0--- 64.0 -16.5 . _17.165 - -26.0. 
6, GAP 6 49.787 -169,60.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 

9 10 0.0000 .0090 . .=0052 .4551 .4111 -, .3811' -99.2 -101,7 -104.5 38.410 -164.6 
9 -.19 0.0000 . .0269.. -.0156.... .3863 ..3649- ..-3473-.-104.3'-107.2 ,A10.4 -- 25..316 -152.5 
9 20' 0.0000 -.0448 -.02S9 .3484 .3336 .3207 -110.4 -113.7 -117.3 22.619 -148.1 
10 21 0.0000 .0722 -.0418 .3219 '.3007.''.2842 -117.2 -125.2 -133.9 21.514 -148.6 
11 22 -0.0000 .... 1280 - .-. 0739.- .2865 ....2678. .....2664 -133.6 -152.9 -173.0.....-20.957 -159.1
 
12 23 0.0000 .2065 -.1192 .2671 .2811 .3032 ' -172.6 167.0 149.5 19.236 178.9
 
12 24 0.0000 .2885 -.1667 
 .3032 .3233 .3346 149.6'1'134.9 121.8 15.996 147.0 
13 25 .... 0.0000 .3705 ....-.2140 ._'.3348__...3330_....3175 Z-121 9 _'Y09.5--. 96.5--__14.740 102.5 
13 26 0.0000 .4527 -.2614 .3192 .2914 .2611 ' 96.9 81.9 62.5 18.465 61.8 
0.0000 .4937 '';-.2851 " - . . GAP' 7'" ..".. GAP 7-' 120.q95 47.9 
. 0.0000 .4937 -.2851 -..GAP 8 .... -'.'-'GAP 8. .. ... .5.265.-47.7 
14 27 0.0000 .5348 -.3088 .2611 .2245 .1661 62.5 64.1 64.9 9.762 -31.9 
14 28 0.0000 .6169 -.3561 .1678 .0907 .0000 64.0 64.0 -116.5 17.165 -26.0 
-.0000 .0.0000 -.0000 1 GAP 9 . GAP 9 ..... 47.139 147.8 
1, 29 .0094. 0.0000 .0044 .0100 .0474 .0754 -15.9 45.5 48.9 33.095 146.2
 
PAGE 39 
7 X Y Z AMPLITUDE PHASE
 
,WIRE INT___ WAVE-___WAVE-__WAVE- 'AMP ___AR__ AMP DEG DEG _DEG VOLTS DG 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LFNGTHS 
.- 15- 30 .0282__0.0000_0131 .0701_"__0B84_, .1023 47.9 48.5-48.4 '14.881.139,7. 
IS 31 .0469 0.0000 .0219 .1013 !' .1117 .1199 48.3 47.9 47.4 8.616 132.9 
16 32 .0756 0.0000 .0353 .1187'" .1290 .1337 47.3 46.1 45.0 3.556 117.8 
17 33..... .1339 0.0000_. ... 0625___.,1312 ._.12S9 .1077 ,44.7 42.5 40,8_ 2.779_-28.1­
18 34 .2316 0.0000 .1084 .1059 .0595.- .0000 40.7 .- 30.6 177.4 8.037 -49.3 
.0000 0.0000 .0000 GAP 10 "GAP 10 47.139 147.8
 
19_ 35 ......_-.0094 ___0.0000__ .-. 0044 .... 0100 0474___ .0754__-159__49.9__ 48.9 33.095__146.2
 
19 36 -.0282 0.0000 -.0131 .0701 .0884 .1023 47.9 48.5 48.4 ' 14.881' 139.7
 
19 37-" -.0469 0.0000 -.0219 .1013 .1117 .1199 48.3 47.9 .47.4 8.616' 132.9
 
-20-38 ____-0756. 00000....-.03S3_ .1187 -. 1290 .1337_ 47.3_46.1 .45.0 .3.956117.8­
21 39 -.1339 0.0000 -.0625 .1312 .1259 .1077 44.7 42.5 40.8 2.779 -28.1
 




-GAP INPUT INPUT INPUT INPUT LOAD LOAD 'GAP GAP GAP VOLTAGE
 
__NODRESIST.R-REACT- _C.ONDUCT. _S.USCEPT.. RESIST. REACT._ RESIST. REACT.____
 
OHMS OHMS MHOS HHOS OHMS OHMS OHMS' OHMS VOLT DEGREES
 
)000.000___--- 1.-.-67.237 .- 1083,883 . .0003__ 000901-.--.-"0,000 0.000 164,496- 84,741 0.0 
* 2 167.237 -1083.883 .000139 .000901 0.000 0.000 164.496 -1084.741 1000.000 0.0 
, 3 ""... INFINITE INFINITE -99.009 9.904 49.287 75.0 9 9 

_6 .INFINITE___3NFINITE_'n.9 .00 .... 9.904 45.2807750­
9 INFINITE INFINITE -.000 21327.296 214,028 74.2 
- 10 INFINITE INFINITE -.000 21327.296 214.028 74.2 
_.__4.__ .INFItITE.,-INFINITE,.--_600.00.-.... _1566S3__62._-000 

7 INFINITE INFINITE --600.000 -.000 156,693 62.5
 
INPUT POWER = 2706 WATTS 
RADIATED POWER 27.679 WATTS
 
-WIRE LOSS -.- . . .000 WATTS_
= 

NETWORK LOSS = 250.411 WATTS
 
RADIATION EFFICIENCY = 9.95 PER CENT
 
FREQUENCY = 1.1070 NC 
---. NO GROUNO.PRESENT
 











GAP EMF LMF OHM MICRO PICO
 
____ _ TVOLTDEGREES HENRY EARAD_
 
1000.0000 -0.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY SERIES
 
-2-1000.00 .IBo0.00--O.0000- O.0000___INEINITY SERIES
 
-NONRADIAT.ING-NETWORKS.-CONNECTINGTHEGAPS­
.. NE'NO - NETTYPE "-GA.CONNECTINS...PARA1 PARAM2....PARAM3 PARAM_.__ 
I IMP 3- 0 100.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 '-0.0000
 
_ IM-____0__6- 0.........0000. _.-0.0000 0.0000 -0.0000_..
 
:4: IMP 3- 0 -0.0000 -0.0000 160.0000 -0.0000
:2" IMP 6-0-0.0000 -0.0000 160.0000 -0.0000
 
.5 . P4.IM...0______4 ___0_ _600.0000 - 0.0000 00000
.- 0_____-.0,0000­
6 IMP 7- 0 600.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 
7 IMP 9. 0 -0.0000 -0.0000 15.0000 -0.0000 
8_-'_--_ IMP - 9 --. 0._ ___ .. .0°0000.000000 0_____O0O0.-.0o.0000-0.00o0._.. 

9 IMP 1- 0 .322000.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 --0.0000
 
t0 IMP 2- 0 322000.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 --0.0000
 
I . IP 	 67 500.0000 00.._ 0.000 _-000000.006750000000 . 1_2. 	 0 . 000_ 
-COORDINATES-	
_C.UR8ENT DISRjBUTION- .NORMALELECTRI.C_ 
FIELD - RADIUS
 
___.__Z _ ___ MPLI UDUE ASE_ 
IRE INT .WAVE- WAVE- WAVE- AMP AMP ,AMP DEG DEG DEG VOLTS DEG
 
.NO O___ENGTHS__LENGTHS__ LENG_T_KS_ 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP I * GAP 1 185.783 -.1 
...I.... 00 000.... ,7083 
1 2 0.0000 0.0000 .0346 .7212 .5446 .3683 89.8 89.0 89.0 146.267 -.1 
00 0 000 0... 0 115__--1. 1096 ... 897 0__ ___ 89.9_. 89o9_89o8___166.36I_ I____­
1 	. 3 0.0000 0.0000 .0576 .3750 .1931 .0000 89.8 89.8 -908 155.443 -.2 
- .. 0.0000 . 0.0000 - 0.0000 .. GAP 2 . -GAP 2 .. .... - 185.783 -179,9.. 
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NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS
 
WIRE INT .. WAVE-___ WAVE-__... WAVE-..__. _Ao. ... .... .... ---- KG _DE.G­
2 4 0.0000 .0.0000 -0115 . .1006 .8970 .7083 -00.1.-90.1 -90.2"166.361_179.9
 
2 5 0.0000 0.0000 -.0346 .7212 .5446 .3683 -90.2 -90.2 -90.2 146.267 179.9
 
2 6 0.0000 0.0000" -.0576 .370' .1931 .0000 -90.2 -90.2 89.2 155.443 179.8
 
. . - 0000 -.. 0 000 0. GAP 3 ------ -. -GAP _ . __ 0 .1 7 _
0 .0 0 0 0 .... .. . 3 _ .2__ _ 176 . 0__
 
3 7 0.0000 .0100 .0058 .0695 .0485 .0345 -94.6 -94.7 -94.5 14.514 175.3
 
3 8 0.0000 .0299 .0173 .0369 .0274 '0202 -94.4 -93.5 -91.8 6.950 172.6
 
3 9 0.0000 ....0499 . 0289 . 0 2.0207_.01522 '.0110 -91.8 -88.9 -83.9-_ 4.112__169.3_ 
4 10 0.0000 .0803 .0465 .0118 .0067 .0049 -84.3 -65.5 -33.1 1.928 161.9 
--S 11' 0.0000 .1424 .0823 .0060 .0066 .0075 -47.7 -25.7 -28.4 .272 109.4 
-6...-1 ?-,0,000.0 ...... 2297 1327 - 0080- .0092 ... 0103 _-35.7-49. 9-76.6 . .481 -25.8
 
6 13 0.0000 .3209 .1854 .0105 .0117 .0125 -66.9 -82.9 -97.4 .585 -65.1
 
7 14 0.0000 .4122 .2381 .0126 .0130 .0128 -97.7 -112.2 -127.3 .600 -110.8
 
.--...... 0.0000 .. 5.036..... .2908 . .0130 .0123 .0115_ -127.0 _-144.2_-60.9 . ..,763-106.1
 
0.0000 .5493 .3172 GAP 4 GAP 4 .S01 -172.3
 




.8..16-..*._ 0.0000-...... . 5. , .0115_-.,0104__ -165.9.-I63,0-161.5 ,339. 94.7
5950 0079 

8 17 0.0000 .6863 .3962 .0080 .0044 .0000 -162.8 -162.7 -161.9 .739 107.2
 
0.0000 -.0000 .0000 GAP 6 . GAP 6 20.187 -4.0
 
9 18 0.0000-- .0100 .-. 0058_ .0695 .0485 850344.. 85.3 85.5 ___14.514
. -4.7 ­
9 19 0.0000 '0299 -.0173 .0369 .0274 .0202 .85686.5 88.2 6.950 -7.4
 
9- 20 ' 0.0000 .0499 -.0289 .0207 .0152 .0110 88.2 91.1 96.1 4.112 -10.7
 
10-.21 _._0.0000 .......0803___ -.0465._____ .0118___0067 .....0049.. 9_ 7 _ 114.5146.9 _.. 1.28 -18.1 .
 
11 22 0.0000 .1424 -.0823 .0060 .0066 .0075 132.3 154.3 151.6 .272 -70.6
 
12 23 0.0000 .2297 -.1327 .0080 .0092 .0103 144.3 130.5 '114.4 .481 154.2
 
... ,1854 -	 - .585 _114.9__-12-24 ...... 0000 3209 ---.. . ..0105 ... , 117 ... -,0125 _-113.1 97,5._- 82.6--_-_ 
13 25 0.0000 .4122 -.2381 .0126 .0130 .0128 .82.3 67.8 52.7 .600 69.2
 
13 26 0.0000 .5036 -.2908 .0130 .0123 .0115 53.0 35.8 14.1 .763 23.9
 
.... ...... ... ..... ...... i.OAPC 73172 GAP -7 ..--._81 7.7
_.._.0.0000...... -5493 

0.0000 .5493 -.3172 GAP 8 GAP 8 .156-132.4
 
14 27 0.0000 5950 -.3435 .0115 .. .0104 .0079 14.1 17.0 18.5 .339 -85.3
 
8[ .....00 .... _ -.3962 . .0080 -. _ 17.2 18.1 _
..0000 6863 	 0044 .0000 17.3 .739 -72.8 
1. 0104-. 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 9 -' GAP 9 14.432 -179.7
 
1529 .0104 0.0000 .0049 .0689 .0540 .0439 -98.4 -100.8 -103.4 10.589 -179.8
 
15.-30......-0313.-----0.0000-_'-0146----- .0454 .0383 .0328 --102.9 -105.3 -107.8____50.400 179.5_
 
15' 31 .0522 0.0000 .0244 .0332 .0289 .0254 -107.6 -110.1 -112.7 3.400 178.3
 
16 32 .0841 0.0000 .0393 .0259 .0208 .0171 -112.2 -116.9 -121.4 1.922 174.6
 
-17 	-33 _._ ,1490....0,0000 ......0696.... .0182-.0134...0093-,-.-119.2 -124.4 -1291......932160.7_ 
18 34 .2576 0.0000 .1206 .0104, .0051 .0000 -124.9 -125.6 -111.7 .711 145.1 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 10 GAP 10 14.432 .3 
_19. 30.... -,0104... 0.0000 .-. 0049--_.. 0689 ...... 540_._,0439 81.6-16. 79.2 -766 .- 105.89-..... 2..­
19 36 -.0313 0.0000 -.0146 .0454 .0383 .0328 77.1 74.7 72.2 5.400 -.5
 
19 37 -.0522 0.0000 -.0244 .0332 .0289 . .0254 72.4 69.9 67.3 3.400 -1.7
 
20 38-. --.0841 . _0,0000 ....-.0393......0259..0208..... 0171_ . 67.8- .. 1.922 -.- 5.4
61... 58 ..... 

21 39 -.1490 0.0000 -- 0696 .0182 .0134 .0093 60.8 55.6 50.9 .932 -19.3
 




MP AN E DATA.. ..... 
















OHMS VOLT DEGREES 
1 2.199 -901.193 .000003 .001110 0.000 0.000 2.083 -901.193 1000.000 0.0 
2 2.199 -901.193 .000003 .001110 0.000 0.000 2.083 -901.193 1000.000 -180.0 
- INFINITE-.NFINITE__ 98.777 __ 10.993____6.906.__'J9.0 
6 INFINITE INFINITE -98.777 10.993 6.906 -101.0 
9 INFINITE INFINITE -.000 .000 .000 -5.0 
1O. , INFINITE ---INFINITE_...... .000 .. .. .000_.. . ..000---- -5 8_ 
4 INFINITE INFINITE -600.000 -.000 6.906 -165.9 
7 INFINITE INFINITE -600.000 .000 6.906 14.1 
INPUT POWER . 5.415 WATTS 
,-RADIATED POWER = -..- 2.904 WATTS--­
.WIRE LOSS = .000 WATTS 
NETWORK LOSS = ,2.511 WATTS 
-RADIATION EFFICIENCY-.0-53.63 PER CENT 
GAP . ...EM E MF__.__ = M .....MH ICRO __.,-,.PI . ._Ip " . 4 
.,VOLT DEGREES. ,., HENRY FARAD.,, ... 
_L.10O0.O00..0.. -. O _ .000 -0.0000 _INFINITY - , SERIES 
2 1000.0000 -0.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY SERIES 
--NETWORKS..UNCHANGED
 






X 	 Y Z AMPLITUDE PHASE 
WIRE INT --.- WAVE-." - WAVE--. WAV--AM P ..... M 
NO NO 	 LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS
 
-.... .. .0.0000... 1.......-.. .. .... _ . . .
 
1 -1 0.0000 

=.0.0000 0.0000_...GAP. 	 AP 166,239._-7,8 
0.0000 .0115 1.0421 .8501 .6755 80.0 79.6 79.3 152.030 -8.7 
1 2 0.0000 0.0000 .0346 .6857 .5194 .3521 79.4 79.2 79.0 138.272 -10.2 
.1 _3__ 0.0000 0.0000 . ..0576__ .3581 .... 1847 ...... 0000 ....79.1 78.9_-)06.3--.148.463_._-.10.9._ 
166.239 -7.8 
2 4 0.0000 0.0000 -.0115 1.0421 .8501 .6755 80.0 79.6 79.3 152.030 -8.7 
2.....--5 0.0000 ___ 0.0000 _ -. 0346 .685 ..._,5194 . 3521 ___ 79.4_79.2__ 79.0__138.?72 -10.2-_ 
2 6 	 0.0000 0.0008 -.0576 .3581 .1847 .0000 79.1 78,9 -106.3 148.463 -10.9 
0.0000 -.0000 -.0000 GAP 3 GAP 3 48.156 -166.2 
_3___......_ 	 0.0000 ___. ..0100__ .0058.._ .5216_.4762 .4459_O-100.8_-103.6_-06.6__37.475__160.5_ 
3 8 0.0000 .0299 .0173 .4516 .4307 .4137 -106.5-109.6 -112.9 25.'60 -147.6 
3 9 0.0000 .0499 .0289' .4149 .4007 .:3884 -112.9 -116.3 -120.0 23.385 -144.5 
4_10 0.0000 ,0803 .0465 . .3897 .3689 .3517 -119.9 -127.8 -136.2 _ 22606 -7147.7 
0.0000 	 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 2 GAP 2 
- ,8
 
50 11 0.0000 .1424 
 .0823 .3544 .3302 .3190 -135.9 -154.4 -174.0 22.676 163
 
6 12 0.0000 .2297 .1327 :3197 .3225 .3370 -174.1 163.9 143.5 21.945 168.6
 
_.6__i3 0.0000 .3209 ;1854 .3369 .3540 __.3654_143.6__12.05109.1 19.403 133.8
 
7 14 0.0000 .4122 
 .2381 .3658 .3654 .3519 109.2 93.6 77.6 18.035 89.5
 
7 15 0.0000 .5036 .2908 
 .3544 .3289 .3036 78.1 60.0 37.8 21.354 46.0
 
0.0000 .5493 .3172.... . _ GAP 4 GAP 4 23.016 29.7
 
0.0000 .5493 .3172 GAP -5 GAP 5 3.667-089.1
 
8 16 0.0000 .5950 .3435 .3036 .2699 .2040 37.8 39.6 40.5 9.247 5
-57.8 
8_17 0.0000 . .6863 .3962 .2063-' .129 _. 0000 39.5_,_ 39.4'38.8-19.027 - 0. _ 
0.0000 -.0000 .0000 GAP 6' . " :GAP 6 1 48.156 -166.2 
9 18 0.0000 .0100 -.0058 .5216 -. .4762 .4459 -100.8 -103.6 -106.6 37.475 -160.5 
.9 1,119 ' 0.0000 .. .0299...-r.0173 . .4516 .4307.... 4137_-106.5_-109.6 -112.9 __ 25,560-147.6. 
9': 20 0.0000 .0499 -.0289 .4149 .4007 .3884 -112.9 -116.3 -120.0 23.385 -144.5
 
10 20 0.0000 .0803 -.0465 .3897 .3689 .3517 -119.9 -127.8 -136.2 22.656 -147.7
 
11 .22 0.0000 .. 1424,_n0823 .... 3544 * 3302..._.3190 -130.9_-104.4 -174.0__ 22.676 -163.8,_ 
12 23 0.0000 .2297 -;1327 .3197 .3225 .3370 -174.1- 163.9 143.5 21.945 168.6 
12 24 0.0000 . .3209 -.1854 .3369 .3540 .3654 143.6 1255 109.1 19.403 133.8 
13 .25 0.0000 ___.4122____.2381 ___._.36S8 .... 654- .3519 :109.2 _ 93.6 .77.6 ___18.035__89._ 
13 26 0.0000 .5036 --. 2908 .3544 .3289 .3036 78.1 60.0 37.8 21.354 46.0
 
0.0000 .5493 -.3172 GAP 7 
 GAP 7 	 23.S16 29.7
 0.0000 .. 5493____-.3172_ GAP8.GP 8.- 3.667-_-89.1.
 
14-27' 0.0000 .5950 .-. 3435 ,.3036 .2699. .2040 
 37.8 39.6 40.0 9.?47 -57.8
 
14 	 28 0.0000 .6863 -.3962 .2063 .1129 .0000 39.5 39.4 38.8 19.027 -505 
. 0.0000_'0.0000___0.0000__GAP I-GAP .. . .55.680144.2_.............. .9.. 

15 29 
 .0104 0.0000 .0049 .0136 .0657 .1042 -5.8 43.2 46.0 39.999 142.4
 
15 30 .0313 0.0000 .0146 .0975 .1239 .1447 45.2 45.7 45.5 19.555 136.3
 
15.31 .0522,....0.0000 ... 0 44 ..... ..... ....,1729 4.4L.45.0..44.....12.?94,130.7­1434 1597 ..... ' 

16 32 .0841 0.0000 .0393 .1715. .1899 .2000 44.4 43.4 42.5 5.919 
 120.7
 
.1699 42.2 40.4 39.1 2.912 -28.9
17 33 .1490 . 0.0000 .0696 .1970 . .1945 3 7 4	 2
 
18. 34 .2576.. 0.0000 . 1206 ......1681 .... 0966 .. ,0000 .*..39.0... . _.rl58. _, I.540.r51.0 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 00 GAP 10 00.680 144.2 
19 35 -.0104 0.0000 -.0049 .0136 .0657 .1042 -5.8 43.2 46.1 39.999 142.4 
I .36 -.0313-.... 0.0000 ___.-.0146__.....0975__.1239 ..... 1447 _.....4,2._45.7_.45....19.555.-136.3. 
19 37 -.0522 0.0000 ;-.0244 .1434 .1597 .1729 45.4 45.0 44.6 12.294 130.7 
06/18/70 
X y Z 
WIRE. INT....... WAVE- __.WAVE... 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS 
20 38 .....-0841_ _. 0.0000._---.0393 
21 39 -.1490 0.0000 -.0696 
22 40 -.2576 0.0000 -.1206 
AMPLITUDE PHASE 
AWAVE--- --- AMP_...AMP--.DEG .DEG __DEG_-
....... 2000-44.4..___43.4-42....5,919 
.1970 .1945 .1699 42.2 40.4 39.1 












- - OHMS 





INPUT INPUT INPUT LOAD LOAD 
GAP GAP -GAP VOLTAGE 
REACT.......-CONDUCT. _SUSCEPT.... RESIST. .. REACT..---- RESIST
..- REACT 
OHMS MHOS HHOS OHMS OHMS OHMS OHMS VOLT DEGREES 
-=943.954_ ....000 84_.....001 26 ' .... 0.000-..... O.OOO _166.849__ '.944.941_ 
'.1OOO.O000 ._....0 . .. 
-943.954 .000184 .001026 0.000 ,.0OO 
166.849 -944.941 1000.000 0.0 
INFINITE INFINITE -98.777 10.993 .51.841 
72.9 
-INFINITE -.INFINITE ----­98.777 .. 
.10.993__ 51.841 _.....72.9.__.. 
INFINITE INFINITE .000 19169.520 260.154 
84.2 
INFINITE INFINITE .000 19169.520 268.l54 
84.2 
INFINITE -000" 182.146__37.8_.... 
INFINITE INFINITE -600.00 -.000-' 182.146 37.8 
INPUT POWER = 368.630 WATTS 
RADIATED'POWER = 33.736 WATTS 
'WIRE.LOSS __. =...-- - --..I' °OO 'WATTS--­
,NETWORK LOSS = 334.893 WATTS 




NO .. . 
- I_ GAP_ 
2 GAP 2 




.7 . ..... 
08 GAO 5 





14 GAP 8 
is GAP 9 
IA - - - ... 
WIRE'COORDINATES IN FEET AND WIRE RADII IN INCHES 
W1ZI --- RAD. -y' - "Z2 RAD2 INTERVALS
,X-- ,- Y . RA I "" ! "2, -,"Y -" 
"_00 _000 .OO0 o_-, 250000 -_ = O,0000_ -0,0000_ 61 500n . .,50000... . . 3_ 
-0.0080 -0.0000 -0.0000 .250000 -0000 
'-0.0000 1-61.5000" .250000 3 
-0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0800 .250000 -0.0000 
"'53.2000 30.8000':.250000 3 
0.0.0.00.-53.2000 30.0000 .250000_ -0.00000L89.6000-
51.80000--_.250000..... 1 




-0.0000 163.7000 94.5000 .250000 -OOO0 
'325.9000'188.3000 .2S0000 2 
.0000 325.9000 .188.3000 ._ 250000 _...GAP.-4--_.-0, 
0 00 
"488.4000-'282.0000 2. .250000.. -.2 
0.0000 488;4000 282.8000 .250000 '-0.0000 
650.8000 375.7000 ,250000 2 
-0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 .250000 -0.0000 
53.2000 1-30.8000 .250000 3 
0 0O. 53.2000--30.8000 -.250000 - _rO.0000-- 89.6000 
_-,51.8000 .. 250000. -1 -
-0.0000 89.6000 -51.8000 .250000 LO.0000 163.7000 
-94.5000 .250000 1 
-0.0000 163.7000 -94.5000 .250000 -0.0080 325.9000 
-188.3000 .250000 2 
-0.0000 325.9000 -188.3000... .2500 ... GAP.7 ..... 0-0OO0 488.4000 -282.0000.....250000 
.. 
-0.0000 488.4000 -282.0000 .20000 -0.0000 650.8000 
-375.7000 .250000 2 
-0.0000 -0.0000 -'0.0000 .290000 55.7000 
-0.0000 26.0000 .290000 3 
55.7000 -0.0000 26.0000 - .290000 93.8000 -0.0000 43.8000 
-290000 ......... 1 
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WIRE NO Xi Yl - 21 RADI X2 Y2 Z2 RAD2 INTERVALS 
2 9 0 0 00  

17_... "_" 93,8000"-00000.__43,8000 290000. _ _ II_.000r-0o0000 79 . .000 -1­
18 171.2000 -0.0000 79.9000 .290000 286.9000 -0.0000 134.6000 .290000 2 
19 GAP 10 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 .290000 -55.7000 -0.0000 -26.0000 .290000 3 
20-.----- -.557000- .. 0.0000_.26.0000___.290000 -93.8000.--0.0000-_-43.8000.--.290000 I 
21 -93.8000 -0.0000 -43.8000 .290000 -171.2000 -0.0000 -79.9000 .290000 1 
22 -171.2000 -0.0000 -79.9000 .290000 -286.9000 -0.0000 -134.6000 .290000 2 
FREQUENCY = 1.3100 MC 
.... NOGROUND_RESENT 
ANTENNA MODE SOLUTIONS WERE READ FROM BINARY CARDS DECK NO. 290
 





GAP EMF EMF OHM MICRO PIco
 
VOLT DEGREES HENRY FARAD
 
1 1000.0000 -0.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY SERIES 
2 1000.0000 180.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY SERIES 
NONRADIATING NETWORKS CONNECTING THE GAPS
 
NET NO NETTYPE GAP CONNECTIONS PARAMI PARAM2 PARAM3- PARAM4
 
1 IMP 3- 0 100.0000 -0,0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 
2 IMP 6- 0 100.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 
-_..3...J MP 3--._0 ..... -0.0000....-0.0000....1600000_____-00000 
4." IMP 6- 0 -0.0000 -0.0000 '.160.0000 -0.0000 
5 IMP 4- 0 600.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 
.6 ........ MIP .......... 0. _. _.600.0000 -_-0.0000 . 00000 . -0.0000_ .
 
7 IMP 9- 0 -0.0000 -0.0000 15.0000 -0.0000
 
8 IMP 9- 10 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000
 




NET NO NETTYPE GAP CONNECTIONS PARAHI PARAN2 PARAH3 PARAM4
 
......... 0 ..... -0....2---........229000.0000...._-0.0000 - 0.0000........-0.0000._ 
11 IMP . 1- 2 -486000.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 




X- Y Z AMPLITUDE PHASE
 
VIRE -INT ....WAVE .... WAVE- WAVE _ P.AMP AMP.... AHP- DEG-._--DEG-DEG-.... VOLTS -. DEG--
NO NO " LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS . 
.0.000___ 0.0000 -0.0000 .... GAP I P.- I.............. _ ..8 S 8..42 1....1 
I 1 0.0000 0.0000 .0136 1.3499 1.0969 .8699 89.8 ;.89.8 89.7 168.220 -.1 
1 2 0.0000 0.0000 .0409 .8852 .6706' .4546 89.8 89.7 89.7 150.909 -.2 
-i-....3.- 0.0000 . 0682-..... .4628 ----. 2387 .- _,0000-_ 89.7-89 9.1.--162.168.-- -. 3-­0.0000 8.... 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 2 GAP 2. .185.842 179.9 
2 4 0.0000 0.0000 -.0136 1.3499 1.0969-, .8699" -90.2 -90.2 -90.3 168.220. 179.9 
-2-- 5- 0.0000. -5'00000i.,0409.... .8852__ .6706 .__.4546..-90.2_-90.3 - -90.3_ 150.q09-.179.8 ­
2 6 0.0000 .. 0.0000 -.066? .4628 .2387 .0000 -90.3 -90.3 -90.9 162.168 179.7 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 3 'GAP 3 20.P08 170.1
-3 ___7. 0.0000D. _...01 18 ... 0068 .-.. 0852 _--- 0604 -__0439__..-93.0 _-92,1I._-90.4__ .... 14.523.*174.3 . 
3 8 0.0000 .0354 .0205 .0468 .0358 .0276 -90.6 -883 -85.0 6.832 171.4 
3 9 0.0000 .0590 .0342 .0283 .0223 .0179 -85.1 -80.7 -74.8 3.916 168.2 
-4.-10__ .0.0000 .0950 ......0550 .... .0188...0138..11...18.757._-62.5- r49.9-... .654_.162.4.. 
5 11 0.0000 .1686 .0974 .0135 .0135 .0139 -56.5 -53.3 -62.3 .122 -43.8 
6 12 0.0000 .2718 .1570 .0152 .0163 .0171 -65.6 -81.2 -98.7 .738 -70.7 
_6_13- 0.00000 . .....3798.- .2194-.0176.....0182-.,0182 _-99.2_-117.0 .135.6...... .. 880-I14.3__ 
7 14 0.0000 -4878 .2818 .0185 .0180 .0173 -135.7 -155.2 -176.9 .992 -161.3 
7 15 0.0000 .5960 .3442 .0176 -. 0168 .0167 -176.3 159.4 131.8 1.180 154.7 
0.0000 ___.6500,__ .3753.'......... ..... --.. GAP 4.. .... GAP .4___1.271'136.0..
 
0.0000 .6500 .3753 GAP 5 GAP 5 .202 -78.7
 
8 16' 0.0000 .7041 .4065 .0167 .0160 .0127 131.8 134.7 136.1 .324 28.4
 
-8. 17... -0.0000 -.... 8122.....4689-..0129-....0073...... 0000-- 134.7--134.7-__134.7_ 1.014-44.7.. 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 . GAP 6 GAP 6 .20.258 -4.9 
9 18 0.0000 .0i18 -.0068 .0852 .0604 .0439 87.0 87.9 89.6 14.523 -5.7 
.9__19_ 0.0000_....0354._-0205__.... .0468-...0358 .... 0276. 89.4--91.7. 95.0_..__6.F32 --8.6­
9, 20 0.0000 .0590 -.0342 .0283 .0223 .0179 94.9 99.3 105.2 3.916 -11.8 
10 21 0.0000 .0950 -.0550 .0188 .0130 .0118 104.3 117.5 130.1 1.654 -17.6
 
_1-22- 0.0000 .... 1686 0974 .... 0135.......0139 ...... 123..126,7--I177...... .....­013. 122_.136.2. 
12 23. 0.0000 .2718 -.1570 .0152 .0163 .0171 014.4 98.8 81.3 .738 109.3
 
12 24 0.0000 .3798 .-. 2194 ".0176 .0182 :.0182 80.8 63.0 44.4 .880 65.7
 
-13 2.2 48787 ..... 0-218 ...... 24.8.-- 992 18.7
0.0000- ..... . 1. 0-,01850180 0173....44.3 31...... -. 
13 26 0.0000 .5960 -.3442 .0176 .0168 .0167 3.7 -20.6 -48.2 1.180 -25.3 
0.0000 .6500 -.3753 GAP 7 GAP 7 1.271 -44.0 
. .. . 0.0000 ... 6500 - -.3753 -- GAP 8 . ... . ... .GAP 8_-- ..... . . .,202 101.3 _ 
14 27 0.0000 .7041 -.4065 .0167 .0160 .0127 -48.2 -45.3 -43.9 .324 -151.6 
14 28 0.0000 .8122 -. 4689 .0129 .0073 .0000 -45.3 -45.3 -45.3 1.014 -135.3 
- 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 - GAP 9....... ..... ..GAP 9. ............ 14.499 -179.6 
15 29 .0124 0.0000 .0058 .0798 .0621 .0500 -985 -101.0 -103.7 10.624 -179.8 
15 30 .0371 0.0000 .0173 .0519 .0435 .0371 -103.2 -105.7 -100.4 5.358 179.4 
15 31 .0618 0.0000 .028 .0376 .0326 - .0286 -108.1 -110.7 -I13.4 __ 3.308 '178.0. 
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X y 	 AMPLITUDE ..PHASE 
.WIRE.INT..... WAVE _ WAVE-__.WAVE- AMP____AP 'AP"_*_ EG____QEG. I?EG VOL.TjQSEG 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS - " " " 
_16.32. l. 0995_.0.0000--.0465- ,02930236012369 . .,O9S-1127.4 I4216 1,787 " .73,8
..

17 33 .1764 0.0000 .0823 .0210 .0160 .0118 -119.2 -122.4 -123.6 .801 156.5
 
18 34 .2664 0.0000 .1245 .0124 .0094 .0063 -121.9 -121.4 -120.6 .699 146.7
 
-.18-35--- .3434- 0.0000 16Q9 0065--.0 33---.-000 -12Q.0_1_8 7- 1-7 2-150 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 10 GAP 10 14.499 .4 
19 '36 -.0124 0.0000 -.0058 .0798 .0621 .0500 81.5 79.0 76.3 10.624 .2 
_.19._37___-.037I_0..0000 ....-.. 0173_ .. 0519___.0435 .0371_76.B ___74.3 71.6 _ 5.358_.6_ 
19 38 , -.0618 0.0000 -.0288 .0376 .0326 .0286 71.9 69.3 66.6 3.308 -2.0
 
20 39 -.0995 0.0000 -.0465 .0293 .0236 .0195 67.2 62.6 58.4 1.787 -6.2
 
.21.-__40_-.1764__0.0000 
-. 0823-.0210-.0160_____.010I0 60.8 _.57.6__56.4 .. 801 -23.5_
 
22 41 -.2664 0.0000 -.1245 .0124 .0094 .0063 58.1 58.6 59.4 .699 -33.3
 
22 42 -.3434 0.0000 -. 1609 .0065 .0033 .0000 60.0 61.3 -79.3 .742 -30.0
 
.IMPEDANCE DATA.­
'GAP;';...' 'INPUT INPUT INPUT INPUT'' LOAD LOAD GAP GAP GAP VOLTAGE
 
-NO _RESIST....REACT... CONDUC.,__._SUSCEPT .---- RESIST....REAC____RESIST. REACT._ _
 
OHMS OHMS MHOS MHOS OHMS OHMS 
 OHMS OHMS VOLT DEGREES
 
__1. 2.748.74 0.778.______, O000005. 001350 . 0.000__ .000 ___2.610 -740.779 O0000 0.0 
2 - 2.748 -740.778 .000005 .001350 0.000 0.000 2.610 -740.779 1000.000 -180.0 
3 INFINITE INFINITE' -98.295 12.945 8.450 . 79.5 
6 __ INFINITE -INFINITE .- -_98.295 - 12.945 450 nL00.5 _ 
'9 INFINITE INFINITE -.000 .000 .000 -8.4 





 INFINITE INFINITE -600.000 0.000 
 .10.028 -48.2
 
INPUT POWER 10.015 WATTS
 
RADIATED POWER 5.985 WATTS
 
-WIRE LOSS-.... . ,000_WATTS_. 
NETWORK LOSS 4.030 WATTS 








GAP EMF EMF OHM MICRO PICO 
VOLT DEGREES HENRY FARAD 
1 1000.0000 
-0.00 



















WIRE INT . WAVE- WAVE- WAVE-
-AMP AMP AMP 
 DEG. DEG 
 DEG VOLTS DEG
NO NO" LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS
 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
 GAP 0GAP1 164 367 -11.9 
-- 2--0-0000.---0000___,0409 75.4 151:092 -12 8 
1 1. 0.000 0.0000 .0136 1.2343 1.0090 .8033 76.0 15.7 

... 8156-- .6188----4199--__15,5_75.3___75,2._138 694_.14,2_.1 3 . 0.0000 0.0000 .0682 .4271 .2203 .0000 75.2 75.1 , 72.0 049.657 
-14.00.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 2
-2-A.... 00000- .- 0000.---0136- GAP 2 164.367 -119 
2 5 0.0000 0.0000 0 40 9  
1.2343-10090--8033 76.0 757 -75.4 151092 12,
.8106 
- .6188 . .4199 75.5 75.3 75.22 6 138.694 -14.20.0000.. 0.0000 
-.0682 .4271 .2203 .0000 75.2

" .0.000022 ._.0.00000 
-.0.000 GAP .. 3 ____ 

75.1 72.0 14.9.657 
-14.8 
- GAP 3 - -- 3.270_17._7 - 00,000 













* 4 -1281..-133.1. -30.642.-146.5_10 0.0000 .0950 .0550 .4735 .4538 




5 11 0.0000 
.1686 .0974 
 .4417 .4270 .4278 
-153.9 
-176.4 161.0 28.987 -178.7

'6..-I2 -'-0-0000- ..2718---1570-
6. 13 0.0000 .3798 .2194 .,4274-.-4393-4540 -161.4-..137.8--116.1-26.732-142.9
.4534 .4609 .4561 116.1 95.7 75.6
7 14 0.0000 .4878 24.740 96.3
.2818 .4565 
 .4392 .4158 
 75.6 54.8 






0.0000 .6500 .3753 .... ' . .6 . .4 -- 21.0 -20.907 2.1 _0.000. ;..6500 .3753 . GAP 5 GAP 4 GAP 4 30.623 -17.3GAP 5
.0.000 3.997:-7 il-.06- 3941-.3786--o-3003--21.0-_18.9-:18.0.- 107.9 7,503-120,4_
:'8 17! 0.0000 ."0'8122 .4689 .3036 .1707 
 .0000 
-19.2





... 6187- 5677-5341 
-. 105.3.9 19 * 0.0000 109.8 -114.4---43.711 -152.4.­.0354 
-. 0205 
9 20 0.0000 .0590 







_... o .4722 -123.3 -128.1 -133.1 30.642 -146.5"05--0550-.4735-,4538-.,4395___133.0- 143,4_=154.3-_29,548
.-154,8_11 22 0.0000 .1686 
-.0974 .4417 .4270 .427812 23 0.0000 .2718 
-.1570 
-153.9 




... 3798 ---. 2194 






X Y Z . AMPLITUDE PHASE 
WIRE'INT-....WAVE--..WAVE---__.-WAVE-' "___AME ___AMP.____A. P ___D EGD~ t VOL.SOEONO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS
 
_13_25_ .0.0000 .4878_-.2818 
.4565_.4392 ,4158 75.6 54.8 32.2 25.480 47.213 26 0.0000 .5960 -.3442 .4206 
 .3979 .3941 32.6 7.4 -21.0 28,907 2.1
0.0000 .6500 -.3753 
 GAP 7 GAP 7 30.623 -17.3
.0.0000 .6500 -.3753 _GAPo_ 8 GAP . 3.997 117.9 
14 27 0.0000 .7041 
 -.4065 .3941 .3786 .3003 -21.0 -18.9 -18.0 7.503 -120.414 28 0.0000 .8122 -.4689 .3036 .1707 
 .0000 -19.2 -19.4 -19.7 23.840 -109.2
 
.0....
0000 0.0000 0.0000. GAP.9 
 .. _GAP 9 74.743 122.9
 
15829 .0124 0.0000 .0058 .0283 - .1175 .1868 -8.4' :22.7 24.5 57.435i 119.9­15 30 .0371 . 0.0000" .0173 .1781 - .2315 .2772 23.6 23.6 23.0 34.758. 112.0
15 31. _,0618__ 0.0000 :0288 .2756 __3150 .3494 .22.9 
 22.2 21.6 25.989 106.8
16 32 .0995 0.0000 .0465 .3470 .4034 .4410 
 21.5 20.1 19.0 16.367 100.2
17 33 .1764 0.0000 .0823 .4383 .4626 
 .4225 ' 188 16.9 15.5 2.508 -15.6

_18__34 .2664._ 0.0000 .1245 .4217 .3527 




0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 10 

18 35 .3434 0.0000 .1609 .2592 .13887 0000 13.9 13.3 -174.4 29.409 -76.1
 
GAP 10 74.743 122.9

-19-36 -. 0124_0.00000 -.0058 .0283 ,1175 ,1868 
 -8.4 22.7 24.5 57.435 119.9
19 37 -.0371 0.0000 -.0173 .1781 .2315 .2772 23.6 
 23.6 23.0 34.758 112.0




-.0995 0.0000 ___-.0465_.3478. 4034 
 .4444 21.5 20.1 19.0 16.367 100.2
21 40 -.1764 0.0000 -.0823 .4383 .4626 .4225 18.8 16.9 15.5 
 2.508 -15.6
22 41 -.2664 0.0000 -. 1245 
 .4217 .3527 .2562 15.5 ' 14.6 13.9 18.809 -72.1
22- 42 -.3434 
 0r.AA6 A SaO _ -. 1388 0000__13.9___13..3_nl74.4 29.409_-76.1 
--IMPEDANCEOATA-_
 
.GAP -'--.-INPUT INPUT---- INPUT-- INPUT_ LOAD........ LOAD GAP .. AP GAP VOLTAGE_NO RESIST. REACT. CONDUCT. SUSCEPT. RESIST. REACT. RESIST. REACT. 
" OHMS . OHMS MHOS MHOS OHMS OHMS OHMS OHMS VOLT DEGREES
 
I 19852S -784-.792- 000303 
 .001198 0.000 0.000-195.732 --786.143 1000.000 0.0
2 198.256' -784.792 :0002- , 0.000 
 0.000 195.732 -786.143 1000.000 0.0
 
-3- INFINITE_--INFINITE....-98,295_ 12.945__61.340 67.2
6 




 INFINITE INFINITE -.000 16198.976 457.996 81.6
10 
 INFINITE zINFINITE_ 
-.0001198.976 457.996 81.6
4 





 INFINITE INFINITE 
-600.000 -.000 236.462 
-21.0
 
INPUT POWER = 605.174 WATTS 
--RADIATED POWER-= - - 73.175_WATjS
WIRE LOSS = .000 WATTS 
NETWORK LOSS .531.999 WATTS
 












MAXIM11MP1 ATTVE ASYMMETRY IN THE ANTENNA ADMITTANCE MATPTX T' 




- GAP SOURCES 
GAP EMF' EMF 
















ET-N 0 2 NETTYP-E GAPCONNECTILONS__ ARAaIJ.- --
-ARA-. __PARA143 
__ARAK4___ 








- 0.I.I3- 0 
6- 0 
___ 





























8L ..IMP .-910 0.0000.--00000__-0.0000.. 
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COORDINATES __'__,__CURRENT DISTRIBUTION 	 NORMAL ELECTRIC_ 
FIELD 0 RADIUS 
PHASE--..-............_
... . .." U  
WIRE INT WAVE- WAVE- WAVE- AMP, AMP AMP DEG DEG DEG VOLTS DEG 
_ -ONO____ LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS_ _ _ 
0.0000 - 0.0000' -.0000 GAP I GAP 1 185.989. -. 1 
. .00000.__.0.0000 _ .. 0172_,j - 89.6 _.89.5 __89 5 0__172.457.80671._I.,48391.1872 
1 2 0.0000 0.0000 .0515 1.2071 .9202 .6268 89.5 89.4 89.4 161.557 -.4 
1 ..3 0.0000 0.0000 .0859 .6380 .3300 .0000 89.4 89.3 -91.9 177.621 -.6 
- .----- . 0.0000 . 0000 ....GAP 2 ..... .Q'._S GAP_ 2 . . .. . .. .185.989 _179.9_--- 0.0000 ......... 
24 0.0000 0.0000 -.0172 1.8067 .1.4839 1.1872 , -90.4 -90.5 -90.5 172.457 179.8 
2 5 . 0.0000 0.0000.. -. 0515 "'1.2071 '.9202 .6268 -90.5 -90.6 -90.6 161.557 179.6 
-2.-- 6. .00000. 0.0000..___.,0859 -. 6380.'__.3300__.0000__-90.6-90.7__88.1-177.621 _179.4­
" 0.0000 0.0000: 0.0000 GAP 3 GAP 3 20.594 172.7 
.3 -7 0.0000 .0149 .0086 .1260 .0949 .0747 -87.0 -83.4. -79.2 14.750 172.0 
'3 .B .0.0000 .0446 ...... 0258 .. 0784 ____.0654 ___.0559_-79.9_-75.7 -71.3 6.852_170.3_
3 9 0.0000 .0743 .0430 .0567 .0499 .0448 -71.7 -67.5 -63.6 3.862 171.5 
A '10' 0.0000 .1197 .0692 .0460 .0394 .0344 -64.5 -59.6 -58.2 1.697 -172.1
 
_5 ..11 0.0000. .2123 .......- 1226 .. 0372_.... ,0304_....024_ -6..3_-72.4..-99.1 1.05-7110.5_
 
6 12 0.0000 .3424 .1977 .0274 .0284 .0345 -99.5 -135.9 -165.3 2.164 -122.3 
6 13 0.0000 .4784 .2764 .0353 .0406 .0414 -164.4 175.4 158.1 1.603 -169.9 
_7-14- .0.0000... 6144_-_,3549 _..0417,037......296__158.4_139.4112.....908_113.6_ 
7 15 0.0000 .7507 .4335 .0304 ,0258 .0300 1-12.4 71.5 28.4 2.957 70.0 
0.0000 .8188 .4727 .$ GAP 4 GAP 4. 2.483 51.1 
,00000. 	 -188_ .4727 .GAP .... .... GAP-. 1.012 133.1
5 ___ 
8 6 0.0000 .8868 .5120 .0300 .8340 .0296 28.4 31.0 31.7 .112 -136.9 
8 	17. 00.0000 1.6229 .5906 .0301 .0178 .0000 30.4 30.0 29.1 1.904 -59.6 
. 00000 .. 0000 _GAP 6 ...... . -GAP _6__ ................ 20.594. -7.3-_. 0. 

9 18 0.0000 .0149 -.0086 .1260 .0949 .0747 93.0 96.6 100.8 14.750 -8.0
 
9 19 0.0000 .0446 -.0258 .0784 .0654 .0559 100.1 104.3 108.7 6.852 -9.7
 
__9. 20.. 0.0000_ - .0743 ____-.0430- .... 0567 .0499 ,0448
.... 10.3112.5116.4__. 3.862__-8.5_ 
10 21 0.0000 .1197 -.0692 . .0460 .0394 .0344 115.5 120.4 121.8 1.697 7.9 
11 "22 0.0000 .2123 -. 1226 .0372 .0304 .0248 118.7 107.6 80.9 1.605 69.5 
_12.. 23.. 0.0000 ... 3424 _.__-°1977......0274 - .0284.... 034.... 80.5 _.44,1.... 1.4..7z 2.164-- S7.7_ 
12 24 0.0000 .4784 -.2764 .0353 .0406 .0414 . 15.6 -4.6 -21.9 1.603 10.1 
13 25 0.0000 .6144, -.3549 .0417. .0371 .0296 -21.§ -40.6 -67.9 1.908 -66.4 
.13...26 .0.0000 ' "7507--.4335- _0304__.0258 .. ,0300___ r67,6__rlO8,5-151,6 _2,B57_-_lIO.p_ 
. 0.0000 .8188 -.4727 GAP 7 GAP 7 2.483 -128.9 
.4 0.0000, .8180 -.4727 GAP 8 GAP 8 1.012 -46.9 
1427 .0.0000 .8868 -- -.5120 ..... .0300.....,0340 __.0296 _-15.6-149.0-148.3 .... .112 . 431 _ 
14 28 0.0000 1.0229 -.5906 .0301 .0178 .0000 -149.6--150.0 -150.9 l.04 120.4 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 9 GAP 9 14.640 -179.5
 
.15 .29. .0156, ,0073.... .0957... 1.- -07.11
.0,000...... 0735_,.0585 103S-0 0.657.-1797
 
15 30 .0467 0.0000 .0218 .0609 .0509 .0434 -106.4 -109.6 -113.0 5.158 179.3
 
is 31 .0778 0.0000 .0363 .0440 .0384 .0342 -112.6 -115.8 -118.7 2.949 177.3
 
16 . 32 .1253 0.0000 .0585 .... 0351 .0297 .0262---117.9 -122.0 -124.4..1.310 170.0 
17 33 .2221 0.0000 .1037 .0284 .0251 .0213 -121.5 -119.7 -116.3 .516 133.4 
18 34 .3355 0.0000 .1569 .0226 .0187 .0135 -115.4 -112.7 -110.3 .833 147.1 




X Z2 AMPLITUDE PHASE 
.WIRE INT .. WAVE-. .... WAVE-- ... WAVE-.. .. -.AMP AMP...DEG -- DEG-_DEG- --- VOLTS-..DEG-
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS
 
. .0.0000 .... 0.0000 ... 0.0000 .- GAP 10--_ - . .- GAP . 10 ...- 14.640. . _. 
19 36 -.0156 0.0000 -.0073 .0957 .0735 .0585 79.7 76.5 72.9 10.657 .3
 
19 37 -.0467 0.0000 -.0218 .0609 .0509 .0434 73.6 70.4 67.0 5.158. -.7
 
19 38 -.0778 -_ 0.0000 -.-. 0363..... .0440 .... 0384 ...... 0342 ... 67.4--64.2--.61.3. .. 2.949.--...-2.7_­
20 39 -.1253 0.0000 -.0585 .0351 .0297 .0262 62.1 58.0 55.6 1.310 -10.0
 
21 40 -.2221 0.0000 -.1037 .0284 .0251 .0213 58.5 60.3 63.7 .516 -46.6
 
-- 22 41 .... -. 3355..... 000000....--- .15696.0226 .0187 - .0135 --- 64.6--.67.3 -69.7 __ .833.-32.9-­




-GAP INPUT INPUT INPUT INPUT LOAD LOAD GAP GAP GAP VOLTAGE 
* NO RESIST. 'REACT.' CONDUCT. SUSCEPT. RESIST. REACT. , RESIST. - REACT.
OHMS. ... -OHMS.....MHOS ....- MHOS...... OHMS OHMS OHMS....D HMS.. . VOLT..DEGREES_
 
1' 4.098 -553.490 .000013 .001807 0.000 0.000 3.931 . -553.493 1000.000 0.0 
._-.-2..... _:-4.'098 .._.-553.490-......000013._._.001807-... 
_0.000...0.000__ 3.931 ,-0,3.493..1000.00.10.0 
3 INFINITE INFINITE -97.32Z, 16.143 12.432 83.66 INFINITE INFINITE -97.322 !16.143 '15.432 -96.4 
-- 9.:... INFINITE _.INFINITE ____:.._.000 -.-- 00___....... .000....-70.4_
 
10 INFINITE INFINITE -.000 -.000 .000 -70.4
 
4- INFINITE INFINITE -600.000 -.000 18.005 28.4
7---- INtFIN.ITE__ INFINITE,,_-._r6OO0.OOO__- I _-.8 005.__151.6_.. _.-- .O000 

.INPUT POWER----.... 6.753. WATTS. 
RADIATED POWER = 17.321 ,WATTS 
WIRE LOSS = .000 WATTS 
.NETWORK LOSS . ......... 9.432 WATTS.,. 





GAP' tMF EMF OHM MICRO ., 'PICO,
 
VOLT DEGREES HENRY FARAD
 
1 1000.0000 -0.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY SERIES 





-- __COARDNATES CURR-ENT DISTRIBUTION NORMAL _ELECTRIC
FIELD * RADIUS
 
xi....~v E- ... AMAPL kLJD PHKA5E_ ___________ 
WIRE INT WAVE- WAVE- WAVE- AMP AMP AMP DEG DEG DEG VOLTS DEG
 
NO__NO_-_LENGTHS _LENGTHS__LENGIS ­
0.0000 0.0000 -.0000 GAP 1 GAP 1 153.971 -7.9 
--L L _0.0000- _0.0000_ .0172.___.7 377Z__I.4621..190 7.7 77.0_76,6 152.863 -9._ 
1 *2 0.0000 0.0000 .0515 1.2013 .9243 .6345 76.7 76.5 76.2 157.827 -12.7 
1 3. 0.0000 0.0000 .08S9 .6443 .3350 .0000.. 76.3 76.1 -108.3 179.384 -13.7 
_0.0000 0.0000 .0000 GAP 2 " 'GAP 2 153.971 -7.9 
2 4 0.0000 0.0000 -.0172 1 7377 1.4621 1.1900 77.7 77.1 76.6 152.663 -9.9 
2 5 0.0000 0.0000 -. 0515 . 1.2013 .9243 .6345 76.7 76.5 76.2 157.827 -12.7 
.. 6- '0.0000. 0.0000'_..0859 .6443 -... 3350 ,.0000 76.3__76.1-108.3_179.384 -13.7 
.. 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 3 GAP 3 1 55.528 -175.7 
3 7 0.0000 .0149 .0086 .8573 .7770 : .7277 -102.8 -105.0 -107.7 40.680 -167.7 
-3- - 8- 0.0000. - .0446.... .0258 .7410 .... 7103 .6855-107.6-110o.5 -113.5 25.662.-147.6 
3 9' 0.0000 .0743 .0430 .6883 .6669 .6464 -113.5 -116.7 -120.1 24.307 -145.4 
4 10 0.0000 .1197 .0692 .6497 .6086 .5624 -120.0 -127.3 -135.5 25.341 -155.6 
-.5_ .I_11 _0.0000_ .2123__-.,1226 ,.5704 .4674 ,3781 _135.1n1554_]74.6_.30,263_176.4_ 
6 12 0.0000 .3424 .1977 .3807 .3628 .4324 176.0 134.7 100.8 31.520 143.1 
6 13 0.0000 .4784 .2764 .4287 " .4972 .5098 101.3 78.3 60.1 21.470 93.6 
__7_ 14__ 0.0000i 6144 3549_ 5079 . __60.2 --40.9 14.1 23.164 _14.5... .. _ . 4512 3549
" 

.'7 15: 0.0000 .7507 . .4335 . .3598 -.2956 -. 3398 14. 1 -27.7 -72.8 30.458 -31.1 
0.0000 .8188 .4727 : - GAP 4 GAP 4 29.309 -50.7 
-i _0.0000o .8188 _4727,____AP . .. GAP._.S 242.010_.5 . .0_ 
, 16! 0.0000 .8868 .5120 .3398 .3902 .3405 -72.8 -71.7 -71.7 .414 102.0 
E 17 0.0000 1.0229 .5906 .3440 .2028 .0000 -72.9 -73.8 -75.7 21.779 -162.9 
.0.0000 0.0000. 0.0000-.--GAP 6,-.. ._.. - -GAP -6_ - 55.528_-175.7 
9 10 0.0000 .0149 -.0086 .8573 .7770 .7277 -102.8 -105.0 -107.7 40.680 -167.7 
9 19 0.0000 .0446 -.0258 .7410 .7103 .6855 -107.6 -110.5 -113.5 25.662 -147.6 
'9- 20 ..0.0000. .0743 -. 0430 68___683_.6669_.___6464 .113.5-r116.7_-120,1. 1-24.307__:-145.4.­
10 21 0.0000 .1197 -.0692 .6497 .6086 1.5624 -120.5 -127.3 -135.5 25.341 -155.6 
11 22 0.0000 .2123 -.1226 .5704 .4674 .3781 -135.1 -155.4 174.6 30.263 176.4 
12 .23 . 0.0000 -.3424 -. 1977 .3807 ..... 3628 _.4324., 176.0- 134.7.._100.8 __ 31.520._ 143.1 
12 24 0.0000 .4784 -.2764 -:4287 .4972 .5098 101.3 78.3 60.1 21.470 93.6 
13 25 0.0000 1 .6144 -.3549 -. 5079 .4512 .3549 60.2 40.9 14.1 23.164 14.5 
.13.',26. .0.0000 9.7507_ -. 4335 -. 3598 .2956-.,3398 - 14.1__-R7.T__.r72.8_ 30.458.-31 . 1 
0.0000 .8188 -.4727 GAP 7 . GAP 7 29.309 -50.7 
0.0000 .8188 -.4727 GAP 8 GAP 8 12.010 24.0 
.14 27 0.0000 .8868 -.5120 __ .3398....3902 .. 3405-- -72.8. .71.7 -717.... 414 102:0_ 
14 28 0.0000 1.0229 -.5906 .3440 .2028 .0000 -72.9 -73.8 -75.7 21.779 -162.9 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 9 GAP 9 8.219 25.1 




X Y z AMPLITUDE PHASE 
-WIRE INT - WAVE-...... WAVE--- - WAVE_ .AMP........
AMP ...-.. AMP--- DEG.... DEG..DEG .... VOLTS- DEG--

NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS
 
-15 30 .... 0467. . 0.0000'. 0218. ..0987- .1562_-..2205 -94.4-100.5 -003.9 ....34.607_.-21.4_._ 
15 31 .0778;. 0.0000 .0363 ., .2224 .2904 .3593 -104.0 -106.2 -107.7 38.450 -23.6
 
16 32 " 1253, .,.0.0000 .0585 .3616 .4996 .6208 -107.8 -109.8 -111.1 35.600 -25.8
 
17 33 .0.0000 ...... _. 7916----.8068 .-111.3.-113.1 .-114.3- 12.687- -345....
.2221 .---,1037._ 6267 

18 34 .3355 0.0000 .1569 .8113 .7169 .5397 -114.4 -115.2 -1158 24.675 158.3
 
18 35 .4325 _.0900 .2027 .5479 .2997 .0000 -115.9 -116.5 -118.8 49.711 154.1
0.000-0. 0000 .... 0.800 0 ---GAP I00. . - . GAP 10--.... .. ._._L___8.219- 25.1_-­....... _ 

19 36 -. 0106 0.0000 ,.0073 .0272 .0497 .0918 -70.4 -79.5 -92.1 18.749 -10.7 
19 37 -.0467 0.0000 -.0218 .0987 .1562 .2205 -94.4 -108.0 -103.9 34.607 -21.4
._--19_-38 -.---.0778. -..,0.0000 ..- 0363--.. 2224-..9...904-- .3593._-104.0-16.2-1O77.738.450
_-23.6_. 
20 -39 -.1253 0.0000 -.0585 .3616 .4996 .6208 -107.8 -109.8 -111.1 35.600 -258 
21 40 -.2221 0.0000 -.1037 .6267 .7916 .8068 -111.3 -113.1 -114.3 12.8687 -34.5
 
-.22 1 _,__.-335S ....0.0000 - 1569 ......8113-.-.-7169..-.5397--14.4 15,2.-115.8 _24.675 .158.3__
 
22 42 -.4325 0.0000 -.2027 .5479 .2997 




GXP INPUT INPUT INPUT- INPUT 1:,ESLOAD '" LOAD GAP, GAP GAP VOLTAGE,
 
NO RESIST. REACT. CONDUCT. SUSCEPT. RESIST. REACT.' RESIST. REACT.
 
OHMS OHMS......... MHOSM.......HHOS OHMS-....... OHMS- .... OHMS - -....
OHM S____VOLT DEGREES--__ 
1 '122.881 -562.153 .000371 .001698 0.000 0.000 122.619 -562.273 1000.000 0.0 
_._2 .- 122.681 .....,562.153......000371_---.001698.........0.000 . - .... 122619 562,273_ 000,000 .O003 . . . INFINITE INFINITE -97.322 16.143 84.577 67.8 
6 INFINITE INFINITE -97.322 16.143 84.577 67.8
 
__9 
 .... INFINITE .... INFINITE-'_L_ -. 000_12861.006_ 349.181 ._19.6-.10 INFINITE INFINITE.- -.000 12861.006 349.181 19.6 




-_INPUT. POWER.... ....... 742.223, WATTS
 
RADIATED POWER = 177.163 WATTS 
WIRE LOSS = .000 WATTS 
_.NETWORK LOSS .=........65.060 WATTS.... 
- RADIATION EFFICIENCY 23.87 PER CENT 
WIRE COORDINATES IN FEET . AND WIRE RADII IN INCHES 
-_WIRENO . " ' _X"----_,__YI _ZI __ RADI_ ........ X2-___ Y2-' __ Z _
-RADZINERVALS­
1 GAP 1 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0 0000 .250000 -0.0000 -0.0000 61.5000 .250000 3 
2 . GAP 2 . -0.0000 ..- 0.0000. -0.0000 . .2500000 ............- 0.0000. -0.0000. ..- 61.5000 _-,250000.3
3 GAP 3 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 .250000 " ,-0;0000 53.2000 30.8000 .250000 3 
4 -0.0000 53.2000 30.8000 .250000 -0.0000 89.6000 51.8000 .250000 1 
5 _-0.0000 
 89.6000 51.8000 .250000 ...... -0.0000 163.7000 94.5000 . .250000.......... 2
 
06/1W/70: 
WIRENO XI Y1 ZI 
6 " -. 0000--163.700.0 
-4.0C0 
7 -0.0000 325.9000 188.3000 
8 GAP 5 -0.0000 488.4000 282.0000 
_9-_GAP 6 -0.0000__ -0.0000 
-0.0000 
10 -0.0000 53.2000 -30.8000 
11 -0.0000 89.6000 -51.8000 
12 _ . - 0.0,0 1637000-94.5000 
,; -0.0000 325.9000 -188.3000 
14 GAP 8 -0.0000 488.4000 -282.0000 
_I_GAP .9-0.0000-0.0000-0.0000.290000 
16 55.7000 -0.0000 26.0000 
17 93.8000 -0.0000 43.8000 
18- .. . .171.2000 ._-0.0000 79.9000 
19 GAP 10: -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 
20-" 
-55.7000 -0.0000 -26.0000 
_21-
---­ 93.8000.-.0000-43.8000.290000 




















X2 Y2 22 RAD2 
. 325.900 018.300 
_ .250004 -0.0000 488.4000 282.0000 .250000 
-0.0000 650.8000 375.7000 .250000 
-00000 53.2000 -30.8000 .250000 




7 -0.0000 488.4000 -282.0000 .250000 
-0.0000 650.8000 -375.7000 .250000 
55.7000_-0.0000_26.0000 290000 
93.8000 -0.0000 43.90007 290000 
171.2000 
-0.0000 79.9000 .290000 




























FREQUENCY = 2.2000 NC 
NO GROUND PRESENT 
ANTENNA NODE SOLUTIONS WERE READ FROM BINARY CARDS DECK NO. 292 
AX.IMUMRELATIVE ASYME.TRYINTH-ANTENNA-ADMITTA-CE 
-ATRIX IS 18.9PER CENT 
EXCITATION NOD-GE'--
FOR GAPS" 9 AND 3 
--- GAP_SOURCES_ 
'GAP__ __EP F -EMF OHM MICR 
VOLT DEGREES HENRY 
-- __lOOO.0O000_.-__O.0O..r-0.0000 
-.0.0000 








NONRADIATING NETWORKS CONNECTING THE GAPS 
06/18/70 	 PAGE 56
 
NO 	 NETTYPE GAP CONNECTIONS PARAM1 PARAM2 , PARAM3 PARAM4
 
I ------IMP-"" '1 3--0 . I100.0000 - 0.0000. -. -0.0000 ._ 0.0000
 
2., IMP, - 6- 0 100.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000
 
3 IMP 3- 0 -0.0000 -0.0000 160.0000 -0.0000
 
.4.. IMIP. 6-. 0 ...........-- 0.0000 --- -0.0000 .- 160.0000.-0.0000 .
 
5 IMP 4- 0 600.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000
 
6 IMP 7- 0 600.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000
 
7 .... IMP-. -.. 9-..0 -0.0000 ...- 0.0000 ...1.000 .....-0.0000
 
8 IMP -, 9- 10 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000
 
9 IMP 1- 0 *610000.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000
 
10 -- IMP . 2-.- 0......610000.0000._-0.0000 .... -0.0000 .. 0.0000.....
 
1 IMP 1- 2 817000.0000 -0.0000 -0.00O -0.0000
 
.COORDINATES CURRENT DISTRIBUTION NORMAL ELECTRIC 
- FIELD * RADIUS 
X 	 Y.,,. Z AMPLITUDE - - PHASE 
WIRE INT -WAVE-...... WAVE-. ... WAVE-.- _AMP__ AMP_. AMP__ DEG0EG.._.-DEG-....-OLTS_--DEG 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS 
_-_ 0.0000.... 0.0000- .. 0.0000 GAP- 1 API ..... - 186.246....... 0.
 
1 1 0.0000 0.0000 .0229 2.8130 2.3680 1.9327 - 88.9 88.7-.,88.6 184.123 ,,-.4
 
1 -2 0.0000 0.0000 '.0687 1.9605 1.5160 1.0435 88.6 '88.5 88.3'191.775 -1.1
 
-- I- .3-_,0.0000 _ 0.0000 ...... 1146 _....I.0618 _ .5530__.. 0000__,. 88.3__ 88.2.__.86.I_.. 222.044----1.7 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 2 -GAP 2 186.?46 -180.0 
2 4 0.0000 0.0000 -. 0229 2.8130 2.3680 -1.9327 -91.1 -91.3--91.4 184.123,.179.62_-__5- ---. 0.0000 ..... 0.0000.-- .0687--l1.9605 -1.5160 --. 0435_--r91.4.-91.5*_ 91.Z.--191.775 .- 178.9 
2 - 6 0.0000 0.0000 -.1146, 1.0618 ;5530 .0000- -91.7 -91.8 -93.9, 222.044 178.3 
- " 0.0000 '- .0000 -.0001, GAP 3 ' .." GAP 3 - ' , ..21.963 175.0 
.0115. 

3..-8 0.0000 " .0595 .0344 .0361 .0322 .0298 -23.1 -2.3 8.5 3.967 -160.4
 
.3-. ' .	 0.1000 ..... : .019, ....  _ . 0821 _ .0469 .... 0346 . 69.2_-46'1 -,-14.2.__ 14.318 .176.4 
3 .9 	 0.0000 .0991 " .0574 .0295 .0251 .0192 5.7 6.7 - -4.0 2.315 -67.2A4_10 -.... 0.0000-'--.1596--..0923--..0193-0232 	 _01_209_8..183 _5oR86__ -38.0 
5 11 0.0000 .2417. .1396 - .0540 .0875 .1179 -107.8 -115.5 '119.6 6.692 -39.3 
5 12 '- 0.0000 .3245 .1874 .1191 .1422 .1547 -119.5 -122.4 -125.1 3.857 -53.1 
.6-13 ...... _....2462!L.Z:.1558 
_1520.1219 _L-125.1%-129.5_-136.3._ 3.057. 178.00.0000......4263 
6 14 0.0000 .5472 .3161 ;1229 ' .0739 .0385 -136.4 -152.1 141.9 8.714 151.6 
6 15 " 0.0000 .6680 .3859 - .0389 .0798 - .1305. 142.4, 83.1 68.4 8.869 141.06 2 67_16 0.0000 .7890........4558- --. 1307..... 1 0 •'1 57---. 68.5. 61.4__ 55.9. 3.363.._109.0
 
7 17 0.0000 ' .9101 .5256 .1660 - ".1407 .0919 55.9,' 49.7 38.6 5.843 -14.9 
7 18' " 0.0000 1.0311 -;: .5954 .0930 .0391 .0620 38.2 -3.8 -94.2 10.047 -33.0 
T--; 0.000 .. 1.0917... .6303-. 
_AP 4 .- ...G.AP 4.-- 9.752.-39.7 
" 0.0000 1.0917 .6303 GAP 5 GAP 5 - -- ''''-" 7.967 -4.8 
8 19 0.0000 1.1522 .6652 .0620 .1125 .1416 -94.2 -94.9 -96.0 5.621 -7.4 
8.20 -	 0.0000 -. 1.2732 .. _----.7350 .... 1419 .1438._......177.-96.6 -97.5._-98.3...... 1.737.-178.2 
8 	 '21 '0.0000 1.3942 .8049 .1196 .0685 .0000 -98.6 -99.3 77.6 8.445 171.4 
0".0000 "-.0000 " '0000 "'GAP - 6 "' GAP.,"6-'' -",r'-hn to .21.563 .;-5.0. 
9. 22 .-- 0.0000 .0198 -.0115 _ .0821 .0469 -__.0346__110.8 :133.9.-165.8 .14.318 -3.6 
9 23 0.0000 .0595 -.0344 -.0361 .0322 .0298 156.9 177.7 -171.5 3.967 11.6 
* 06/18/70 PAGE 57
 
xX z AMPLITUDE PHASE
 
WIRE INT .. WAVE-___MAVE-__ _WAE-' A ... AMP__ AM.P EG_.DEG._. VOLJSOEG 
NO' NO JENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS 
.' ".0,0000"'...991 "-,0574 '0295 .0251 .0192 -174t3-1733 176.0 2.315 1128 
10 25 0.0000 .1596 -.0923 .0193 .0232 .0512 169.1 98.0 71.7 5.886 142.0 
11 26 0.0000 .2417 -.1396 .0540 .0875 .1179 72.2 64.5 60.4 6.692 140.7 
_-11-27____0 000 _/ .3245 -.1874 .1191. . 1422 .1547 60.5 57.6 _54.9 3.857 _k26.9 _ 
12 28 0.0000 .4263 -.2462 .1558 .1528 .1219 54.9 50.5 43.7 3.057' -2.0 
12 29 0.0000 .5472 -.3161 .1229 .0739 .0385 43.6 27.9 -38.1 8.714 -28.4 
_12_30.0.0000_ .6680_-.3859 '.0389 .0798_.1305 -37.6-96.9-111.6 8.869 -39.0 
13 31 0.0000 .7890 -.4558 .1307 .1620. .1657 -111.5 -118.6 -124.1 3.363 -71.0 
13 32 0.0000 - .9101 -.5256 .1660 .1407 .0919 -124.1 -130.3 -141.4 5.843 165.1 
_13.33. 0.0000.-1.0311 ___-.5954 .0930 .0391 .0620 -141.8___176.2 085.8 10.047_147.0

-
. .o0000', 1.0917 -.6303 . . GAP 7 GAP 7 9.752 140.3 
-' 0.0000 1.0917 -.6303 GAP 8 GAP 8 7.967 175.2 
'14'-L4_ '-0.0000-1.1522___/.6652-.0620 _.1125 .1416 85.8 _851 84.0 5.621 172.6 
14 35 0.0000 1.2732 -.7350 .1419 .1438 .1177 83.4 82.5 81.7 1.737 1.8 
14 36 0.0000 1.3942 -.8049 .1196 .0685 .0000 81.4 80.7 -102.4 8.445 -8.6 
.. .. _ :.._0000 ____.0.00o00 - .0000 OAP .,9 ... .9 -15.017 5.AP 179.9 
15 37 .0208 0.0000 .0097 .0482 .0651 .0762 23.5 48.1 57.2 9.410 -176.4 
15 38 .0623 0.0000 .0291 .0732 .0756 .0717 55.6 60.1 63.0 1.975 -111.2 
_15...39 .1038 0.0000 .0484 0707 .0611 .0469 62.6 64.7 67.0_ S.061 -35.9 
16 40 .1671 0.8000 .0780 .0453 ... 0053 .0444 66.2 96.2 -119.6 9.238 -26.7 
17. 41' .2529 0.0001., .1181 ' .0464 .0979 .1448 '-118.6 -116.9 -116.4 9.994 -25.4 
17'. 42 ._. .3394. 00000._ 1584 >; .1458 .1827 .2054 -116.4 -116.3 -116.3 6.060_-26.0,
'
 18? 43 ' .4473 .0.0000 X .2092 . .2067 .2089 .1707 -116.4 -116.5 -116.8 2.489 155.6 
1G S44- .5766 " 0.0000 .2703 .1743 .0998 .0000 -117.0 -117.4 56.5 12.041 153.0 
' .- 0000.... 000O0 .0000 -GAP 10 -- GAP 10 15.017 -.1 
19 45 -.0208 0.0000 -.0097 .0482 .0651 .0762 -156.5 -131.9 -122.8 9.410 3.6 
19 46 -.0623 0.0000 -.0291 .0732 .0756 .0717 -124.4 -119.9 -117.0 I.q75 68.8 
_19_7_9 .-.1038 _0.O00.-.0484__ .0707 _.0611._.0469_-117.4.-j15.3-_113.0 5.061.144.1 
20 48 -.1671 0.0000 -.0780 .0453 , .053 .0444 -113.8 -83.8 60.4 9.238 153.3 
21 49 ' -.2529 0.0000 -. 1181 .0464 .0979 .1448 61.4 63.1 63.6 9.994 154.6 
2._50.-.3394 0.0000.. 1584__ .1458-.-.1827 ,2054-.6.....63.663.7 63.7_6.060 154.0 
22 51 -.4473 O.O000 -.2092 .2067 .2089 .1707 63.6 63.5 63.2 2.489 -24.4 
22 52 -.5766 0.0000 -.2703 .1743 .0998 .0000 63.0 62.6 -123.5 12.041 -27.0 
IMPEDANCE DATA',
 
GAP INPUT INPUT INPUT INPUT "= LOAD LOAD GAP GAP GAP VOLTAGE 
NE'-. PESIST.... REACT.---. CONDUCT . .. SUSCEPT. -'.RESIST .. REACT. -- RESIST. -- REACT... 
*... OHMS OHMS MHOS MHOS OHMS OHMS OHMS OHMS VOLT DEGREES 
.l *7.054__-355.412 .000056_.._,002813 .00000_____ 0.000 j5_L.773 -355 423 0000000_. 0_
 
2 7.054 -355.4-2 .000056 .002813 0.080 0.000 6.773 -355.423 1000.00 -180.0
 
,3-. INFINITE INFINITE -95.337 21.085 8.021 98.4 
6 -.- INFINITE 00095,337 -. 8.021 2-81.6-INFINITE -- ... 21.085 .
 
91 INFINITE INFINITE .000 -.000 .000 -45.2
 
4O INFINITE INFINITE -.000 .000 .000 -45.2




OHMS OHMS MHOS MHOS OHMS, OHMS OHMS OHMS VOLT DEGREES 
-INE-INITE-INF-INITE-600.0O0-
- .00 37.204 B5.8_
 
-INPUT-POWER1.. 21 647.,WATTS-
RADIATED POWER '95.383 WATTS 
WIRE LOSS = .000 WATTS 
-NETWORK LOSS-.... . .. 263 WATTS-





GAP - EMF EMF OHM MICRO PICO 
VOLT DEGREES HENRY FARAD 
1 1000.0000 -0.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY SERIES2 1000.000" -0.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY SERIES 
NETWORKS UNCHANGED
 




X Y Z AMPLITUDE . PHASE 
WIRE INT "" WAVE- WAVE- WAVE-
 AMP " AMP .AMP . DEG DEG DEG. VOLTS DEG
 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS
 
0.0000' 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 2 .GAP 2 151.802 -9.8 
1 0.0000 0.0000 .0
2 2 
9 2.2261 1.8&$3 1.5153 7Z.2 76.7 
 76.4 148.734 -11.1
 
6 00000 0.0000 0687 - 1.5371_1.832..- 808 _ 76.5 76.3 76.1-151.884---13. 12-i-.2.1 .00 - -.: 00 0.0000, 0  0' -.0 0000146 .8250' .0000. GAP .4278
2 GAP76.2  76.0 73.6 172.516 -13.'851 802 -9.8
 
..A _ 0.°000_. - 0,0000 0229_---2 2261.--- l 8653-1°5153,--77.2--76.7-76.4._._148.734__-12.i_ 
5 0000 0 0000 -,0687 1,5371 1,1832 ,8108 76.5 76.3 76.1 151.884 -13.1
 
2 6' 0.0000 0.0000 -.1146 .8250 .4278 .0000 76.2 
 76.0 73.6 172.516 -13.8
 
0.0000 ..-.- 0000 .- 0000 -- GAP 3__.... ._GAP 3 .... _... 56728-175.7. 
_

3 '-7 0.0000 .0198 .0115 1.1046 .9819 .8749 -103.5 -005.9 -108.8 51.691 -174.4
 
3 8 0.0000 .0595 .0344 .8869 .7861 .6828' -108.7 
-112.2 -116.7 48.281 -174.6
 







_ Ap ._ pAP AKP .QE___DOEG 99. _V9LJS__DFG
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTH* LENGTHS
 
4 .10 _0.0000 
 _1596 . _0923 - 4810-..3165 .3276 -130.9 -163.4 146.1 56.555_175,S1 11 0.0000 .2417 .1396 .3264 .4903. .6728 146.6 116.9 103.4 
 49.579 166.2
.5 12 0.0000 .3245 .1874 .6715 .8157 .8990 103.5 95.7 90.2 29.435 148.0
(.613 .0.0000 .4263 .2462 .8982 .8900 .7314 90.2 83.3 75.3 19,000 44.86 14 0.0000 .5472 .3161 .7312 .4619 .2269 75.4 60.5 6.3 48.326 3.5" 
6 15 0.0000 . .6680 .3859 .2252 .3953 .6699 6.7 -63.1 -81.3 49.394 -10.1
._16 _ 0.0000 
_7890 .4558 .,6685 .8444 .8722 -81.4_-89.6 -95.7 19.697 -42.27- 17 0.0000 .9101 .5256 .8718 .7441 .4905 -95.8 -102.4 -113.8 30.535 -165.3
7 18 0.0000 1.0311 .5954 .4945 
 .2120 ,.3258 -114.2 -155.8 114.3 53.011. 174.8
___0,000Q_ I1.0917 . ... 6303 
_-_Oi-_P 
____4 51.621 167.6_0.0000 1.0917 .6303 'GAP 5 GAP 5 41.709 -157.6
8. 19 0.0000 1:1S22 .66521.2732 73S93-10 .3258 .5894 .7401 114.3 112.9 111.6 29.293 -160.5I14,3 11o
8.2 0.0000 -°273 7350-- .7414 ..7496 .6122 111,0 109.8 109.0 9.274 30.48 21 0.0000 1.3942 .8049' .6216 .3550 ..0000 108.7 107.9 -75.4 43.888 18.7
 
0.0000 -.0000 .0000 GAP 6. GAP 6 
 56.728 -175.7

-9-22- 0.0000 _-,0198 . 0115 .1.1046 .9819 .8749 -103.5 -105.9 -108.8 
 51.691 -174.4
9 23 0.0000 .0595 -.0344 .8869 .7861 .6828 
-108.7 -112.2 -116.7 48.281 -174.6
9 24 0.0000 .0991 -.0574 .6853 
 .5808 .4783 -116.6 -122.6 -131.0 52.749 -178.4
0_25_ 0.0000 .--. 1596 -. 0923_ _,4810_ .3165 .3276 -130.9 -163.4 146.1 56.555 175.5
11 26 0.0000 .2417 -.1396 .3264 
 .4903 .6728 146.6 116.9 103.4 49.579 166.2
11 '27 0.0000 .3245 
 6715. .8990
-.1874 ... .8157 103.5 
 95.7 90.2 29.435 148.0
 
_12i28 _0.0000 - .4263 .n.2462-- -.8982, .8900 -.7314_':. 90.2. 83.3___75.3. 19.000__ 44.8_
12.'29 0.0000 
 .5472 -.3161 .7312 4619 .2269 75.4 60.5 6.3 48.326 . 3.5
12-."30 0.0000 .6680 -.3859 .2252 .3953 .6699 6.7 -63.1 -81.3 49.394 -10.1

-13t 31 0.0000 .... 7890 -. 4558_ .6685-- .8444 _.8722 -81.4.:-896 __-95.7 19.697_-42.2_13 .32 0.0000 .9101 -.5256 .8718 .7441 .4905 -95.8 -102.4 -113.8 
 30.535 -165.3




-- GAP 7 GAP? 51.621 167.60.0000 1.0917 -.6303 GAP 8 
 GAP 8 41.709 -157.6
14 34 0.0000 1.1522 -.6652 
 .3258 .5894 .7401 114.3 112.9 111.6 29.293 -160.5
 
-14.:,35- _0.0000_ .1.2732 
 n.7350 -,7414 .. 7496_.6122 111.0 109.8 109.0 9.?74-30.4_
14 36 .0.0000 1.3942 -.8049 .6216 
 .3550 ,.0000 108.7 107.9 -75.4 43.888 18.7
 
. -.0000 0.0000 -.0000 GAP 9 
 GAP 9 29.311 135.4
 
-15--37.' 
 - .0208. 0.0000. 0097 :-.0317 .0662__.0971 
-45.2--.16.4 25.5 19178_1346
15 38 .0623' 0.0000' .0291 ;,0890 .1050 .1135 23.2 
 26.2 27.5 5.372 132.7
Is 39" .1038', 0.0000. .0484 
 .1117 .1140 .1118 27.1 27.8 28.3 .496 -156.1
16W._40, . .1671 0.0000- .0780 ,1098 0694
_.... .0939- - 27.9 29.2 33.1-4.251 -70.9_
I 41 .2529 0.0000 .1181 .0674 .0391 .0211 33.1 46.3 
 99.1 6.290 -75.0
17 42 .3394 0.0000 .1584 .0216 .0355 
 .0553 100.9 154.5 168.5 5.197 -78.5

.18-_43_ 
-_.4473 - .0.0000 -..2092. .0561 .0732 .0690 167.3 173.3 175.0 1.068 -65.718 44" .5766 0.0000 .2703 .0701 .0439 .0000 
 173.2 173.1 -7.5 4.838 83.2

.0000 0.0000 .0000 GAP 10 GAP 
10 29.311 135.4
19._45 .-.0208 - 0.0000. 
-.0097.... .0317 .0662 _.0971 ....-45.2.__ 16.4_ 25.5 19.178 -.134.6-­19 46 -.0623 0.0000 -.0291 .0890 .1050 .1135 23.2 .26.2 27.5 5.372 132.7
19 47 -.1038 0.0000, -.0484 .,1117 .1140 .1118 27.1 27.8 28.3 
 .496 -156.1
20 _148_ -..1671_ .0.0000 r.0780_, .1098.. .0939 .0694 27.9 
 29.2 33.1 4.251 -70.9
21 49" -.2529 0.0000 -.1181 .0674 .0391 .0211 33.1 
 46.3 99.1 6.290 -75.0
21 5a0, -.3394 0.0000 






-GAP- -INPUT- .-- INPUT---INPUT---INPUT -LOAD LOAD- - -GAP GAP GAP-VOLTAGE 
NO, RESIST. REACT. CONDUCT. SUSCEPT. RESIST. REACT. RESIST. REACT. 
OHMS OHMS MHOS MHOS OHMS OHMS OHMS OHMS VOLT DEGREES 
.99.685 -438.027 .000494 .002171 . 0.000- 01.000 99.724 -438.008 1000.000 0.0 
2 99.485 .438.027 .000494 .002171 0.000 0.000 99.724 -438.008 1000.000 0.0 
z. -INFINITE INFINITE-.-95.337 21.085 -­ J07.856-64.0­
6 INFINITE INFINITE -95.337 21.085 107.856 64.0 
"1- INFINITE INFINITE -.000 9645.754 306.213 44.8 
0 
-- INFINITE.-INFINIT - ---.000 .645.754 .-­306.213--44.8 
4 INFINITE INFINITE -600.000 .000 195.497 114.3 
{ 7 
-,INFINITE INFINITE -600,000 .000 195.497 114.3 
INPUT POWER '987.936 WATTS
 
-RADIATED POWER-=--. 268.261 WATTS-...
 
WIRE LOSS = .000 WATTS 





WIRE 'NO "'INTE"RVALS 	 I RD1" 2 Y 
E " XI y Z RADI X2 Y2 Z2 RAD2 INTERVALS 
-I GAP 1 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 .250000 -0.0000 -0.000 61.5000 .250000 3 
*2 ,GAP 2 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 .2S0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 .-61.5000 .2S0000 3
.,3 GAP.---__.30.0000.-O.-0.0000 --. 000....-.250000-.- n0.0000.53.2000..30000...250000__3 
-0.0000 53.2000 30.8000 .250000 -0.0000 89.6000 51.8000 .250000 1 
. -0.0000 89.6000 51.8000 .250000 -0.0000 163.7000 94.5000 .250000 2 
" -00000--163:700094.5000.....250000.. 
. - 0.0000-325.9000-1883000-..250000 - 4 
.7. --O 0000 _325.9000t 188.3000 .250000 3AP 4 -0.0000 488.4000 282.0000 .250000 4 
8 'I A 5' -0.0b00 '488.4000" 282.0000 .250000 -0.0000 650.8000 375.7000 .250000 4 
- 9.,,GAF_6_-0.O000.'.. -0.0000"-.-0.0000-.250000. 
-0.0000_.53.2000,.-30.8000.-.250000 3-__ 
.4 0 1 • -0.0000 53.2000 -30.8000 .2S0000 -0.0000 89.6000 -51.8000 .250000 1 
11 -0.0000 89.6000 -51.8000 ' .250000 ' - 163.7,000 -94.5000 2-0.0000" .250000 
12 - -0.0000 163.7000-94.5000 ..250000____- 0.0000.-32-8.3000.250000 4_ 
13 -0.0000 325.9000 -188.3000 .250000 GAP 7 -0.0000 488.4000 -282.0000 .250000 4 
..14 GAP 8 -0.0000 488.4000 -282.0000 .250000 -0.0000 650.8000 -375.7000 .250000 4 
___ 15.GAP9----0.0000-..0.000-.-0.0000_...290000__ 
___ ,55.7000-0.0000 26.0000---.290000_3_ 
16 5.7000 -0.0000 26.0000' .290000 93.8000 -0.0000 43.8000 .290000 1 
17' 93.8000 -0.0000 -43.8000 . 290000 "" 171.2000 -0.0000 79.9000 .290000 2 
18 .------ 71 000-.-00000-z79.9000.__290000 286.9000., 0.0000__134.6000...290000 
__ 3__19 '. GAP 10 -0.0000 .',-0.0000 -0.0000 '.290000 . 55.7000 -0.0000 -26.0000 .290000 3 
20 	 . ,. * -55.7800 -0.0000 -26.0000 .290000 -93.8000 -0.0000 -43.8000 .290000 1 
-- . __ -93.8000.--.-0.0000 -- 43.8000 .. 290000--- -171.000-- 0.0000-r799000-.29000 
_2 










--ANTENNA MODE SOLUTIONS WEREREAD FROM BINARY CARDS DECK NO. 
 380
 








 EMF EMPF OHM" 
-MICRO PICO
 



















 3- .0 100.0000 
-0.0000 
-0.0000 -0.0000
-IMP- .6M.06- ­....- .100.00002. ... -0.000 
-0.0000____ 














~- 69*0000 ... o.oooo-0 0.0000______-0.00006 IMP 7-





-0. 0000 -0 0000 15.0000 
-0.0000
















X Y Z AMPLITUDE PHASE 
WIRE. INT ..- ,.-WAVE-.--- WAVE_----WAVE-- AMP- AMP. -- AMP.--.DEG..__DEG_-DEG 
__ VOLTS -. DEG.NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS 
 LENGTHS
 
.......... 0.0000 0.0000...0.0000 

-. _GAPAP..1 ................- GAP .1..............186179 
..
1 1 0,0000 0.0000 .0292 4.7662 4.1601 3.4914 87.3 87.0 86.7 210.031 -1.(
1 2 0.0000 0.0000 .0875 3.5300 2.7823 1.9418 86.7 86.5 
 86.3 261.538 -2.E

_I 03.0000.._. 0.0000 ..1458 --- 1.9747--.1.0368.....0000 
... 86.3- 86.1---85.9 -325,164_-3.1
0.0000 0.0000 .0000 GAP 2 GAP00 2'000
'2 4 AP 2 186.179 -179.E0.0000 0.0000 
-.0292 .-4.7662 4.1601 3.4914 -92.7 -93.0 -93.3 210.031 179.C

.. 
 0.0000 .-- .,0000 -.0875 -. , 3.5300..2.7823 ._1.9418- -93.3._-93.5 -93.7 -261.538. -177.22e & 0.0000 0.0000 
-.1458 1.9747 1.0368 .0000 -93.7 -93.9 -94.1 325.164 176.3
0.0000 0.0000 ).0000 GAP 3 
 68 GAP 3 20.052 172.5

__3.---7. 0,0000 ....0252 -. .0146- .1570--- .11 ---.O0999--127.0---138.5_46.1--11.645_170.7
3 8 0.0000 .0757 .0438 .1053 .1014 .1052 -142.7 -143.1 
-139.1 1.095 39.4
3 9 0.0000 .1261 .0730 .1071 .1180 .1344 -138.1-132.1 
-126.2 6.086 .7

r-41.--.0-0000. -2031 . I175 .1386-.1386....9 ....-2217-125.3 
-116.6 -112.1 

__.7.549._.2.2S 11 0.0000 .3076 .1777 
 .2281 .2481 . .2383 -112.0 -110.0 -109.7 1.104 21.15 12 0.0000 .4130 .2385 .2412 . .1999 .1307 -109.9 -111.3 -116.1 9.021 167.3;6--13. -0.0000- .... 5234 -. ,3022 _:L22.1322-._.0431 
-..0838-.16.6-150.5 -98.4--15.245_-166.9
-6 14 .0.0000 ,.6387 1 .3689 ,.0843 .1767 .2445 99.2 86.0 81.7 12.258 162.9
 
. 15s 0.0000 '.7541 .4356 .2452 .2738 . .2573 81.8 79.1 76.5 1.938 106.5

_6t 16 *0.0000. 
-. 8694 -.....5023 ....2581-.1987 .... 1071 .__,76.6.72.9 .--637.7- 11.474 _.67 17 0.0000 .9849 .5690 .1076 .0324 .1238 
 63.8 -26.4 -87.3 16.523 -10.7

.7 18 0.0000 1.1005 .6356 .1239 
 .2131 .2677 -87.2 -94.8 
 -98.2 10.014 -17.4

_7_19 .0.0000_ .1.2160 
_.




7 20 0.0000 1.3316 .7689 .2403 .1599 
 .0565 -103.4 -108.9 -.135.7 14.367 175.5
0.0000 1.3894 .8022 
 GAP 4 
 GAP 4 17.352 173.1
 
...... 0.0000 1.3894.. 
 8022 --_GAP S ...... ..... .. GAP - 5 ............. 14.320.155.9
8 21 0.0000 1.4472 .8356 
 .0565 .0547 .1497 -135.7 88.0 73.7 14.815 155.7
8 22 0.0000 1.5627 .9022 .1507 .2244 .2615 
 74.0 70.9 69.5 8.254 153.4

-- 8.23 -:-0.0000-
_ 1.6782-,.9688.. .". .... .2553 2040 69686 67.9__4.341--715.0
'8 24 0.0000- 1.7936 1.0355 .2077 .1174 .0000 67.8 67.2 122.6 15.316 -22.20.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 6 .
,9._25 GAP 6 20.052 -7.5
:0.0000 , .0252--_-.0146 -. 1570-..1168 
__ 99...5,_4,_ I,6 

9 26 0.0000 .0757 




.1052 37.3 36.9 40.9 
 1.095 -140.6

.9 27 0.0000 .1261 -.0730 .1071 .1180 .1344 41.9 47.9 53.8 6.086 -179.3
.10...28. -0.0000 . ....2031------.1175--.1386-.1829, 
 2217954.7-63.4 67.9 70549 177.811; 29 0.0000 .3076 
-.1777 . .2281 .2481 .2383 68.0 70.0 
 70.3 1.1 -158.911 30 0.0000 .4130 -.2385 .2412 .1999 
 .1307 70.1 68.7 63.9 
.. 9.021 -12.7
.I?-.31 .0000 
 ....5234.....-0... ..1322.....0431....0838 634--295----81.6-15245 
-13.1
12 32 0.0000 
 .6387 -.3689 .0843 . .1767 ..2445 -80.8 -94.0 -98.3 12.258 -17.1
12 33 0.0000 .7541 -. 4356 .2452 '.2738 :.2573 -98.2,-100.9 
-103.5 1.938 -73.512.:.34 .0000 .8694 
_--.5023 
-....2581 _-.1987- 1oI071---103.4.7I07,1_i1..11611474 
-1.5.413 35 0.0000 .9849 -.5690 .1076 -0324 .1238 -116.2 153.6 92.7 16.923 169.3
13" 36 0.0000 1.1005 -. 6356 .1239 1 .2131 .2677 92.8 .85.2 81.8 10.914 162.6

.13. -37 .0.0000...2160 
._.-.7023....._.2683 
.... 2774 __.2389_._ 81.9-.79.2_ 76.3 .... 2.822._13. 38 0.0000 1.3316 
-.7689. .2403 .1599 .0565 76.6 
29.2 




7 GAP 7 17.352 -6.9
 
14...39 0.0000 .1.3894 ---. 806 - 0060 4
14 39 0.0000 1.4472 9--GAP. 9.0.-..3 . 148-10 ._-24.3-.8356 .0565 .0547 .1497 





x Y Z AMPLITUDE PHASE 
WIRE.INT WAVE---- WAVE-.__ WAVE-_ -A5MP__AMP_ AMP DEGDEG.EG OLTS DEG__________ 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS 
14"-40' .. 0.0000. 1.5627____-.9022__.._...1507 -. 2244 ...... 2615..-106.0-109.1 .-110.5.....8,3.-26.6 
14- 41" 0.0000 1.6782 -.9688 .2625 . .2553 .2040 -110.5 -111.4 -112.1 4.341 165.0 
.2077 .1174 .0000 -112.2 -112.8 -57.4 15.316 157.8
 
.'* _ .00 ' GAP9 ._AP 








0.0000 .0123 .3554 .3130 .2819 -104.5 -106.3 -107.7 12.459 177.5
 
15 44 .0792 0.0000 .0370 .2872 .2629 .2409 

1 43* . .0264' 

-107.3 -108.3 -109.1 7.743 172.0
 
1S- -.45-.--... .1320 -- 010000 .0616---.2428. ..2219 ... .2008.-109.0 -109.7 -110.4 6.988 168.1_
 
16 46 .2126 0.0000 .0993 .2044 .1599 .1097 -110.2 -112.0 -116.3 7.847 166.8
 
17 47 .3219 0.0000 .1503 
 .1147 .0613 .0273 -115.6 -127.8 162.2 9.201 168.1
 
.17-48. _ .4320_...0.0000 .2016 .0276. .0609 .1020-167.3105.6--94.1 S7.63168.4
 
18 49 .5419 '0.0000 .2532 .1013 .1291 .1391 94.6 90.5 88.5 3.214 162.8
 
88.7 87.6 86.7 3.125 3.9
18. 50 .6516 0.0000 .3051 .1393 .1295 .1008 

.0574 .0000 86.8 ___86.3 -98.3 8.284 -3.2
 
0 .0000 .0.0000 . 0.0000 G-P 10 : GAP 10 

.1851 .7613 0.0000 .3570 __. 1027 
16.111 -. 8 
.3554 .3130 .2819 75.5 73.7 72.3 12.459 -2.519 52 -.0264 .0.0000 .0123
L _ _'_"'-.0792___ O.O000O_.u:.0370..... 2872.__.2629 .2409_72.7_ 71.7__70.9___7.743_-8.0_ 
19 4 _ -.1320 :0.0000 -.0616 .2428 .2219 .2008 71.0 70.3 - 69.6 6.988 -11.9 
20 55 -.2126 0.0000 -.0993 .2044 ' .1599 .1097 69.8 68.0 63.7 7.847 -13.2
 
21_56 _ -.3219_... 0.0000.....-.1503 . 1147 .0613 ... .0273 ...64.4 --52.2,_17.8- .9.201 -11.9
 
21 57 -.4320 0.0000 -.2016 .0276 .0609 .1020 -12.7 -74.4 -85.9 7.863 -11.6
 
22 58 -.5419 0.0000 -.2S32 .1013 .1291 .1391 -85.4 -89.5 -91.5 3.214 -17.2
 
.22 59_.._.-76516 _0.00 00 ._-.305I -----1393 9 . 3.125 _:176.1
.1295..1008 __.-3..- 2.2.4,_.93.3_ 

22 60 -.7613 0.0000 -.3570 .1027 .0574 .0000 -93.2 -93.7 .81.7 8.284 176.8
 
IMPREEANCE DATA 
GAP. INPUT INPUT' INPUT INPUT LOAD LOAD, GAP . GAP GAP VOLTAGE
 
ND RESIST. REACT. CONDUCT. SUSCEPT. RESIST. REACT.- RESIST. REACT.
 
OHMS OHMS HHOS _ HOS OHMS -- OHMS--OHMS _ VOLT DEGREES 
OHMSHOS ... ~..~ OHS .... " O M 
1 9.927 -209.576' .000226 .004761 0.000 0.000 , 9.927 t-209.576. 1000.000 0.0
 
.. .0.000 000.000
.. 7 0 ... 00022...~___.004761 ' 0.000 _ _ 9.927_, .__-1 9.56 -180.0 
_,INFINITE INFINITE -92.658 .' 26.082 15.111 37.3
 
6 INFINITE INFINITE ., -92.658, 26.082 , 15.111 -142.7
 
9 ... INFINITE.-AINFINITE .... ....000 . .Oob _ ,-..000 -74.4_
 
INFINITE INFINITE .. -.000 -.000 ., .000 -74.4
 
4 INFINITE . INFINITE ., -600.000 , -.000 . 33:884 -135.7
 
.INFINITE.,..INFINITE,-.,_r600.O00. .__.000 33.884 44.3.
 
10 
-.INPUT POWER ._=__,.____451.032 WATTS._ 
RADIATED POWER = 434.244 WATTS 
WIRE LOSS = .000 WATTS 
..NETWORK LOSS . =... 16.788 WATTS 










EMF----- OHM - _MICRO__ PICO-.-. 
DEGREES HENRY FARAD* 
-O.00-- O 0_--0.0000INFINITY..-




COORDINATES CURRENT DISTRIBUTION NORMAL ELECTRIC 
FIELD * RADIUS 
-- --X - -
, -
Z " AMPLITUDE PHASE.. Y
 
_WI .INT,. ",'-..WAV _WAVE-.-' WAVE.. AMP ..... AMP- AMP ____DE .DE___DEG__.VOLTS. _DEG.­
.......
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS 

"" _ .-0.000o .0 000 _._0.0000...GAP.__1. ......... GAP...._ ___ 118.915_11.5. 
1 1 0.0000 0'.0000 '.0292 2'.4534 2.0857 1.7156 "74.9 74.4" 74.1 '121,579 -13.1 
1 2 0.0000' 0.0000 '.0875 ''.7434 1.3554 .9345 ' 74.2 74'.0"- 73.8""I3.199 -154 
I._-_3. .0.0000...:0.0000. .1458 .. 9519-.4950--.00000 .._73.9_73.8. ' 73.6_'156.738 .- 16.1_ 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -GAP 2 GAP 2 118.915 -11.5 
2 '4 0.0000 -: 0.0000 -'-.0292 2.4534 2.0057 "" 1.7156","'74.9 A 4'' 74'"12.79'' 3.' " 
2-___5. .0.00000.0000.___-.0875 
-1.7434-- 1.3554_.z__.9345,'_ 4.E74..274.0' 738'-133.199. '-1 '_ 
2 6 0.0000 0.0000.:. -. 1458,. .9519 4950 ' .0000 ' 73.9 73.8 '-73.6 156.738 -16.1 
0.0000- 0.0000 - 0.0000 GAP 3 1 'GAP 3 86.778 -178.8 
3 :1'7. 0.0000 .- .0252.___..0146__l.1847__ .9379--..7109 '-106.3_=111.0-118.1.. 83.979.-179.8 
3 ? FV 0.0000 .0757 .0438 .7260 .5178 .3494 '-117.6 -129.4 -154.0 80.822 177.4 
3 9 0.0000 .1261 .0730 .3511 .3049 . .4175'-153.6 :163.2 128.9 ' 79.748 73.8 
4_.10 0.0000 .2031 .1175 .4153..... .7765 _ °1.0802 129.3, 103.6 94.6.-- 63.431 166.8 
S 11 0.0000 .3076 .1777 1.0769 1.2446 1.2416 94.6 89.3 84.9 20.620 129.6 
5 12 0.0000 .4130 .2385 1.2405 1.0666 .7.11 84.9 80.2 72.7 42.726 12.4 
6 13 -- 0.0000 .5234......_.3022!1J! .. .3389._728'._-.46.3.-56.0..73.704.... 
-1.9t .7508'--. .3282 
6 14 0.0000 .6387 .3689''I-'.3377 " .7574 1.0860 -56.1' -81.1 -88.7 60.643 -11.5 
6 15 0.0000 .7541 .4356' 1'.0856 1.2364 1.1798 "'-88.7 -93.3 -97.6 14.661 -64.9 
6 16 0.0000 ... .'8694 ...... 5023 .. 1.1798 .9267.... .5323 . -97.5 .103.2-116...... 51.370.-173.4 
7 17 0.0000 .9849 .5690 .5320 .2187 .5602 -115.9 172.1 107.3 74.854 176.3 
7 18 0.0000 1.1005 .6356 .5598 .9530 1.1999 007.2 95.5 90.4 50.406 166.6 
7 19 0.0000 1.2160 .7023 1.2010 .-. 2473 1.0822 - "90.4 .. 86.7 . 82.9 ... 14.096 48.3 
06/18/70- PAGE 65
 
-WIREINT .WAVE--WAVE_-_._WAV- " AP. AMP AMP ' .5._D G DG VQLTS G 
NO 'NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS . ­
720_...0o.0000-1.3316 -. Y89-L_.867 .7a58 ,285283. _67._._0..4__6.450_3.
 
'.0.0000 1.3894 .8022 GAP 4 GAP 4 76.702 -.1
 
"0.0000 1.3894 .8022 GAP S .GAP 5 - 62.338 -19.3
 
-8-21____0.0000 1.4472L 8356 .2852_ .2066_ .6171 50.4 -81.6 -I01., 64,780 -20,0
 
8 22 0.0000 1.5627 .9022 .6209 .9454 1.1121 -100.8 -104.6 -106.4 36.719 -23.4
 
8 3 0.0000 1.6782 .9688 1.1156 f.0906 .8741 -106.5 -107.7 -108.6 18.00 170.8
 
'_ 24 0.00001.7936. 1.0355 8890 2' .5033 .0000 -108.7 -109.4 -41.6 65.564 161.3 
- ... -- 0.0000 .:. 0.0000 . 0.0000 GAP 6 - . GAP" 6 . . .. 86.778-178.8­
9 25 0.6000 .0252'. -.0146 1.1847 .9379 .7109 -106.3 -111.0 -118.1 83.979 -179.8
3 4 4 2
_-6 0.0000-... 0757 o0438___.7260_.5178 .. O _-ll.6_n.1 9-9.-. 5O _____80.822_177.4 
9 .27 0.0000 .1261 -.0730 .3511 .3049 .4175 -153.6 163.2 128.9 79.748 173.8
 
10 28 0.0000 .2031 -.1175 .4153 .7765 1.0802 129.3 103.6 94.6 63.431 166.8
 
-11-29 0.0000----.376----.1777-1.0769_1.2446--j.2416 94.6 89.3 84.9- 20.620129,6
 
11 30" 0.0000 .4130 -.2385 1.2405 1.0666 .7511 84.9 80.2 72.7 42.726 12.4
 
12 31 0.0000 .5234 -.3022 .7508 .3282 .3389 72.8 46.3 -56.0 73.704 -1.9
 
-12-32 . 0.00000 -. 6387 -. 3689 - 3377 _..7574 1,0860 56.1_-81.i_-l88jo.__60.643-11.5_
 
122 33 0.0000 .7541 -.4356, . 1.0856 % 1.2364 . 1.1798 -88.7 -93.3 -97.6 14.661 -64.9
 
12 34 "0.0000 .8694 -.5023 ','1.1798 -. .9267- .5323 -97.5 -103.2 -116.1 51.370 -173.4
 
_3_35__0.0000."L-9849 -.S_5690 .5320 .2187 .5602 -115.9 172.1 107.3 74.854 176.3
 
13 "W-- * 0.0000 . 1.1005 . -. 6356 . .5598 .9530 1.1999 107.2 95.5 90.4 50.406 166.6
 
13 317 0.0000 1.2160 -.7023 1.2010 1.2473 1.0822 904 86.7 82.9 14.096 48.3
 
]13-.-38.--0.0000-.1.3316--.7689 1.0867...7358. .2852 83._-76.7_ 50.4 63.450 ... 3.4­
0.0000 1.3894 -.8022 GAP 7 GAP 7 76.702 -.1
 
0.0000 1.3894 -. 8022 GAP 8 GAP 8 62.338 -19.3
 
_3_ 0.0000.., 1.4472-.8356 .2852.... 2066-6171. .,4__7816.-101..1-64.780__ -20.0­
14 .40 0.0000 1.5627 -. 9022 .6209 .9454 1.1121 -100.8 -104.6 -106.4 36.719 -23.4
 
14 41 . 0.0000 - 1.6782 -. 9688 1.1156 1.0906 .8741 -106.5 -107.7 -108.6 18.00 170.8
 
.14-42_"__ 0.0000 -. _1.7936--1.0355.. .8890 .. 5033.... 0000108.7_zi09.4..41.6-65564-161.3­
0.0000 . 0.0000 0.0000 . GAP 9' . GAP 9 55.782 20.9
 
15 43 . .0264 0.0000 ,"i .0123 .0983 .2505 .. 3638 -74.4 -71.6 -71.8 43.758 19.2
 
-15'-44 7.....0792, o0.0000o %° .. 0370_ .3523 .. 4345 ,49 5_-72.2-72.6-3.0 23.450 14.9 
15. 4S Y . .1320 0.0000 .0616 .4930 .5301 .5447 -73.1 -73.5 -73.7 8.557 11.3
 
16' 46 ;" .2126 " 0.0000 .0993 .5435 .5027 ,3759 -73.8 -73.8 -72.6 13.719 -166.4
 
-1_7--47 3219. 0.0000 ._1503- .3737-1789. - .0726 72.7___-66.4 67.1-34.770-169.0­
.17 48 .4320 0.0000 .2016 .0748 .3026 .5042 67.6 92.5 95.3 35.391 -170.1 
18 .49 .5419 0.0000 .2532 .5066 .6430 .6919 95.2 96.1 96.4 14.966 -170.3
 
-18-50----.6516-'. 0.0000. .3051-.-.6952_.6461-__ .5028..96.3 96.3..96.3 .15.507... 6.2
 
18 51 .7613 0.0000 .3570 . .5121 .2860 .0000 96.1 95.9 -85.5 41.292 6.1
 
.. :", 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 10 '. GAP 10 . 55.782 20.9
 
.19-.52--.0264 ..... 0.0000 ,.0123 -. 0983...2505 .3638 _-74.4-71.6 .71.8_ 43758._19.2_
 
19 53 -.0792 0.0000 -.0370 .3523 .4345 .4945 -72.2, -72.6 -73.0 23.450 14.9 
19 54 -. 1320 0.0000,,. -.0616 .4930 .5301 ",5447 -73.1 -73.5 -73.7 8.557 11.3
' - 09 9 3 

.20...55. ....- ,81.-.2126 0.0000 . .. 5435__ .5027 .3759-.73.8--_.73.8__-72.6. 13.719_-166.4
 
21 56-" -. 3219 0.0000 -.1503 .3737 .1789 .0726 -72.7 -66.4 67.1 34.770 -169.0
 
21 5-r" -. 4320 0.0000 -.2016 .0748 .3026 .5042 67.6 92.5 95.3 ' 35.391 -170.1

.22_..58..-- 5419 0,0000 ___-,2532 --... 5066 - -.,6430 _.- 6919 95,2 _ 96,1 - 96.4 - 14.966_ ]l70,3_--- ..... 

22 59 -.6516 0.0000 -.3051 .6952 .6461 :5028 96.3 96.3 96.3 15.507 6.2 





s _LOAD - LOAD -- GAP GAP GAPiOLTAGE_
 
NO RESIST. REACT. CONDUCT. SUSCEPT. RESIST. REACT. RESIST. REACT.
 
OHMS OHMS MHOS MHOS OHMS OHMS OHMS 







2 105.983 -393.585 .000638 .002369 0.000 ' 0.000 105.983 -393.585 1000.000 0.0
 
'- .. INFINITE iNEINITE._ 92.658-26.082- i14.035- 58.0­
6 INFINITE INFINITE -92.658 26.082 114.035 58.0
 








4 INFINITE INFINITE -600.000 .000 171.141 50.4
 
7 INFINITE INFINITE -600.000 -.000 171.141 50.4
 
,INPUT POWER 1275.814 WATTS
 
__RADIATEDPOWER..= - 560.394. WAT.TS___ 
WIRE LOSS = .000 WATTS 
NETWORK LOSS = 715.421 WATTS 
.RADIATION.EEF1CIENCY_.=_. 4A3.92 PER.CENT___ 
' _ _ _ _-_ WIRE.COOROINAES.IN-EEET-.. _ANDWIRERADII IN.INCHES 
Zi RADI X2 Y2 Z2 RAD2 INTERVALS
WIRE NO X1 YI 

'.I . GAP 1 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 .250000 -0.0000 -0.0000 61.5000 .250000 3 
- 2 7 GAP. 2 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 .250000 7,0.0000 -0.0000 -61.5000 .250000 3 
"3"__GAP__ 0.OOOO_ -OOOOO_0.OOOOO-.250000. ----- 0.. 000.0_53..2000 _30,8000_--.250000 - 3­
4: -0.00W0 53.2000 30.8000 '.250000 -0.0000 89.6000 81.8008 .250000 2 
5 -0.0000 89.6000 51.8000 .250000 -0.0000 163.7000 94.5000 .250000 3 
.60.0000-_163.7000-94.5000_.250000-..-0 -0.0000,-325.9000-188.3000.250000_ 5 
.7 	 -0.0000 325.9000 188.3000 .250000 GAP 4 -0.0000 488.4000 282.0000 .250000 5 
8 GAP 5 -0.0000 488.4000 282.0000 .250000 -0.0000 650.8000 375.7000 .250000 5 
-9- -0.0000---0.0000--0.0000-.250000 - -0.0000.-53.2000_-30.8000_--.250000 3­
10* 0.0000 53.2000 -30.8000 .250000 -0.0000 89.6000 -51.8000 .250000 2 
11 0.0000 89.6000 -51.8000 .250000 -0.0000 163.7000 -94.5000 .250000 3 
.12- 0.0000--1637000-----945000_.250000__ -0.0000 -325.9000--1883000-.25000 5.­
13 . -0.0000 325.9000 -188.3000 .250000 GAP 7 T0.0000 488.4000 -282.0000 .250000 S 
14 GAP 8 -0.0000_488.4000 -282.0000 .250000 , " -0.0000 650.8000 -375.7000 .250000 5
 
115-' AP A -0,0000 0.. 	 55.7000.-,000 _-0.0000.---.290000 -0.0000---- 26.0000-.290000-3­
16 55.7000 r,000 26.0000 .290000 93.8000 -0.0000 43.8000 .290000 2 
17 93.8000 -0.0000 43.8000 .290000 171.2000 . -0.0000 79.9000 .290000 3 
.18. 171.2000.- -0.0000.79.9000-.,290000 286.9000--0.00000- 134.6000..290000 - 4­
19 GAP 10 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 .290000 -55.7000 -0.0000 -26.0000 .290000 3 
20 -55.7000 -0.0000 -26.0000 .290000 -93.8000 -0.0000 -43.8000 .290000 2
 
21 -----.. .290000 4









ANTENNA MODE SOLUTIONS WEREREADFROM BINARY CARDS DECK-NO. 383
 










1 1000.0000 -0.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 iNFINITY SERIES 
__2 Oo0.000. 00.100 .00000_-O INFINITY' SERIES­
:.NONRADIAXING NETWORKS CONNECTING-THE GAPS
 
,NELNO -NElTYPEf'f-GAP-CONNECTION5- PARAMI-_---- PARAM2 PARAM3 PARAM4
 
IMP 3- 0' 100.0000 1 -0.0000 '0.'6000 -:b.OOOO-

IMP- 6-0 100.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.00b0
 
3 IMP 3- 0 -0.0000 -0.0000 .60.0000 -0.0000
 
4 IMP 6- 0 -0.0000 -0.0000 .6O,00 -0.0000
 
_5. IMP 4-..0_ 600.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000
 
6 IMP 7- 0 - 600.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000
 
7 IMP 9- 0 -0.0000 -0.0000 15.0000 -0.0000
 
8- IMP 9-1.0 m-0.000- .oooo -0.0000 -0.0000
 
-COORDINATES -
-- URRENTDISTRIBUTION ... . NRMAL ELECTRIC 




X .. Y Z AMPLITUDE PHASE 
4IRE .INT ... WAVE-__.WAVE-." WAVE- AMP -_AMP_._ AMP_-_DEG -DEG----DEG VOLTS_ nEG-. 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS 
.........0,0000... 0.0000 _ 0.-0000.. GAP--..1-............ .--.....GAP.-- ..... 201.462__1,7
 
1 1 0.0000 0.0000 .0409 29.3688 28.3835 25.6033 2.4 1.0 -.0 465.627 -71.3
 
1 2 0.0000 0.0000 .1228 25.6628 21.1982 15.2790 .1 -.7 -1.3' 1226.224 -87.8
 
--- 1-- -3----.0.0000 .... 0,0000 ....... 2046 .... 1S.5146- 8.2910......0000 .0 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 " GAP 2 - GAP 2 201.462 178.3
 
2 4 0.0000 0.0000 -.0409 29.3688 28.3835 25.6033 -177.6 -179.0 180.0 465.627 108.7
 
-2--_-..5...0.000.__ 0.0000 .... -1228__25.6628..21.1982 .15.2790.--179.9--179.3- 178.7.--1226.224 -_.92.2
 
2 6 0.0000 0.0000 -.2046 15.5146 8.2910 .0000 178.7 178.1 175.0 1830.070 88.7
 
0.0080 00000 .000 GAP 3 % GAP 3 
 258.79 37.9
3---7- -0.0000. ... 0354 .-.. 00 -. 1.6564- ---1.6268-1.6159---163.0-.161.4.-163o9---- 5.707--139.6.
 
3 4; .0.0000 .1062. .0615 1.6437 1.6390 1.6382 
-164.3 -170.3 -179.0 49.532 -172.4
 
3 9' 0.0000 .1770 .1025 1.6574 1.6728 1.7107 -179.1 170.2 158.3 77.q80 174.1 
4-10- .0.0000 .. 2488-- -.1439 1.7283 - 1.7896--18628--_ 158.4.1459.133.5_...90.399..155.6
 
4 11 0.0000 .3214 .1859 1.8754 1.9458 1.9999 133.6 121.7 109.9 92.712 1305
 
5- 12 0.0000 .4071 .2352 2.0124 2.0429 2.0181 - 110.1 94.4 78.1 95.486 9.4
 
S-13 .-. 0000..... .5057-- -.2921 -2.0301__1.9614-..1.8857.-.78.3-...60.7.__41.0__107,94__ 53.4
 
5 '14 0.0000 .6043 .3489 1.8934 1.8489 1.8672 41.3 19.9 -2.1 118.992 18.6
 
6 15 0.0000 .7184 .4148 1.8738 .1.9730 2.0861 -1.7 -29.0 -53.4 114.994 -21.2
 
6--16- -0.0000 - .8479- ....4897 2.0906-_2.1233-- 2.0526_--T53.0.---75.5 98.3....3.05.723..-76.9.
 
6 17. 0.0000 
 .9775 .5646 2.0550 1.9131 1.8040 -97.9 -123.1 -151.9 117.054 -132.2
 
6 18, 0.0000 1.1070 .6395 
 1.8021 1.8031 1.9062 -151.6 178.1 150.0 120.086 -177.9
 
6_ 19 _0.0000 .. 1,2365 .... 7144 -1.9022._2.0009 .2.0104 -, 150.2_125.5 .102.7.104.415_ 130.1
 
7 20 0.0000 1.3662 
 .7893 2.0081 1.9022 1.7447 102.9 79.4 , 52.5 106.877 69.2
 
7 21 0.0000 1.4959 .8641 1.7410 1.6461 1.7013 52.8 21.7 -10.0 118.635 20.3
 
7 -_22. 0.0000 ..-...
16257 ......9389 .1.6941 - -1.8440 _1.9598 .__ 10.0_37.7. -61.2.. 105.653=_-26.9

7 23 0.0000 1.7555 1.0138 1.9598 1.9452 1.7865 -61.3 -82.9 -106.0 94.926 -90.1
 
7 24 0.0000 1.8852 1.0886 1.8207 1.5733 1.4586 -105.7 -134.3 -172.7 121.412 -148.7
 
. 0000 1,.9501----l1.1260 
_/G P _-.. ­-0.. - ... .. . . .... 4. _ _ . GAP _4 -__133.790 r169,7_ 
0.0000 1.9501 1.1260 GAP 5 GAP 5 . 14.483 -39.2
 8 25 0.0000 2.0150 1.1634 1.4586 1.3677 .9535 -172.7 -171.0 -172.4 33.440 96.7
 
8-_.26.. 0.0000 ----2.1447 -....12382 .......
9482... .3235 .... 4430 -174.4._169.3 .. 28.1.......90.43____I02.7
 
8 27 0.0000 2.2743 1.3131 .4467 1.0774 1.4927 28.0 
 17.4 14.4 70.399 98.8
 
8 28 0.0000 2.4040 1.3879 1.4991 1.5947 1.3415 14.2 02.6 11.5 11.339 -54.1
 
-.8-.29 _..... ......
00000 25337 -1.4627.-.1.3666--.....7939--._0000---_.,3-_10.3-176.2 90.460_-78.7
 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 - GAP 6 GAP 6 " 25.879 -142.1
 
9 30 0.0000 .0384 -.0205 1.6564 1.6268 1.6159 17.0 18.6 16.1 5.707 -40.4

_-9_31. ._ _.,0000 . .062-----0615.-- -1,6437---1,6390.--1,6382 -. 15,7 - 9.Z - 1,.0__ .49,q32_ .-_ 3 6_ 
9 32 . 0.0000 .1770 -.1025 1.6574 1.6728 1.7107 .9 -9.8 -21.7 77.900 -5.9
 
10 33 0.0000 .2488 -.1439 1.7283 1.7896 1.8628 -21.6 -34.1 -46.5 90.399 -24.4
99 9 9 6 3

-10--34 00000 .... .3214.- .1859 . 18754... 1.9458 __1. _-4 .4_58-_-70.1._92.712 
__-49.5_ 
11 39 0.0000 .4071 -.2352 2.0124 2.0429 2.0181 -69.9 -85.6 -101.9 95.486 -85.6 
11 36 0.0000 .5057 -.2921 2.0301 1.9614 1.8857 -101.7 -119.3 -139.0 107.994 -126.6 
.11 37 .. .0.000.. .6043 .-.3489 _.1.8934 -.1.8489 ....18672 .-138.7.r160.1 177.9__118.Q92 -161i4 
12 38 0.0000 .7184 -.4148 1.8738 1.9730 2.0861 178.3 151.0 126.6 114.994 158.8
 
12 39 0.0000 .8479 -.4897 2.0906 2.1233 2.0526 127.0 104.5 81.7 105.723 103.1

.12 40 -..... 0.0000 .... 9775 __.-.5646--.2.0550....1,9131 
--. 1.8040.-- 82.1.. -56.9,-- 28.1_ 117.054 .47.8. 





X Y Z AMPLITUDE PHASE
 
_WIRE..INT ... WAVE--_. WAVE:_.. WAVE- -__AMP- .AMP __AMP_ DEG DEG DEG VOLTS DEG
 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS
 
..12 -42-..-0.0000 -- 1.2365S..-7144_ -1.9022----.20009 _.2.0104 -29.8-545.- n77.3-104.415-49.9 
13 43 0.0000 1.3662 -.7893 2.0081 1.9022 1.7447 -77.1 -100.6 -127.5 106.877 -110.8
 
13 44 0.0000 1.4959 -.8641 1.7410 1.6461 1.7013 -127.2 -158.3 170.0 118.635 -159.7
 
13 45..... 0.0000. 1.6257 -7.9389.1.6941. 1.0440 1.9598 170.0 __142.3 _118.8 105.653 153.1
 
13 46 0.0000 1.7555 -1.0138 1.9598 1.9452 1.7865 118.7 97.1 74.0 94.926 89.9
 
13- 47 0.0000 1.8852 -1.0886 1.8207 1.5733 1.4586 74.3 45.7 7.3 121.412 31.3
 
0.0000 1.9501 -1.260 --- .. GAP. 7 GAP 7 133.790 10.3 0.0000 1.9501 -1.1260 GAP 8 GAP 8 14.483 140.8
 
14 48 0.0000 2.0150 -1.1634 1.4586 1.3677 .9535 7.3 9.0 7.6 33.440 -83.3
 
.14-_49-- 0.0000 .... 1447_. 8._2382 ..9482 .3235. .4430_ 5.6_10.7-151.9_90,543__-77.3
 
14 50 0.0000 2.2743 -1.3131 .4467 1.0774 1.4927 -i52.0 -162.6 -165.6 70.399 -81.2
 
14 51 0.0000 2.4040 -1.3879 1.4991 1.5947 1.3415 -165.8 -167.4 -168.5 11.339 125.9
 
14._.52 ,0.0000....2.5337 -- 1.4627.-.. 1.3666 -- .7939 . 0000-168.7 -7169.7_ 3.8 90.460 - 101.3
 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 9 GAP 9 19.111 129.5
 
15 53 .0371 0.0000 .0173 7.5097 7.2344 
 6.5869 -151.8 -152.2 -153.4 111.113 128.9
 
_15 .54- -.. 1112....0000 ..... 0519____6.6093 5.6149_.4,3302-153.3 -155.50 1S9.7 - 277.859128.4
 
15 55 .1853 0.0000 .0865 4.3450 2.8825 1.5383 -159.7 -169.1 161.2 389.090 127.4
 
16 56 .2604 0.0000 .1216 1.5013 1.5696 2.9442 161.3 90.2 61.0 410.283 125.7
 
16_ 57.. .3365 0.0000 .... .1571 2.9417_ 4.3937 5.6214_ 61.2- 51.6_-46.9 _329.422 122.3
 
17 58 .4260 0.0000 .1989 5.6198 6.7121 7.0095 47.0 43.3 40.7 133.309 107.2
 
17 59 .5291 0.0000 .2470 7.0130 6.4661 5.1410 40.8 38.4 ' 35.2 168.332 -34.4
 
17 60 ... ,6321 - 0.0000 .2950.... ,5.1476.,3.2166 1.0666 ... 35.4 29.3_ -1.2 372.273-46.2
 
18 61 .7413 0.0000 .3463 1.0654 2.0698 4.4398 -.4-119.7 -J31.5 399.499 -50.4
 
18 62 .8568 0.0000 .4009 4.4357 6.1697 6.9493 -131.6 -135.2 -137.1 197.191 -56.5
 
. .18. 63- .9723 0.0000 . 4555 6.9649 6.6418 5.2477 -137.1 -138.4-7139.3 _133.070 _139.6 
18 64 .1.0878 0.0000 '.101 5.3391 3.0021 .0000 -139.4 -140.2 -141.9 410.16 130.6 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 10 GAP 10 . 19.111 -50.5 
--19.-65..-.0371--0.00000 ..-. 0173__7.5097__7.2344_6.5869._282._a27 ..26,6_111. _.S1. 
19 66 -.1112 0.0000' - 0519 6.6093 5.6149 4.3302 26.7. 24.5 20.3 277.859 -51.6 
19 67- -.1853 0.0000 -.0865 4.3450 2.8825' 1.5383 20.3 10.9, -18.8. 389.090 -52.6 
20.-68 --_-.2604 __0.0000 ----. 1216 ....15513..... 1.5696 .2.9442 _.-18.7 -89.8 -119.0_410P.83__-54.3 
20 69 -.3365 0.0000 -.1571 2.9417 4.3937 5.6214 -118.8 -128.4 -133.1. 329.422 -57.7 
21 70 -.4260 0.0000 -. 1989 5.6198 6.7121 7.0095 -133.0 -136.7 -139.3 133.309 -72.8 
.21. J __-5291..... 0,000.- _T,2470 . .0130. .6,46615,1410-139.2 -141.6 -1448 168332 145.6 
21 72 -.6321 0.0000 *,2950 5.1476. 3.2166 .1.0666 -144.6 -150.7 178.8 372.273 133.81 
22' 73 -7413 0.0000 -.3463 1.0654 2.0698 4.4398 179.6 60.3, 48.5' 399.499 129.6 
-22 74 ....-8568 ---0.0000 ....-,4009 4.4357....6,1697_6,9493.. 48.4 44.8 _42'.9,.197.191_ 123.5 
22 75 -.9723 0.0000 -.4555 6.9649 6.6418 5.2477 42.9 41.6 40.7 133.070 -40.4' 




























1 .. 34.019 -1.445 . .029342 .001246 . 0.000 .... 0.000 .- 34.019 -1.445 .. 1000.000 0.0 
06/18/,70 

















-86.498 34.174 154.052 -4.5 
-86.498 34.174 154.052 175.5 
.000 - .-000......0000__ 827_ 
-.000 -.000 .000 -82.7 
-600.000 -.000 875.180 -172.7 
-600.000_-_.000_ 875.180.__7.3 
-INPUTPOWER_..= 58684.644.WATTS 
RADIATED POWER = 52629.099 WATTS 
WIRE LOSS .000 WATTS 
-NETWORKLOSS.__.= 605SS.545_WATTS­
.RADIATION EFFICIENCY = 89.68 PER CENT 























'COORDINATES CURRENT DISTRIBUTION NORMAL'ELECTRIC 
.,___LD___DI.US_._. 




























0.0000 GAP I GAP. 1 
.0409 4.2107 3.9664 3.5221 16.5 
.1228---3.5419_-2.8964-.-.2.0710._-11.9 
.2046 2.1058 1.1189 .0000 10.2 
0.0000 GAP 2 GAP 2 
- -.0409 4.2107 ..3.9664 3.5221 - 16.5. 
74.581 -10.1 
13.3 11.3 91.338 -48.8 
-_0.9-I0.0-..173.850.75,3._ 
9.6 6.1 248.400 -79.8 
74.581 -10.1 
13.3 -11.3 _.91.338 .­ 40.8 _ 
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X Y . Z AMPLITUDE .. PHASE 
.WIRE .INT......WAVE-t WAVE-'L-WAV .?P.M.A P ,0G OPDEG V.OI..D.. 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS . , , , ,. 
- 2_-_S-----._oo000 0,0 0 _ -1228 2,896k 2 07jQ ___jI9%__JO.9 _j.0,0 173,850 -.75,3_.... 3 5419 ---­
2 6 0.0000 0.0000 -.2046 2.1058 1.1189 . :0000 10.2 9.6 6.1 248.400 -79.8 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 3 -GAP 3 101.455 -173.6
 
_3_7_ _.00000 _0354 00_2.09242.o84 _1.95998.._-16 .. 2,j68.9 _._..939 _.17.1. 
3 8 0.0000 .1062 .0615 1.9660.' 1.8969 1.8394 169.2 155.5 140.7 111.251 147.5 
3, 9 0.0000 . .1770 .1025 1.8420 1.8067 1.7994 140.8 125.4 109.8 115.142 122.9 
4-10 - 0.0000 .2488 .1439 1.8006__ 1.8188_1.8536-109.8 94.1_.7"8..9 112.459___97.4 
4 11 0.0000 .3214 .1859 ' 1.8537 1.8908 1.9179 79.0 64.5 50.8 106.016 68.7 
5 12 0.0000 .4071 .2352 1'.9174 1.9203 -- 1.8792 80.8 '32.7 14.5 1015.94 30.9 
_5.13_ -0.0000 ____.5057_._._,2921 1.8780_1.8026_.,7223 ._.14.,6___-4,7-25,4_0,0656--12.2 
5 14 0.0000 .6043 .3489 1.7207 1.6684 1.6677 '-25.3 -47.6 -70.4 111.341 -50.0 
6 15 0.0000 .7184 .4148 1.6649 1.7290 1.8048 -70.3'' -98.9 -124.6 105.248 -93.0 
6..16 0.0000 .,8479 .4897 1.8012,1.8180 1.7555 -124.6-.148.7 -173.1 96.738 -1505. 
6 17 0.0000 .9775 .5646 1.7529 1.6477 1.5800 -173.0 160.2 130.5 104.964 153.2 
6 18 0.0000 1.1070 .6395 1.5766 1.6028 1.6981 130.6 100.1 72.1 106.127 100.1 
.6119- -0.000____.J.2365 7144 1,69521.7768 1.7804 72.1 472_237! 94,496 _.51.0 
7. 20 0.0000 1.3662 ' .7893 1.7794 1.6971 1.0852 23.7 -.8 -28.3 98.306 -9.07 21 0.0000 1.4909 .8641 1.5831 1.5319 1.5908 -28.2 -08.9 -89.4 106.914 -58.6
 
8 9 4 6 4 2 

_.722_ _ 0.0000 1.6257 .9389 1.5860_1.7040 __ 1.7822 - . -11 .5- 0. 96.,198_-107.8_ 
7 23 0.0000 1.7555 1.0138 1.7834 1.7548 1.6153 -140.4 -162.8 173.0 89.551 -170.2 
7 24 0.0000 1.8852 1.0886 1.6493 I.4482 '"'';3679 173.2 143.9 105.9 111.742 131.6 
_ _ 0.0000 1.9501 1,.1260 GAP 4 GAP 4 122.675 109.8 
0.0000 1.9501 1.1260 GAP 5 GAP 5 17.787 -118.4n 

8 25 0.0000 2.01'50 i.f634 1.3679 1.2987' .91361 105.911rO8.7 108.9 30.315 10.0
 
S 8_26_ _0.0000 -.-. 2.1447.__.1'n382 I r '9061-.... 0648 '97 .. 60.5 86.42 20.7
.3004......4083" 1 °5_ 
8 27 0.0000 2.2743 1.3131 .4140 1.0340 . 1.4441 -60.4 -66.8 -68.7 68.581 18.1 
8 28 0.0000 2.4040 1 ' 1-.3879 - I 4529 -f2.5527' 1'.3111"' -68.r9lIu'69.9 -70. 7 ;r'r -142.09 .S 6 2 
,8_.29. _-.._.2.5337. I .4627.- .3380'-.:7802 0I.-71.0' 71.8-103.l', r88.562 610 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 6 GAP 6 101.455 -173.6 
9 30 0.0000 .0354 -.0205 2.0924 '2.0284 1.9599 -166.0-178.2 168.9 104.939 173.1
_9_31_ _00000... 1062__-.0615 .1,9660 1.8969 .18394 169.2_155.5140.7 111.251_147.5_ 
9 32 0.0000 .1770 -.1025 1.8420 1.8067 1.7994 140.8 125.4 109.8 115.142 122.9
 
10'.33 0.0000 -.1439 I']88"''1.8536 109.8 94.1 112.459
.2488 18805 "' 78.9 97.4 
10_34 -0.0000--.3214o -. 1859___81.8371.8908_1.9179_79.0_. 64.5 50.8 106.016 68,7 
11 35 0.0000 .4071 -.2352 1.9174 1.9203 1.8792 50.8 32.7 14.0 '101.594 .30.9 
11' 36 0.0000 .5057 -.2921 1.8780 ,1.8026 1.7223 .. 14.6 -4.7 -25.4 106.256 -12.2 
11__37 .. ..0.0000 .6043-... 3489_1,7207 _1.6684 _-.1.6677 2_.25.3__-47.6_-70.4 11].341_O-50O_ 
12 38 0.0000 .7184 ' -.4148 1.6649 1.7290 1.8048 -70.3 -98.9 -124.6. 105.48 -93.0 
12 39 0.0000 .8479 -.4897 1.8012 1.8180 1.7555 -124.6 -148.7 -173.1' 96.738 -150.5 
12._40_ _0.0000. ."! '7 'L ' -. 5646 1.7529__-1.6477 ''T.5o0OLT:LC7l3't -Ir160,2_J30.50.I0 04J964__i50'2 
12 41 0.0000 1.1070 -.6395 1.5766 1.6028 1.6981 130.d 100.1 72.1 fI106127'IT05.1 
12 42 0.0000 1.2365 -.7144 1.6952 1.7768 1.7804 72.1 . 47.2 23.7 94.496 51.0 
13 _43- 0.0000 _1.366(2 . 8-28.3_. .98.306_ -9.,..... -.783....1.7794_LI'_697'_ 1.5852.... 23.7.['"' 
13 44 0.0000 . 1.4959 -.8641 1.5831 1.5319 1.5908 -28.2 -58.9 -89.4 106.914 -58.6 
13 "45 0'6'00 '.P6157 ' 9 , 1.586'0 1.7640 1.1822 -89i4 -11 65 -140J2 964198 -107,8 
131246. '' ' 0 J !1 '-5! 'q 55 _ 1-_610.'0V38 - 1.78 34 _- .7548 - 1. 6 153 - 14 0.4_ 162.8_ 173.0_ 89.551 -170.2­
13 47 0.0000 1.8852 -1.0886 1.6493 1.4482 1.3679 173.2 143.9 105.9 111.742 131.6 
"o'd'ONOo Z1.4''0'I rA' I GAP 7 r,' I 7 Ir2670 -091J8m'1 1'2'6'0 GAP 
- "0.0'0'0'0 _.i 9S'0 1 ... '-.1'26'0 A I)'S__2 ,3.' l --- )8 .... '0-- G P - GAP- I. I 1. _ ,''817--'1,'8'4 . 
4 48 Oo0000 2.101,50 -1,.'1634 1.3%)79 "1;'2987 '-9'1'3'6 ds.9 118.7 101819 113D0315 -10.'0 
14 49 0.00ooo '21447 -1.2382 ' 9061 -. 106.8 97.5 -60.'5 :"86c42 -'20.7'.oo4 '4083 
14..50 0.0000 ._, 2.2743 - -" -. _ 1.4441 -68.7 _ ' 41410 1.0340 .... r--'60.'4-66.8 '68;581 11.S1.1 3 13 1 
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X Y Z AMPLITUDE PHASE
 
WIRE INT WAVE- WAVE- WAVE- AMP AMP AMP DEG DEG DEG VOLTS DEG
 
NO No LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS
 
14 51 .0.0000 2.4040 -1.3879 1.4529 1.5527 1.3111 -68.9 -69.9 -70.7 9.862 -142.0
 
14 52 0.0000 2.5337 -1.4627 1.3380 .7802 .0000 -71.0 -71.8 103.1 88.562 -161.0
 
.... ----.0.0000. 0.0000 0.0000 -GAP 9.... ... _......GAP 9...- - . - ... 69.21--_15.1 
15 53 .0371 0.0000 .0173 .1858 .4176 .5081 -82.7 -78.4 -77.9 38.159 14.9 
15 54 .1112 0.0000 .0519 .4645 .4506 .3770" -78.3 '-78.4 -78.6 10.329 -167.4 
-15 55 .1853---00000..-. ..0865_...3687 - .2484 ._,0976 '----78.8_-79.1 .-78.8 -- 31.986-168.8 
16 56 .2604 0.0000" .1216 .0939 .0784 .2528 -79.2 98.8 98.8 39.890 -170.6 
16. 57 .3365 0.0000 .1571 .2549 .4174 .5544 98.8 98.4 97.9 34.466 -172.9
-17. 58 ... 4260 .OO0000 --.. 1989- .,5564 .--6831 - .7250.-... 97.8 -__"97.0 -6.1 -14.560 179,4_ 
17 59 .5291 0.0000 .2470 .7267 .6771 .5407 96.0 94.9 93.1 16.195 14.4 
17 60 .6321 0.0000 .2950 .5415 .3355 .0927 93.1 89.3 66.0 39.156 8.3 
.18. 61-.. .-
_-3463 ..... .0927..- .2234....-4881_=66.1 _-71.6-79.0-.43.514 5.6._7413.... 0.0000 
18 62 .8568 0.0000 .4009 .4890 .6820 .7697 -79.1 -81.4 -82.7 21.751 1.2 
18 63' .9723 0.0000 .4555 .7723 .7379 .5839 -82.8 -83.7 -84.4 14.538 -167.8 
-18---.64......1.0878._0.0000 .... 5101_- .5945-....3349....0000_---84.5-85.2 ._86,5_ 45,656. 1745 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 10 GAP 10 69.21 15.1 
19 65 -.0371 0.0000 -.0173 .1858 ., .4176 .5081 -82.7 -78.4 -77.9 38.159 14.9 
-19-- 66.....1-1112. _ 0.0000 . ,0519 .. 4645.... -4506 :__,3770".-78 3 -78.4 .- 78,6__10.329-167 4, 
19 67 -. 1853 0.0000 -. 0865 .3687 .2484 .0976 -78.8 -79.1 -78.8 31.986 -168.8 
20 68 -.2604 0.0000 -1216 .0939 .0784 .2528 -79.2 98.8 98.8 39.890 -170.6 
.20 69 -.3365 _ 0.0000 - -. 1571 .... 2549 _ .4174 .... 5544 -98.8 . 98.4 . 97.9..... 34.466.-172.9. 
21 70 -.4260 0.0000 -.1989 .5564 .6831 .7250 97.8 97.0 96.1 14.560 -179.4 
21 71 -.5291 0.0000 -.2470 .7267 .6771 .5407 96.0 94.9 93.1 16.195 14.4 
_21. 72 ..- 6321. 0.0000.... -. 2950 5415..3355 ...... ... 0927_......93.1 _89.3- 66.0._39.556.. 8.3­
22 73 -.7413 0.0000 -.3463 .0927 .2234 .4881 66.1 -71.6 -79.0 43.514 5.6 
22 74 -.8568 0.0000 -.4009 .4890 .6820 .7697 -79.1 -81.4 -82.7 21.751 1.2 
-22-.75 - -. 9723 .....0.0000--_-.4555.... 2.......7379 -..5839_._-82,8_-83,7-_4 4.4_.. 14538_1678_ 
22 *76 -1.0878 0.0000' -.5101 .5945 .3349 .0000 -84.5 -85.2 -86.5 4S.656 -174.5 
IMPEDANCE DATA
 
GAP INPUT INPUT INPUT INPUT LOAD LOAD GAP GAP GAP VOLTAGE 
NO RESIST. REACT. CONDUCT. SUSCEPT. RESIST. REACT. RESIST. REACT. 
. M _..OMS ... MOS . .. MNHOS___ ....S_ __OHS.. -- OHMS___OHMS .... 0,OLTDEGREES-OS 
1 227.680 -67.557 .004037 .001198 0.000 0.000 227.680 -67.557 1000.000 0.0 
.2 _....227.680 -67.557. ...... 004037.......001198.... ,0.000 ..... 0.000 ...._227.680.....-67.557_____ 1000.000 0.0.­.... 
3' INFINITE INFINITE -86.498 34.174 194.607 -7.5 
6 INFINITE INFINITE -86.498 34.174 194.607 -7.5 
9..... 
-INFINITE -INFINITE,-..... .000_.5399.659 
____.1003.199 ...... ,3 _ 
10 INFINITE INFINITE -.000 5399.659 1003.199 7.3
 
4 INFINITE INFINITE -600.000 .000 820.722 105.9
 
7- INFINITE. INFINITE ..... -600.000 . .000 -- __-820.722 105.9
 




NETWORK LOSS .­ = 





25.62 PER CENT 
WIRE COORDINATES IN FEET 
_WIRENO. Xl "" . _Y___ Zi RADi 
1 GAP 1 -0.000 -0.0000 -0.0000 .250000 
L0--A2..___Q.-0000 o.o-,0 .00_00__- 2000050000.25-  
3 GAP 3 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 ..250000 
.4 -0.0000 153.2000 30.8000 .250000 
-.... , .-­ ,, .-0,0000 _..89-.6000 51-8000.:.250000 
6 -0.0000 163.7000 94.5000 .250000 
:7 - -0.0000 325.9000 188.3000 .250000 GAP 
-8-_'GA._ 5__ 0,0000 __488.4000._282.0000 .. 250000- 
9 GAP 6 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 .250000 
10 . -0.0000 53.2000 -30.8000 .250000 
.1 ....... __..._.-O.0000 __89.6000 -51.8000 °___250000 
12 -0.0000 163.7000 -­94.5000 .250000 
13 -0.0000 325.9000 -188.3000 .250000 GAP 
j4 GAPR ­ 0..0000 468.4000.282.000...200000 
1s GAP 9. -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 ".290000 
'16" . . 55.7000 -0.0000 26.0000 .290000 
18 _ _.93.8000. -0.0000..- -43.8000 ..--.290000 
18 171.2000 -0.0000, 79.9000 .290000 
19 GAP 10 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 .290000 
20 ........ __-:-55.7 000- 0--o26.0000.290000 
21 -93.8000 -0.0000 -43.8000 .290000 
22 -171.2000 -0.0000 -79.9000 .290000 
AND WIRE RADII IN INCHES 
X2, Y2 Z2 RA2 
0-6.00 -0.0000 61.5000 -.250000 
. 000 0 Q00061-6.o50 00 .250000 
-0.0000 "53.2000 30.8000 .250000 
-0.0000 89.6000 51.8000 .250000 
-0.0000 163.7000 94.5000 .250000 
-0.0000 325.9000 188.3000 .250000 
4 -0.0000 488.4000 282.0000 .250000 
m0.0000__--fS0.8000_757000__250000_
-0.0000 53.2000- -30.8000 .250000 
-0.0000 89.6000 -51.8000 '.250000 
-0.0000 163.7000-94.5000 .250000 
-0.0000 325.9000--188.3000 .250000 
7 - -0.0000 488.4000 -282.0000 .250000 
__-0.0000, 650.8000--375.7000. .250000 
55.7000 -0.'0000 26.0000 .290000 
93.8000 -0.0000. 43.8000 .290000 
171,2000 -0.0000 _,79.9000..290000 
286.9000 -0.0000 134.6000 .290000 
-55.7000 -0.0000 -26.0000 .290000 
-­38000 ,-00000_-43.80000.290000 
-171.2000. -0.0000 -79.9000 .290000 























FREQUENCY = 4.7000 MC 
NO..GROUND_RRESEN ..... 
ANTENNA MODE SOLUTIONS.WERE READ FROM BINARY CARDS DECK NO*. 38u. 
MAXIMUM RELATIVE ASYNMETRY IN THE ANTENNAADMITTAN MATRIXIS24.3P CENTFOR-GAPS 4 AND 




GAP EMF EMF OHM MICRO PICO 
VOLT DEGREES HENRY FARAD 
1 1000.0000 -0.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY SERIES 
2 1000.0000 180.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY SERIES 
NONRADIATING NETWORKS CONNECTING THE GAPS
 
NET NO NETTYPE GAP CONNECTIONS PARAHI PARAM2 PARAM3 PARAM4
 
IMP 3- 0 10O.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000
 
2.' IMP 6- 0 100.0000. -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000
 
-3 - IMP.... .._3-_0._ _0.0000 .__ -0_0000_ 160.0000___-00000­
4 IMP 6- 0 6-0.0000 -0.0000 160.0000 ..-0.0000 
S - IMP 4- 0 600.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000
-.6-. - -.I P .... .. . . - _ 600,.0000 _...0 0000 ... . 0.0000 ------0 0000__ 
7 IMP 9- 0 -0.0000 -0.0000 15.0000 -0.0000 
8 IMP 9- in -n..nnn -n.nnnn -nnnn6 -nnnnA 
COORDINATES 'CURRENT DISTRIBUTION NOPMALELECTRIC
-FEIELD-*._RADIUS.-_ 
- X Y :'Z AMPLITUDE . :PHASt. 
'IRE INT WAVE- WAVE- WAVE- AMP . AMP 'AMP DEG DEG 5DEGVOLTS DEG 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS . E G G 
O .000 -.0000 .GAP I " GAP 1 188.553 -1.9 
1 1 
- .1---2 _ 0.0000 0.0000 .04890.0000---.0.0000,-.. .. 1468 5.9807 -_6:3124 6.5285 6.3546 -69.2 -71.9 -73.6 59.557 -32.9 _ ' 5:4663__- 4 00 1"___"73 4--n74.5_ 75 3 _223 181__159 8_ 
1 3 0.0000 0.0000 .2447 4.1950".-2.2445 -. .0000 -70.3 -76.0 96.7 408.09 -165.3 
0.0000 .. 0.0000* .0000 "-GAP 2' GAP '2; 188.953 178.1 
.2 ._'4'.- 0.0000 0.0000.- .0489-5.9807 _. 6.5285..,6.3546.., .110. _L.08.1._.106.4_ 59..557.-147.1_ 
2 5 ' 0.0000 0.0000 -.1468 6.3124 5.4663 4.0671 106.6 105.S 104.7 223.181 .20.2 
2 6 0,0000 0.,0,QO0. .2447 , 4. 1 ,,,,. 2.2,445,. ...O00Q, 104.7 104.0 -83.3 408.809 14.7 
.- 0.......... - -0000. GAP . 3...- . -- GAP 3 ..- 15........- .175.2..0000--'--.'0000 ] 773
3. 7 0.0000 .0423 .0245 .Q426. .1100 .2142 15.8. .68 8. 76.7,,, 19.540 177.6 
3 8 0.0000 .1270 .0735 .2125 .3267 .4407 76.7 77.9 77.3 22.629 167.8 
-.3 ....--- 0.0000....... .2117-.1226--_ .. 4454--..5440--..6139-.77.4..76.0_--74.0--.17.001.154.9 
4 10 0.0000 .2975 .1721 .6193 .6498 .6316 74.0 71.3 67.6 6.881 80.8 
4 11 0.0000 .3844 .2223 .6360. .5690 .4602. 67.6 62.3 53.8 21.170 7.8 
-S 12 -0.0000 - .4868..2813 ..... .4649 ...... 2932 .-. 2463 __53.7 _..28.1 .-31.9-_. 36.829 -.- 7.4. 
5 13 0.0000 .6048 .3493 .2497 .4046 .5752 -31.0 -70.4 -86.2 34.628 -21.6 
S 14 0.0000 .7227 .4173 .5768 .6750 .6725 -85.9 -95.2 -103.3 15.264 -67.9
 
6 .1 . . 0.0000 .... 8462 -_ .4886 .... 6749:. - .5554 _. .3562 -103.1 -113.9 -135.2...._27.793 -166.2. 
7 66/i70PAGE 
XZ 
. AMPLITUDE PHASE AG 
_WIRE. INT._.___WA... ' - -WAVE-WAVE.____AMp AMP AMP -DEG DEG.'D 
_ .GYOLTDUG_NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS. LENGTHS
 
-6 - 16.....0.000__ .9753 . 5632. ..... 3584 .2374 .3942 
-134.9"16S.9 
-14.2 41.707 171.56. 17 0.0000 1.1044 .6379 .3938 .5900 .6952 114.5 
 96.0 85.7 26.447 147.2
6 18 0.0000 1.2335 . .6958 .6729 .5289 85.87125 

_6_.19- 0.0000-1.362§ 
 76.8 64.7 18.435 39.0








-85.3 -95.0 -104.2 13.916 
-88.6
 
7 21 0.0000 ,,1.6209 .9365 .6239 .7013





-171.07 .23 0.0000 1.8796 1.0856 .2690 .2808 .4936 -050.5 136.0 i04.7 40.S72 169.6
7 24 0.0000 2.0089 1.1602 ".4925 
 .6585 .7057 104.7. 
 91.9 83.2 20.312 137.2

-7.25...0.0000-.2.1382 







 GAP 4 
 GAP 4 41.300 -17.9
 
.._., 5
-. O.00ooo 2.3322 1.3466 GAP 5 GAP
8 27 0.0000 2.3968 1.3839 29.772 29.3
.2988 .4882 .5674 




-8 28 0.0000 2.5261 1.4585 
 .5669 . .5204 .3589
8 -64.7 -66.8 -70.1 14.090 -145.7
0-29..... 00002.6,05s3 0_I.5330 .
 3589 .1211 .1619 
-70.2 
-84.5 128.8 34.071_-154.3.
_8 30 0.0000 2.7846 1.6076- .1622 
 .3990 :.5546 128.3 118.9 116.3
8 31 0.0000 2.9138 1.6822 26.382 -188.5
 . .5569 .5934 .5001 116.1 114.7 113.6 4.059 46.7
-- 3.0431- 1.75688..Z32.0.0000-

_ .5100 .2969 .00000113.4 112.5 111.5 33.864 23.4_

.0.0000 -.0000 .:0000 
 GAP 6 .GAP

.9 33. 0.0000 .0423 6 . - 5.773 4.8















9 35 0.0000 .2117 
-. 1226 






10 36 0.0000 .2975 
-.1721 .6193 















11 38 0.0000 .4868 
-.2813 .4649 
 .2932 .2463
11 -126.3 -151.9 148.1.36.S29 -172.6
39 0.0000 .6048 

-.3493 .2497 
 ..4046 ...5752 149.0 109.6 93.8 .34.628 158.4

_1.40_ 0.0000-L-7227.__ 
.4173. .5768..... 6750 . 6725. 94.1 -84.8 
 76.7 15.264 112. 1
12 41 0.0000 .8462 

-.4886 .6749 :.:..5554 .3562 76.9,66.1 44.8 27.793
Ia 4R 13.8
0.0000 .9753 .5632 .3584 .2374 .3942 45.1 -14.1
12-.43 ----. 000 -65.8 41.207 -8.;5




__.765.5 - _-84.0-_-94.3 
_26.447 
-32.8
12 44 0.0000 1.2335 .7125 





12 45 0.0000 1.3626 

-.7872 .5301 .3217 .2538 -115.1 
-141.1 152.1 39.778 179.9







03 4 1.609,_,~.234 
......4407 .6241
S47 "00000 8_11,
13 48 1 6209 o9365 .6239 .. 7013--.-,.6467 94.7 ,8s.0.-75.8 ,,13.9160.0000 1.7502 -1.0110 .6473 " .4768 .2688 75.9 62.4 - 91.4" 
.13 -4.9 -- 0.0000.- 1.8796 .-- 28.2 , 33.461 ,9.02.0856.-,-__.690_
.2808--.4936 
 28.5 -44.0-75.3 
--0.872_.10.4
13 50 
 0.0000 2.0089 





. -42.813 S 0.0000 2.1382 
-1.2347
2 2 6 .7058 .6189 .4231 - -969 -105.9 
-120,5 23.924 
-158.8
13__52 .... 0_.O0O_... 75___-I.3093_ .__.4293 
 .2182 2988.121i-164.4_.174 

_ 4.371.172.4
0.0000 2.3322' -1.3466 , .GAP, 
. 7 ., .... GAP . 7 41.300 .162.10.0000 2.3322 -1.3466 GAP 8 ,GAP .8, . ­
_14 29.772-150.7
53..... 0.0000. 2.3968._-.3839 
.... 2988 
 .,488B2.... .5674 .. 117.4 
 117.5..116.1 
_,17.845 .-155.5
14 54 0.0000 .2.5261 
-1.4585 .5669 .5204 .3589 115.3 113.2
14 55 




-- 14.-56--_0.0000-...2.7846.-- .1619 109.8 95.5l,.6076--...1622-'.3990,-,.5546 -51.2 ,,34.1,71 25.7
-51 .7_ ,61. 1_,6 -63 ..1 ,6.3-82 2
-1 6.7.... 2.3 21.5...
14 57 
 0.0000 2.9138 
-1.6822 .5569 .5934 
 .5001 ,-63.9 
-65.3 
-66.4 .. 4.059 -133.314, 58 0.0000 3.0431 
-1.7568 , -.5100 .2969 .0000 
-66.6 -67..5.

..........-0.0000 -68.5 33.064 -156.6
0.0000 .._ 0.0000 ._GAP 9 
 . ................ GAP .9.---
 9.071 -177.4 
­15 59. .0443 0.0000 .0207 .4158 
 .4543 .4764 
 67.6 70.6. 73.7 
 7.621 -161.3
15 60 .1330 0.0000 .0621 
 .4748 .4803 .4700 
 74.0 77.0 79.7
.15 4.757 -97:5





X AMeLIIUI)L .. PHASE 
-
TNT -IRE WAVE-----WAVE AVE-._ ---- AMP_--AMP 
--- AMP DEG _DEG._.__.0E VOLTS_ DEGNO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS 
.16 62 ..... 3115 - -0.0000..... 1454 .... 
16 
3986--- *3241-_L.2291 83.9-._ 84.6 _-83.4___ 16.387 
-5.4­63 .4024 0.0000 .1879 .2329 .1242 ,0389 83.3
17 64 75.9 1.8 22.276 2.9
.5095 0.0000 .2379 .0415 .1635 .2941 6.2 -69.1 
-75.2 21.058 6.7
-17 65 .6327 --- 0.0000 . 2953...... .2937 .3771 ...... 3980___74.S 
.- 76..---77.6..... 





18 67 .8866 0.0000 .4142 .2464
-18-.68 .0756 .12659247 .... 
__ _-. 117.8--1.. 0 0 000 ,4795 _ _..1250 _.294S.... -80.6 -95.7 23.944 -164.440 S8--118-.I1,10,.@--108.5_---18 
.405,r16S.7._

18 69 1.1628 0.0000 .5448 

-.4074 .4323 .3633 
 108.6 1-07.7 107.2 2.931 30.218 70 1.3009 0.0000 
 .6101 .3719 ".2161 .0000 107.2

- .-- - 0.0000-..... 0000__0..0.0000 
... GAP 10 106.8 -78.7 24.162 17.2 .. .... ... AR 10- 9 
-271_..2.6__19 71 
-.0443 0.0000 -.0207 








.- 19--73 ---. 2216 . 0.0000 
-. 1035 4.757 82.5-..... 4741 .4446..... .. 3938 -100.1.-97.8...96.1 
-8.480_ .151.5_20 74 -.3115 0.0000 
-.1454 .3986 
 .3241 .2291 -96.1




-.1879 .2329 .1242 
 .0389 
-96.7 -104.1 -178.2 22.276 
-177.1

-21 -76 --.5095 --__0.0000 
_---2379 S.._ 1635_,2941_.-3.8 0.9_104.8
---11 4 . 21.058-r173.3_21 77 
-.6327 0.0000 -.2953 .2937 
 .3771 .3980 105.5 
 103.5 102.4 
 7.672 -176.4
21 78 
 -.7559 0.0000 
-. 3528 .3997 .3523 .2437 102.7
-.22.79 ._-.8S66......_0.0000 
-. 4142 . 101.5 99.1 11.3§5 18.4.2464... .0756 .... 1265...... 99.4--. 84.3 ..- 62.2. _23.944. 15.6...22 80 -1.0247 0.0000 
-.4795 








 .4323 .3633 
-71.4 -72.3 -72.8 2.931





__INPUT_ -­- -- :.-INPUT ..... INPUT..... INPUT .- LOAD .......-- LOAD-
_ 




-.005591- 0.000 '0000 .,
' 59.402 .156.296. 1000.00012 0.0"59.402 
.16.2960021 5' -. 005591 0.000.. .000'..-3 59.402 *156.296 ".,O000O00 -180.0









L0_ INFINITE INFINITE .000

-INFINITE-IN.INITENF._N__ , .000 , .000 126.9

-.. ..
O000- ! .000-..126.9.4 
 INFINITE INFINITE 

-600.000 
. .0.000 1, 179.284 
-62.6
INFINITE 
 INFINITE j"-600.000 
















































 AMP ': AMP AMP.. DEG D( VOLTS DEG
 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS

-;-:0 ... ooooo 
__ o.oooo .... -10000... GAP'".' ....... -- '._'_G' 
 " 1 .. : . .. .___49 , '' 
1 1 0.0000 0.0000___100000 .0000'1.: 0489 .- "2.9185 "2.8678-" 2.6774' 10.21 -1.3 139'.449-- '.1"'
-7.9 ." 90."365 
-14.01 2 ..0000 ""0.0000 '-' .1468 2.6846 2.2762 1.6702 ' --5.7 -9.1' -11.7 '102.892 -86.'0'

-....3."-0.0000 0.0000 
 .2447_. 1.6980 9156 
 .0000 -11 I ,-128 148.3 
 168.278-101.1

"* ....' 0.0000 0.0000 ''.0000 GAP 2' "''""" nOAP" 2 ". "". ' "139" 449 -'"'8 ,l']
2 4 0.0000 0.0000 
-.0489 





....2.6846 2.2762' '1.6702'" -5.7 -9.1,11.7 "'_I02.892. -86.02 6 0.0000 0.0000 
-.2447 " 1.6980 .9156 .0000 -11.1 
-12.8 148.3 168.278 -101.10.0000 
-.0000 -.0000 GAP 3 ''' 'GAP 3 " 56.685 160.4
-3---.7. ____...,0000 
__.__._,0423 . .0245- 1.4395 - 124653 8 1.0804 -168.2 178.0 _ 153., 89.4S7_ 100.4_0.0000 • .1270 .0735 
 1.0933 1.1604 *1.4391 
 151.4 120.4" 96.5 "119.509 138.7
3 9 0.0000. .2117 .1226 1.4471 -. 1.7912' 2.0814 ' 96.5 '.,81.3 71.0 98.611 122.2
4.1 ... . 00000 .... .2975 ._,..1721___'2.0850 2.2567._ 2.2651_ 71.1 __ 63.0 __ 5.9_ 58.285 
- 80.74 11 0.0000 '...3844 .2223 2.2670 2.1038 1.7880 56.0 48.6 39.7 72.123 8.3

.5 12 ".0.0,000 .4868 .2813 ... 7896 1.2154 .8148 39.8'' 19.5 -28.3 120.611 -23.2
.8111 .1.1009---1.6412--.- 28.0-81.3-.04.3-g119.319..42 8 
5-13 -_-_'10,0000 .-'6048 -°34932' ' 
5 14 0.0000 .7227 .4173 :1.6364 2.0071 2.0770 '-104'.3;-116.4 
-125.9 59.2446 -83.215 0.0000 .8462' .4886 .. 2.0735' ' 1.7845 1.2206 '-125.8 '-137.2 -156.5 79.648 175.5

.6-16 . 0.0000 .. .9753 .... ,5632 ..... 1.2180 _.. 7657 --_1.0981 
_-156.5' '153.5.- 95.7-_.124.468_147.46 17 0.0000 1.1044 
 .6379 1.0959 1.6785 2.0256 95.6 73.0 61.2 - 85.092 122.36 18 0.0000 1.2335 .7125 2.0242 1.9992 1.6084 61.2 51.4 39.3 53.234 '19.6
6 -19 0.0000 .1.3626 ..7872 -1.6073 1.0038 .7387 39.4 14.9 -48.7 .116.065 -25.6 
06/18/70 
 PAGE 78 
X Y Z AMPLITUDE PHASE 
' ' WIRE-INT. ..... WAVE-.... WAVE ._WAVE- .....AMP..... AMP ---.... AMP -.- DEG .... DEG - DEG..-.VOLTS-OEG-
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS
 
- .6. 20 __..0.0000 " 1.4917 -. 8618.........7360 1..I12517 .- 1.8014.--48.7__-94.7 .- 111.7.... 106.713 ..- 45.7.
 
7 21 0.0000 1.6209 .9365 1.8000 2.0507 1.9146 -111.7 -121.9 -131.3 42.562 -111.3
 
7 22 0.0000 1.7502 1.0110 1.9142 1.4321 .8173 -131.3 -144.6 -176.6 96.949 162.2

_._23 .- 0,00000.... 1.8796.-1.0856 .... 8162 _-.7932 -. 1.4020....-176.5 -.1115 1 77.4._.119.942-. 141.7­
7 24 0.0000 2.0089 1.1602 1.3992 1.8923 2.0429 77.3 64.0 55.0 61.021 109.5
 
7 25 0.0000 2.1382 1.2347 2.0423 1.8017 1.2396 54.8 45.6 31.0 68.A31 -6.3
 




0.0000 2.3322 1.3466 GAP 
 4 GAP 4 121.033 -46.8 
0.0000 2.3322 1.3466 GAP 5 
" 
- GAP 5 . . 86.,22 .1 
r*8 -:27.... 0.0000---2.3968...---..3839-...8653-..,4153.. 1.6449--.-9,0-..914L-.-93.1_-_-51845._-5.4 
8 28 0.0000 2.5261 1.4585-, 1.6431 1.5080 1.0405 " -93.9 '-96.4 -100.2 41.133 -173.3 
8 29 0.0000 -2.6553 ' 1.5330 : 1.03963 .3564 .4762 -100.3 -117.1 102.1 98.989 176.7 
-- 8.. 0''.--.0o0000.--.2.7846......16076 - ..4771----.1568___ 1.6033-.-101.6.. 906..876...._76.100- 171.8" 

8 311. 0.0000 2.9138 1.6822 1.6091 1.7117 1.4403 87.3 85.7 84.5 12.266 20.0
 
8 32 0.0000 3.0431 1.7568 1.4672 .8528 .0000 84.3 83.3 82.2 97.426 -5.7
 
.... 0.0000__-0000..... .0000_--_GAP. 6 ......- .----....GAP-6- - 56.685_.160.4
 
9 33 0.0000 .0423 -.0245 1.4395 1.2465 1.0804 -168.2 178.0 153.0 89.457 150.4
 
9 34 0.0000 
 .1270 -.0735 1.0933 ' 1.1604 1.4391 151.4 120.4 96.5 119.509 138.7
 
-9- 35 ..... 0.0000. .2117 --. 1226- 1.4471 ....1.7912 .2.0814 ....96.5._81.3. 71.0.... 98.611 .122.2
 
10 36 *0.0000 .2975 -.1721 2.0850 2.2567 
 2.2651 71.1 63.0 55.9 58.285 80.7
 
10 37 0.0000 .3844 -.2223 2.2670 2.1038 1.7880 56.0 48.6 39.7 72.123 8.3
 
..I1- 38- .-- 0.0000 ...... 4868-7_T..2813 1.7896 -.. 1.2154..... .8148 .- 39.8-.- 19.5.--28.3____120.611__-23.2
 
11 39 0.0000 .6048 -.3493 .8111 1.1009 1.6412 -28.0 -81.3'-104.3 11119.319, 42.8 
11 '40' 0.0000 .7227 -.4173 1.6364 2.0071 2.0770 -104.3 -116.4 -125.9 59.P44 -83.2 
_-.12. 41.. 0.0000 ....... 8462 -.4886 .... 2.0735 --- 1.7845 ---_1.2206--125.8 -137.2 -156.5.... 79.648, 175.5 
12 42 . 0.0000 .9753 -.5632 1.2180 .7657 1.0981 -156.5 153.5 95.7 124.468 147.4 
12 43 0.0000 1.1044 -.6379 1.0959. 1.6785 2.0256 95.6 73.0 61.2 85.092 122.3 
-12 ..44..-0.0000 -1.2335 .'7125..... 1.6084_ 61.2. ....39.3.__53.234,_,19.6_2 0242_-_1.9992 51.4 

12 45 0.0000 "1.3626 -'.7872 1.6073 
 1.0038 .7387 39.4 14.9 -48.7 116.065 -25.6 
12 46 0.0000 1.4917 -.8618 .7360 1.2517 1.8014 -48.7 -94.7 -111.7 106.713 -45.7 
-13...47..__-0.0000 .- 91.6209.... -1 1.9146..-i11.7..121.9 
-131.3..__ 42.962_.-JI1.3-.9365 .8000_...._2.0507.... 

.13 48 0.0000 1.7,502 -1.0110 1.9142 1.4321 .8173 -131.3 -144.6 -176.6 96.Q49 162.2
 
13 49 0.0000 1.8796 -1.0856 .8162 .7932 '1.4020 -176.5 111.1 .77.4 119.942 141.7
 
.-13 .50 ... 0.0000__. 2.0089 -1.1602 - 1.3992-. -1.8923---2 .0429 --. 77.3-. 64.0-.... .55.0_.. 61.021_.. 09.5_ 
13 51 0.0000 2.1382 -1.2347 2.0423 1.8017 1.2396 54.8 45.6 31.0 168.831 .- 6.3 
13 52.-. 0.0000 2.2675 -1.3093 1.2569 ".6424 .8653 30.3 -12.5 -91.0. 123.426 -36.2 
-" ......... 0. 000.0__ 2.3322 _.-I.3466_-' . -......GAP. 7,-............GP'_7..21.033.-46.8.
 
0.0000 2.3322 -1.3466 GAP 8 GAP. 8 .86.522 -. .1
 
14 53! 0.0000 2.3968 -1.3839 .8653 1.415!3 1.6449 -91.,0 -91.4 -93.1 51.845 -5.4
 
.1454 ..... 0.0000 ---2.5261- .-. 4585__.6431.__I.5080 ._1.0405--_-93.9--96.4t100.2....41.133 
-173.3_ 
14 55. 0.0000 2.6553 -1.5330 q.0396 1.3564 . '.4762 -100.3 -117.1 102.7 .98.q89 176.7 
14 56 0.0000 2.7846 -1.6076 1 .4771 ' 1.1568 1.'6033 101.:6 90.6 87.6 76.100 171.8
-14. .57... 0.0000.... 2.9138 .--- 1.6822- -.- 1.6091 --- 1.7117 4-1.4403 . 87.3 _.-85.7__,:84.5_,12.?66 - .20.0 
14 58 0.0000 3.0431 ,-1.7568 1.4672 .8528 . .0000 84.'3 83.3 82.2 97.426 -5.7 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 9 GAP 9 1 55.432 -169,5 
-- 15.- 59 ..... .0443.... 0.0000.- .0207 ...... 0904.-.- .8758-.1.6211 --- 126.9- 100.8 -. L96.9.-,153.030_-174.7_ 
151 60 " .1330 0.0000 .0621 1.6236 2.2535 2.7052 '96.1 193.8 91.9 108.330 175.6 
15 61 .2216 0.0000 .1035 2.7108 2.9370 2.9114 191.8 90.1 88.2 ' 26.620 138.4 
.16 62 .3115 -0.0000 . .1454 _.....'2.9159 ..2.6278 -._2.1015 _. 88.2...85.8-- 82.1 __,.82.824_._ 13.4 
16 63 .4024 '0.0000 .1879 2.1050 1.3997 .6478 82.1 74.7 48.9 154.940 4.8
 
17 64 .5095 0.0000 .2379 .6507 .8570 1.8622 49.1 -58.1 -77.0 167.031 --. 1
 




X Y Z. AMPLITUDE : " PHASE
 
.WIRE INT .. WAVE- WAVE..-__WAVE- AMH .--AMP - AMP DEG DEG- DEG_ VOLTS DEG 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS 
-- 17- 66 .. -. 7559._ 0.0000-_.__t.,3528 -: _2.8807-­
18 67 .8866 0.0000 .4142 -1.9723 .8078 .6618 -92.3 -105.2 116.5 167.125 -175.2 
18-68 -. 1.0247. 0.0000 .4795 .6560 1.8604 2.6848 115.7 99.5 95.9 135.112 179.7 
.- 18-.69.-1.1628..0.0000 .5448 2.6918_2.9164 ._2.4786-95..7-93.8 92.6_..16.485.__37.0__ 
18 70 1.3009 0.0000 .6101 2.5264 1.4756 .0000 92.4 91.4 -101.4 164.138 2.4 
-19-71 
0.0000 
.- .443 -.. 
0.0000 0.00000----L.0'207- GAP 10 0904---.8758 1.621 GAP 10 ---­126.9100.8 96.9 155.432 -169.5 153.030__=74.7 
19 72 -.1330 0.0000 -.0621 1.6236 2.2535 2.7052 96.1 93.8 91.9 108.330 175.6 
19 73 -.2216 0.0000 -.1035 2.7108 2.9370 2.9114 91.8 90.1 88.2 26.620 138.4 



























-21.77._ .6327_ _0.0000-..__-.2953_1.8600 '2.5937 2.8799 -76.9_-82.6___-85.9 78.401_-11.5 
* 21 78 -.7559 . 0.0000 -.3528 2.8807 2.6596 1.9698 -85.8 -88.7 -92.5 68.920 -162.0 
22 .79 -.8866 0.0000 -.4142 1.9723 .8078 .6618 -92.3 -105.2 116.5 167.125 -175.2 
-22-8Q----.0247--0.0000------.4795- ij5601.8604 2.6848115.7 99.5 95.9-­ 35.112179.7 
22 81 -1.1628 0.0000 -.5448 2.6918 2.9164 2.4786 95.7 93.8 92.6 16.485 37.0 
22 82 -1.3009 0.0000 -.6101 2.5264 1.4756 .0000 92.4 91.4 -101.4 164.138 2.4 
IMPEDANCE DATA
 
* GAP INPUT INPUT INPUT INPUT LOAD' LOAD GAP GAP GAP VOLTAGE 
-NO-RESIST. __ REACT. CONDUCT.-SUSCEPT.. RESIST.__.REACT. RESISj. _REACj. __ 
OHMS OHMS MHOS MHOS OHMS OHMS OHMS OHMS VOLT DEGREES 
337,230...- 60.633_..002872 .. 0.000516. -337.230 -60.633 1000,000 0180_-_ 0.000' 
2. 337.230 -60.633 .002872 '" .000516 - 0.000 " 0.000 337.230 -60.633 1000.000 0.0
"3 - .. ". INFINITE INFINITE -81.749 38.626 130.153 -13.5 
9-' .. INFINITE__INFINITE.-------781.749 38.626 130,.153____ - ,53. " 
INFINITE INFINITE -.000 4515.034 408.255 -143.1 
10 INFINITE INFINITE .000 4515.034 408.255 -143.1 
---4. 
_INFINITE INFINITE -600.000 -.800-519.195_091.0_ 
7 INFINITE INFINITE -600.000 -.000 519.195 -91.0 
INPUT POWER = 5744.945 WATTS 
RADIATED POWER 3270.262 WATTS 
_WIRE LOSS . . .. 000 WATTS 
NETWORK LOSS = 2474.683 WATTS 
RADIATION EFFICIENCY = 56.92 PER CENT 
WIRE COORDINATES IN FEET AND WIRE RADII IN INCHES 
WIRE NO Xl YI Z1 RADI X2 Y2 Z2 RAD2 INTERVALS 






 xZ Vi 20 RADI X2 
 Y2 Z2 RA02 INTERVALS
 
.2.--GAP-- 2 - 0.0000 .--0.0000_-0.0000 .250000 
 --- - 0.0000--0.0000 .- 61.5000-.250000-.3.....3.. 
3 GAP 3 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 .250000 

-0.0000 53.2000 30.8000 .250000 3
4 -0.0000 53.2000 30.8000 .250000 
 -0.0000 89.6000 51.8000 
 .250000 2
5 - ...... -0.0000 89.6000 518000.... 250000 - -0.0000 .163.7000...94.5000 
. .250000 .... 4-.­6 -0.0000 163.7000* '94.5000 .250000 

-0.0000 325.9000 188.3000 .250000 a




.......- 0.0000 -650.8000.-375.7000.._,250000..... 
-8 ­9 GAP 6 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 .250000 

-0.0000 53.2000 -30.8000 .250000 3
10 -0.0000 53.2000 -30.8000 .250000 . -0.0000 
 89.6000 -51.800n .250000 2
11 .......-.-..- 0.0000 . 89.6000.-.-51.8000 

.250000 .......-0.0000.- 163.7000 ..-94.5000_.250000 4
12 -0.0000 163.7000 
-94.5000 .250000 
-0.0000 325.9000 -188.3000 .250000 8
13 
-0.0000 325.9000 -188.3000 .250000 GAP 
7 -0.0000 48.4000 -282.0000 .250000 8
14. GAP..8-.-0.0000.-488.4000.­
2 82.0000o .250000 -- -0.0000 -650.8000..-375.7000.__,250000- 8.
15 *GAP 9 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 .290000 . .. 55.7000 -0.0000 26.0000 .290000
16 55.7000 -0.0000 ' 26.0000 :.290000 " 93.8000 -0.0000 43.8000 .290000 2
17.-- ...-L-93.8000 . -0.000018 " 171.2000 '43.8000 . ---0.0000 290000 -171.2000
79.9000 .290000 286.9000 - -- 0.0000 -. 79.9000 .... 290000 - 6-OOnlO0 134.6000 .290000 

19 GAP 10 -0.0000 
-0.0000 -0.0000 .290000 -55.7000 -0.0000 -26.0000 .290000 3
20 ....---.­ 26.0000 ._°290000 .... .93.8000.__.0.0000.- 43.8000 .... 290000 221 -93.8000 -0.0000 -43.8000 .290000 
 -171.2000 -0.0000 -79.9000 
 .290000 4
22 -171.2000 
-0.0000 r79.9000 .290000 
 •-286.9000 
-0.0000 -134.6000 .290000 6
 
FREQUENCY = 6.5500 MC 
-NO- GROUND.PRESENT.......
 
,ANTENNA MODE SOLUTIONS WERE READ FROM BINARY CARDS DECK NO. 
 389
 
MAXIMUM RELATIVE ASYMMETRY IN THE ANTENNA ADMITTANCE MATRIX IS, 32.8 PER 






GAP EMF EMF OHM MICRO PICO 















NON.DIINLG...N.TY~i~CONECTNG HE G.APS 
1_NETN0 -N-T.yPE.. GAPEON .E qN ' PA!_A'i PARAM2__ PARAM3 PARAM4 
1 IMP 3- 0 100.0000 -0.0000.. -0.0000." -0.0000 
IPL.__ ...0.0000 -0.000oo -o0ooo.0000 -0.0000 
3 IMP 3 . 0 "-0.0000 -0.0000 160.0000 -0.0000 

















7 IMP 9- 0 -0.0000 -0.0000 15.0000 -0.0000 
IMP9 0-0 0.0000 -OOOP -.0. 0000 -0p.00 
_ObORDINATES.S . CU~.E" "" RREN_ OJSTELIBUT ION. NORMALELECTRI 
FIELD * RADIUS 
_"____. ..... ___ Z. AMHexvQU ____ _' _______AS__  
WIRE INT WAVE- WAVE- WAVE- AMP AMP AMP DEG DEG DEG VOLTS DEG 
.. NOO.. . _LENGTHS __LENGTHS-. LENGTHS 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 'GAP I GP 1 187.720 -1.5 
L1 _0.00 --:0000 - .00682 J.0202 2.0189 2.5682 -S!.5 -73.0 -78,9 124.593 -5.0 
1 .:2 0.0000 -0.0000 .2046 2.4846 2.4897 2.0232 -78.2 -811 -82.9 35.057 -148.7 
1 0.30000 0.0000 .3411 . 2.0474 1.1650 .0000 -82.8 .-84.1 -82.3 147.796 -172.8 
0...0000 -. 0.0000---0.00800-_.O -GAP. 2 ....- .......... __GAP - 2 187.720 178.5 
2 4 0.0000 0.0000 -.0682 1.0282. 2.0189 2.S682 028.9 006.9 000. 124.593 178.0 
* 2 5 • 0.0000 0.0000 . -.2046 . 2.4846 2.4897 2.0232 101.8 98.9 97.0 35.857 31.3 
..- 2_.-6-.0.0000--.0.0000 -. 3411--2.0474-_6..1650..000.0. 97.2-.95.,9_._97j.7 147.796 7.2 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 3 GAP 3 17.542 -171.1
 
3 7 0.0000. .0590 .0342 .0975 .1569 ..2057 172.0 127.2 004.9 13.740 166.7
 
__3._8.___0.00000_... 1770--.o1025... o1943....o2229 _.2465 105.0 -84.3L 63.8 11.744-101.9
 
3 . 9 0.0000 .2950 .1708 .2494 .2690 .2824 ' 63.6 "43.7 24.3 13.109 53.8 
4 10 . 0.0000 . .2865 . 24.5 -16.1 2.9.4146 2399 .2896 .2819 4.8 13.916 

11 -030980000--5357 ,_3-.. 2849_ 2705 -2597 -15.8 -30.8 -64.8 16.030..-46.1I 
',5 12 0..000 .6579 .3802 .2613 .2613 .2735 -64.4 -92.1 -008.8 16.987 -89.1 
5 '03 0.0000 .7812 .4513 .2743 .2886 .2958 -118.5 -142.6 -065.0 15.692 -136.7 
-5. 4 0.0000 ..... 9045 ..... 5223.... .2964 .... ,2915 .- 2.783.. _-164.8 __173.0. 149.0 15.717167.9_
 
5 is 0.0000 1.0278 .5934 .2787 .2660 .2644 149.2 022.6 94.4 17.378 118.9
 
6 16 0.0000 1.1569 .6679 .2646 .2764 .2920 94.6 64.8 38.1 16.876 71.6
 
-. 6 -17--.0.0000 .1.2918 -_,7459 - 29210.._.2976 _.2890__38.3 -13.7_-11.3 _15. 42.12.9­
6 18 0.0000 1.4267 .8239 .2890 .2721 .2618 -11.0 -38.4 -68.9 17.071 -45.1
 
6 19 0.0000 1.5616 .9020 .2616 .2671 .2831 -68.7 -99.8 -128.1 17.250 -94.5
 
-- 20 0.0000 . .106966 ... 9800 -- __,2828 ....... 2940 .. 2908.--128.0-153.3 .-177.7 -- 15.390_ 1511 
6 21 0.0000 1.8315 1.0580 .2907 .2740 .2567 -177.6 156.4 126.9 16.384 147.9 
6 22 0.0000 1.9664 1.1361 .2563 .2531 .2667 027.0 95.0 64.6 17.306 97.7 






X Y Z AMPLITUDE PHASE 
WIRE- INT-.- WAVE- WAVE -- WAV-.-. 
-.---- AMP-.-iAMP DEG-DEG EG "VOLTS-DEG-
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS 
-- 7- 24 -- 0.0000 .-_2.2364.... 1.2921- .2877- .2764- 2573-- 13.4-11.6_-39.7815.623 19.57 25 0.0000 2.3716 1.3700 .2570 .2470 
 .2566 -39.6 -71.4 -103.3 17.273 -71.5
7 26 0.0000 2.5067 1.4480 .2562 .2763 
 .2890 -103.3 -131.5 -156.1 15.957 -122.8
-7---27- 0.0000-- 2.6419---1.5259 -2890.'.2835-.2627 
-- 156.1-179.8--154.1114888-173.2 
7 28 0.0000 2.7771 1.6039 .2626 .2425 .2428 154.2 123.5 89.9 17.174 118.5
7 29 0.0000 2.9123 1.6818 .2419 .2631 .2852 89.9 59.3 33.8 
 15.977 70.6

-7-30 0.0000 -3.0474---.7597.- *2855 .. 2890--.2671. -33.6_11.1_-12.3_ 13.769__ 6.27 e31 0.0000 3.1826 ' 1.8377 .2738 .2326 .2107 -12.1 -41.1 -82.3 18.074 -57.7
 
. 0.0000 3.2502 1.8767
0 GAP 4 GAP 4 20.406 -79.4
--. O0 0_-3.2502 1.8767-GAP 
_5 .GAP -.5' -___ 2863_59 7. 8 32 0.0000 3.3178 1.9156 .2107 .1973 .1314 -82.3 :79.1 -79.4 5.085 -177.28 33 0.0000 3.4528 1.9936 .1300 
 .0315 .0852 -82.3 -105.0 113.2 13.600 -166.2
-8 -34 - 0.000 0- 3.5879_-2.,0715 - .0864-..1797-. ,2332 -113.5_-.107.0_104.4 
__9.470.170.9,8 .35 0.0000 3.7230 2.1495 .2342 .2338 .1785 104.4 102.3 99.4 3.732 29.9
8 36 0.0000 3.8581 2.2274 
 .1792 .0823 .0432 99.4 90.7 -49.5 13.859 15.3
8-37 0. 000 0- .9932.- 2.3054 -. 0430_.1507 
-. 2276. 49.,9.-'.70. 1 .73.6_ 12.049-_-I I­8 38 0.0000 4.1283 2.3833 : .2286 .2530 .2177 -73.8 -75.5 -76.6 0987 -120.0
 8 39 0.0000 ' 4.2634 2.4612 
 .2224 .1310 .0000 -76.9 -77.8 -76.9 14.179 -166.9 
-. 0 0-0-0___0.0-O00 _ O.0000_ GAP , 6. ..... -GAP - 6____ .. 17.542-- 8.99 40 0.0000 .0590 -.0342 .0975 .1569 .2057 -8.0 -52.8 -75.1 13.740 -13.3
 9 41 0.0000 .1770 
 -.1025 .1943 .2229 .2465 -75.0 -95.7 -116.2 11.744 -78.1 
-9--42 -- 0.0000-. .2950.--.708__..2494_ 
.2690 .--. 2824 .116.4-136.3-155.7_13.109-126.2
10 43 0.0000 .4146 -.2399 .2865 .2896 
 .2819 -155.5 -175.2 163.9 13.916 -177.1
 
10 44 0.0000 .5357 .
 -.3098 .2849 .2705 .2597 164.2 141.2 115.2 16.030 133.9

-11 .45- .0000 ...... 6579...-.3802 
-....2613 __-,2613 -.-. 2735__ 115.6 _87.9._ 61.2-- 16.987 90.911 46 0.0000 .781? -.4513 .2743 .2886 .2958 61.5 37.4 15.0 
 15.692 43.3
11 47 0.0000 .9045 -.5223 
 .2964 1 .2915 .2783 15.2 -7.0 -31.0 15.717 -12.1
-11 -48- 0.0000--1.0278 

-. 5934- .2787.2660- .. 2644-30.8-57.4_85.6 
_ 17378.__61.1.12 49 0.0000 1.1569 -.6679 . .2646 .2764 .2920 -85.4 -115.2 -141.9 16.876 -108.412 50 . 0.0000 ' 1.2918 -.7459 .2921 .2976 .2890 -141.7 -166.3 168.7 15.;42 -167.1

-12.-51. -- '-.0.0000. 1.4267 --. 8239,.2890-. 2 7 2 1 .- .. 2618-169.0_141.6__I11.1-17.071__134.9 12 52 0.0000 1.5616 -.9020 .2616 .2671 
 .2831 111.3 80.2 51.9 17.250 855
 12 53 0.0000 1.6966 -.9800 .2828 .2940 .2908 52.0 
 26.7 2.3 15.390 28.9

-2-54- 0.0000--l.8315 .58o-2907 .2740 .2567_ 2.b--23.6---53.-1- 16.384---32.1­12 .55 0.0000 1.9664 -1.1361 .2563 
 .2531 .2667 -53.0 -85.0 -115.4 17.306 -82.3
 
12 56 0.0000 2.1013 -1.2141 .2664 .2829 .2879 
-115.4 -142.2 -166.7 15.349 -136.4

-13-.57...0.00000- 2.2364----1.2921-- .2877- .2764--.2573_-166.6_068.4-140.3-15,623 
_ 160.5­13 58 0.0000 2.3716 -1.3700 .2S70 .2470 .2566 140.4 108.6 76.7 
 17.273 108.5
 
13 59 0.0000 2.5067 -1.4480 1 .2562 .2763 
 .2890 76.7 48.5 23.9 15.957

-13. 60---00000. 2.6419-1.5259-
.2890-.2835.___2627_ 23.9.___ . .2--25.9-14888__.6.8_ 
S7.2 
13 61 * 0.0000 2.7771 -1.6039 .2626 .2425 .2428 -25.8 -56.5 -90.11 17.174 -61.5
 
13 62 0.0000 2.9123 -1.6818 .2419 .2631 
 .2852 -90.1 -120.7 -146.2 15.977 -109.4
-13 - 63 ---0.0000 ..3.0474....-1.7597- .2855----.2890 -. 2671 ..- 146.4 168.9-167.7_13.769 _ 173.813 64 0.0000 3.1826 -1.8377 .2738 .2326 .2107 167.9 138.9 97.7 . 18.074 122.3
 
.0.0000 3.2502 -1.8767 
 GAP 7 GAP 7 20.406 100.6
O.O000--.3.2502 -- 1.8767. GAP. 8_ 

--GAP -8-- _____ 2.863._120.314 65 0.0000 3.3178 -1.9156 .2107 .1973 .1314 
 97.7 100.9 100.6 5.85 2.8
14 66 0.0000 3.4528 -1.9936 .1300 
 .0315 .0852 97.7 75.0 -66.8 13.600 13.8

-14 67 . 0.0000. - 3.5879 -- 2.0715 ....- 0864.-.1797 .2332__-66.5-73.0 -75.6 -9.470 9.11.
 
14 68 0.0000 3.7230 -2.1495 .2342 .2338 .178S -75.6 -77.7 -80.6 3.732 -150.1

.14 69 0.0000 3.8581 -2.2274 .1792 .0823 1.0432 
 -80.6 -89.3 130.5 13.859 -164.7
-14-70--.-.. 0,0000 ....3.9932---2.3054 .-.. -0430.- ,1507 ___-.2276 - 130.1 -. 109.9_ 106.4--_12 .049 168 .9_. 
* 06/18/70 	 PAGE 83 
Y .. " " AMPLITUDE PHASE 
.WIRE INT ___WAVE-.__WAVE-___ WAE-._______A .MP__AMP_____AP____DEG_ DEG- DEG VOLTS.DEG "
 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS
 
-14--71--'",0.0000_.4.1283___-2.3833 _ 2286 .2530 .2177 106.2 104.5 103.4 .987 60.0 
14 72 0.0000 4.2634 -2.4612 .2224 .1310 .0000 ' 103.1 102.2 103.1 14.179 13.1 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 9 GAP 9 13.028 -174.8 
-15--73__.0618 0.0000-.0288-.2031 .396--.-414--3.3---.1.0 29,0 A106 168.,8­
15 74 - .1853 0.0000 .0865 .1383 .1716 .2144 26.4 56.5 72.3 11.152 -157.7 
15 75 .3089 0.0000 .1442 .2174 .2374 .2203 72.1 80.2 84.6 3.442 -105.1 
_1676-__ 4341.0.0000 -. 2026 *.2233 .1641 .0699 83.9 86.2 85.5 10,815 -6.8 
16 77 .5608 0.0000 - .2619 ..0712-- .0429 -...1536 83.1 -79.1 -86.3 15.793 .4 
17 78 .6886 -*0.000 .3215 .1545 .2432 .2894 -85.5 86.8 -87.6 9.391. -.0 
.17__79 .8174i. 0.0000_..3816_ .2911-,2842.. .2239 -87.4_-88.4 -90.3 4.760 -167.8 
17- 80 .9461 0.0000 .4416 .2254 .1226 .0243 -90.3 -95.8 166.2 16.141 -174.4 
17 81 1.0749 0.0000 .5017 .0246 .1369 .2393 168.0 103.8 98.7 16.101 -177.0 
-18-82._1.2035 0.0000 .5621 _.2397 .2974 .2985 98.9 96.7__94.9 4.285 169.5 
18 83 1.3318 0.0000 .6227 .2994 .2427 .1388 95.0 92.9 88.3 11.293 10.8 
18 84 1.4601 0.0000 .6834 .1396 .0216 .1319 88.4 20.5 -75.2 18.693 6.4 
.18__85 _1.5884_0.0000 .7441___.1319. .2431_.3094-75.4 -80.2 •-82.1-12.45 -- 3.0 
18 86 1.7168 0.0000 .8047 .3107 .3173 .2614 -82.2 -83.2 -84.0 3.487 -162.2 
18 87 1.8451 0.0000 .8654 .2671 .1540 .0000 -84.2 -84.9 89.5 18.581 -174.2 
- . 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP .10. . .-- 10 _ 13.028 _____ _GAP 5.2_ 
19 88 -. 0618 0.0000 -. 0288 .2031 . .1496 -. 1414 - 142.7 170.0--151.0 f4.166 11.2 
19 89 -. 1853- 0.0000 "-.0865 .1383 .1716 '.2144 ,-153.6 -123.5.-107.7 11.152 22.3 
'
 
1.. _ -. 1442 _ .. 2374 .2203 _ .99.8 3.442 74.9 
20 91 -.4341 - 0.0000 --.2026 .2233-- .1641 - .0699 -96.1 -93.8 --94.5 10.815 173.2 
20 *92 -.5608 0.0000 -. 2619 .0712 .0429 .1536 -96.9 100.9 93.7 15.793 -179.6 
.AO.21_93 ,..-.6886 0.0000....-.3215__. 	 .2894 94.5--,93..2-- 92.4. 

19 90-.3-.3089 0.0000 .2174 	 -107.9 -95.4 

... _.1545__--.2432.... _- .9.391_180.0 
21 94 -.8174 0.0000 -.3816 .2911 .2842 .2239 92.6 91.6 89.7 4.760 12.2 
21 95 -.9461 0.0000 -.4416 .2254 .1226 .0243 89.7 84.2 -13.8 16.141 5.6 
--- 21__.96-.-I.0749--__0.0000-----.5017 ..... 0246-.1369---.2393 ___112.0-__-76.2.__-81.3 16.]01.... 3.0__ 
22 97 -1.2035 0.0000 -.5621 .2397 .2974 .2985 -81.1 -83.3 -85.1 4.285 -10.5
 
22 98 -1.3318 0.0000 -.6227 .2994 .2427 *1388 -85.0 -87.1 -91.7 11.293 -169.2
 
.. 299...4601 ....0.0000 _-.6834 ___.396 .'0216 . .... - _104.8 _18.693__.-173.6.
1319 -91.6_-_159.5 
22 100 -1.5884 0.0000 -.7441 .1319 .2431 .3094 104.6 99.8 97.9 12.455 -177.0 
22 101 -1.7168 0.0000 -.8047 .3107 .3173 .2614 97.8 96.8 96.0 3.487 17.8 
....-22!102 -- 1.845- 0.0000-----.8654- .267J- .1540--.0000 95.8 95.1---90.5.1 .8.58---5.8­
_IMPEDANCE.-DATA­
- INPUT--...LOAD -LOAD GAP 

NO RESIST. -REACT. CONDUCT. SUSCEPT. RESIST. REACT. RESIST. REACT.
 
OHMS OHMS MHOS MHOS OHMS OHMS OHMS OHMS VOLT DEGREES
 
1 610.681 756.893 .000646 -.00000 0.000 0.000 610.681 756.893 1000.000 0.0
 
2 610.681 756.893 .000646 -.000800 0.000 0.000 610.681 756.893 1000.000 -180.0
 
.__GAP__'___ INPUT-NPT -NPUT -IN PUT 	 ..... GAP GAPVOLAGE_ 
-.----	3-- - .- ---.... N I IT ---INFINITE ... - 69,755._ 45.932 -. .. 8.141-..241,4_ 
6 INFINITE INFINITE -69.755 45.932 8.141 138.6 
9 	 INFINITE INFINITE .000 -.000 .000 -115.3
 
- 10 	 _.INFINITE . INFINITE .. -.000 . .000. ..... 000 .-115.3 ­
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OHMS OHMS MHOS MHOS OHMS OHMS OHMS OHMS VOLT DEGREES
 
_______ ..... _ ---- INFINITE -- INFINITE_-600.000. ....... .126.437_._82.3
000__ 

7 INFINITE INFINITE -600.000 -. 000 126.437 97.7
 
INPUT POWER : 1291.328 WATTS 
RADIATED POWER : 1182.102 WATTS 
.--- __ - - .000 WATTS--.WIRE LOSS = 
NETWORK LOSS = 109.226 WATTS 





GAP EMF . EMF OHM MICRO PICO
 
---... VOLT_._. DEGREES .......... HENRY-..__ARAD........--­
1 1000.0000 -0.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY SERIES 
..... 2 1O00.0000....=0.00___0.0000 .:0.0000.__INFINITY ...... SERIES. 
NETWORKS UNCHANGED
 
___COORDINATES.___ ...... CURREN.TO.ISTRIS .ION-- _".. NORMAL ELECTRIC.-
FIELD * RADIUS 
WIRE INT WAVE- WAVE- WAVE- AMP AMP AMP DEQ DEG DEG VOLTS DEG
 
NO _-NO.- _-... . . .. . . ... LENGTHS LENGTHS_--_LENGTHS -. ..- - . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 . GAP I GAP 1 149.90 9.01...1 .' .. 0.0000 .. 0.0000.. 6 8_. 1.3117...2.0487 ... .- 36.9 ..-- .. -..6.0... ... 2.4562 5, r61,0... .90.757. 

I' 2>"i 0,00l0 0,0000- .2046 2,4237 2.3760 1:9086 -59,7 -62:3 -64.0 39.009 -134.1
'" 3.."'--"0,0000 ' 0.0000 .3411 1.9425 1.0999 .0000 -63.8 -64.9 -63.4 140.220 -153.8 
........ .. . 00 0. 0.0000 _ .O,0000- _. GAP - 2 -... _ ._.. .GAP -.2 - ._ _ _ _149.950 ....9.0­
.2 4 0.0000 0.0000 -.0682 1.3117 2.0487; 2.4562 -36.9 -55.1 -61.0 98.757 6.0
 
2 5 0.0000 0.0000 -.2046 2.4237 2.3768 1.9086 -59.7 -62.3 -64.0 39.009 -134.1
 
.2 - 6 .. 0.0000 0.0000 -.3411 ..I19425. .1.0999 - .0000 .- -63.8 --64.9. -63.4.- 140.220.-153.8­
• 0.0000 0.0000 0,0000 GAP 3 GAP 3 63.315 165.7
 
3 7 0.0000 .0590 . .0342 .6661 .8413 .9073 139.4 112.0 89.6 50.387 .132.A
 




.WIRE_TNT. -.......WAVE-_ _. WAVE- .._. -WAVE-: ___ _AH - - --AMP. A ___--DEr_ DEG.__ .DEG-- V O t.S -_DEG-_
--------A 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS . LENGTHS '
 
3--9, 0.0000" '. 2950. --. 1708 - __.9170 .. 9622 - 1.0027_.. .37, _-_13,7 _--8,_5- -_54,762--_20.6_ 
4.10 : 0.0000 .4146 .2399 1.0050 1.0161 .9862 -8.4 -29.9 -51.6 51.729 -31.4 
4 11 0.0000 .5357 .3098 .9868 .9275 .8731 -51.5 -75.0 -101.5 55.923. -83,9­
.__12. .'0.0000 .___6S79_ -_,'3802. .8721 __ _8557 . .,8862 -- 101.3.-130.2_--158,1 5__8,055_r128 9_ 
5 13 0.0000 .7812 .4513 .884S .9297 .952S -158.0 176.8 153.9 52.109 -177.3 
5 14 0.0000 .9045 .5223 .9509 .9316 .8805 154.0 131.4 107.1 50.749 125.5 
5- 15 0.0000 1.0278 -_,8934--879] ,--8296,-_8200___i07,2-79.9- 0,6__ 55.976_- 75.2_ 
6 16 0.0000 1.1569 .6679 .8185 .8604 .9157 ,50.7 20.0 -7.6 53.630 27.7
 
6 17 0.0000 1.2918 .7459 .9144 .9337 ,.,9o00 -7.0 -31.5 -56.3 48.256 -32.6 
.6-18-_1 0.0000 . 1,4267 -. 8239 _,8989 .,8355___17956_'_-56.2 _83.9.=11S.3_53,590_..91.9_ 
6' 19 0.0000. 1.5616' .9020 .7943 .8145-:8728 -115.3 -147.4 -176.2 54.070 -141.1 
*..20 0.0000 1.6966' .9800 .8718 .9131 .9029 -176.2 158.5 134.3 47.449 161.2 
6_21. 0.0000 .8315 .,0580 _,9022 ......8465 .. 7908__134.3 5,0 _18Z-7,99.2 
& 2? 0.0000 1.9664 1.1361 .7897 .7866 .8399 78.1 45.5 15.1 54.401 49.5 
6 23 0.0000 2.1013 1.2141 .8389 .8972 .9104 15.1 -11.2 -35.0 47.421 -S.0 
7-_.24 ... -0.0000 2.2364 ,.,2921. .,9099_ -_ 8651 . 7939 _-5, -S9.6_-87.9....48.808 __r69,3. 
7 25 0.0000 2.3716 1.3700 .7929 .7564 .7907 -87.9 -120.5 -153.1 S4.373 -120.6 
7 26 0.0000 2.5067 1.4480 .7894 .8590 .8999 -153.1 178.7 154.3 48.062 -171.9 
.7 27 .0000 2.6419 1.5259 _ . 900 0 _._..8779 ....8058 ...154.3k 130.7 .104.3 .___ 46.240 122.5. 
7 28 0.0000 2.7771 1.6039 .8057 .7423 .7537 104.4 72.7 38.3 54.222 68.4 
7 29 0.0000 2.9123 1.6818 .7514 .8319 .9081 38.3 7.8 -16.9 49.816 20.9 
7_ 30 0.0000 3.01%74. ..1.7S97.........9096_..... . 8437 -_-r17.2.-39.1 .- 62.2._ 42.964 .- 44.9­9191 
7.31, 0.0000 3.1926 1.8377 .8650 .7296 .6630 -62.0 -91.2 -133.0 57.487 -108.0 
-.- .0000 3.2502 1.8767 GAP 4 GAP 4 64.612 -129.2 
.... '0.0000 3.2502 1.8767 -.GAP S.-...... ..- GAP 5 ... .... .- . _. . 078- 4.1­
8 '32 0.0000 3.3178 1.9156 .6630 .6266 .4262 -133.0 -130.0 -130.8 15.155 133.1 
8 33 0.0000 3.4528 1.9936 .4221 .1185 .2483 -133.6--154.5 64.9 42.225 143.2 
-8 -_34- 0.0000 3.5879 ---...... -........ ... ... 65.2 _138.1.,0715 2519 5445 7160 _57.0..54,1----.30.043 
8 35 0.0000 3.7230 2.1495 .7188 .7237 .5581 54.0 51.8 48.9 10.851 -19.1 
8 36 .0.0000 3.8581 2.2274 .5598 .2630 .1218 48.9 41.1 -100.1 42.531 -35.7 
_8__37 .0000 3.9932 2.3054 .... 1215 -,4554 .. 6955.-100.,-121.7 -125.1 _ 37.416 _-40.0
 
8 38 0.0000 4.1283 2.3833 .6988 .7770 .6704 -125.4 -127.1 -128.2 2.813 -166.8
 
8 39 0.0000 4.2634 2.4612 .6849 .4040 .0000 -128.5 -129.5 -128.6 43.658 141.5
 
. . . 0000 .0.0000 0.0000 GAP 6-. ' . - . _ZGAP 6 . . . .63.315-.165.,..
9 40 1.0.0000 ..0590 -.0342 .6661 .8413 '.9073 139.4 112.0 89.6 50.387 132.8 
,:9.,41. 0.0000 .1770 -.1025 .8693 .8878 .9154 87.8 63.2 38.1 54.253 66.2 
-9..42 i,0,0000 ... 2950. -.1708 -.9170 ...... _1.0027 - 37.7.-.13.7 -8.5 ..... 20.69622 .... _54.762. 

10 43 0.0000 .4146 -.2399 1.0050 1.0161 .9862 -8.4 -29.9 -51.6 51.729 -31.4
 
10 44 0.0000 S5357 -.3098 .9868 .9275 .8731 -51.5 -75.0 -101.5 S5.923 -83.9
 
11- 45. 0.0000 .6579. _-3802 -8721 ......8557 --.. 8862 -- 101.3 -130.2-158.1...58.055 -128.9_ 
11 46 0.0000 .7812 -.4513 .8845 .9297 .9525 -158.0 176.8 153.9 52.109 -177.3 
11 47 0.0000 .9045 -.5223 .9509 .9316 .8805 154.0 131.4 107.1 50.749 125.5 
11 48 .0.0000 _1.,0278 .- 5934 ,.8791 -,-8296 .8200 107., 79.9 ,50.6 _55.976 75.2 
12 49 0.U 00 1.1569 -.6679 .8185 .8604 o9157 .. 50.7 20.G -7.0 53.630 27.7 
12 50 0.0000 1.2918 ,-,.7459 -.9144 .9337 :9000 '-7.0 -Jl.5 -56.3 48.256 -32.6 
12 .51 0.0000 1.4267 .- 8239 .8989 ... .8355 ._7956 -56.2-8,-1, .. 5,9 -91.9 
12:'52 0.0000 1.5616 :-.4020 .7943 .8145 .8728 -115.3 -147.4 -176.2 54.070 -141.1
 
12;153 0.0000 1.6966 -.9800 .8718 .9131 .9029 -176.2 158.5 134.3 47.449 161.2
 
12 54 0.0000 -1.8315 -1.0580 .9022 .8465 .7908 134.3 108.2 78.1 51.301 99.2
 
12 55 0.0000 1.9664 -1.1361 .7897 .7866 .8399 78.1 45,5 !5.1 54.401 49.S 
12 56 0.0000 2.1013 -1.2141 .8389 .8972 .9104 15.1 -11.2 -35.0 47.4,21 -S.0 
13 57 0.0000 2.2364 -1.2921 .909() .8651 .7939 -39.0 -59.6 -87.9 48.A08. -69.3 
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X, " " - . AMPLITUDE , PHASE 
-WIRE -INT- WAVE-- WAVE- WAVE- AMP 'AMP-- - AMP DEG- DEG DEG VOLTS'DEG 
NO NO. LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS . ." 
-13--.58.--0000- 2.3716- --L.3700--7929---7564--7907 -- 87.9-- 120--13.1- 54.373. 120.6. 
13 59 0.0000 2.5067 -1.4480 -' .7894 .. .8590 .8999 -153.1 178.7 154.3 48.062 -171.9
 




-13--.1 8 0.0000-2.7771.- 1.6039--.8057--.7423-.7537-104.A___J2.7 -38.3- 54.222---68.4. 
13 62 0.0000 2.9123 -1.6818 .7514 .8319 .9081 38.3 7.8 -16.9 49.016 20.9 
13 63 0.0000 3.0474 -1.7597 .9096 .9191 .8437 -17.2 -39.1 -62.2 42.964 -44.9 
-- 13-64-0.0000- 31826--1.8377- .860--.7296--.6630--. 620 -991 2-133. 7.487-=08.0. 
. - 0.0000 3.2502 -1.8767 GAP 7 GAP 7 64.612 -129.2 
- 0.0000 3.2502 -1.8767 GAP 8 GAP 8 9.078 4.1 
-- 14.-6 --- 0.0000- 3.3178-----1.9156 -. 6630- .6266.-.4262-133.0130.0-130.8---.155 -133.1. 
:14 66 0.0000 3.4528 -1.9936 .4221 .1185 .2483 -133.6 -154.5 -64.9 42.225 143.2 
14 67 	 0.0000 3.5879 -2.0715 .2519 .5445 .7160 '65.2 57.0 54.1 30.043 138.1 
.14---68--i -0.0000- 3.7230--2.1495... 7188-__..7237 .5581..... 54.0.- 51.8-_48.9_10.851-19.
 
14' 69 0.0000 . 3.8581 -2.2274 - .5598 '.2630 .1218 '48.9 41.1 -100.1 42.531 -35.7
 
14 70 *. ,0.000 .3.9932 -2.3054 .1215 .4554 .6955 -100.7 -121.7 -125.1 37.416 -40.0
14-71;:40.0000 i4.1283--2.3833-- .6988-.7770-.6704--125.4--127.i---28.2-	 2°8313--166°8 
1415 72 	 0.0000 4,2634 -2.4612 .6849 .4040 .000 -128.5 -129.5 -128.6 - 43.658 141.5
 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP- 9 .. , GAP,.9 ', ; -. 12.275 174.3

--- 15-73...0618-0.0000.---,.0288-_.0881--..0279-.°1908-. 	 115.3--_-19.2-L:6.1 17.932-1I13.8. 
I 74 .1853 0.0000 '.0865 .2306 .4229 .5687 '.1.0 -. 5 -1.0 24.432 87.5

.,15 75'. .3089 0.0000 1.1442 .5783 .6422 .6038 -1.2' -3.2 .-S.8 .3.887 24.8 
-16-.76-- ... 4341_0D.0000.-- .2026-'--6087.- .4672-.....2508... 5.9__.I0.6__-23°.-- 26.637.- 84.1. 
.16 77 .5608 0.0000 1.2619 .2537 .1120 .3192 -23.7 -110.7 -162.9 37.890 t90.9
 
17 78 '.6886 0.0000 1.3215 .3185 ...... 5208 -. 6307 -162.6 -172.2 4-76.7 22.988 -100.2

-17--79---.8174-.-0.0000--.1.3816-- __'.46309_- _. 6228 .-. 4977-r,176.6--179.9--175.7.-10.653-.119.4 
17 80 . .9461 ,0.0000 ..4414 .4984 2027. .0018 .175.8 -166.7 90.2 34.668 198.2
 
-17 8f::. 1.0749 20.0000 • '1.5017 .0810 .2857 .4995 '9*0.7 -16.8 .8.1 34-445 8.8
 
--18 -82L"-----2035-- 0,0000 ",.5621-- .4,994.-..6205--_.6228--__ ,8.,X-.,,4,---/.1,4-- i9,703.--166.8, 
18 83 1.3318 0.0000 ;'.6227 .6234 .6057 ,2910 31.4 . .8.8 ?a,7,14 -79.9
 
18 84' 1.4601 0.0000 ;,,68. ,2915 p0638 .2757 16,5 -7,7,Q=165t1 4p,636 -7,1
 
6
18 86' 1.7168 0.0000 - .8047, 6359 9 1 .504' 175d1 -176.6 -177,7 7,524 .08.0
 
18 87' 1.8451 0.0000 .8654 .5408 .3105 0000 -177.9 -178.8 -1-6.2 17,616 192.
 
- __________ Q O.81 8 -- GAP -. . ____ _ AP10,2 74,.
0.00000. 10 

,19 . 88 -10618 0.0008 .,.0488 , .8ql .0.279 ,98 -416,7 'T91 i'61 1.7 I1.P,A
 
* 	 19 89 -.1853 0.9090Q ,086, 5.2306. .42?9 - 15 7 101l0 . w,? .9 g4,437 S7,5 
.Z19_90 	 - 3089...0,0000 ' ,14I42..1..573-....642? .,08i..2..-,...'307..60
 




[ :21--9 ' -"'6 q. ---- .3192
20 9?V" .560886-321 0.0000 -.2619 .2537318$_,5.172Q08 63Q7--j6--27,76,~=M-110,72-=L76,7-29=42,9 77,09q =-90.9 
21 94 p.8174 0.0000 -.3816 .6309 ,622$ ;4977 -17.6,6 179,9 1-7.57 IP,653 -119,0 
21 95 -.9461 O.O00q -.°416 .49$4 ,28s2 .00ol 1-75.8 166,7 190,? a ,668 I95, 
_-21 -96 .....-,080-,2857......495 0.7--­
* 	 22 97 -1.2035 Q.0000 -.5621 ,4994- 6205 62Z8 -.8,1 :,4.2 .1,4 .9.703 66.0 
22 98 -1.3318 0.0000 -,227 ,6234' 5057 ,2910 .1,4 .4,9. -8s 23,71A =79,9
-22-- 99-1. 60 L- 0 00- ,6834-2915_ --- 0638_-275Z---.8. 5----8, -165, - aq.636 __"8, 
22 100 -1.5884 O.OQ -,7441 T275L .5005 .6335 =1§5.0 -172.2 =17S. 25,39 -'497.l
 
22 101 -1,7168 0.0000 -.8047 .635a .6461 ,5"04 -175,1- -176.6 -17.7,7. 47,520 108.0







.GAP' - INPUT--= .INPUT_._'_ INPUT ... INPUT . .. LOAD____ LOA " GAP GAP _G.AP..TAG5
..O RESIST. .REACT. CONDUCT. SUSCEPT. RESIST. REACT. RESIST. REACT.
 
' .' OHMS OHMS MHOS MHOS OHMS OHMS OHMS OHMS 
 VOLT DEGREES
 
I '.609.828 457.488 .001049 -.000787 0.000 0.000 609.828 457.488 i 000.000 0.02 609.82 457.488 .001049 -.000787 0.000 0.000 . 609.828 457.488 1000.000 0.0 
".INFINITEINFINITE 69755 45.932 5.634 -74.0 









-.000 3239.795 285.301 -25.3 
"4INFINITE INFINITE 
-600.000 -'000 397.814 -133.0
7 
 INFINITE INFINITE 
-600.000 
 -.000 397.814 -133.0
 
.INPUT POWER 
 = 2098.565 WATTS 
_RADIATED'POWER 9..19.719WATTS __
'WIRE LOSS = .000 WATTS 
-NETWORK LOSS 1178.846 WATTS 
.RADIATION EFFICIENCY.=- 43.83 PER CENT_­
.. ..... . .. .-
 -.----. WIRE COORDINATES IN FEET ..--
AND WIRE RADII IN INCHES
 
WIRE NQ X1 .
 YI Z RAD5 X2 Y2 
 Z2 RAD2 INTERVALS
 
I' GAP I -0.0000 . -0.0000 
-0.0008 .200000 
-0.0000 
 -0.0000 61.5000 .250000 
 4
2 '.GAP- 2 - -0.0000 -0.0800 





-:o-00000._ -0.0000__ .2S0000 
 . 0.0000._53,2000 .30.8000 
_250000 4
4 -0.0000 .53.2000 30.8000 ,.250000 " -0.0000 89.6000 51.8000 
 .250000 3
5 
- -0.0000 89.6000 51.8000 .250000
' 
-0.0000 163.7000 94.5000 .250000 5
.000000




7. " t -0.0000 325.9000 188.3000 .250000 
 GAP 4 -0.0000 488.4000 282.0800 .200000





9 GAP: 6 __-0.0000.. 




..- 0.0000... 200.-30.8000 
.208000
10 . . 0.0000 03.2000 -30.8000 .250000 4
-0.0000 89.6000 -51.8000 .250000 3
11 -0.0000 89.6000 -01.8000 .250000 A." -0.000 163.7000 -94.5000 250000 5
12........0_16.. 70-45  _25000 ... ...... 

13.00~6370.9.o0 200 -0.0000 -320.9000 - 188.3000__.2580000__ __11­
-0.0000 320.9000 -18.3000 .250000 
-. GAP ,7 -0.0000 
 408.4000 -282.0000 '.250000 
 1114 
-0.0000 6508000 
-375.7000 .250000 1 
GAP 8 -0.0000 488.4000 -282.0000 .250600 

15 ..GA 9_.--0.0000 -0.0000 . -0.0000

" .290000 ... . 55.7000. -0.0000 ...26.0000 
-.2906000. 416 . -.55.7000 '-0.0000 26.0000 .290000 93.8000 -0.0000 43.8000 .290000 
 3
17 " 93.8000 -0.0000 43.8000 
 .290000 171.2000 -0.0000 79.9000 .290000 5IS.o -_-171.2000--0.000079.90019 GAP 10 -0.0000 -0.0000 _.290000 _ _286.9000 _ -0.0000_134.6000_.290000_ 8­-0.0000 .290000 
-55.7000 
-0.0000 -26.0000 .290000 4








-43.8000. - .290000 
-171.2000 -0.0000 . -79.9000 
 .290000 5
22 -171.2000 -0.0000 
-79.9000 .290000 










- ANTENNA.MODE-SOLUIONS-WERE-READ..FROM_8INARY CARDS DECK-NO.--392 






GAP EMF" EMF OHM MICRO PICO
 
VOLTDEGREES._ 
__ HENRY J ARAD_ 
I 1000.0000 -0.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY SERIES
 
-2-1000.0000.-180.00.-0.0000_.- 0.000INEINITY- .SERIES_ 
-.NONRADIATING-NETWORKSCONNECTING-EHE-GAPS_
 
-.NO- .- NETT.YPE-GAP-CONNECT.IONS RARAMI_---PARAR2--P.ARAM3 
- ARA4. 
I IMP 3- 0 100.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 
-2- .-IMP-- -6-_0......--. 0 00,0000___00000. -0.0000 -0.,0000 
3 IMP 3- 0 -0.0000 -0.0000 160.0000 0.0000
 
'4 IMP 6- 0 -0.0000 -0.0000 160.0000 -0.0000
 
-5 -IMP-- _4 _ _0 600.000.0 0.000 0Ob000_0____-0O000.
 
6 IMP 7- 0 600.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000
 
7' IMP 9- 0 -0.0000 -0.0000 15.0000 -0.0000
 
8- .IMP.- _9-10 . _.. -00000 -0.0000_... 0.0000 _ .- 0,0000_ 0 






-x y Z AMPLITUDE PHASE
 
WIRE TNT WAVE-_ WAVE .' WAVE-. AP AHP DEG_ DEG "EG VOLJS •OEG 
W0 NO tENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS' 
.2'" 0.0000 . 0.0000 ... -. 0000 . GAP 1 GAP 1 .- ...... 198.948 
-1.41 1 0.0000 0.0000 .0717 1.8193 .5431 1,1536 72.5 25.6 -69.5 194.274_ -2.91 2 0.0000 0.0000 .2151 1.0483 1.9725 2.5300 
-66.9 -81.1 -85.7 108.485 -8.1
I 3 ..... 0.0000 00000 3585-.. ...... 2.5192 2.5734 __2.1169_85.6 
-_-88.G0_-89.5 29.794 156.0
-
1 4 0.0000 0.0000 .5019 2.1562 1.2378 .0000 -89.5 -90.6 -92.6 148.556 -179.50 0000 0 0000 GAP 2 GAP 2 198.948 178.6
2_.s 0.0000 
___0.0000 
-.0717 1.8193 .5431 .. 1.1536 -107.5 -154.4 110.5 194.274"177.12 6 0.0000 0.0000 

-.2151 1.0483 1.9725 2.5300 , 113.1.. 98.9 94.3 108.485 171.92 7 0.0000 0.0000 -.3585 
 2.5192 .2.5734 2.1169 94.4 92.0 90.5 
 29.794 24.0

.2.__8 _0. 00000. 0.0800. .-5019 2.1562_.__1,2378 ,.000-- 90,5 89,4 87.4 148.556 
 ,.5
A' 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 3 
 GAP 3 21.573 179.6
 
3 9' 0.0000 .0620 
 .0359 .1835 .0480 .0486 -105.0 -131.9 79.5 15.989 166.0

.10 .0.0000 .1861 

.....
.1077 0264- 0878.,-- .1380.... 66.4. 40.1-23.5-_ 8.269 104.9
3 11 0.0000 .3101 .1795 .1399 .1778 .2016 22.0 
 6.4 -9.8 7.632 38.5
3 12 0.0000 .4342 .2514 .2060 .2156 .2141 -10.0 
 -27.5 -47.7 9.370 -25.6
4- 13 .0.0000 . 5528 .... ,3199 .___2177 .2128 ----. 2119__-47,5_-68.5__-91,9...12212 
-71.64 14 0.0000 .6659 .3852 .2141 .2204 .2327 -91.5 -115.2 -137.7 13.239 -109.04 15 0.0000 .7791 .4505 .2342 .2456 .2511 -137.2 -157.8 !177.2 12.529 -151.8
5- 16 .0.0000 , .9048 - .5230 .2525.......
2465 __.2320 
_-176.8 159.4 133.1 _ 12.974 153.05 17 0.0000 1.0430 
 .6026 .2332 .2204' .2216 133.7 .103.9 72.4 14.478 100.6
5 18 0.0000 1.1813 .6823 .2219, .2336 .2445 
 72.9 43.7 17.5 13.c94 90.9
5.19" 0.0000. 1.3195 .7619 . 2445 ......2435 .....
2310.___ 17.9_ -6.8_-33.0
___,12.774._-11.05 20 0.0000 1.4577 .8416 .2310 .2160 .2125 -32.7 
-62,? -94.5 14.257 -67.5
6 21 0.0000 1.5956 .9212 .2124 
 .2227 .2365 -94.2 -125.1 -152.4 13.739 -117.8
6 22 0.0000 1.7331 1.0007...... .2364 .2406 .. 2316. -152.2-177.2 157.4 *_- 12.486-178.7
6 23 0.0000 1.8706 1.0802 .2316 .2159 .2080 157.6 129.1 
 97.1 13.930 122.1
6 24 0.0000 2.0082 1.1598 .2080 
 .2155 .2314 65.1
97.2 36.6 13.960 72.1
6, .25 .0.0000 2.1457 .1.2393 .... .2313 ­ .....2408 .2365. 36.7 _ 11.4 --13.4.... 12.412 13.0
6 26 0.0000 2.2832 1.3188 .2365 .2216 
 .2092 -13.2 -40.3 -71.1 13.608 -48.5
6 27 0.0000 2.4208 1.3984 .2091 .2110 
 .22S2 v-71.0 -103.6 -133.4 14.131 -98.7
6 28. 0.0000 2.5583 
 1.4779 - ....2251 - :..2373 .2367 -133.3-159.5175.9 12.413 -155.76 29 0.0000 2.6958' 1.5574 .2367 .2229 .2071 176.0 149.9 119.8 
 13.202 140.8
6 30 0.0000 2.8333 1.6370 .2070 .2039 .2170 120.0 
 86.8 55.4 14.205 89.8
6 .31 0.0000 .2.9709 .1.7165-.. 2168 .2329 ... 2381--- 55.4 28.3.. 3,8......12.475__ 35.17 32 0.0000 3.1085 1.7960 .2380 .2279 
 .2105 3.9 -21.2 -49.7 
 12.752 -29.9
7 33 0.0000 3.2463 1.8754 .2103 .2013 .2103 -49.6 
-82.3 -114.9 14.206 -82.3
7..34 
 0.0000 3.3841 .1.9549 ....... 2100-..2273 ..... 2366 -14.9 -143.3.-168.1 -- 12.607.-134.7.7 35 8.0000 3.5219 2.0343 .2366 .2296 .2108 -168.1 167.7 140.4 12.267 159.4
7 36 0.0000 3.6597 2.1138 .2107 .1958 .2002 
 14P.5 108.2 74.0 14.119 105.0
7 37 0.0000 3.7974 .2.1932.......1999 .2190..... 2344......74.0 43.8. 
 185..... 12.799- 54.8
7 38 0.0000 3.9352 2.2727 .2345 
 .2332 .2153 18.5 -5.0 
 -30.7 11.774. -11.5
7- 39 0.,000 4.0730 2.3521 .2154, 
 .1052 .1937 -30.6 -61.8 -97.1 14.090 -68.5
7. .40 0.0000 4.2108 2.4316.,....1931 
_ .2138 .... .2368 -97.1 .129.2 -199.0 ._ 13.239 -115.6
7 41 0.0000 4.3486 2.5110 .2373 .2427 .2231 -159.2 -177.3 
 160.0 11.022 178.1
7, 42 0.0000 4.4864: 2.5905 .2294 .1902 .1689 160.2 131.1 
 87.5 15.092 112.2
 0.0000 4.5553 2.6302 
 .............. GAP. 4.. 
 .. GAP 4._ 17.194 91.0
0.0000 4.5553 2.6302 GAP 5 GAP 5--
 2.611 -130.7
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X 	 Y AMPLITUDE . PHASE 
-WIRE- INT ..... WAVE-.-..--. WAVE--- WAVE-- AMP -- AMP -- AMP--DEG--.. EG---.DEG- VOLTS-DEG -
NO. NO. LENGTHS LENGTHS . LENGTHS , 
8.43..... 	0.0000 .4.6241--- 2.6699-......1689 ...... 1593 -. 1058 .... 87.5-.91,3....91-- ....... 3.989...=8.6
 
-8 44 0.0000 4.7618 2.7494 .1045 .0244 .0714 87.8 62.1 -76.2 10.916 4.3
 
8 45 " 0.0000 4.8995 2.8288 .0724 .1471 .1876 -75.7 -82.4 -85.2 7.318 -1.1
 
8, 46 .'-"-.0.0000- 5.0372- ... 2,9083..... 884....--.1837.... 1342--.85,2 _-87.6 _-91.2_ 3....3.553-160.9
 
47 0.0000 -5.1749 "2.9877 . 1346" .0534 .0492 -91.3 -104.3 114.4 11.?86 -174.5 
4 'O.0008 5.3126 3.0672 .0493 .1333 .1875 114.4 99.8 96.0 8.869 179.7
 
8 49:,:-.00000 .5.4503._._ 3.1466.. 1880.....-.1972 .... 1585 -_96.0_....93.5__90.5S__.....122 -. 32.7.
 
8"50 0.0000 5.5880 3.2260 .1590 .0818 .0251 90.6 83.5 -43.9 11.119 6.4
 
8 51 0.0000 5.7257 3.3055 .0248 .1151 .1835 -44.5 -78.7 -82.8 10.321 1.8 
- 8 5.8634--3.3849--.1843_ -.2087- .1819_- 83.1 -084.9 86.2_ .638 --.-98.2.---52-.-0.0000 .... 
8 53' 	 0.0000 6.0011 3.4644 .1861 .1104 .0000 -86.4 -87.5 -88.2 11.659 -176.4
 
0.0000 , 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 6 GAP 6 21.573 -.4
 
84. -0.0000 ...... 0620---...-.0359..._....1835..... .0480 .._-.0486.... 75.0 _. 48.1.-100.5-....15.989 .-14.0 
.- 9 55 0.0000 .1861 -.1077 .0264 .0878 .1380 -113.6 -139.9 -156.5 8.?69 -75.1 
9 56 0.0000 .3101 -.1795 .1399 .1778 -2016 -158.0 -173.6 170.2 7.632 -141.5 
.----9.-.........O000....... 4342-.,.2514--;:..2060' .2156- -.170.01..152.5 _.132.3 9370.- 154.4./-2141 ....
 
10 59 0.0000., .5528 -.3199 .2177 - .2128 .2119 132.5 111.5 88.1 12.P12 108.4
 
59 .6659 .2327 . 71.0
l  0.0000 -.3852 .2141 .2204 88.5 64.8 42.3 13.?39 
.. MZ 60 - 0.0000. .7791._ -4505 ......2342 .....2456 .... 2511___ .42.8 _-22.2 - 2.8 -. 12.529.-.28.2 
11 61 0.0000 .9048 -.5230 .2525 .2465 .2320 3.2 -20.6 -46.9 12.A74 -27.0
 
11 62 0.0000 1.0430 -.6026 .2332 .2204 .2216 -46.3 -76.1 -107.6 14.478 -79.4
 
11.- 63 . 0.0000 . 1.1813 ....-6823 .2219-.....2336 - .2445 .- 107.1 -136.3 -162,5 ..... 13.594-129.5
 
11. 64 0.0000 1.3195 -.7619 .2445 .2435 .2310 -162.1 173.2, 147.0 12.774 169.0
 
11 65 0.0000 1.4577 -.8416 .2310 .2160 .2125 147.3 117.8 85.5 14.257 112.5
 
_12. 	 66.. 0.0000 1.59S6 .- ,9212- .2124 ._-2227 - .2365.._- 85.0 54.9 _. 27.6.... 13.739__ 62.2
 
12 67 0.0000 1.7331 -1.0007 . .2316 2.8 12.486
.2364 2406 27.8" -22.6 1.3
 
12 68 0.0000 1.8706 -1.0802' .2316 .2189 .2080 -22.4 -50.9 -82.9 13.938 -57.9
 
12. .69 .. 0.0000...72.0082-1.1598 t.--.2080.....2155....2314-.-82.8-114.9_.143.4. 
-- 13.960--107.9
" 
12; 7C( 0.0000 !2.1457 -1.2393 .2313 .2408 .2365 -143.3 -168.6 166.6 12.412 -167.0 
121:: 711 0.0000 "2.2832 -1.3188 .2365 .2216 .2092 166.8 139.7 108.9 13.608 131.5 
'.12:72. 0.0000 . 2.4208 ..-1,3984...... 2091.......2110..... 2252.--1090, .764_-46 6-....14.131__ 81.b, 
12 73 0.0000 2.5583 -1.4779 .2251 .2373 .2367 46.7 20.5 -4.1 12.413 24.3 
- 12 74 0.0000 2.6958 -1.5574 .2367 .2229 .2071 -4.0 -30.1 -60.2 13.202 -39.2 
.12 75._-.0,0000 ._ 2.8333 .- 1,6370 __ 2070.... 2039 .... 2170_-.-60.0-..-93.2 124,6.:._.14.205 . 90.2 
I 76 0.0000 2.9709 -1,7165 .2168 .2329 .2381 -124.6 -151.7 -176.2 12.475 -144.9 
13 77 0.0000 3.1085 -1.7960 .2380 .2279 .2105 -176.1 158.8 130.3 12.752 150.1 
-13. 78..-0.0000 __ 3.2463.... -1.8754 .... 2103 ..... ,2013 ..... 03 ._ 130.4.- 97.7,-- 65.1 ......,206 .97.7,
,
13 79 0.0000 3.3841 -1.9549" -. .2100 .2273 :.2366 65.1 36.7 11.9 12.607 45.3
 
13 80 _0.0000 35219 -2.0343 .2366 .2296 .2108 11.9 -12.3 -39.6 12.267 -20.6
 
13,.8_1 0.0000. 3.6597-..-2.1138 7 .. 1958 .- 2002 -39. -- 71.8 -106;0 .... 14.119 --75.0.
 
13. 8. -- 0.0000 3.7974 -2.1932 .1999 .2190 .2344 -106.0 -136.2 -L615 12.799 -125.2 
* 	 13 83 0.0000 3.9352 -2.2727 .2345 .2332 .2153 -161.5 174.9 149.3 11.774;;168.5 
-13 . 84 . ... 0000 .... 4.0730 -2.3521 .....2154 . 1952-.... 1937 - 149.4- 118.2 .. 82.9_---14.090:.;111.5
' 
13 85 0.0000 4.2108 -2.4316 .1931 .2138 .2368 82.9 50.8 25.0 13.239" 64.4
 
13 06 0.0000 4.3486 -2.5110 .2373 .2427 .2231 24.8 ?.7 -20.0 11.022 -1.9
 
-0.0000 ...... 15.092
_13 87 - .. _4.4864 .--.,5905 2294---,1902 .... .1689 -- 19,8.-48.9.-92.5 .- 67.8
 
0.0000 4.5553 -2.6302 GAP 7 GAP 7 17.194 -89.0
 
0.0000 4.5553 -2.6302 GAP 8 GAP 8 2.611 49.3
14 88 . 0 .0000 .. 4:6241 - -2.6699 ... 1689-- .1593 . .1058 -92.5 -88.7 -00.9. 3. 89_171.4 
14 89 - 0.0000 4.7618 -2.7494 .1045 .0244 .0714 -92.2 -117.9 103.0 10.916 -175.7
 
14 90 0.0000 4.8995 -2.8288 .0724 .1471 .1876 104.3 97.6 94.8 7.318 178.9
 
14- 91 . 0.0000 5.037? -2.9083 1A84 .1837 .1342 94.8 92.4 88.8 3.953 * 19.1
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.'... ; X " -': Y ... M L T DPHASE . " ?"; ' -. 
-WIAE INT . -. WAVE -.-. _WAVE .....WAVE-- - -AMP-.- AMP,-, - A.MP DEG - DEG .- DEG VOLTS __-DEG_ 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS 
.... .92 - 0.00.00 . 5. 1749.. -2.9877 .. ... 1346.,. 0534 - -. 0492-.-_88oZ- Y 7,7 r65,6 . ..11, 8 .. 
14 93 0.0000 5.3126 -3.0672 .0493 .1333 .1875 -6S.6 -80:2 -84,0 8 869 -3 
14 94 0.0000 S.4503 -3.1466 .1880 .1972 .1585 -84.0 -8, 8, ,2 147,3

14_ 95 _0,0000 --
__,1590-- ' ,5.5680 -- 3,2260 __ 
_ O2 1_ _8 ,4 _-6 5 -036,1 11,lII9-,I73,6­
14 96 0.0000 5.7257 '-3.3055 .0248 .1151' .1835 .135.5 101.3 97.2 10.321 -178.2 
•14 97 0.0000 5.8634 -3.3849 .1843 . 2087 .1819 96.9 95.1 93.8 .638 81.8 
.- 14 _98 _ .00000 6.0011 .- !3.4644_* .1861 .1104 __.,0000 93.6 9.2.5_91.8 1169 3.6
 
?-,*0000 ''-.Oo000 -.0000 -GAP 9 "GAP 9 16.834---175.0"
S15 997 .,.0649... 0.0000 "'.0303 .1667 *.1529 .1580 -17.4 21.1 42.0 '11.105 -165.0 
f--.15_ 6 . . 19 48 .000 00 - 0909.---. 150 1 - -,1277 0 8 05 -....37.5_.46,.1. 5 I __ 4 9 2 - 12 
is 101 .3247 0.0000 .1516 .0822 
 .0311 .0838 43.1 -12.1 -86.3 10.346 -21.4
 
15 102 .4546 0.0000 .2122 .0850 .1600 .2184 -- 83.5 -93.5 -96.3 9.433 -14.2
 
00 .2702-.......2201,- 461 
_-798.7 - _... -40,1_

16 104 .6972 0.0000 .325S .2421 .2031 ".1364 -98.3 -101.1 -167.,6 8,?41 -176.8
 
• 16 103---.S 787 .- .0 .... . 2, _: .2400-----95.5_.:97.0 
 ,785 
16 205 .8156 0,'0000 .3808 .1385 .0601 
 .0658 -107.3 -133.7 127.2 13,R81l 179.6
 
17-1_06 . 1),471.- 0.0000 - .4422 ,0652---.1598 - ,2278 -129,0 102,8 ,96.4 -- 11,027- 174.8
 
17 107 1.0914 •0.0000 .5095 .2278 -.,2454 .2078 97.0 93.1 88.68 2.298 59.9­
17 108' 1.2358 0.0000 .5769 . 2091 .,1251 .0369" 89.3 80.6 14.0 12.685 9.4

".17 109 .. 1 3802.--: 0.0000 " '-._6442- ._0372 _ 1154 . ..2035,... 16.4_ -67. 2.9_
0__-:76.9 __....13.06S_.. .. 

S17 lII0" 1,5246 . 0000 .7115 .2031 . 2459 ,2319 -76.6 "81.0 -84,6 2.606 -37.1 
219 1.6642 0.0000 .7771 
 .2324 ,1701 ,0762 -84.3 -89.2 -105.1 10.851 -164.8
 
18.112 1.7991 .. 0.0000 .......8409-.......-0768 --.. 0538 .1504 _.-104.6_.135.8 
 2110.0---.. ,480.=171.5..
18 113 1.9340 . 0000 .9047 .1500 .2216 .2478 110.1 104.4, 101.3 6.788 178.3
 
18 114 2.0689 0.0000 .9684 .2481 
 .2223 .1499 101.4 98.6 94.1 6.724 2.
 
_ 1.8-115 - _ 2. 038 0.0000 -. ,0322 5....5 .,0493 ...0750 _.-94.4 __74.3 ,-61,.....'14.676 _ 1 ,4

18 116 2.3387 0.0000 1.0960 .0745 .1732 .2378 -61.6 -72.6 -75.6' 11.057 8.2
 
18 117 2.4736 0.0000 1.1597 .2385 .2528 .2127 -75.7 -77.3 -78.4 1,849 -145.1 
--_18 118 - -2. 6084 -- _.0.0000-.----1.2, 235 .. .2175 .1267.-----.0000.--78.5 -79.3---80.1- - 14.41 -r168,5­
-

' . ,0000 0.0000 .0000 GAP 10 . .GAP 10 . .. . . 16.834 5.019"119 - 0649 0 0000. - 0303 v .1667 
 15 9 , 1580 162 6 -158 9 -13 80 11 105 15,0
 
19 120 .. .. r,1948 .' 0.0000 ..- ,0909 .1501" 1277 . .,0805 142:5 -7133:9 =134:9 .... 4 2,901168

•-. 3247 . 0000 -.1516 .0822 0311 0838 - 136 9 167 9 93 7 I0 316
i9z ' -. 4546" 258 60.0000 -. 2122 .0850 .1600 .2184 96.5 86.5 83.7 9.433 165.8 
20.123 ... -. 5787._ 0.0Q000.-.----.2702_ ..... 2201--...2461-._ ,2400_ .84.5 -- 83.0-- 81.3 __-_1.785.-139.9
fO 124 -.6972 0.0000 -.3255 .242Y .2031 .1364 81.7 78.9 72.4-- 8.241 3.2
 
20 125 -.8156 0.0000 "-.3808 .1385 .0601 . 0658 72.7 46.3 -52.8 13.R81 -.4
 
21. 126-.... -.9471_. 0.0000 _ .-4422 ... 0652 ---.. 1598 _,2278_ _!51., -77.2 .783,.6...... -5.211.027._ 
21 127 -1.0914 0.0000 
 -.5095 .2278 ..2454 .2078 -83.0 -86.9 -91.2 2,?98 -120.1
 
21 128 -I,2358 0.0000 -.5769 .2091 
 .1251 ,Q369 -90,7 -99.4 -166.0 12.685 -170.6
 
Zl 2£ . .- .380 .0 0000 .- 6442 . .,037,---..1 154---. 035 -163.6 
 1I13.0 .103,1-.... .3 065 - 7,21 130 -1.5246 0.0000 
 _.,7115 .2,031 .2459 t .2319 103.4 99.0 95.4 2.606 142.9
22 131. -1.6642 " 0.0000 ,34 10 .,71 95.7 74.9 081 5,0762 90.8 

-. .....0768 1504 ­
22 13Y -1.9340 "0.0000 -.9047 .1500 .2216 .2478 

j.22 2 -1.7991 % 0.0000= 8409 ...... 0538 ...... 75.4.--44.2_ -70.0 ... 14.480 8.5 
-69.9 -75.6 -78.7 6.788 -1.7
 
22 234 -2.0689 0.0000 -.9684 .2481 .2223 .1499 
 -78.6 -81.4 -85.9 6.724 -157.8
 
....- .-.-... -i 0322.-.. 1505 --__,0493--...0750__- 85,6_TI05,7 11S8 L. A14676 2267,6_
--22 135 2,8038 0,0 o- _ 
22 136 -2.3387 0.0000 -1.0960 .0745 .1732 .2378 118.4 107.4 104.4 11,057 -171,8-­
22 137 -2.4736 0,0O00 -1.1597 .2385 .2528 .2127 104.3 102.7 101.6 1.849 34.9
 






GAR -..- INPUT -- INPUT --..--. INPUT ..-.... INPUT-- --- LOAD-..... LOAD.. - -P. __G...AGGA G VOLTAG___
NO RESIST. REACT. CONDUCT. SUSCEPT. RESIST. REACT. RESIST. REACT.
OJHMS OHMS NHOS MHOS OHMS OHMS OHMS OHMS VOLT DEGREES
 
1. , 165.069 -524.301 .000546 .001735 0.000 0.000 '165.069 -524.301 1000.000 0.0

.2 16S.069 -524.301 .000546 .001735 0.000 0.000 . 165.069 -524.301 1000.000 -180.0 
6 
6 NFINITE --. INFINITE ..-- 54.005.._49.839.... 13.485.-- 323-
NFINITE INFINITE -54.005 49.839 13.485 -147.7
 
10 INFINITE INFINITE .000 -. 000 .000 -40.4
10 	 NFINITE NFINITE .....-. 000 .... 000 . .000._40.4_4 NFINITE INFINITE -600.000 -.000 101.361 87.5
7 NFINITE INFINITE -600.000 -.000 101.361 -92.5 
INPUT POWER = 1092.669 WATTS 
RADIATED POWER .-..-..1016.902 WATTS 
WIRE LOSS .000 WATTS 
NETWORK LOSS = 75.767 WATTS 
























WIRE IN . WAVE- WAVE----- WAVE- _ AMP _AMP AMP DEG DEG DEG VOLTS DEG" "D
LENGTHS
NO NO LENGTHS--LENGTHS 
0.0000 , 0.0000 -.0000 GAP I GAP I 158.615 -9.0 
-i--1-----O.0000 - 0.0000 .0717 1.5774 .5142 .8763 65;2'".2-7TY9 -159.309 -10.5 
1. 2 0.0000 0.0000 .2151 .8055 1.5859 2.0735 -71.0 -87.8 -93.0 93.768 -15.9
 
1--3. .*0.0000.... 0.0000 ___...3585 2.0655.__ 2.1326 __1.7661 ._ -93.0 -95.7 -97.5 23.035 -158.7
1 4- 0.0000 0.0000 .5019 1.7968 1.0359 .0000 -97.5 -98.8 -101.2 123.796 172.5 
0.0000 0.0000 .0000 GAP 2 GAP 2 158.615 -9.0 
2 _ s _ 0.0000 ___ 0.0000 -.0717 1.5774 .5f42 .8763 65.2 27.2 -73.9 159.309 -10.5 
*2 6 0.0000 0. 0000..--.21 1'~ 65 185 .75 -10-78'9. 93.7680-15.9
 
2 7 0.0000 '0.0000 &.3585 2.0655 .2.1326 1.7661 -93.0 -95.7 -97.5 23.035 -158.7
 
.-2..800000 P .0000-,--.5019 1.7968 .0359 .0000 -97.5 -98.8_-101.2 123.796 172.5 
-.4 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 3 GAP 3 a 66.052 -165.1 
3 9 0.0000 .0620 .0359 .7662 .5227 .4525 -123.0 -158.3 162.2 53.F50 -179.0 
'3.. 10. 0.0000_. 1861_ .077 ,.4229 .3898 .4136 .170.2_132.6__ 98.0__34.014_.133.2_ 
3 11 0.0000 .3101 .1795 .4002 .4456 .4855 98.1 68.7 44.4 28.036 82.0 
3 12 0.0000 .4342 .2514 .4816 .4973 .4853 44.1 21.9 -.5 25.273 22.3 
A.j-13- .0.0000..5..528..... ,3199 .4847_._..4594 .4365 -... -48.0 28.005-31.1r,6.-23.0 
.4 14 0.0000 .6659 .3852 .4364 .4309 .4453 -48.0 -74.6 -100.4 29.285 -73.0
 
.4 15 0.0000 .7791 .450S 4450 .- 4673 .4820 -100.4 -123.9 -145.2 26.719 -117.3
 
5 16. 0.0000 .9048 -- ,-_.5230 ,481'5 - .4759 .4491..__45.2 -170.6 162.3,_25.773_-175.5 
5 17 ,.0. ooo 1.0430 .6026 -4483---.4231 .4248 1623 1315 98.9 26.701 128.1 
5 1 0.0000 1.1813 .,6823 .4240 .4508 .4764 98.9 68.5 41.9 26.061 76.5 
1.3195 7619 17.1. -8.8 ......S19 .0.0000 ......... -4758 ... 4773 .45P4 .- 42.0__. 24.98 .__ 13.5 
5 20 0.0000 1.4577 .8416 .4517 .4193 .4085 -8.8 -38.4 -71.2 27.929 -44.7 
6 21 0.0000 1.5956 .9212 .4077 .4275 .4560 -71.2 -102.9 -130.6 26.953 -95.3 
6- 22 .0.0000 1.7331..__1.0007_ .4553.... 4653 .4474_.130.6_ -18.7 179.0 24.098_-156.9 
6 23 0.0000 1.8706 1.0802 .4467 .4142 .3957 179.0 150.5 118.1 26.898 142.6 
6 24 0.0000 2.0082 1.1598 .3951 .4089 .4395 118.0 85.3 56.4 26.899 92.3 
6. 25 0.0000 2.1457.... 1.2393 .4393_.....4576 .4475 - 56.4 30.9-. 6.0__23.652 . 32.3_ 
6 26 0.0000 2.2832 1.3188 .4474 . .4164 .3918 6.0 -21.5 -53.2 26.173 -30.3 
6 27 0.0000 2.4208 1.3984 '"3917 .3991 .4318 -53.3 -86.7 -116.8 27.?60 -80.5 
.6-..20 - 0.0000 2.5583 .1.4779 .4318.,4594. .. 4598._116.8_-142.8_-167.1_ 23.805.138.1_ 
,6-29" 0.0000 2.6958 1.5574 .4600 .4333 .4025 -167.1 166.9 136.8 25.634 157.7 
6 30 1,0.0000 2.8333 1.6370 .4024 .3977 .4244 136.8 103.6 7.2.3 27.685 107.0 
6. 31. 0.0000.. 2.9709 .1.7165 .. 4243_.... 4557 .,4638-. .72.3 ._45.4 . 21,...._24.167 . 52.0. 
7 32 0.0000 3.1085 1.7960 .4638 .4411 .4049 21.1 -4.0 -32.9 24.930 -13.5 
7 ,33 0.0000 3.2463 1.8754 .4047 .3881 .40§1 -32.9 -66.2 -99.1 27. 48 -65.5 
7.. 34 , 0.0000. 3.3841 .- 1 .9549 -. 4087....4457 .. 4653 -991127.4-ml5 1.9 24.543 .18. 1 
7 35 0.0000 3.5219 2.0343 .4653 . .4514 .4145 -151.9 -176.0 156.7 24.079 175.6 
7 36 0.0000 3.6597 2.1138 .4142 .3863 .3971 156.8 124.4 90.4 27.824 121.7 
.7- 37_ 0.0000. 3.7974..... 2.1932.. _,3963_-..o4348 .4642_....90.4 .-60.6...35.7 .___.25.027_____71.7__ 
7 38 0.0000 3.9352 ..2.2727 .4642 .4589 .4206 35.7 - 12.4 -13.1 23.022 5.1
 
7- 39 '0.0000 4.0730 2.3521 .4205 . .3781 .3742 -13.0 -44.3 -80.0 27.;70 -51.5
 
7- 40 v.0000 4.2108 ... 2.4316_ -.3725.......4132 .4579 . -80.0.-112.3 -137.9 25623..-9.4
 
" 7 41 -0.9000 4.3486 2.5110 .4583 .4675 .4276 -138.2 -160.2 177.0 21.202 -5.4
 
7 42 0.0000 4.4864 2.5905 .4393 .3621 .3217 177.1 147.8 103.5 29.163 112.7

.0.0080 4.5553 .. 2.6302. ................ GAP4 .............. OAP.4 .... 33.159. 107.5
 




X Y z AMPLITUDE PHASE
 
-WIRE. I NT ... WAVE-.-. WAVE---.....WAVE- ---- AMP ....._AMP .- AMP.-.-DEG.., ._DEG .- DEG ......VOLTS -- DEG­
-NO No LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS 
•8--43 ... 0.0000 . 6241 -- 2.6699 ---. .3061,- -. 2058 103.5. 106.7, 105.7 , . 9.63217.. - 7.283 

i8- 44 '"0.0000 4.7618 2.7494 .203 .0528 .1344 102.4 74.5 -57.8 20.855 20.3
 
" 45 : 0.0000 4.8995 ,2.&288 - .1365 _ .2796 -.3585 -S7.5 -65.9 -69.2 14.195 13.7
 
_8 46'--.'.. 0.0000..- 5 0372 .-..-'2.9083----..3599- --. 3527...2600 --69.3 --7?.1-76.2 .. 6.673 -- 142.2­
-"47".-' -.0.0000 .,5.1749 -2.9877 .2606 .1074 .0912 -76.3 -90.2 133.8 21.461 -158.6
48 ' .o.0000 .-S..3126 *'3.0672 .0914 .2504 .3545 133.7 116.4 112.0 17.012 -165.1

' ........0.0000 . 5.4503 _ _ 3553 - -112.0 /09.1 06.0. .. 3.971 _"51.8.
8 49-- 3.1466 - _...3741 .3019 -- , 
8 50 0.0000 5.5880 3.2260 .3027 .1574 .0464 106.0 •98.7 -25.1 20.986 22.0
 
8 51 0.0000 5.7257 3.3055 .0457 .2154 .3448 -26.0 -63.0 -67.5 19.544 17.0
 
-8--S52__.. .0.0000...._5.8634 ---- ...3927 .- 69.7_-71.0.. 1.259-
3.3849._.....3463 -_.3426 -67.7 - -80.0­
8 53 0.0000 6.0011 3.4644 .3503 ..2079 .0000 -71.3 -72.4 -73.2 21.942 -161.3
 
. 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 6 GAP 6 
 66.052 -16S.1
 
__9 -54-.. 0.0000 . .0620.-- -. 0359 ...... . 0 53.850
....7662 5227 .4525_.-123. -158.3 .162.2.-... -179.0 
•9 55 0.0000 .1861 -.1077 .4229 .3898 ._.4136 170.2 132.6 , 98.0 34.014 133.2 
S9 56 0.0000 .3101 .- 1795 o.4002 .4456 "- .4855" 98.1 .68.7 44.4 28.036 82.0
 
19- 57 ... 0.0000 --,..-..4342 _-_-.2514 - . .4853 44.1-_o 21.9..-.- --­-.. 48-6 .-.. 4973 ..-.... r.5 25.273.---22.3
 
10.-.58--',O?0000 .5528 -.3199 .4847 .4594 .4365 -.6 -23.0 -48.0 28.005 -31.1*
 
101,59 "1 0.0000 .6659 -.3852 .4364 .4309 .4453 -48.0 -74.6 -100.4 29.285 -73.0
 
_10..60 .0.0000 ....- 7791 .__-.4505 __ .4450-.... .4673 ...-..4820. 100.4 -123.9-145.2 -- 26.719- 117.3
 
10 60 0.0000 .7791 -.4505 .4450 .4673 .4820 -100.4-123.9 -145.2 26.719 -117.3
 
11 61 0.0000 .9048 -.523D .4815 .4759 .4491 -145.2 -170.6 .162.3 25.773 -175.5
 
.11 _62 ... 0.0000-....1.0430 ..... _-.6026.__.44B3__...4231 
_.. .4248 -.162.3-131.5 98.9 - 28.701. 128.1 
11 63 •0.0000 1.1813 -.6823 .4240 .4508 .4764 98.9 68.5 41.9 26.961 76.5
 
11 64 '0.0000 1.3195 -.7619 .4758 .4773 .4524 42.0 17.1 -8.8 24.898 13.5
 
11 65-... 0.0000 - 1.4577-_ -. 8416 ...4517 , -_;.4193 _ -.4085 ,.-8.8 .-38.4 .- 71.2 --_ 27.929- -4A.7.­
12 66 0.0000 1.5956 -. 9212 .4077 -.. 4275 '"-.4560 -71.2. -102.9 7330.6' 26.953 -95.3,

12 67 '..0000 -,.1.7331 -1.0007 .4553 :;.4653 .4474 -130.6 :-155.7 "179.0 24.098 -156.9
 
12 68'..i 1.8706 .....- 4467-.4142--.3957--_.179.0-.-50.5 .,118.1.--26.898__ 142.6­.0.0000--- I.0802-.--..
 
12'.69 T...0.0000 "2.008'2 -1.1598 .3951 .4089 .4395 118.0 85.3 56.4 26.899 92.3
 
12 70 0.0000 "2.1457 -1.2393 .4393 .4576 .475 56.4 30.9 ,6.0 23:652 32.3
 
.12 71- . 0.0000 ._2.2832 .- 1.3188 __--.4474 ... 4164 - -. 31918 - 6.0.-,-21.5 -53.2__26.173_-30.3,
 
12 72 0.0000 
 2.4208, -1.3984 .3917 .3991 :.4318 -53.3 -86.7 -116.8 27.;,60 -8.0.5.
 
12 73,. 0.0000 2.5583 -1.4779 .4318 .4594 .4598 -116.8 -142.8 ,-167.1 23.830$-138.1,
 
2 .74..- 0.0000 ... 2.6958___ -1.5574- -. 4600.--_.4333,-.4025_.r167.1 166.9....136.8--,25.634 - 157.7.
 
12 75 0.0000 2.8333 -1.6370 .4024 .3977 .4244 ,136.8 103.6 72.3 27.685 107.0
 
12 76 0.0000 2.9709 -1.7165 .4243 .4557 - .4638 72.3 45.4 21.1 24.167 52.0
13 77 . 0.0000 3. 1085 -1.7960 .!'._-_.4638 ---_._ 1 .4- i2 .1 r 4.0.,'-32.9 _ °3 1 .. 
13 78 
" ' J 0.0000 -- 3.2463 -1.8754 . .4047 .3881 ..4091 _ -32.9 '-66.2 '-99.1 ?7.$48 -65.5,

13 79 0.0000 '..3841. -1.9549 ..4087 ,.4457 .4653 ,-9 .l ,127.4 :7151.9 214.543 -11*8.1'
 
13 80: 0.0000 -_ 3.5219--.-2.0343 --...4653.-.-...4514 -.. 4145 --151.9 -176.o -156.7-----.24.079_ -.175.6,
 
13 '81 0.0000 
 3.6597 -2.1138 .4142 .3863 .3971 156.8 124.4 90.4 27.824. 121.7
 
13 82 0.0000 3.7974 -2.1932 .3963 .43481i .4642 90.4 60.6 '35.7 25.027 7.1.7
 
13 83 =0.0000 3.9352 .-2.2727 --.. 4642-.4589i;F_.4206_ 35.7. 12.4.,-13.1 ...._2.022 . 5.1
 
13 84' 0.0000 4.0730 -2.3521 .4205 .3781 .3742 -13.0 -44.3 -80.0 27.570 -5'1.5
 
13 85 0.0000 4.2108 -2.4316 .3725 '.4132 .4579 -80.0 -112.3 -137.9 2S,623, -98.4
 
13 86 .. .0.0000 _..4.o3486 -- 2. 5110 .. .. 4583 -.--.. 4675 ___..4276--138.2. 160. 2 .177.0--_.21.202 -165.4-­
13 87 0.0000 4.4864 -2.5905 .4393 .3621 .3217 177.1 147.8 103.5 29.163 128.7
 
0.0000 4.5553 -2.6302 I ., :- GAP 7 ,, GAP 7 33.159 107.5
 
" P.0000 .L-'4.5553 -2.6302 -_GAP 8 - '_ . . .[ 8 .=4;972 -121.1
14'88 0.O0000" 4.6241 '-2.6699 .3217 .3061 .2058 103.5 106.7 105.7 7.?83 9.6 
14 89 "'-,.0000 4.7618 .-2.7494 .2034 .0528 .1344 102.4 74.5 -57.8 20.855 20.3
 




X Y Z AMPLITUDE PHASE 
-WIRE INT _._.WAVE-_ WAVE-.-.... WAVE-_...... AMP......AMR__ __AMP_ _DE G -DEG DE YLT __DEG _ 




14 93 O.0006 5.3126 -3.0672 .0914 .2504 .3545 133.7 116.4 112.0 17.012 -165.1
 
14 94 0.0000 5.4503 -3.1466 .3553 .3741 .3019 112.0 109.1 106.0 3.971 51.8
 
-14-92 O.O00C 5.1749 -72.9877.-.... 1074...0912 __.76.3__r90.2-. 33.8_21.461 -158.6
 
14._95 .0.0000 5.5880 -3.2260 ___....3077 __ ..1574_ .0464 ..106.O 98.7 -25.1 20.986 2.0
 





14 97, 0.0000 
 ;S.8634 13.3849 .3463 .3927 .3426 -67.7 -69.7 -71.0 1.259 -80.0
 
. 914- 0.0000
- & !6.0011 -3.4644 _____.3503 .2079 .0000 -71.3 -72.4 -73.2 21.942-161.3
 
-.0000 0.0000 -.0000 GAP 9 GAP 9 . 68.884 89.7
 
15 99 .0649 0.0000 .0303 .2263 .6492 .9283 -40.4 -15.2 -14.5 50.424 83.3
 
.15.100 .... 1948 -0.0000_ _ 9077-.-.988003. 8780 7.103
.0909 ....-.	 ..... .16.5--18.8 __.22.8__-. _n36.4­
15 101 .3247 0.0000 .1516 .8789 .6072 .2709 -23.2 -31.7 -63.8 47.977 -98.5
 
15 102 .4546 0.0000 .2122 .2740 .3317 .6724 -63.9 -156.4 -179.8 57.174 -107.1
 
-16, 103 . . .5787 .0.0000 -_2702 .... 6719.... .9036 _ .9979, 179.6_173.0 168.4 27.674 -124.0
 
16 104 .6972 0.0000 .3255 .9979 .9353 '.: .7269 168.5 164.2 158.4 23.228 102.6
 
16 105 .8156 0.0000 . .3808 .7274 ... 4154'," .1692 158.6 145.8 74.7 54.777 81.9
 
-17.106 .... 9471 6.0000... -4422-_L'.1680_-.5008 .8360,_ -75.1 5.0 ....-5.6. 51.610.72.8
 
17 10T, 1.0914 C.O000 .5095 .8350 .9785 .8896 -5.6 -10.8 -15.5 9.889 9.6
 
17 1083 1.2358 0.0000 .5769 .8894 .5915 
 .1943 -15.4 -22.8 -58.9 47.947 -95.2
 
.17,109 1.3802 .0.0000.,.. .6442 _.1934.___.3728.__.7482. -58.5 -170.5_ 175.0 54.7197-104.5
 
17 110 1.5246 0.0000 .7115 
 .7479 .9544 .9319 175.7 170.6 166.7 14.144 -134.6
 
18 110 1.6642 0.0000 .7771 .9321 
 .7068 .3400 166.7 162.0 149.1 40.952 86.3
 
.18 112 1.7991 0.0000 - 8.....409 .3398___.1764_.._...642__149.4. 30.7 - -1.2 58.194 -77.8_
 
18 113 1.9340 0.0000 .9047 .5643 .8634 .9821 -1.4 77.4 -10.0 28.916 66.9
 
18 114 2.0689 0.0000 .9684 .9831 
 .8925 .6117 -10.8 -13.9 -18.7 25.662 -88.3
 
_18115 2.2038 0.0000 1.0322 .6128 .. 2.2133.. .2897_-18.5 -38.5 -171.6_.....
58.497 -100.0
 
18 116 2.3307 0.0000 1.0960 _.2886 , .6842 .9455 -172.1 175.2 i71.7 44.703 -105.2
 
18 117 2.4736 O.OO0 1.1597 .9486 1.0088 .8501 171.5 169.6 168.3 74311 106.5
 
_I-i18: 	 2.6084 0.0000t .1.2235 .. 8684-.......5063 _-.0000 - 168.1__67.1.__66.___.57.666 78.1_
 
cro[0 6.0000 .0000 ;AP 10 . GAP' 0 68.084 89.7
 
19:119, -.0649 0.0000 -.0303 
 .2263 .6492 .9283 -40.4 -i5.2 -14.5 50.424 03.3 19.120. -.1948 .0.0000 _0909 .9077 .... .9883 .. .8780 . -16.5, -18.8 .- 22.8.. 7.103 -36.4,_
19 121. -.3247 0.0000 -.1516 .8789 .6072 .2709 -23.2 -31.7 -63.8 47.977 798.5
 
19 122 -.4546 0.0000 -. 2122 .2740 .3317 .6724 -63.9 -156.4 -179.8 57.174 -107.1

.20 123 -.5787 .0.0000 --. 2702- .6719 .9036 __.9979 _.179.6 173.0 _ 168.4__27.674 - 24.0
 
20 124 -.6972 0.0000 -.3255 .9979 .9353 - .7269 168.5 164.2 158.4 23. 28 102.6
 
20 125 -.8156 0.0000 .3808 .7274 .4154 
....1692 158.6 145.8 74.7 54.777 8i.§

.21 126.. -.9471 0.0000 -L.4422 ..168 :.5008 s'. .8360 .75.1.-- s.0.-5.6___51.61d 72.8_
21 127 - 1.0914 -1.0000 -.5095 .8350 .9785 .8896 -5.6 -10.8 -15.5 9.889 9.6
 
21 129 1.2358 0.0000 -.5769 .8894 .5915 .1943 
 -15.4 -22.8 	-50.9 47.547 -95.21 7 0 5 7 5 21 129. 1.380 0.0000... -. 6442-- ..1934 ... 3728...... .7482_._..58.5 - . __1 .8_5.719-=04._
 
21 130 1.5246 0.0000 -.7115 .7479 .9544 49319 175.7 170.6 166.7 14.144 -134.6
 
22 131 1.6642 0.0000 -.7771 .9321 ;7068 .3400 166.7 162.0 149.1 4b.952 86.3
 
22 132 1.7991 0.0000 -. 8409_ .3398 . 0764__-..5642._149.4. 30.7---. . 58.194 77.8.
 
22 133 1.9340 0.0000 -.9047 ;5643 ;8634 , .9821 -1.4 -7.4 L10.8 28.q16 66.9
 
22 134 2.0689 0.0000 -.9684 .9831 .8925 .6117 -10.8 -i3.9 '18.7 25.662 -88.3
 
.22 135. 2.2038 0.0000_ -1.0322. .. 6128_..... 2133.-.2897--_ -18-.5--38.5 -71 .6 -- 58.497. 00.0_

22 136 2.3387 0.0000 -I.0960 42886 .6842 .9455 -172.i 175.2 171.7 44.703 -105.2
 
22 137 2.4736 .0.0000 -1.1597 .9486 1.0088 *.8501 .171.5 169.6 "168.3 7.311 106.
 




-GAP. INPUT .- INPUT-.- -. INPUT- -INPUT. .-. LOA -LOAD.... GAP-- 'GAP.G...GAVOLTAGE.... 
NO RESIST. REACT. CONDUCT. SUSCEPT. RESIST. REACT. RESIST. REACT. 
OHMS OHMS MHOS MHOS OHMS . OHMS OHMS OHMS VOLT DEGREES 
S 266.032 -575.424 . .000662 .001432 0.000 0.000 "266.032' -575.424 1000.000 0.0 
2 266.032 -575.424 .000662 .001432 0.000 0.000 266.032 -575.424 1000.000 % 0.0 
-3 
-INFINITE--INFINITE----54.005__...49.839--_. 56.306---14.3. 
6 INFINITE INFINITE 










-. 000 2311.619 
.-. 000-.2311.619 ... 
-600.000 -. 000 
523.029 49.6 
523.029 ..... 49.6. 
193.009 103.5 
7 INFINITE INFINITE 
-600.000 -. 000 193.009 103.5 
INPUT POWER = 1323.918 WATTS 
-RADIATED POWER = . . 948.754 WATTS. 
WIRE LOSS 
- .000 WATTS 






TCI.2236 NASA SATELLITE ANT. SHORT V INTERPOLATION SCHEME I
 










.WIRE NO -- *. - • XI Yi Z1 RADI X2 Y2 Z2. RAD2 -INTERVALS 
I GAP 1 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 .250000 -0.0000 -0.0000 61.5000 .250000 3
 
2 GAP 2 -0,0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 .250000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -61.5000 .250000 3
 
_3__ GAP.3...._-0.0000 -0.0000...-0.0000 .250000-..-..____-0.0000 ... 53.2000.30.8000___.250000..... 3_. 
4 -0.0000 53.2000 30.8000 .250000 -0.0000 89.6000 51.8000 .250000 1 
5 -0.0000 89.6000 ' 51.8000 .250000 -0.0000 163.7000 94.5000 .250000. 1 
-6 ........ ':-0.0000 _.163.7000 __94.5000 .... 250000... GAP.__..-_.-0.000 .. 228.5000 ._.132.000,0 .250000 .. .-- I_ 
.'7 GAP 5 -0.0000 2285000 132.0000 .250000 -0.0000 '293.6000 169.5000 .250000 1 
8 - -0.0000 293.6000 169:5000 .250000 -0.0000 391.0000 225.7000 .20000 1 
.A-..GA. -0.0000' . -0.0000. -0.0000 ...250000 .. -......- 0.0000 - 53.2000 250000-30.8000 ....... -......:3. 
10-1 -0.0000 53.2000 -30.8000 .250000 -0.0000 89.6000 -51.8000 .250000 I 
11 -0.0000 89.6000 -51.8000 .250000 -0.0000 163.7000 -94.5000 .250000 1 
12 - . ... -0.0000 -163.7000 ..- 945000 .... 250000..GAP.-7.rO..,0000 -228.5000 -132.0000 ._250000 . 
13 GAP 8 -0.0000 228.5000 -132.0000 .250000 -0.0000 293.6000 -169.5000 .250000 1 
14 -0.0000 293.6000 -169.5000 .250000 -0.0000 391.0000 -225.7000 .250000 1 
55.7000. 
16 55.7000 -0.0000 26.0000 .290000 93".8000 -0.0000 43.8000 .290000 1 
17 93.8000 -0.0000 43.8000 .290000 171.2000 -0.0000 79.9000 .290000 1 
-10. ---- 171.2000 -0.0000.- 79.9000 ..... 290000___'_.....244,5000.-0.0000 ..114 1000 .,290000 .. 
19 GAP 10 -0.0000 '0.0000 -0.0000 .290000 -55.7000 -0.0000 -26.0000 .290000 3 
.20 -55.7000 -0.0000 -26.0000 .290000 -93.8000 -0.0000 -43.8000 .290000 1 
15. GAP .9 _-0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 .290000 .... ..... 0.0000 26.0000....-290000 ..........
 
21 . ........- 93.8000 ._-0.0000 -43.8000- .290000 r=171.2000 ....- 0.0000 -79.9000--- .290000 .......... I 
22 -171.2000 -0.0000 -79.9000 .290000 -244.5000 -0.0000 -114.1000 .290000 1 
FREQUENCY .2020 MC 
NO GROUND PRESENT
 
ANTENNANODE SOLUTIONS WERE READ FROM BINARY CARDS DECK NO. 305 






•OAP .. .EMY __ EMF_____OHM.. ... ___ PICOMMICRO 

. VOLT DEGREES HENRY " FARAD
 
-L.1000.O00_- -.. O0._0-_O.OOOQ-0_O.000-INFINITY SERIES__ 
2 1000.0000 180.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY SERIES 
NONRADIATING NETWORKS CONNECTING THE GAPS 
NETNO NETTYPE GAP CONNECTIONS PARAMI PARAM2 PARAM3 PARAM4 
L._..__ MP_ 3-__0__ __.100.0000 .- 0.0000 .. 0.0000__0.00O. 
2 IMP 6- 0 100.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000. -0.0000 
3 IMP 3- 0 -0.0000 -0.0000 160.0000 -0.0000 
,........ IMP 6- 0 _.-0.0000 ....-0.0000 _160.0000.5 -0.0000_
 
5 IMP 4- 0 600.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 
6 IMP 7- 0 600.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 
.7 IHP . ._.',_.-0.0000 ....- o0000 ,.. 0S.O000. -0.000 
a . IMP -9- 10 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 '-0.0000 
9 IMP 1- 0 -300000.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 
10. .IP P "2-0 .- 300000.0000..... -0.0000 '_'..-0.000 -0.0000_ 
11 IMP 1-, 2 -000000.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000. -0.0000 
LUU KLNA jES CURRENT DISTRIBUTION NORMAL ELECTRIC 
FIELD* RADIUS
 
X Y Z. "AMPLITUDE PHASE 
.WIRE
- INT .. WAVE- WAVE- WAVE-_ AMP__.. AMP AEG DEG DEGDEG. VOLTS .-DEG. 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS' LENGTHS 
0.0000._0.0000 0.016 0 ____. ... GAP -Z ..... T85GAP...i.1S.663 -. OL. 
1 - 0.0000 0.0000 .0021 .1903 .1519 .1188 90.0 90.0 90.0 162.319 -.0 
1 2 0.0000 0.0000 .0063 .1211 .0907 .0610 90.0 90.0 90.0 136.271 -.0 
-L.--3 0.0000 0.0000 .. .010. ..... 0621 .--. 0319. .. 0000 . 90.0 .- 90.0__90.0._ 141.014 -. 0­
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 2 GAP 2 185.663 180.0 
2 4 0.0000, 0.0000 -.0021 .1903 .1519 .1188 -90.0 -90.0 -90.0 162.319 180.0 
2 5 0.0000 0.0000 . -.0063 . .1211 .0907 .0610 -90.0 ,-90.0 -90.0 136.271 180.0 
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X 	 Y . Z AMPLITUDE PHASE 
-WIRE INT 	 ... WAVE- _ WAVE- ....... WAVE-...... AMP.... AMP.. AMP-O---DEG.--. DEG....-DEG ._--VOLTS- -DEG4..
 
NO NO 	 LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS
 
2 6 	 0.0000 0.0000 -.0105 ..... 0621 .0319 ..... 0000 ..-90.0 -90.0.. 90.0 .141.014 .100.0. 
0.0000 -.0000 -. 0000 GAP 3 GAP 3 20.135 178.8 3 7 	 0.0000 .0018 .0011 .0200 .0162 .0136 -99.5 -101.4 -103.3 14.594 178.6, 
3...-.8 .0.0000 _ .....0005..-. .0032 .-. 0140 . -. .. 0123-...... .0109 -102.9 -104.5 -106.0 ..... 7.326 _177.8­
3 9 0.0000 .0091 ,.0053 .0110 .0099 .0090 -105.9 -107.4 -108.9 4.698 176.8­
4 10 0.0000 .0147 .0085 .0091. .0077 :.0067 -108.6 -110.2 -113.6 2.760 174.7 
.5 .11. .... 0 ,000 ._ .0260. , ..0150_..-.....i.0069 0056 .:.0045 .-112.7 -116.0 -119.3..... 1.349..169.4-­..... ­
6. 12_ • 0.6000 -:1:1.04021 ' .0232 .0046 .0039 .0032 -118.6 -121.4 -124.8 .913 165.0
 
:.- . -'G 0.0000 .0469 .0271 GAP 4 GAP 4. .R19 164.0
 
.... :..o 0.00000-.. .. 0469- .0271- GAP P. 5'....... _.. - 839_146.8
 
7 - 13 0.0000 .0536 .0309 .0032 .0025 .0019 -124.8 -125.2 -025.5 .814 146.2
 
8 14 0.0000 .0703 .0406 .0019 .0010 .0000 -125.5 -125.9 -20.6 .797 144.5
 
. . . .-- 0.0000 ...-. 0000 . 0000 -- GAP 6 ........... ..... GAP. 6 ............... . 20.135 .. -1.2
 
9 15 0.0000 .0018 -. 0011 .0200 .0162 .0136 80.5 78.6 76.7 14.594 -1.4
 
9 16 	 0.0000 .0055 -.0032 .0140 .0123 .0109 77.1 75.5 73.9 7.326 -2.2 
-9 -- 17-......0.0000 -.-...0091- .,0053-.... 0110 .. 0099--.. .0090.---74.1- _72.6 7_1.1 _ 4.698 ----3.2­
10 18 0.0000 .0147 -.0085 ..0091 .0077 .0067 71.4 688 66.4 2.760 -5.3
 
11 19 0.0000 .0260 -.0150 .0069 .0056 .0045 67.3 64.0 60.7 1.349 -10.6
 
_12-.20_ ..... 00000-..0402 ..... 0-G232't.!.--.0046--..0039 .... 0032.... 61.4 --58.6 - 55.2 ...... 913 ..-15.0-­
0.0000 .0269 ' -.0271 	 GAP 7 GAP 7 .19 -16.0 
"W 0.0000 .0469 -.0271 GAP 8 GAP 8 .839 -33.2
 
.13. 21--- 0.0000 .0536 ......-0309 .. 0032 _ .0025 ...-.0019 __..55.2 _.54.8 . .54.5...... .814 -33.8
 
14. 	22 0.,0000 .0703 -.0406 .0019 .0010 .0000 54.5 54.1 159.4 .797 -35.5
 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 9 GAP 9 .14.282 -179.9
 
15 .23 ..... -. 0.0000 .... .0009 0121......0094 __-897.---89.7__-89.6 10.462 -179.9.
0019 ........ .,0075 --

15 24 .0057 0.0000 .0027 .0078 .0065 .0054 -89.7 -89.6 -89.6 5.362 -179.9
 
15 25 .0095 0.0000 .0044 .0055 .0047 .0040 -89.6 -89.5 -89.5 3.406 -179.8
 
:16 - 2-6.......- .0153 --- 0.0000 ..... 0072__'i._0041.... 0031-.... 0023--..-89.5_.--489.4-89,3.... 1.951 .1797.._
 
17 27 .0272 0.0000 .0127 .0025 , .0016 .0009 -89.4 -89.3 -89.3 .887 -179.5
 
18 -28 .0427 0.0000 .0199 .0010 .0005 .0000 -89.3 -89.3 90.7 .576 -179.3
 
._ ..... ,.O0.0000 ......GAP ..... GAP 10.. ..........14.282 .... I..
.000 . 000 10........ 

191- 29" -.0019 0.0000 -.0009 .0121 .0094 .0075 90.3 90.3 90.4 - 10.462 .1
 
19 30 -.0057 0.0000 -.0027 .0078 .0065 .0054 90.3 90.4 90.4 5.362 .1
 
0000.. 0044 -.0055 .... _.. ._90.5..90.5. 3.406,_ 

20 32 -.0153 0.0000 -.0072 .0041 .0031 .0023 90.5 90.6 90.7 1.51 .3
 
21 33 -.0272 0.0000 -.0127 .0025 .0016 .0009 90.6 90.7 90.7 .887 .5
 
19. .31 ......-. 0095.. .0 __.,. - 0047 0040 ...... 90.4 . .... 2... 
22.34. __-,0427 . 0.0000 .,0199 ..... 0010 .... 0005 .... 0000____907._.90.7 -- 89.3_._.._ .576 .... 7_ 
-IMPEDANCE DATA 
.GAP.... .INPUT ..---- INPUT _. . .. INPUT _.... INPUT .----... LOAD.-. -. .-LOAD .---.... GAP_---.-.-. GAP ..... GAP.VOLTAGE--
NO RESIST. REACT. CONDUCT. SUSCEPT. RESIST. REACT. RESIST. REACT. 
OHMS 	 OHMS MHOS MHOS OHMS OHMS OHMS OHMS VOLT DEGREES 
1 2.565 -5255.555 .000000 .000190 .0.000 0.000 1.610 -5200.556 1000.000 0.0 
2 2.565 -5255.555 .000000 .000190 0.000 0.000 1.610 -5255.556 . 1000.000 -180.0 






OOHMS HMS MHOS MHOS 
 OHMS 
-HMS OHMS 









 INFINITE INFINITE .000 
 .000 .000 -81.!
16 





 INFINITE INFINITE 
-600.000 
 .000 1.927 -124.8
7 




INPUT POWER = .186 WATTS
 
RADIATED POWER : 
 -.067 WATTS 
WIRE.LOSS - __= .000 WATTS 
NETWORK LOSS = .253 WATTS.
 










___HENRY , FARAD 
____ 
0 00.0000 -0.00 
 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY , •SERIES 







FIELD * RADIUS 
-. . . Z .AMPLITUDE. ..-. PHASE -__X ... .... 

WIRE INT WAVE-
 WAVE- WAVE- AMP -'AMP,,.,, AMP DEG DEG DEG VOLTS DEGNO NO LENGTHS.. LENGTHS .- LENGTHS ..-- ........
 
0.0000 ,0'.0000 9.0,000 GAP, ,I 
 ,,' GAP, 1 ,f 162.773 '-.6,I.--I.1 . .0.0000 ....0 0000 ,.0021_. 
_..1410 __.1115
..... :...1756 .-. .89.3,, 
.1 
 -.7­1 2 0.0000 0-'000 0 .0063 .1133 .0853 .0575 ,_,89.2 89.2., 89.2 -126.537 -.71 , 0.0000 0.OOOO .0105 .0585 .0301 .0000 89.2 89.2 -91.0 132.A41 -.8
 
....... . . . 00 "0.0000 ...... 00000 ... GAP 2 _.... , 
 .-... .. .. GAP 2 ...... ,.6_ v_'-_..2 4 0.0000 0.0000 
-.0021 . .1756 .1416 .1115 09.3 
 89.2 89.2 145.321 -.7
 2 5 0.0000 0.0000 
-.0063 .1133 .0853 .0575 89.2 89.2 89.2 126:537 -.7

-2 6 0.0000 , 0.0000 -.0105 .0585 .0301 .0000 89.2 . 89.2 -91.0 132.A41 -.8 
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X Y Z AMPLITUDE PHASE 
-WIRE INT . WAVE- WAVE-..... WAVE-_ -AMP-- ANP----AMP...... .DEG .... DEG__OEG ..... VOLTS .- DEG-

NO No LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS
 
0.0000 -. 0000 -. 0000 GAP 3 ..................... GAP.-3................. 51.43 179.9.
 
3 7 0.0000 .0018 ... 0011 -. .0874 .0776 .0709 -90.8 -90.9 -91.0 37.494 -179.8
 
3 8 0.0000 .0055 .0032 .0720 .0671 .0631 -91.0 -91.1 -91.3 20.028"-179.0
 
3 9 ..0.0000 .0091 .. 0053. .0634 .... 0600 ..... 0570 _. -91.3 .-91.4 -- 91.6.. - 14.403 -178.3
 
4 10 0.0000 .0147 .0080 .0573 .0522 .0478 -91.6 -92.0 -92.5 10.489 -177.2
 
5 11 0.0000 .0260 .0150 .0483 .0411 .0347 -92.5 -93.6 -95.3 7.507 -175.4
6.. 12. 0.0000 .... 0402 . .0232 ..... 0350 .....0298 .0249 _._-95.2_.97.2 -100.2 --.... 6471.-173.1
 
0.0000 .0469 .0271 
 GAP 4 GAP 4 6.247 -171.8
 
0.0000 .0469 .0271 GAP 5 GAP 5 6.152 168.0
 
-. 7--13 - .0.0000--. 0536....0309..... .0249--....0199---.0150_-100,2. ..- 6.14. 168.9,
99.6_.--996... 

8 14 0.0000 .0703 .0406 .0151 .0077 .0000 -99.8 -99.7 87.5 6.274 170.2
 
0.0000 -.0000 .0000 GAP 6 GAP 6 51.143 179.9
 
....9 -15 .-- 0.0000 -..... 0018 .... .0011 ..... .0874,.-.0776 -.... 0709 - -90.8- -90.9 _.-91,0.... 37.494 -179.8
 
9 16 0.0000 .0055 .-..0032," .0720 .0671 .0631 -91.0 -91.1 -91.3 20.028 -179.0
 
9 17 0.0000.1-1 .0091 -.0053 .0634 .0600 .0570 -91.3 -91.4 -91.6 14.403 -178.3
 
... o- 18 :J?..0.0000 ...... 0147.__-.008S.__.0573 ..-. 0522. .0478_._-91.6 .- 92.0 --92.5__10.489_-177.2_
 
.if 19 0.0000 .0260 . -.0150 .0483 .0411 .0347 -92.5 -93.6 
 -95.3 7.507 -17S.4
 
12 20 0.0000 .0402 -.0232 .0350 .0298 .0249 -95.2 -97.2 -100.2 6.471 -173.1
 
............ _ .0469 -.0271 ....GAP 7 . .-.... GAP. 7___ 6.247.-171.8
0 0000 
0.0000 .0469 -.0271 GAP 8 GAP 8 6.152 168.0 
13 21 0.0000 .0536 -.0309 .0249 .0199 .0150 -100.2 -99.8 -99.6 6.114 168.9 
....... _...22..... 0.0000 0703 ....--. ........ ._ -99.8 _-99.7_ 87.5.... 6.274 170.2..... 0406 .0151.__.0077...... .0000 
0.0000 0.0000. 0.0000 GAP 9 GAP 9 34.560 178.4 
15. 23 .0019 0.0000 .0009 .0008,. .0055 .0093 -810' 86.9 87.4 22.943 178.4
 
...	 15 .524 .0057 0.0000 ... 0027 .: .0084 _ .0105 .. 0119 . 87.3... 87.5_ 87.6 .... 8.019 178.2
 
15 25 .0095'- 0.0000 .0044 .0117 .0126 .0131 87.6 87.6 87.6 3.160 178.0
 
16 26. .0153 0.0000 .0072 .0129 .0131 .0127 87.6 87.6 87.6 .199 .0
 
-- 17 -27.... .0272 .... -0.0000 .... 0127..... 0123 . .0101 .... 0072 ..87.6 _87.5__87.4_...... 2.807 -2.2..... 

18 28 .0427 0.0000 .0199 .0070 .0037 .0000 87.4 87.3 86.3 4.051 -2.6
 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 10 GAP 10 34.560 178.4
 
-19_29 -.0019 0.0000 .-. 0009 ..... 0008 ._.0055 .0093 . -81.5..__86.9....87.4 . 22.943_178.4.
 
19 30 -.0057 0.0000 -.0027 .0084 .0105 .0119 87.3 87.5 87.6 8.019 178.2
 
19 31 -.0095 0.0000 -.0044 .0117 .0126 .0131 87.6 87.6 87.6 3.160 178.0
 
.--20 32 .....-.0153.. 0.0000 -.0072 0131 0127.- __ ... .0.
.... 0129 ...... ... 87.6.87.6 87.6. .199 

21 33 -.0272 0.0000 -.0127 .0123 .0101 .0072 87.6 87.5 87.4 2.07 -2.2
 





INPVT , INPUT INPUT 
RESI1T....REACT..'--,CONDUCT. 





._RESIST.. :-' EACT..:. 
' OHMS 'OHMS' 
GAP GAP 
RESIST...22L. REACT. 









































OHMS OHMS MHOS MHOS OHMS OHMS OHMS OHMS VOLT DEGREES
 
INFINITE . -.000105052.76 ,. . 
10 INFINITE INFINITE -.000 105052.768 84.23A 8.9 
4 INFINITE INFINITE -600.000 0.000 14.919 -100.2 
-9 -........ .INFINITE ... 84.238 8.9.
 
.7 . INFINITE_ INFINITE. -600.000. -. 000 ... 14.919_ -100.2 
_INPUT POWER = ... .537.WATTS. 
RADIATED POWER = -.043 WATTS 
WIRE LOSS = .000 WATTS 
_NETWORK _LOSS = 4.580 WATTS 
RADIATION EFFICIENCY = -.95 PER CENT' 
NO GROUND PRESENT
 
ANTENNA MODE SOLUTIONS WERE READ FROM BINARY CARDS DECK NO. 306 




-GAP . E ......... EM . -. OHM_ MICRO - -. ICO-_._
 
VOLT DEGREES HENRY ,FARAD.
 
_.-.I 1000.0000 . -0.00 ._-0.0000 . -0.0000 -INFINITY - -- 'SERIES' 
2 1000.0000 180.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY SERIES 
NONRADIATING" NETWORKS' CONNECTING THE GAPS" 
NET NO NETTYPE ., GAP CONNECTIONS ,,,,, PARAMI , ,.,PARAM2 , , PARAM3 ',,.4 PARAM4 
. IMP ..... .... 0............ OO1,00.0000.- 0.0000... -0.00000. 1-0..,000
 
2 IMP 6-0 . 100.0000 . -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000
 
3 IMP 3- 0 -0.0000 -0.0000 160.0000 -0.0000
 




















7 IMP 9- 0 -0.0000 
-0.0000 15.0000 -0.0000
8 IMP ... - 9--O10 .- .. -0.0000-.- -0.0000 _. -0.0000..... -0.0000 
9 IMP 1- 0 *600000.0000 
-0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000
10 IMP 2- 0 *600000.0000 
-0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000
.11. - IMP .. . .. - 2 .. -......700000.0000 ._ -0.0000 .-..- 0.0000 .....- 0.0000 
'-.-COORDINATES..- "CURRENT DISTRIBUTION 
-NORMAL-ELECTRIC_ 
FIELD * RADIUS 
x ,Z . A AMPLITUDE.. MA- .. PHASE__ 






- 0.0000 0.0000 -0000 GAP 1 
 GAP 1 " 185.648 -.0
- 1..I....OO0 0.0000 :..0032 ...2938-.2347.) .1836 
 90.0 __..90.0-.90.0....1624.... -.0
 1 2 0.0000 0.0000 .0097 .1871 .1403 .0943 90.0 90.0 90.0 136.701 -.0
1 3 0.0000 0.0000 .0162 .0961 .0493 .0000 90.0 90.0 -90.0 141.635 -. 00...0000 .0000....GAP- 2......- ..-- .... GAP 2. .... 185.648-180.0_
.2. 4 *0.0000 0.0000 -.0032 .2938 .2347 .1836 
 -90.0 -900 -900 162.484 180 0 
2 5 0.0000 0.0000 -. 0097 1a71. .1403 .09432 -90.0 -90.0 -900 136.701 180,06 0.0000 ....0.0000 ..-. 0162. .0961 _--0493 .-. 0000... -900.-90.0 
- 90.0.,. 141.,35 - 1800.0 
0.0000 -.0000 -.0000 GAP 
3 . GAP 3 20.036 178.33 "'7 0.0000 .0028 .0016 .0297 .0241 .0203 -106.1 -109.5 -112.9 14.512 178.0 
--3.- 8. 0.0000 ... 0084 ..... 0049.......0209..-. 0183- .0163.__112.2__115,0.1178..... 7.263 . 176.7..
3 9 0.0000 .0140 .0081 .0164 .0149 .0136 -117.6 -120.2 -122.7 4.,45 175.0
4 10 0.0000 .0226 .0130 .0138 .0118 .0104 -122.3 -126.6 -130.7 2.723 171.4
0.0000 .. 0400 ... 0231 - ..... 0107 _.0088 _. .0073 - -129.2 -134.7 -140.0-_ 1.353-_161.56 12 0.0000 .0620 .0358 .0074 .0062 .0052 
 -138.9 -143.3 -148.6 ' .972 152.5
0.0000 .0722 .0417 
 GAP 4 
 GAP 4 .900 149.9
0.0000 . .0722 ...... 0417___GAP5. ...... .' 'GAP 
_ . .837.__ .... 124.17 13 0.0000 .0820 .0476 '.0052 .0042 .0031 -148.6 -149.2 -149.7 . .834 .123.08 1.4 0.0000 .1082 .0624 .0032 .0016 .0000 -149.6,7150.3 
-4.8,.,, -A56 120.40.0000 ._... - 0000.4 .',00'00 ....- GAP '6.... ... 'GAP" ... . 6, -- __20.036 - -1.79 15 0.0000 - .0028 -.0016 .0297 .0241 .0203 73.9 70.5 67.1 14.512 -2.0
9 16, 0.0000 .0084 -.0049 .0209 .0103 .0163 67.8 65.0 62.2 7.263 -3.3
9 17. 0.0000 .... 0140 - 0081 .. ... 0164..0149 ...... 0136 ..... 62.4.--.59.8 
_57.3 .--- ,4.645_. -5.010 18 0.0000 .0226 -.0130 .0138 .0118 .0104 57.7 53.4 49.3 
 2.723 -8.6
11 19 0.0000 .0400 -.0231 .0107 .0088 .0073 508 45.3 40.0 1.153 -18.5
12 20 0.0000 ...-. 0620 .-. 0358 .... .0074 .0062 .0052 . 41.1 ,...36 7 , 31.4 .... .972 -27.50.0000 .0722 -.0417' '. GAP '7 ' GAP 7 00 -30.1
 0.0000 .0722 -.0417 GAP 8 
 GAP 8 .837 -55.9

_13.21- .0.0000 ..-- 0825....- 0476 ----.--0052......0042_.... 0031-_ 31.., °8-..3Q8,3,._. .834__-57.0 
_
14 22 0.0000'' .1082 ' '64-'' .0032 .... 0616 o000
0 2 30.4 29.7 1752 '. .856 -59.6
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 9 
 GAP 9 14.294 -179.9
.15 23 .. 0029 .0000 .0014 . 0187'" - 0145 __ .0116 -89.6 -"9.6 .-8 9,g, 10.474 -179.815 24 .0088 0.0000 .0041 
 .0120 .0100 .0084 -89.5 -89.5 -89.4, 5.370 -179.8
10 25 .0147 0.0000 .0068 .0085 .0072 .0062 -84.4 -89.3 -89.3 3.413"-179.7
16 26 .0236 . 0.0000 .0110 .0063 .0048 .0036 -09.3 -89.2 -89.1 . 1.957 -179.6 
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X Y Z AMPLITUDE PHASE 
-WIRE INT WAVE-A.--- WAVE-- WAVE-.-- _AMP. AMP .----- AMP _--. EG__ DEG -DEG...VOLTS. -DEG-. 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS ' LENGTHS 
17 27. .0419 0.0000 . .0195 .... °0039. . .002S . .0014 . -89.2 -89.1__r89.0 .... R4 -179.2.
 
18 28 .0657 0.0000 .0306 .0016 .0007 .0000 -89.1 -89.1 -88.7 .582 -179.1
 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 10 . GAP 10 14.?94, .1
 
19 29 -.0029... 0.0000 -. 0014 .'-'.0187,...0145 .0116 -- .90.4..90.4_90.5 _10.474... .2.
 
19. 30 -.0088. . 0.0000 -.0041 .0120 .0100, .0084 90.5 90.5 90.6 5.370 ".2 
19 31 -.0147 0.0000 -.0068 .0085 .0072 .0062 90.6 90.7 90.7 3.413 . .3
 
-20.. 32 .---. 0236 0.0000__-. 0110. .- 90.7 90.8 90.9 ___o4.
0063 ,0048.0_.036 .1.957_-. 

21 33 -.0419 0.0000 -.0195 .0039 .0025 .0014 90.8 .90.9 91.0 .894 .8
 




GAP INPUT . INPUT INPUT INPUT LOAD LOAD I GAP GAP ' GAP VOLTAGE
 
-NO -- RESIST...-.. REACT......C-ONDUCT... SUSCEPT. .----RESIST. '..REACT..__RESIST,__ REACT......
 
MHOS MHOS. '
OHMS OHMS  OHMS OHMS OHMS OHMS. ,* VOLT DEGREES
 
___._. .2 D000000.- ,.000294 ... -:0. .. 0 000_ 1°480 lOOO°O0. ..2 92 ..- 40 3 . .. 00 .. -f3404.244 00- O.Q_ 
2 2.492 -3404.243 .000000 .000294 0.000 0.000 1.80 -3404.244 1000.000 -180.0
 
3 INFINITE INFINITE -99.902 -t 3.123 ,! 2.969 72.1
 
.6, - INFINITE- INFINITE ..... 99.902... 3.123 2.969 _107.9 
9 INFINITE INFINITE .000 .000 .000 -74.5
 
10 INFINITE INFINITE ''-.000'' . -.000 .000 -74.5
 
-.'4-. ..INFINITE,,- INFINITE.-_ -600.000.:.. ...... 000 3.128 -*148.6_
 
7 INFINITE INFINITE, , -600.000 ' .000 3.f28 31.4
 
INPUT- POWER .430 WATTS
 
RADIATED POWER -. 162 WATTS
 
_WIRE.LOSS ... = . 00WATTS­
'NETWORK'LOSS :' ' *L593 WATTS






'GAP 'EMF EMF OHM MICRO PICO
 
........ VOLT.. DEGREES..-. . -. "'HENRY -.. FARAD
 
1 1000.0000 -0.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY SERIES
 
2 1000.0000 -0.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY SERIES
 




COORDINATES . ...- - CURRENT-DISTRIBUTION. 	 NORMALELECTRIC 
FIELD 0 RADIUS 
X- ____Y 	 AMPLITUDE - -- _-- HASE"_ 
WIRE INT WAVE- WAVE- WAVE- AMP AMP AMP DEG. DEG DEG 
 VOLTS DEG 
-- NO- NO.-LENGTHS- LENGTHS .LENGTHS 
0.0000 0.0000 -. 0000 GAP 1 	 GAP 1 163.257 -1.0 
- L. .... O.O000 __0.0000 -. 0032 ... 2722 .2198 .... 1732 88.8..88.8._8.8146.007-.-1.1
 
1 2 0.0000 0.0000 .0097 
 .1759 .1325 .0894 88.8 88.8 88.8 127.935 -1.2 
1 3 .0.0000 0.0000 -. 0162 '.0910 .0468 .0000 '88.8 B8;7 -91.6 134.102 ' -1;2 
__ * 0.0000 .0.0000 ...- .O000O_.GAP 2. -GAP 2_...--- .. "163.257.--1.0 
2 4 0.0000 0.0000 -.0032 .2722 .2198 .1732 88.8 88.8 88.0 146.007 -1.1 
2 5 0.0000 0.0000 -.0097 .1759 .1325 .0894 88.8 88.8 88.8 127.535 -1.2 
2 6 .0.0000._0.0000_ -. 0162... . 0910 .0468 __.0000.__ 88.8 88.7 -.91.6 134.102 -- 1.2 
0.0000 -.0000 -. 0000 GAP 3 GAP 3 .' , 50.622 180.0 
3 7 0.0000 .0028 .0016 .1356 ';1207 .1105 -90.2 -91.4 -91.6 37.001 -179.6
_.___3_ 8..0.0000 _ .0084'.'_.0049 1_-.I122_.1049 -...0989 21-91.6 --91.8 .-92.1 --_19.601 -178.2 
3 9 0.0000-- .0140 .0081 .0992 .0942 .0897 -92.1 -92.3 -92.6 14.066 -176.9 
4 10 0.0000 .0226 .0130 .0901 .0825 .0759 -92.6 -93.3 -94.0 10.304 -178.1 
--- 511----0.0000 .0400- 0231 .--. 0768_--.0658 .0558 - -94.0 _.95.9_-98.4 .... 7.618.-172.4 
6 12 0.0000 .0620 .0358 .0562 .0481 .0403 ' -98.3 -101.4 -106.0 6.927 -169.8 
0.0000 .0722 .0417 GAP 4 GAP 4 6.851 -168.3 
..... 0000 ... 0722 .. _.0417 ._. GAP 5 ...... .... GAP .5-- _ . -_ _ 6.295_ 161.1 
7 13 0.0000 .0825 .0476, .0403 .0325 .0246 -106.0 -105.5 -105.1 6.352 162.6 
8 14 0.0000 .1082 .0624 " .0248 .0127 .0000 -105.4 -105.3 80.0 6.684 164.6 
......0.0000--.000__.000_.'_GAP 6- - ___ -LGAP :6...... - ... . .650.622. 180.0 
9 15 0.0000 .0028 -.0016 - .1356 .1207 .1105 -91.2 -91.4 -91.6 37.001 -179.6 
9 16 0.0000 .0084 -.0049 " .1122 1'.1049 .0989 -91.6" -91.8 -92.1' 19.601 -178.2 
.... 9 -17.- 0.0000 .0140...-.0081 "--..0992-..0942 . .0897 -92.1---92.3_92.6....4.066 -176.9 
10 18 0.0000--- .0226 -.0130 .0901 .0825 .0759 -92.6 -93.3 -94.0 10.304 -175.1 
11. 19" 	 0.0000 .0400 -.0231 .0768 .0658 .0558 -94.0 -95.9 -98.4 7.618 -172.4 
12 	 20 0.0000 -.0620 _-.0358 .0562....0481_ .0403-98.3101.4106.0 
_ 6.Q27 -169.8 
0.0000 .0722 -.0417 GAP 7 GAP 7 6.851 -168.3
 
0.0000 °0722 -.0417 GAP 8 	 GAP 8 
 6.295 161.1 
.13 21 0.0000. .0825 - -. 0476 ......0403 .0325 -. .0246 _.-106.0--105.5 -105.1 ___ 6.352 162.6 
14 22 0.0000 .1082 -.0624 .0248 .0127 .0000 -105.4 -105.3 80.0 6.684 164.6 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 9 " " GAP 9 - 35.573 177.3 
...... 15 23.... .0029 -.-0.0000 ----..0014 ... 0012.....0089_ .0149_ -74.6 -- 85.0--- 85.9 -. 23.670 _177.3 
15 24 .0088 0.0000 .0041 .0135 ..0169 .0192 85.7 86.0 86.1 8.363 177.0 
-15 25 .0147 0.0000 .0068 .0189 .0203' .0201" 86.1' '86.1 86.2 3.357 176.7 
. 16 26 * .0236 0.0000. 0110 ..-. 0208.. .0212 .0206 86i :"86.1 .. 86.1 .140 - 3.0 
17 27-* .0419 0.0000 .0195 .0200 .0165 .0117 86.0 85.9 85.8 2.q22 -3.6 
18 28 .0657 0.0000 .0306 .0115 .0061 .0000 85:.8 85.7 -95.9 '4.303 -4.2 
1 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 10 . - -GAP 10 ............. 35.573 177.3 
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X " 'y Z AMPLITUDE PHASE
 
WIRE INT .._ WAVE-..-. WAVE- ... WAVE- _AMP AMP-A O OL.DEDEG -OEGE. 

NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS
 
19 29 -.0029 - 0.0000 ....-. 0014 .... 0012 .. ,0089.....-0149...-46. 8,0.85,9 23.670 177.3 ­
19 30 -.0088 0.0000 -.0041 .0135 .0169 .0192 85.7 86.0 86.1 8.363 177.0
 
19 31 -.0147 0.0000 -.0068 .0189 .0203 .0211 86.1 86.1 86.2 3.357 176.7
 
20-. 32 ....-. 036 0.0000 -.0110 ... 0208_ 0212 .0206 - 86.1--86.1-86.1-_ .140..3.0__
 
21 33 -.0419 0.0000 -.0195 .0200 .0165 .0117 86.0 85.9 85.8 2.q22 -3.6
 




GAP INPUT INPUT 'INPUT INPUT LOAD LOAD GAP . GAP • GAP VOLTAGE
 
-NO_.RESIST. - REACT. - CONDUCT... SUSCEPT.-.. RESIST. REACT. RESIST..' "REACT...--,.....
 
OHMS OHMS MHOS MHOS OHMS OHMS OHMS ' OHMS VOLT DEGREES
 
1' ----%.75.943. -3672.793 .000006 ....... 000272 0.000 0.000 75.13I 3672.826 1000.000 .... 0.0
 
2 75.943 -3672.793 000006 .000272 0.000 0.000 75.131 -3672.826 1000.000 0.0
 
3 INFINITE INFINITE -99.902 3.123 13.548 87.0
 
--	 _..6.. .. INFINITE-.. INFINITE..-99.902 .- _3.123 13.5488__7.0 ­
' 9 INFINITE INFINITE -4000 68233.630 79.297 15.0 IL16 	 INFINITE INFINITE' -.000 68233.630 .79.297 10.0 
_.. ............. 	 INFINITE.~. INFINITE .. 600.000. .00000 -- 24.204-106.0_
 
7 	 INFINITE INFINITE -600.000 -.000 24.204 -106.0
 
INPUT POWER 111.255 WATTS 
"'RADIATED POWER = -.114 WATTS 
-."WIRE'LOSS =........ .000 WATTS 
-NETWORK LOSS = '11.368 WATTS 
- RADIATION EFFICIENCY = -1.01 PER CENT' 
--7QUENCY = .3690 NC 
.NU (UUNU VKtNlNi
 
ANTENNA MODE SOLUTIONS WERE READ FROM BINARY CARDS DECK NO. ,. •
 






-GAP--- EMFE E.-.---OH... MICRO... PICO 
VOLT DEGREES HENRY FARAD 
--- 1--O0o00O---.". 0,- 0.-OOOO- .0000-INFINITY_- -SERIES­
2 1000.0000 180.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY SERIES 
NONRADIATING NETWORKS CONNECTING THE GAPS'
 
NET NO NETTYPE GAP CONNECTIONS PARAMI PARAM2 PARAM3 PARAM4
 
•.-I_ ..IMP_ -3 -.-. __ 0 00000. _ 0 0 00 ...__- .0 0 000.-.--..,0 000.­
' 2 IMP 6- 0'. 100.0000 -0.0000 -0.00006 -0.0000
 
3 IMP 3- 0 -0.0000 -0.0000' 160.0000 -0.0000
 
._4 -IMP .6- .0 000 0 00000 160.0000.... -0.0000_
.......
5 IMP 4- 0 600.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 
6 IMP 7- 0 600.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 
-_ -IMP. .09-__0 .____ -,000_-,000_ 5,0000....00000_.-7,
8 IMP T ... -0.0000 -0.00009- 10 ". ".."-0.0000 '-'0.0000 
9 IMP I- 0 '' .800000.0000 -0.0000 '-0.0000 -0.0000 
-0 IMP _2-__.0.__..-.*800000.0000.' -0.0000_._._----0.0000 ___-0.0000... 
11 IMP 1- 2 *900000.0000 -0.0000 . -0.0000 -0.0000 




X Y. Z AMPLITUDE . .PHASE 
AMP'-..L.-'- . DEG . --. -VOLTS -
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS 
WIRE INT ...WAVE- WAVE- 'WAVE-.. AMP'.... DEG DEG- DEG 
. 0.0000. 0.0000-.... 0.0000.... GAP._-.0-..-1 ...... .. 185,639.... .,0.
'
 
1 0 0.0000 0.0000 ' ' .0038" '.3492 '.2791 '.2183 " 90.0" '90.0'''90.'0 '162.601 , -.0' 
1 . 2 0.0000 0.0000 .0110 .2225 .1669 .1123 90.0 90.0 90.0 137.06 -.0 
.1 --3 ..... 0.0000 0.0000 .. 092 ... o1143 . ,0587 ....0000 .... 90.0 _...00.0 .- 900... 142.077....-..0 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 2 GAP 2 185.639 180.0 
2 4 0.0000 0.0000 -.0038 .3492 .2791 .2183 -90.0 -90.0 -90.0 162.601 180.0 
2..'s 0.0000 .. 0.0000 -.0115 .,222 . .1669 .1123 .- 90.0 -90.0 -90.0 ...137.006 .180.0 
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* X Y Z AMPLITUDE . PHASE 
--WIRE INT ....... WAVE-- ......WAVE-...... WAVE- "" "AMP .-- AMP ..- AMP__ EG-...__D."OEG___VLTS_ DE.-_ 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS 
2.. 6..... 	0.0000 .. 0.0000 .__ -. 0192 __ -. 1143 ....-,0587 ___o0000 . r90.0. , _90.0 O_.-n9O.O---42.077180.0
 
0.0000 -.0000 -.0000 GAP 3 GAP 3 
 19.968 178.1
 
3 7 0.0000 .0033 .0019 .0338 .0273 .0230 -110.1 -114.6 -119.0 14.453 
 177.8.
 
.3...8..... 0.0000 .0100 0058 .. .. .0237 .... 0208___.0186..-118.2_-121.9-.125. 6_. 7.213_--176.2
. .....

3 9 0.0000 .0166 * .0096 .0187 .0170 .0156 -125.3 -128.7 -132.0 4.596 174.1
 
4 10 0.0000 .0268 .0155 .0158 .0137 .0122 -131.4 -137.1 -142.2 2.680 169.5
 
.5____11.....
0 0000 ...... 0475 -.....0274 .... 0125 .0104- .0087.-140.4_--147.3-153.6_1336._156.2_
 
6'2 0.0000 .0735 .0425 .0088 
 .0075 .0063 -152.4 -157.7 -164.0 .998 143.4
 
0.0000 .0857 .0495 
 GAP 4 .GAP 4 .945 139.5

"""0.O0000.... 0857___..0495_GAP 	 __GP '5m. . 86 0.. 
-164.7 -165.3 .132 107.9
 
8 14- 0.0000 .1283 .0741 .0039 .0020 .0000 -165.3 -166.1 -12.1 .S86 104.7
 
. . ...... 0 .... 0000_ - -GAP 6... ...... . GAP 6 ...... . ....__ 9.968-- 1.9 _­
7 13 	 O.000: ' .0979 .0565 .0063 .0051 .0039 -164.0 

.-­
9 5-i 0.0800 .0033 -.0019 .0338 .0273 .0230 69.9 65.4 61.0 14.453 -2.2
 
9 16 0.0000 .0100 -.0058 .0237 .0208 .0186 61.8 58.1 54.4 7.213 -3.8
 
.9-17--.0000 -._.0166_.-.0096 .0187___.0170 .0156 54.7.--51.3_48.0 4.596 -5.9.
 
.0 18 0.0000 .0268 -.0155 .0158 .0137 .0122. 48.6 42.9 37.8 2.680 -10.5 
11 19 0.0000 .0475 -.0274 .0125 .0104 .0087 39.6 32.7 26.4 1.336 -23.8 
i__1._.20...... 0.0000 -. 0735 7.0425 --. 0088--.0075.....0063 .. 276 22.3__ 16.0_ .998 -36.6 
0.0000 .0857 -.0495 GAP 7 GAP 7 .945 -40.5
 
- 0.0000 .0857 -.0495 GAP 8 GAP 8 .816 -70.6
 
_ 13. -21... __ .0979__..0565 0063 .. .0051. .. 0039 ....16.0_....15.3- - 14.7___ .832__-72.I_0.0000 	 ......

14. -22 0.0000 .1283 -.0741 .0039 .0020 .0000, 14.7., 13,9 167.9... .S86 -75.3
 
0.0000 	 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 9 , ., GAP , 9 ,1 .. 14.303 -179.8 
-- 15--23 .0035 - 0.0000 ..... .0016...... .0222 .. 0172 .....0138. -89.6_.-89.6_-89.5......10.482 -179.8. 
15 24 .0104 0.0000 .0049 .0143 .0119 .0100 -89.5 -89.4 -89.4 5.375 -179.8 
IS 25 . .0174 0.0000 .0081 .0101 .0086 .0073 -89.4 -89.3 -89.3 .3.417 -179.7 
16..26 ....... 0280 . 0.0000.... .0131____ .0075....-.0057.... .0043. -89.3...-89.2._---r89.1 ....1.960 -179.5.
 
17 27 .0497 0.0000. .0232 .0047 - .0029 .0017- -89.2 -89.1 -89.1., .895 -179.2
 
18 	.28 .0779 0.0000 .0364 .0018. .0009 .0000 , -89.1. -89.1 -88.7., .582 -179.1
 
_.0.0000-- 0.0000 -. GAP . ... GAP 10 , - -.....
0.0000.....- 10...... 14.303 2
 
.19 29 -.0035 0.0000 -.0016 .0222 .0172 .0138 90.4 90.4 90.5 10.482 .2
 
19 30 -.0104 0.0000 -.0049 .0143 .0119 .0100 90.5 90.6 90.6 5.375 .2
 
19. 31.....r.0174__ 0.0000....-. 0081....010I --. 0086-....0073 90.6.90__.7 90.7 3.417_--_ .3_.. 
20 32 -.0280 0.0000 -.0131 .0075 .0057 .0043 90.7 90.8 90.9 1.960 .5 
21 53 -.0497 0.0000 -.0232 .0047 .0029 .0017 90.8 90.9 90.9 .895 .8 
__.22 34. -. _.-.0779-....0.0000._--.0364.......0018-....0009......0000 - 90.9___90.9___91.3_..... .582 ... .9 
GAP .VLTAGE----GAP -.-INPUT - . _INU - NPUT INPUT.- LOAD . LOAD, ..... P*OAD.,.- R. 
NO RESIST. . REACT. CONDUCT. SUSQEPT.. RESIST. .,REACT.,i.., RESISjT. ,,,REACT. - . 
OHMS OHMS HHOS MHOS - OHMS .i , OHMS..., , OHMS .. ,. OHMS ,, VOLT DEGREES 
1 2.383. -2863.594 .000000 .000349 0.000 0.000 1.367 -2863.096 . o1000.000 .0 
2 2.383 -2863.594 ..000000 .000349 0.000 0.000 1.367 -2863.596 . 1000.000 -180.0 





























MHOS OHMS OHMS OHMS -OHMS VOLT DEGREES
 
-INFINITE--INFINITE. 99.863 - 3.704 
_-..379 -I12.2 




INFINITE INFINITE -.000 -.000 .000 -69.9
 




-600.000 -.000 3.788 16.0
 
INPUT POWER = .581 WATTS 
RADIATED POWER.= 
-.219 WATTS 
.WIRE LOSS .000 .WATTS...--
NETWORK LOSS = .800 WATTS 





















---.---- PHASE .. -
____ 
WIRE INT WAVE- WAVE- WAVE- AMP -,,AMRp,, -AMP DEG DEG DEG VOLTS DEG 












.0.9000 0.0000 GA',P,,,1 
.. '-0,. O00 ..... 0038 -. 3247.-
0.0000 .011 .2100. 
.0.0000 .0192 .1087 
.00000 000..--AP 2 
, ,;', 




tGAP, 1 11"634612 1-1:'21' 
2 0 6 8.., 88.6 -­ 88. .L. 88.5 1. J 146. 50S...-I.3 3-­
.1068 088.5 88.'5 ";88.5 ''28.255 -1.S 
.0000 88.5 88.5 88.0 135.013 -1.5 





























X 	 Y Z AMPLITUDE PHASE 
AMP DEG EGDEG VOLTS 

NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS
 
.. WIRE INT . WAVE-. WAVE-- -, WAVE-.-- AMP . --.... -.. AMP-E ---.DEG__ eG_ 
-. . .0. 	 0000 . -. 0000 ..- 0000 .... GAP.3. ............... GAP .3....... ..........5o42 !-180.0.
 
.1617 .1443 .1323 -91.5 -91.7 -92.0 36.640 -179.4
 
3 8 0.0000 .0100 .0058 .1343 .1258 .1188 -92.0 -92.2 -92.5 19.290 -177.6
 
3 7 	 0.0000 .0033 .0019 

3-..9 .. 	 0.0000 ..---. 0166....0096--.1192-----.1133-_,1082__.-'92.5_-92.9_-93.2.__ 13.824_-175.9_ 
.0998 .0921 -93.2 -94.0 -95.0 10.175 -173.6
 
5 11 0.0000 

4 10 	 0.0000 .0268 .0155 .1086 

.0475 .0274 .0931 .0802 .0684 -94.9 -97.2 -100.3 7.710 -170.6
 
.6._12 0.0000 .... 0735....0425.....0688-.0591__ .0497__ -100.1-=103.9_-109.3__7.?73_-!.68.2
 
0.0000 .0857 .0495 GAP 4 . GAP 4 7.303 -166.8
 
* 0.0000 .0857 .0495 GAP 5 GAP 5 6.396 157.1
 
-.7- 13 --- _0.0000 . _0979. .. 0565. ,04971 .. _.0402...... ,0305._-109.3_-lO.7_-n]08,3
0.3 6.526.. 1589. 
8 14 	 0.0000 .1283 .0741 .0308 .0158 .0000 -108.6 -108.5 75.9 6.994 161.4
 
0.0000 -.0000 .0000 GAP 6 GAP 6 
 50.242 -180.0
 
... ..... .0033 - -.0019..... .1617......1443 ....1323 __ -91.5 . -91.7__.-920....__36.640 -179.4.
9- 15....'._0.0000 

9 16 	 0.0000 .0100 -.0058 .1343 .1258 .1188 -92.0 -92.2 -92.5 19.790 -177.6
 
* 9 17 0.0000 .0166 -.0096 .1192 .1133 .1082 -92.5 -92.9 -93.2 13.A24 -175.9
 
_10=_18 ......0.0000 -------0268 __.0155.___-,.I086. _...0998_.. .,0921__ -93.2-_.-94,0__-95.0 10,.175 -_173.6. 
11 19 0.0000 .0475 -.0274 .0931 .0802 .0684 -94.9 -97.2 -100.3 7.710 -170.6
 
12 20 0.0000 .073S -.0425 .0688 .0591 .0497 -100.1 -103.9 -109.3 7.273 -168.2
 
_0.0000 . .0857 __ -.0495 .......... _-_GAP 7 .__GAP .7 7.303_166.8
 
0.0000 .0857 -.0495 
 GAP 8 GAP 8 6.396 157.1
 
13 21 0.0000 .0979 -.0565 .0497 .0402 .0305 -109.3 -108.7 -108.3 6.;26 158.9
 
_14.-22.... 0.0000 .... 1283.....-.074J .0308-0158. .,0000 -108.6 7I08.5....75.9 6.994.161.4.
._ 

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 9 GAP 9 36.324 176.7
 
15 23 .0035 " 0.0000 .0016 .0013 .0110 .0183 -69.7 83.9 85.0 24.209 176.6
 
0124......0104 .0165 0235. 848 __ 8.620 _176.3
0.0000 .... .0049.....  _. .0207 .... .. 85.1. 85.2 

15 25 .0174 0.0000 .0081 .0231 .0248 .0259 
 85.2 85.3 85.3 3.507 175.8
 
16 26 .0280 .0131 .0260 85.2 85.2




___ 17 - 27 -,-...0497 ...... 0.0000 ....- 0232 .. .0246 ._ 0203 ... 0145-.-. 85.I .... .___ 3.008 _-4.4­
18 28 .0779 0.0000 .0364 .0142 .0076 .0000 84.8 84.7 -97.2 4.493 -5.2
 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 10 GAP 10 '36.324 176.7
 
__19._29 .._--.0035 ....0000.-.0016 .. 0013 .011.... . . 0183 -69.7_83.9 _85......24.709_176.6.
 
19 30 . -.0104 0.0000 -.0049 .0165 .0207 .0235 84.8 85.1 85.2 8.620 176.3
 
19 31 -.0174 0.0000 -.0081 .0231 .0248 .02S9 85.2 85.3 85.3 3.07 175.8
 
-.20 .32. .--. 0280.. __0.0000 .. -.0131 _ _.0255....... 	 80.2 __ ....... 90254.....852..
0260....... 	 5,2 095... .7.
 
21 .33 -.0497 0.0000 -.0232 .0246 .0203 .0145 85.1 84 9 84.8 3.008 -4.4
 




GAP INPUT INPUT INPUT INPUT LOAD LOAD GAP GAP GAP VOLTAGE
 
...... SUSCEPT. . REACT ......
NOOUCT. 	 RESIST....REACT.... .EUST
OHMS OHMS MHOS MHOS OHMS OHMS OHMS OHMS VOLT DEGREES
 
.1 ... 77.736 -3079.017 - ..000008 .. .000325 0.000 ... 0.000...... 76.859 -3079.061. 1000.000 ...0.0. 
'2 77.736 -3079.017 .000008 
 .000325 0.000 0.000 76.859 -3079.061 1000.000 0.0
 
3 INFINITE INFINITE -99.863 3,704 16.161 86.4
 




"OHMS OHMS MHOS MHOS OHMS OHMS OHMS OHMS VOLT DEGREES
 
9.- INFINITE -- INFINITE .--.000. 57508.S61. 76.056 - -- 20.1I_
 
0 INFINITE INFINITE -.000 57508.561 76.056 20.1
 
4 INFINITE INFINITE -600.000 -.000 29.814 -109.3
 
7 _.... INFINITE- -INFINITE..... -600.000 . .... - 000-__---29.814.. -109.3.
 
- INP U T- P O W E R ... . . .=. 3 8 9 W A T T S
 
RADIATED POWER = " -.169 WATTS
 
WIRE LOSS = .000 WATTS
 
-NETWORK.LOSS . = _.. .16.58.WATTS.--
RADIATION EFFICIENCY = -1.03 PER CENT 
FREQUENCY = .4500 MC 
NO GROUND PRESENT
 
ANTENNA MODE SOLUTIONS WERE READ FROM BINARY CARDS DECK NO. 308
 





-GAP--.. -.-EMF.. EMF----.OHM.. MICRO_.. __PICO_
 
. OLT DEGREES ,,HENRY . FARAD
 
-1-1000.0000. .0.00 ..... -O.0000--0.0000.INF.INITY-. ..SERIES_ 
2 1000.0000 180.00 -0.0000 -0,0000 INFINITY SERIES 
NONRADIATING NETWORKS CONNECTINGTHE GARS 
NET NO NETTYPE GAP CONNECTIONS PARAMI PARAM2 PARAM3 PARAM4
 
..1 INP" : ='i '. loo .ooo. -o Voo . . "... .. "
 
- IMP 23-- 0. ..100.0000. .- 0.0000 ...-- 0.0000 -0.0000,.,
 
2 IMP 6- 0 100.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 
3 IMP 3- 0 -0.0000 -0.0000 160.0000 -0.0000
 






.ET NO NETRP GAP CONNECT-ONS -Pi P.R -M---ARAM3
PARAM4
 
...- 0.000 ___._ -0, 0000_
 




* ...... 5. -.. IMP .. 
0 600.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000
 
7 
 IMP 9- 0 -0.0000 -0.0000 15.0000 -0.0000
 
-0.0000 0.-OOO00_ 
9 IMP 1- 0 6160000.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 
10 IMP 2- 0 6160000.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 




- 11. _INP--........I-....2....._ .OO..0000 0 -0.0000 -0.O000. 





____7.- - AMPLITUDE_.__ 
DEG DEG DEG VOLTS DEG
 WAVE-	 WAVE- WAVE-. AMP AMP AMP
.WIRE INT ­
___1__NO-.- LENGTHS -- LENGTHS- -.LENGTHS-­
'GAP 1 185.628 -. 0 
-.0000 	 GAP I
0.0000 	 0.0000 
... 2675._. 90.0..- 90.0 90.0 __.162.R04__-.0_. 
.1376 90.0 90.0..
010000 0.0000 	 ..... 0047. -4273._-.3418 90.0 137.929 	 -.0 




.0000 90.0 90.0 
1 3 	 0.0000 0.0000 .0234 .1402 .0720 

-- GAP . 2' - 185.628. 180.0 _ 
i. ..... 0000 . 0.0000 ..0000 GAP 2 
-90.0 -90. -90.0 162.004 180.0
2 4 	 0.0000 0.0000 -.0047 .4273 .3418 .2675 
.1376 -90.0 -90.0 137.529 180.0
 2 5 0.0000 0.0000 . -.0141 .2726 .2045 -90.0 
p .2__6 --- 0....00000 _.0.0000 -,-.0234 ... 1402 ....0720 - _.0000_.. .0,0.__-90.0 90.0, 142.834 .1800. 19.886 178.1
GAP 3
1 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 3 

-128.4 	 14.374 177.6

.0370 .0294 	 .0246 -115.4 -121.9 

.3-... ....00000 .... 0122... .. 0070....... 0254--.0222-...0199-127,12-132.7-138.1.-...._7.130.175.8.­
.0200 .0183 .0169 -137.7 -142.8 -147.5 4.504 173.2 
3 7 	 0.0000 .0041 .0023 

3 -9 	 0.0000 .0203 .0117 

.0151 .0138 -146.8 -154.8 -161.9 2.580 167.0
4 10 0.0000 .0326 . .0189 .0171 

5_11 . .0000 ... .0579_...... .0334 ..... 0140.... 0120 .0104 
 .-159.5 -168.7 .- 176,8..... 1.258.147.5._. 
.0104 .0090 .0076 -175.4 178.0 170.1 .095 127.06 12 	 0.0000 .0897 .0518 

0.0000 .1045 .0604 
 GAP 4 GAP 4 ,.78 120.7 
'AP 5--'' ' _ .,737 84.67AP... S___
.. .....0 0000. .....1045 . .0604__ 

.0076 .0063 .0048- -170.1' '169.4 168.7 .787 82.6
 7 13 	 0.0000 .1194 .0689 

.0000 168.7 167.7 -153.5 .902 78.7
 8 14 	 0.0000 .1565. .0903 .0048 .0025 

- ' ' GAP:.'6 	 ' . . ' 19. 86-.- -1.9. 
* ____ 0.0000.....OO0000--.O.0000-_- .GAP' 6 '... 58.1 51.6 14.174 	 -2.4

.0370 .0294 	 .0246 64.6 

.0199 5?.9 47.3 41.9

9 10 	 0.0000 .0041 -.0023 7.130 -4.2
 
-.0070 .0254 .0222 	 32.--.4.504 -_-6.8.­9. 16 .0122 __-0200.-0183-_0 169_-42-3 __37 20.0000 0203___--.Oi179 17 	 . ,-
2.580 -13.0

.0138 33.2 25.2 18.1
10 18 0.0000 .0326 -.0189 .0171 .0151 11.3 3.2 1.258 -32.5

.0140 .0120 	 .0104 20.5
11 19 0.0000 .0579 -.0334 
 4.6_ 	 ....- . ......995.-53.0.0090 .... -2.0 9.9





.0.063 ____.0048 _T_.-9.9_ lO.6_,-l1.3___. 

0.0000 .1045 -.0604 GAP 8 
.787---.97.4_.
0689.. _
1 21. 0.0000 .1194 ....... 0076 

-11."-'1 3 261'"' .Q02 -101.3
 14 22 0.0000 .1565 -.0903 .0048 .0025 0 0' 
 14.317 -179.8
0.0000 	 0.0000 .0.0000 GAP 9,, .. GAP 9 

.0209 ... 0167'"_ -89.P -''69'4 -89.3"'.2.10.493 -179.8 
.- 15 23 .0042 0.0000 . .0020. . .0270 . 
5.381 -179.8.

.0121 -89.4' -89.3 -89.2 

15 25 .0212 0.0000 .0099 .0122 

15 24 -.0127 0.0000 .0059 .0174 .0144 
.0104 .0089 -89'.2 	-89.1 -89.0 3.419 -179.7
 
-09.9 -88.7. 1.958 -179.0




X Y Z AMPLITUDE PHASE 
-WIRE INT .. WAVE-.. _._ WAVE-.. WAVE- ' AMP . AMP- .. AMP-....DEG -- EG-DEG _...._.VOLTS---DEG.--. 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS 
.0056 _-.0035 -... 0020... -88.8 . -88.6 .- 88.4 _889 -179.0.
 
18 28 .0950 0.0000 .0443 .0022 .0010 .0000 -88.5 -88.4 88.3 .569 -178.5
 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 10 GAP 10 14.317 .2
 
19 29 -.. 0042 -. 0.0000 ...- 0020 .. 0270 .. 0209 .. 0167.- ..90.S- 90.6-__90.7.... 0.493.....2­
19 30 -.0127 0.0000 -.0059 .0174 .0144 .0121 90.6 90.7 90.8 5.381 .2
 
19 31 -.0212 0.0000 -.0099 .0122 .0104 .0089 90.8 90.9 91.0 3.419 .3
 
-. 17 .27 .0606 0.0000 - .0283 
.-20 -32... -.0342.- 0.0000- _-.0160 . .0091-.....0068 . .0051 ....91.0 _ 91.1_. 91.3 .. . 5----.1.95­
91.2 91.4 91.6 .889 1.0
 
22 34 -.0950 0.0000 -.0443 .0022 .0010 .0000 91.5 91.6 -91.7 .S69 1.5
 




INPUT - INPUT, LOAD LOAD ' GAP GAP GAP VOLTAGE
 
.NO .. RESIST. . REACT. -_ CONDUCT. .SUSCEPT.. RESIST. -REACT. __RESIST._.--.REACT.....
 
OHMS -OHMS MHOS MHOS OHMS OHMS OHMS OHMS VOLT DEGREES
 
- GAP INPUT INPUT ' 
... 2.109 -2340.367.-...O00000 .000427 _.. -.... O.O000.1.182_-2343368-_000.000 -.. 0.. 
2 2.109 -2340.367 .00000 .000427- - 0.000 1.182 -2340.368 1000.000 -180.0 
3 - - INFINITE 'INFINITE -99.796 4.515 3.693 62.0 
......6 --INFINITE.... INFINITE -__ 99.796 _-- _4.515... .3.693.-I1 8.0_ 
9 INFINITE INFINITE .000 .000 .000 -61.4 
10 	 INFINITE INFINITE' --. 000 ' -.000 - .000 -61.4
 
--....-- ITE 600. OOO. 0NFIN-- -. 170.1-
NFINFIN ITE000 ._. 00 - 4 .576- 

7 INFINITE INFINITE :-600.000 ,- .000 - 4.576 -9.9
 
,INPUT POWER - . .770 WATTS 
RADIATED POWER = -. 253 WATTS 
_WIRE-LOSS - .000 WATTS-
NETWORK-LOSS -,, ' 1.024 WATTS 





GAP EMF . EMF OHm MICRO, plUu 
-	 ...... VOLT -- DEGREES .. ----..-HENRY -. FARAD ... 
I 1600.0000 -0.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY -SERIES 
2 100.0000 -0.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY SERIES 




_..CORDINATE__ ____________ RFENT._DISRIUION __NORALELECTRIq__ 
FIELD * RADIUS
 
x Y_ _ ZL _ AHPLITUE- " HAS..
 
WIRE INT WAVE- WAVE- WAVE- AMP AMP AMP DEG DEG DEG VOLTS DEG 
--- NO- NO.--- LENGTHS LENGTHS -- LENGTHS "_ 
0.0000 0.0000 -.0000 GAP 1: GAP 1 164.?32 -1.6
 
_____ .-- 0.0000 o.0000....047.___.39951_.323.I 47.370 I.7 
1 2 0.0000 0.0000 .0141 .2589 .1951 .1318 88.1 88.1 88.0 129.501 -1.9 
1 3 0.0000 . 0.0000 .0234 ..1340 .0690 .0000',.' 88.0 88.0' -92.6 136.987 -2.'0 
. 0.0000 .0.0000 _ .0000._.GAP 2 .-- ''GAP .2 164.232 -1.6 
2 4 0.0000 0.0000 -.0047 .3995 .3231 .2549 88.2 88.188.1 147.370 -1.7 
2 5 0.0000 0.0000 -.0141 .2589 .1951 .1318 88.1 88.1 88.0 129.r01 -1.9 
. 6......0.0000 0.0000-...--.0234 ...... 134Q____.9690 .OOOO0000____88.:0 88.0 -92.6'_ 136.987_ -2.0_­
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 3 'GAP 3 49.577 -179.8 
3 7 0.0000 .0041 .0023 .1991 ".1781 .1638,. -91.9 -92.2 -92.6 36.011 -179.0 
___3-_8 0.0000 .0122 .0070._ .1663_.....162 .. 1480_ -92.6 -92.9 -93.3 .18.753 -. 176.4 __ 
3 9 0.0000 .0203 .0117 .1485 .1416 .1355 -93.3 -93.8 -94.2 13.414 -174.0 
4 .10 0.0000 .0326 .0189 .1361 .1257 .1167 -94.2 -95.3 -96.9 9.971 -170.9
 
_ _1_ _ 0.0000 ........ 0579.-..0334 .... .1179.-.1024....0879_...-96.4. _-99.3 !-103.2.__. 7.899.-167.7_
 
6 12 0.0000 .0897 .0518 .0886 .0764 .0646 -103.0 -107.6 -114.3 ', 7.903 -166.2
 
0.0000 .1045 .0604 GAP 4 GAP 4 8.114 -165.4
 
._____.0.0000 ... 1.045 .... 0604. S-.GAP. - - GAP 5.-..--.. -. 6.;62-- 151.1 
7 13 0.0000 .1194 .0689 . .0646 .0526 .0401 -114.3 -113.6 -113.0 6.830 153.5 
8 14 0.0000 .1565 .0903 .0405 ' .0209 .0000 -113.5 -113.3 -119.6 7.554 106.5 
..0.0000 000.0...O000..__.GAP .. ... . .__GAP.6 __ ....__ .49.577-179.8 
9 15 0.0000 .0041 -.0023. -. 1991' .1781 .1&38 -91.9 -92.2 -92.6 36.011 -179.0 
9 16 0.0000 .0122 -. 0070 - .1663 '-.1562 .1480 ' -92.6'1 -92.9 -93.3 18.753 -176.4 
.... 9_17 ..... 0.0000 .0203.-.0117 ...... -93.3 . _-94.2.... 13.414 -174.0.-­1355 _... 14851...-93.8 
10 18 0.0000 .0326 -.0189 .1361 .1257 .1167 -94.2 -95.3 -96.5 9.971 -170.9 
11 19 0.0000 .0579 -.0334 .1179 .1024 .0879 -96.4 -99.3 -103.2 7.R99 -167.7 
_ 12_20 . 0.0000 ... .0897 _._-.0518 ...... 0886-.._.0764 .__.0646_.-103.0.-107.6 -114.3 . 7.903 -166.2 
0.0000 .1045 -.0604 GAP 7 GAP 7 8.114 -165.4 
0.0000 .1045 -.0604 GAP 8 • GAP 8 6.562 151.1 
- 13 21 0.0000 .1194 -. 0689 .. 0646 -, .0526 .. 0401 -114.3 -113.6 -113.0 6.A30 153.5 
14 22 0.0000 .1565 -.0903 .0405 .0209 .0000 -113.8 -113.3 -119.6 7.954 156.5 
0.0000 0.0000 0,0000 GAP 9 GAP 9 37.653 175.6 
.__15_23 .... 0042...... 0.0000 ..... 0020 ___ .0015____.0142...... 0234__ -61.4. - e2.3-- 83.5 ._.25.167.175.5 
15 24 .0127 0.0000 .0059 .0212 .0266 .0301 83.3 83.7 83.8 9.082 175.1
 
15 25 .0212 0.0000 .0-099 .0297 .0320 .0334", 83.8''83.8 83.8 3.777 174.4
 
__ 	16 26 .0342 :0.0000. .0160 . .0329 ..0337 .0329'' 83.'8' 83.7 83.7 ..... .038 .. 78.5 
17 27 .0606 0.0000 .0283 .0319 .0265 .0190 83.6 83.4 83.2 3.160 -5.8 
18 28 .0950 0.0000 - .0443 .0187 .0099 .0000 , 83.2' 83.0 80.9 '..4.S37 -6.8 





X Y Z AMPLITUDE PHASE
 
WIRE-INT .... WAVE-.. WAVE--- WAVE---.-..AMP--......AMP - _-AMP---DEG_-DEG.--DEG--- VOLTS-DEG.
 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS
 
---19 .29 -.0042- 0.0000. -0020 ......0142 ___.0234....-61.4._ 82.3 ..- 835.....25.167. .175.5 
19 30 -.0127 0.0000 -.0059 .0212 .0266 .0301 83.3 83.7 83.8 9.082 175.1 
19 31 -.0212 0.0000 -.0099 .0297 .0320 .0334 83.8 83.8 83.8 3.777 174.4 
--- 20 3? .___-0342 .--- 0.0000 _--0160....0329_0....0337 ---. 0329....83.8.-_83.7-.-83.7--.038.---78.5 
21 33 -.0606 0.0000 -.0283 .0319 .0265 .0190 83.6 83.4 83.2 3.160 -5.8 
22 34 -.0950 0.0000 -.0443 .0187 .0099 .0000 83.2 83.0 80.9 4.837 -6.8 
IMPEDANCE DATA
 
INPUT LOAD LOAD GAP GAP GAP VOLTAGE
.GAP INPUT INPUT INPUT 

NO -_RESIST.. ..... REACT. -- CONDUCT. .-- r.._RESIST....REACT._--RESIST.------REACT.-.. .SUSCEP 
OHMS OHMS MHOS . MHOS .OHMS OHMS . OHMS OHMS ., VOLT DEGREES 
--- 81,124.. -2501.685 .. 000013 --_.000399..-..0.000___......0.000.__80.109 .:-2501.750....1000.000 ..... 0-0_ 
2 81.124 -2501.685 .000013 .000399 0.000 0.000 80.109 -2501.750 1000.000 0.0
 
.3 INFINITE INFINITE -99.796 4.515 , 19.890 85.5
 
-6- -INFINITE-._ INFINITE_.--.-..99.796....... .4.515. ....... 19.890.. 85.5-­
9 INFINITE INFINITE -.000 47157.020 71.410 28.7
 
10 INFINITE -INFINITE . -.600 47157.020 , 71.410 28.7
 
-4- -INFINITE___INF INITE._-__ 600.O000 ... .. 000_--,.- 38.751 ._ .I14.3. 
.7 INFINITE INFINITF -600.000 .000 38.751 -114.3
 
INPUT POWER = 25.898 WATTS 
,RADIATED POWER = '-.263 WATTS 
.WIRE LOSS. = .... .000 WATTS--
NETWORK LOSS = 26.161 WATTS . 
RADIATION EFFICIENCY = -1.02 PER CENTi 
FREQUENCY .04O0 MC 
"---NO GROUND PRESENT'.
 
ANTENNA MODE SOLUTIONS WERE READ FROM BINARY CARDS DECK NO. . 309 










.GAR--_EMF EMF ... OHM.....MICRQ _.._PICO__ 
•VOLT _DEGREES HENRY FARAD
 
"'I.00.0.00 _ .00___0.000 -0.0000 __INFIJITY - ER.IES_.0. 0 
2 1000.0000 180.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY SERIES 
NDNRADIATING NETWORKS CONNECTING THE GAPS
 
NET NO NETTYPE- GAPCONNECTIONS PARAi PARAM2 PARAM3 PARAM4 
.'I ._IMP_ .3-...0... .. 00.000.0... -0.0000. 0.0000 __*....!-Q.0000
 
2 IMP 6- 0 100.0000 -- 0.0000.' -0.0000 -0.0000
 
IMP .3- 0 -0.0000 -0.0000 , 160.0000 -0.0000
3 

-4. -.ImP, 6- -0... ...... -0.0000 ___ -0.0000 ... 160.0000 ...- 0.0000.. 
SS IMP 4- 0 600.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000
 
6 IMP 7- 0 600.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000
 
-7 iMP.. 
 n9..0.O . -. 0000 -0.0000 ... I,000 ....-0.0000 
8 IMP "9- 10 ,. -0.0000 -0.0000 ' -0.0000 -0.0000
 
-9 - IMP l- 0 3620000.0000 -0.0000 '_0o0000 -0.0000
 
.10 .. ImP '2-..0... . 3620000.0000-......-0.0000 ......0.0000 ... 0.0000
 
11 IMP 1- 2 -300000.0000 ,-0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000
 
CURRENT D15TRIBUTION NORMAL ELECTRIC
COORDINATES 

- FIELD * RADIUS 
X 	 Y . Z AMPLITUDE PHASE 
...- WIRE INT .. WAVE- ... WAVE- .. WAVE-. ...... AMP__ ."AMP'-.-,---AMP DEG.. DEG _DEG_.... VOLTS DEG 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS ... ..... ,,...,. . 
'163.095 -. 0.
 
1 1 0.0000 . 0.0000 
 .0056 .5151 .4124 .3231 
90.0- 90.0 90.0 
90.0 90.0 90.0 138.249 -.0
1 2 	 0.0000 0.0000 .0169 .3292 .2471 .1664 

1. 	 3..-. 0.0000,,- 0.0000 .. 0281- .1694 ... .0870 .. .0000_....90.0.. 90.0 _-.90.0_ 143.874 __-.0
 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 2 
 GAP 2 -185.635 180.0
 
2 4 0.0000 0.0000 -.0056 .5151 .4124 .3231 -90.0 
 -90.0 -90.0 163.095. 180.0
 
..2471 .1664 .;-90.0 -90.0 .-90.0 .138.249 .180.0

-2 S - 0.0000 0.0000. -.0169 .3292 
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Y Z AMPLITUDE PHASE 
--WIRE NT -- WAVE-.---. WAVE- -.- WAVE- ..... AHP-..AMP - AMP-.DEG .OEG.- EG---VOLTS--DEG_ 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS
 
2 *-6 - 0.0000 0.0000- -.0281 ... 1694 -.- 0870 ...- 000.-.-90.0 .- 90.0--90.0-_143.874. 180.0 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 3 GAP 3 19.884 178.1 
3 7 0.0000 .0049 .0028 .0365 .0276 .0222 -116.6 -125.4 -134.9 14.353 177.7. 
---- 3 -- 8 - 0.0000 - -.0146 ... 0084 ..... 0230---..0196 .--. 0173 --133.0.-141.6--150.4 . .068 -175.8
 
3 9 0.0000 .0243 .0141 .0175 .0159 .0149 -149.7 -158.0 -165.8 4.406 172.9
 
4 10 0.0000 .0392 .0227 .0150 .0138 .0131 -164.6 -177.3 172.5 2.435 165.8
 
---. 5--i 0.0000 ..... 0695. .0401 .... 0131 -_-.0119 -. 0107 - 1758 162.9. 152.7 --_1.077 -138.6
 
6 12 0.0000 .1076 .0621 .0106 .0094 .0081 154.3 146.0 136.6 .A84 105.0
 
0.0000 .1254 .0724 GAP 4 GAP 4 .Q15 94.8
 
- 0.0000..--.1254 __ .0724-GAP 5.GAP- ...-... _ _ .854- 51.9
 
* 	7 13 0.0000 .1432 .0827 .0081 .0068 .0054 136.6 135.8 135.0 .647 49.4 
8 14 0.0000 .1878 .1084 .0054 .0028 .0000 134.9 133.8 -64.1 .A35 44.9 
.0.0000 ...... 00000 .... 0000 GAP 6--.... ... ..... GAP .6 . . _--- 9. 8 84 __ 1.9 9 15 0.0000 .0049 -.0028 .0365 .0276 .0222 63.4 54.6 45.1 14.353 -2.3 
9 16 0.0000 .0146 -.0084 .0230 .0196 .0173 47.0 38.4 29.6 7.068 -4.2 
__.-9._17... 	 0.00000- 0243--._ .0141 ... 0175__.0159 ....0149.__30.3-- 22.0.,_j4.2____4.406__,-7.1. 
10 18 0.0000 .0392 -.0227 .0150 .0138 .0131 15.4 2.7 -7.0 2.435 -14.2 
- 11 19 0.0000 .0695 -.0401 .0131 .0119 .0107 -4.2 -17.1 -27.3 1.077 -41.4 
-12.,20 --0.0000 ..... 1076 -. 0621.. .. 0106-.0094 .0081.....-27 .- 34.0- . -434._ - .884-75.0 
* 	 0.0000 .1254 -.0724 GAP 7 GAP 7 .915 -85.2 
- 0.0000 .1254 -.0724 GAP 8 GAP 8 .554 -128.1 
13 21 .. 0.0000 _ .1432 -0827 .0081 .....0068 ..0054.... -43.4- -44.2 -45.0---- .647 ,130.6 
14 22 - 0.0000 .1878 -.1084 .0054 .0028 .0000 -45.1 -46.2 115.9 .R35 -135.1 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 9 GAP 9 14.327 -179.8 
... 15 _23 .0001 - .0.0000- _.. .0198 _.-88.90024.... .0321 .. - 0248  -- 88.6 -88,3. 10.502-179.8 
15 24 .0103 0.0000 .0071 .0205 .0170 .0142 .88.4 -8.1 -87.8 0.381 -179.7 
15 25 .0255 0.0000 .0119 .0144 .0122 .0103 -87.8 -87.5 -87.1 3.413 -179.6 
:--16-26... 0410....0000---. 0191 ... 0106 -. 0079____.0059-._-87.2_.-86.5-85.6 - 1.946 -179.1 
17 27 .0727 0.0000. .0339 .0065 .0040 .0022 -86.0 -84.8 -83.4 869 -177.4 
18 28 .1140 0.0000 .0532 .0025 .0012 .0000 -84.0 -83.1 -97.4 .538 -174.0 
S.......0000 _-0,0000. 0.0000 ---GAP 10 - --GAP ..------- -14.327- ... ,­
19 29 -.0051 0.0000 -.0024 .0321 .0248 .0198 91.1 91.4 91.7 10.502 .2 
19 30 -.0153 0.0000 -.0071 .0205 .0170 .0142 91.6 91.9 92.2. 5.381 .3 
19.-31.... -- 0255-. 0.0000 --.0119 .0144- 0122-_.0103-.. 92.2--- 92.5 .92.9__3.4134__,k 
*20 32 -.0410 0.0000 -.0191 .0106 .0079 .0059 92.8 93.5 94.4 1.946 .9 
- 21 33 -.0727 0.0000 -.0339 .0065 .0040 .0022 94.0 95.2 96.6 .869 2.6 
.. 22 _34 -,1140 ... 0.0000 - .0532 -00250-0012... 0000. _96.0_96.9 82.6- 538__6.0. 
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INPUT'POWER = . .913 WATTS-
RADIATED POWER 
-.122 WATTS 
WIRE LOSS .= .. .000 WATTS 
9ETWORK LOSS = 1.035 WATTS 
RADIATION EFFICIENCY = -13.33 PER CENT 
EXCITATION MODE, 2 
GAP SOURCES 
GAP EMF EMF OHM MICRO PICO 
.. ...VOLT DEGREES, . ... HENRY-... FARAD.... 
1 1000.0000 -0.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY SERIES 
2 1000.0000 -0.00 -0.0000 . -0.0000 INFINITY ...... SERIES.. 
NETWORKS UNCHANGED 
COORDINATES .. .CURRENT.DISTRIBUTION 
... ... NORMAL ELECTRIC 
FIELD *RADIUS 
X Y Z . - AMPLITUDE ........ PHASE . 
4IRE INT WAVE- WAVE- WAVE- AMP 'AMP AMP DEG DEG DEG VOLTS DEG 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS 








....4854 ..3930 . .3104. 
GAP I 














































































X Y z AMPLITUDE PHASE
 
DEG..---VOLTS.---DEG­
-WIRE INT ..... WAVE-.... WAVE- .AVE-....--AMP.AMP.----- AMP ... DEG----DEG .----
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LF.GTH1rS 
GAP 3 ............- .. GAP 3 .................. 48.642.-179.4
 
3 7 0.0000 .0049 .4S2. .2421 

.. ........... O00 - 0.0000 0.19640 

.2175 .2009 -92.5 -92.9 -93.4 35.132 -178.3
 
3 8 0.0000 .0146 .064 
 .2038 .1923 .1829 -93.4 -93.9 -94.4 18.025 -174.3
 
3 ---9 .... 0.0000 ...--. 0243 ..
 ! . - .1835 ...... 1757 _.- 1688.-94.4 __-95,0...-95.6....120A1 .-- 170.8..
 
4 10 0.0000 .0392 
 .0227 .1695 .1577 .1474 -95.6 -97.0 -98.6 9.749 -166.7
 
5 11 0.0000 .0695 .0641 .1489 .1309 .1135 
 -98.5 -102.2 -107.0 8.236 -163.9 
___ _6__12 -0.0000 .. 1076 .0421 ..... 1143 .... 0992 .... 0845,-106.7 -112.4 120......8,857 -164.7.
 
0.0000 .1254 .0724 1 GAP 4 GAP 4 9.317 -164.9
 
0.0000 .1254 .07?4 GAP 5 
 GAP 5 6.776 143.6
 
..... 7--13.... -0000 1432 .. .---- 19,6-n18.,..... 77 146.8.
0 .... 0927 0845-....0694-.0533 __-120.5.-

8 14 0.0000 .1878 . 64 . .0539 .0280 .0000 -119.5 -119.3 64.5 8.389 150.5
 
- 0.0000 0.0000 0.04,0 GAP 6 
 GAP 6 . 48.642 -179.4
 
9._15 0.0000.......0049 -02a --... 2421 .. 2175 .....2009-- -925.--92.9 -93.....35.132 -178.3
 
9 16 0.0000 ..0146 -.064 .2038 .1923 .1829 
 -93.4 -93.9 -94.4 18.025 -174.3
 
9 17 0.0000 .0243 -..2'. .1835 .1757 
 .1688 -94.4 -95.0 -95.6 12.081 -170.8
 
10 8-18.....0.0000-__.0392 .. -. 0227 ....
:.1695-. .1577--.1474--- 95-6-97-0--98-6....9,749- 166.7_
 
11 19 0.0000 .0695 -.0101 .1489 ,.1309 .1135 -98.5 -102.2 -107.0 8.36 -163.9
 
12 20 0.0000 .1076- -.0621 .1143 .0992 .0845 -106.7 -112.4 -120.5 8.857 -164.7
 
-..... ... . -97 4............... ......GAP .7...............GAP 9....9317
.-164.9
 






13 21 0.0000 .1432 
 -.0927 .0845 .0694 .0533 -120.5 -119.6 -118.9 7.257 146.8
 
14-22 ......- -.16 0539 0280..... .-119.5,r119.3...
00000 .1878 ..... ....... 0000 645......8,389 150..
 
GAP 9 39.571 174.2
 
15 23 .0051 0.0000 .0674 .0017 .0184 .0301 -48.0 80.1 81.6 2.6 

• 0.0000 0.0000 O.n80 GAP 9 

174.0 
.o 15 24 .. 0153 .0.0000 . .0671 ... 0274 __....0342 .....0389 - .81.3_.81.7_. 81.9......9.761. 173.3
 
15 25 .0255 0.0000 .0319 .0383 .0413 .0432 
 81.8 81.9 81.9 4.183 172.3
 
16 26 .0410 0.0000 .0191 .0426 .0438 .0429 
 81.8 81.7 81.6 .151 146.4
 
1-.27--....... 020----..0000. 81.0 3.381_---7.6
-. . 39 ..  0417......,0349........0251 ......815..- 81.2-.... _. 

80.9 80.7 -103.2 5.351 -9.1
 
GAP 10 39.571 174.2
 
18. 28 .1140 0.0000 .053? .0248 . .0132 .0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.00"3 GAP 10 

_19..29"---- -.0051 - 0.0000 .-.024 .- 0017...... 0184 - .0301 ..- 48.0-.- 80.....816
.....26.556__ 174.0
 
19 30 -.0153 0.0000 -0071 .0274 .0342 .0389 81.3 81.7 81.9 
 9.761 173.3
 
19 31 -.0255 0.0000 -.0119 .0383 .0413 .0432 81.8 81.9 81.9 4.183 
 172.3
 
..__,20 32 ..... -.0410 ,..0.0000 -.0191 -.. 0426.....0438 ....0429.... 81.8.-.81.7--81.6-..... .151-146.4...
 
21 33 -.0727 0.0000 -.0339 .0417 .0349 .0251 81.5 81.2 81.0 3.381 -7.6
 





OHMS OHMS MHOS MHOS OHMS OHMS OHMS OHMS VOLT DEGREES
 
9. 
 ANFINITE. -INFINITE. -. ,000_.- 39297.51. .... 67.,867 _-42.2 
10 
 INFINITE INFINITE -.000 39297.517 67.867 42.2
 
4 
 INFINITE INFINITE -600.000 .000 50.713 -120.5
 
-INFINITE ._L_..INFINITE.__.-.6.00.000__ -. ,000 50.713-120.5_ 
_INPUTPOWER..... . ........._..0.690WATTS 
RADIATED POWER = -.380 WATTS 
WIRE LOSS = .000 WATTS 
-NETWORK LOSS.--..=...... 41.070 WATTS.___ 




ANTENNA MODE SOLUTIONS WERE READ FROM BINARY CARDS DECK NO. 310
 





GAP.... EMF .. EMFI..._. O-HM-.--...MICRO--- PICO 
VOLT DEGREES HENRY FARAD 
.. 000.0000 .--.-. 0..,00.....0 000._-0.0000-INFINITY ........ SERIES_ 
2 1000.0000 180.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY SERIES 
NONRADIATING NETWORKS CONNECTING THE GAPS
 
:NET NO NETTYPE GAP CONNECTIONS PARAMI PARAM2 PARAM3 PARAM4 
1. -. . IMP--. ----­3-0 ..... 100.00 0 - 0.0000. -0.0000 .. '..0.0000 . 
2 IMP 6- 0 100.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 
3 IMP "3-. 0 -0.0000 -0.0000 160.0000 -0.0000 
.4 - IMP 6-..0 .........­ 0.0000 . -0.0000 .. 160.0000 ... -0.0000 
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NET NO NETTYPE GAP CONNECTIONS PARAMI PARAM2 PARAM3 PARAM4
 
S .......IMP 0...........o0.. . 6ooooo .... -0.0oooo__-o.o00oo .­ 0.00oo 















9 IMP 1- 0 1310000.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 
10 IMP 2- 0 1310000.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 
-II . IMP ... -­ 0.0000 -0.0000­
---.--COORDINATES-.-- _ CURRENT.DISTRIBUTION NORMAL-ELECTRIC-­
.FIELD - RADIUS
 
WIRE INT WAVE- WAVE- WAVE- AMP AMP AMP DEG DEG DEG VOLTS DEG
 
-__N0NO- ----- _LENGTHS LENGTHS......
LENGTHS. 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP I 	 *GAP 1 185.689 -. 0
 
... 0.0000.. .0073 .... .6746,--.. .5412 _ 89.9 __89.9___..89.9...163.778 ­1 ....... 0.0000. ....- 4247 
1 2 0.0000 0.0000 .0219 .4327 .3252 .2192 89.9 89.9 89.9 139.84 -. 1 
1 3 0.0000 0.0000 .0364 .2232 .1147 .0000 89.9 89.9 89.8 146.224 -.1 
.. .- _....0.0000 .... 00.00000000..... GAP ...2 -- .. - . GAP...2 ... - -......... 185.689.- 180.0-.
- . 
' 2 4 0.0000 0.0000 -.0073 .6746 .5412 .4247 -90.1 -90.1 -90.1 163.778 180.0 
2 5 0.0000 0.0000 -. 0219 .4327 .3252 .2192 -90.1 -90.1 -90.1 139.884 179.9 
. 2 ..... .. 0000 0.0000 . - 0364 .2232 --. 1147-....0000... -90.1---90.1- -90.2. -. 146.224 _179.9 _ 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 3 GAP 3 20.066 177.7 
3 7 0.0000 .0063 .0037 .0399 .0270 .0184 -102.2 -106.9 -113.5 14,479 177.3 
..--3 ___8 0.0000 .0189 ...... 0110 0198..... 0141 .... 0100.-ii,9--19.-130.7.- 7.094---175.4-­
3 9 0.0000 .0315 .0183 .0103 .0075 .0059 -129.6 -145.3 -167.2 4.366 172.9 
4 '10 0.0000 .0508 .0294 .0060 .0055 .0067 -163.1 153.7 127.8 2.300 166.8 
-.5 11. 0.0000 .... 0901 .0520 -.. 0059..... '0073 .0078 133.9 -109.8 - 96.5 ....... 48137.3
 
6' 12 0.0000 .1395 .0805 .0074 .0072 .0065 97.2 86.7 74.8 .514 68.0 
0.0000 .1625 .0939 GAP 4 GAP 4 .618 47.4 
........ 0.0000 .1625 ........ 0939...._GAP. 5 ...... . IGAP 52.' __,169--:.-22.0 
7 13 0.0000 .1857 1072 -. 0065 .0059 .0048 74.8 75.1 75.1 .306 -16.1 
8 14 0.0000 .2434 .1405 .0048 .0026 .0000 74.3 73.4 67.5 .576 -15.7 
.............0o0000_..-.oo00 .'..!0.0000.... GAP 6'.-... 2. . ... _.GA 6'2." . . '28.066 -2.3.
 
9 15 0.0000 .0063 -.0037 '0399 .0270 .0184 77.8 73.1 66.5 14.479 -2.7
 
9 16 0.0000 .0189 -.0110 .0198 .0141 .0100 68.1 60.5 49.3 7.094 -4.6
 
_9 17 0.0000 . 0315 .-. 0183...... .0103 ..... 0075, ......0059 .50.4 --,347----12.8---....4366._-7.1--. 
10 10 0.0,000 .0505 -.0294 .0060 ,055 .0067 16.9 -26.3 -52.2 2.300 -13.2. 
11 19 0.0000 .0901 -.0520 .0059 .0073 .0078 -46.1 -70.2 -83.5 .748 -42.7 
-12 20 	 0.0000 .1395 -- 0805 .0074 .... 0072 _,.0065 -82.8 -93.3 -1052 .2... .514 -112.0, 
0.0000 .1620 -.0939 .. GAP 7- ' GAP 7- .618 -132.6 
0.0000 .1625 -.0939 GAP 8 GAP 8 .169 158.0 
-13 21 0.0000 ...... 1857 __.-11072 .-- 0065 .... 0059..... 0048 --105.2 -104.9 104.9_. .306 .1639.9­
14 22 0.0000 .2434' " -.I'405 ' .0048 ''0026 ;0000' -105.,T-106.6 -112.5. 576 164.3 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 9 GAP 9 14.340 -179.8 
-15 23 - .0066 - 0.0000... ,00....... 0413'!'-..'0319 __;'0254' -84.1 -.-82.4 .-80.6'22K..10.513 -179.7... 
15 24 .0198 0.0000 .0092 .0264 .0218 .0183 -80.9 -79.1 -77.2 5.378-179.3 
15 25 .0330 0.0000 .0154 .0105 .0157 .0135 -77.3 -75.3 -73.1 3.402 -178.3 
16 26 .0532 0.0000 .0248 .0138 .0104 .0080 -73.5 -69.2 -64.3" 1.930 -175.7 
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X Y Z AMPLITUDE PHASE 
-WIRE INT......WAVE- -. WAVE... WAVE - .AMP-.-A AJ P. ___DEG__DEG--_DEG VOLS--DEG--M 

NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS
 
_ 17 _27_...:..0942____ 0.0000 .... 0440. 0..0007-..56_-.0033_.-66.4--59.8_-52.8 
__.72.-l64.6 
18 28 .1478 0.0000 .0690 .0036 .0018 .0000 -56.0 -52.3 28.2 .609 -146.0 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 10 GAP 10 14.340 .2 
._19.29_..0066 __ 0.0000. -. ,0031 .. _....0413-.0319 .... 0254-...9 97,6.994._.__0.rI3......3...

19 30 -.0198 0.0000 -.0092 .0264 .0218 .0183 99.1 100.9 102.8 5.378 .7
 
19 31 -.0330 0.0000 -.0154 .0185 .0157 .0135 102.7 104.7 106.9 3.402 1.7
 
-.	 20._32 --_.0532 ... 0000 ....-. 0248 ... 0138_ .0104 .0080 106.5.110.8. 15,7 _I.930 4.3_
 
21 33 -.0942 0.0000 -.0440 .0087 .0056 .0033 113.6 120.2 127.2 .872 15.4
 




GAP INPUT INPUT INPUT INPUT LOAD LOAD GAP GAP GAP VOLTAGE 
-- NO--.RESIST....... REACT.. CONDUCT._.SUSCEPT..-..RESIST......REACT. RESIST....__ REACT. 
OHMS OHMS MHOS MHOS OHMS OHMS OHMS OHMS VOLT DEGREES 
1 .... 1.517 _r1482.258.._...000001..... .000675....- 0.000-..... 000... ,350-1-1482258__10,000..... 0,0
2 1.517 -1482.258 .000001 .000675 0.000 0.000 1.350 -1482.258 1000,000 -180.0 
3 INFINITE INFINITE -99.507 7.002 3.977 73.8
 
6 INFINITE..-INFINITE- -99.507 7.002 3.977 -106.2
9 	 INFINITE INFINITE .5007 .000 .000 -15.5 
90 INFINITE INFINITE -.000 -.000 .000 -15.5
 
10_4 -IN F I N I T E - - -IN F I NI T E - .-6 0 0 . 0 0 0 , - . 0 0 0 - 3. 2 0 __ 7 4 8
--. 

7 	 INFINITE INFINITE -600.000 .000 3.920 -105.2
 
INPUT POWER = 1.381 WATTS 
RADIATED POWER = .494 WATTS 
WIRE LOSS .- = .... .000_WATTS 
NETWORK LOSS = .887 WATTS 





GAP EMF EMF OHM MICRO PICO 
... .. VOLT.....DEGREES----- ------.HENRY .. FARAD_..__ 
1 1000.0000 -0.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY SERIES 
2,1000.0000 -0.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY SERIES 
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NETWORKS UNCHANGED
 
_COORDINATES CURRENT.DISTRIBUTION - ----.. NORMAL-ELECTRIC-
FIELD * RADIUS
 
•X --- Y Z. ANPLITUDE, PHASE_ 
WIRE INT WAVE- WAVE- WAVE- AMP AMP AMP DEG DEG DEOG VOLTS DEG 
-- NO.- NO-..LENGTHS ----LENGTHS ----LENGTHS 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP I GAP 1 167.140 -3.0

-l-I-.l1...0000---0.0000 ..... -0073__..6471....._.5255 _-..416I____.86.3._-86.2..86.1--_151.382 
_-3.3­
1 2 0.0000. 0.0000 .0219 .4223 .3190 .2159 86.1 86.0 86.0 135.49 -3.8 
1 3 0.0000 0.0000 .0364 .2195. .1131 .0000 86.0 85.9 84.6 143.R44 -4.0 
_... - ... ­
2 4'.. 0.0000- 0.0000 -.0073 .6471 .5255 .4161 86.3 86.2 86.1 151.382 -3.3 
2 5 0.0000 0.0000 -. 0219 .4223 .3190 .2159 86.1 86.0 86.0 135.249 -3.8 
___2 .._6 - .__...0000.... 0,0000.- 0364- .2195-.1131-. 0000 .86.0-0.. 9___.84.6_ 43.844 -4.0­
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 3 GAP 3 46.483 -177.8 
- 3 7 0.0000 .0063 .0037 .3233 .2932 .2733 -93.9 -94.7 -95.5 33.164 -175.5 
.. _3... __...... 0.0000 . .0189--- .0110 _ .. 2772 ...... 2639.--.2533 __. 95.4_96.3 -97.2.___16.q98 -- 167.2,­
3 9 0.0000 .0315 .0183 .2541 .2454 .2378 -97.2 -98.2 -99.2 12.066 -160.4 
4 10 0.0000 .0508 .0294 .2387 .2259 .2143 -99.2 -101.4 -103.9 9.773 -154.5 
0.0000.--0.0000 _ ,0000.--'GAP --..GAP -2 __ _. ..... _167.140___-3.,0_. 
- 5 -11 .00 000.... . 0901 ..... 0 520 -. . .. 2163-..... 1952:-.--1727_---103,8_-I0 9,3 -]16.0 _ _ 9.,494..-156.,2­
6 12 0.0000 .1395 .0805 .1739 .1532 .1329 -115.7 -123.4 -134.1 11.475-164.4 
0.0000 .1625 .0939 GAP 4 GAP 4 12.504 -167.3 
.-----. 0 .0 ... .... .......0 .. GAP _........................ 0 1625 093. GA. _ 7.150_127.0_ 
7 13 0.0000 .1857 .1072 .1329 .1114 .0871 -134.1 -132.9 -132.1 8.53 132.1 
8 14 0.0000 .2434 .1405 .0879 .0465 .0000 -132.8 -132.6 -131.2 10.604 137.20..OO0 000 -. ____O, 0 000_ GAP.__6 . ....... GAP. 6-- ..... .
_ ..... ...... 6,483_-177,8_ 
9 1 0.0000 .0063 -.0037 .3233 .2932 .2733 -93.9 -94.7 -95.5 33.164 -175.5 
9 16 0.0000 .0189 -.0110 .2772 .2639 .2533 -95.4 -96.3 -97.2 16.598 -167.2 
-. ,.9.-17----.OoOO....0315- .0183- .. 2541--.2454.-,2378- 97.82_9.2-9 992_.-12066-160.4­
10 18 0.0000 .0508 -.0294 .2387 .2259 .2143 -99.2 -101.4 -103.9 9.773 -154.5 
10 19 0.0000 .0901 -. 0520 .2163 .1952 .1727 -103.8 -109.3 -116.0 9.494 -156.212-.-20 ..- ... ---­
0.0000 .1625 -.0939 GAP 7 GAP 7 12.504 -167.3 
0.0000 .1625 -.0939 GAP 8 GAP 8 7.150 127.0 
-. 13. .21 ....... .. ... 1329....114.....0871-134.1.-132.9-132,1...8.2S3 132.1. 
.... 0000 1395---,0805-,1739--...1532--...1329.--- 115,7--123,4- 134.1---1l1,475- 164.4-_ 
0000 .... 1857..---.-1072 
14 22 0.0000 .2434 -.1405 .0879 .0465 .0000 -132.8 -132.6 -131.2 10.604 137.2 
0.0000 0.0000 - 0.0000 GAP 9 GAP 9 44.349 170.1 
- 15 _23 -. 0066 .. 0.. .0031 ... 0026 0283.--.0457- .,1,3--_74.7-- .76.6-30.048-..1699.­0000 --. 
15 24 .0198 0.0000 .0092 .0418 .0521 .0594 76.2 76.7 76.9 11.530 168.5 
15 25 .0330 0.0000 .0154 .0585 .0634 .0666 76.8 76.8 76.8 5.273 166.6 
_16 - 26. .. 0532 -0.,0000 .. 0248 ...... 0657-'..-0682__.0674....76.7-.-765--76.3- ... 571.-150.0. 
17 27 .0942 0.0000 .0440 .0656 .0560 .0408 76.2 75.6 70.1 3.938 -12.1 
18 28 .1478 0.0000 .0690 .0403 .0217 .0000 751 74.7 70.6 6.725 -14.9 




X Y Z AMPLITUDE PHASE 
AE-_.__WAVE--..W AVE-_._AMP_._...._AMP.____AMP-WIRE.INT _...... 
__DEG_ EG_.._DEG_ __VOLT.SEG 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS
 
19._.29 . -. 0066.... .0.0000__.0031.__ o0026 . .0283 .._.-1.3 74.7 76.057. 30.048_169.9o6 

19 30 -.0198 0.0000 -. 0092 .0418 .0521 .0594 76.2 76.7 76.9 11.530 168.5
 
19 '30 -.0330 0.0000 -.0154 .0585 .0634 .0666 76.8 76.8 76.8 5.273 166.6
 
_20 ..-32_-.-.0532- .0.0000 -. 024. _ 0.0657__.0..8.2.-.0682 .0674 _76.7 76.5___ 76.3 .571_jS0.0

21 33 -.0942 0.0000 -.0440 .0656 .0560 .0408 76.2 75.6 75.1 3.q38 -12.1
 
22 34 -.1478 0.0000 -.0690 .0403 .0217 .0000 




GAP .-INPUT INPUT INPUT INPUT LOAD LOAD 
 GAP GAP GAP VOLTAGE
 
..NO_.... RESIST,___ REACT.. CONDUCT. SUSCEPT,. RESIST.___REACT._____RESIST. REACT.
 
OHMS OHMS MHOS MHOS OHMS OHMS OHMS OHMS VOLT DEGREES
 
1 01631__-1541.827 ___.,000Q43 .... - 0000 1000.000 " _ ..... 000646 ....... 0..000.----99.823-:1542.064 0.0 

2 101.631 -1541.827 .000043 .000646 0,000 0.000 99.823 -1042.064 1000.000 0.0
 
3 INFINITE INFINITE -99.507 7.002 32.250 82.0
 
.... .............. 
_ INFINITE9.INFINITE 99o507 . .7.002_ _32.250_ 82.0_ 
9 INFINITE INFINITE -.000 3031S.227 79.429 74.5 
10 INFINITE INFINITE - 000 30315.227 79.429 74.5
S. INFINITE . INFINITE _.__-,Z600.000 .000 79.714.-134.1 . 
.7 INFINITE INFINITE -600.000 .000 79.714 -134.1
 
INPUT POWER i5133WATTS 
RADIATED POWER -.358 WATTS
 
_._.WIRE LOSS. ...... = ........... 000 WATTS. 
NETWORK LOSS = 85.492 WATTS 





ANTENNA MODE SOLUTIONS WERE READ FROM BINARY CARDS DECK NO. 311
 





EXCITATION MODE f 
--- GAP-.SOURCES .... 
J..GAP- .. EMF EMF ----OHM .... ICRO.-__P ICO -
VOLT DEGREES HENRY FARAD
 
--- 000.0000--0.00.-00 .O00000.0000__INFINITY 
... SERIES_
2 1000.0000 180.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY SERIES
 
NONRADIATING NETWORKS CONNECTING THE GAPS
 




_100,000. -- 0,0000_ _.- _0°0000_ __ 0 ....-0°0000 .... 












.4 -..--.---- IMP 6_.0 ......-.0..o 00000. -0.000......1600000_-o 0,0000__











0 IMP 9-10 .- 0.0000 ..- 0.0000 -15.0000-- -0.0000 





9 IMP 1- 0I0-.- ... 1NP . . ..- .-_0_.. . . 435000.0000435000.0000 .. __ -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000-0,0000 ....- 0, o0.o. .. nO 00 . 










X Y .MPLITUDE 
 PHASE
 
IRE .INT......WAVE-.... WAVE-.--- WAVE _ __AMP .- AMP___ AMP.-- DEG -DEG__DEG....VOLTS._-DEG
 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS
 
-- --. .0o0000.....0o0000... -- oO0000 - -GAP -. -- - -------.... GAP _ ._8 ,7 6 . .., _ 
1 1 0.0000 0.0000 .0094 .8819 .7098 5S85 89.9 89.9 89.9 164.875 -.1
1 2 0.0000 0.0000 .0281 .5688 .4284 .2891 
 89.9 89.9 09.9 142.557 -.1
1 -. 3..... 0.0000 
 0.0000 .. _ .0469 _.2944 ---....
1514 ..... 0000 ... 9,9. 89,9_-90.3._150,064...-. I
0.0000 0.0000 .0000 GAP 2 
 GAP 2 185.746 179.9
2 4 0.0000 0.0000 -.0094 .8819 .7098 .5585 -90.1 -90.1 -90.1 164.875 179.9
-2 .-5..... 0.0000 . 0.0000 .... 021 .. 5688 .. 4284 . 2891 --90.0I.-90.1 . -90.1..-142.557 179.9.. 
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X 	 Y Z AMPLITUDE PHASE 
.WIRE INT WAVE- WAVE-.._ AVE AHP........ AP.... AMP.... DEG__ DEG__._ DEG - VOLTS-.-DEG_
 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS
 
. . .	 ... 0.0000 ... 0.0000 ...-. 0469 .. . 2944 -.--. 1514 .... 0000 - -90.1 __-90. 1.__ 89.7 _ 150,064 .179,9 _ 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 3 GAP 3 20.169 176.8 
3 7 0.0000 .0081 .0047 .0556 .0385 .0270 -94.6 -95.2 -95.5 14.548 176.2 
_3 8- 0.00000000 .. 0243 ..... .0290..021...010..-9.3_.9.2__-94.6 7.097-174.0-. 
* 3 9 0.0000 .0405 .0235 .0155 .0108 .0070 -94.5 -93.0 -89.4 4.335 171.2 
4 10 0.0000 .0653 .0378 .0076 .0027 .0026 -89.5 -62.1 24.3 2.232 165.2 
......_5.1 . 0.0000 ..... 115....... 0669 ..0023_.. 00.49..._.0064- _-6.8_32.0 _.31,9. -..- 88.-139.8 
-6 	12 0.0000 .1793 .1036 .0061 .0064 .0062 28.2 -21.0 8.7 .293 20.8
 
0.0000 .2089 .1207 GAP 4 GAP 4 .483 -3.9
 
...
- -0.0000 _ _,.2089-- -.. 1207 - --GAP 5 - . . .. . ..GAP 5 	 ,.178_-161.4_ 
7 13 	 0.0000 .2387 .1378 .0062 .0059 .0050 8.7 13.4 16.2 .195 -109.0
 
8 14 	 0.0000 .3130 .1807 .0050 .0029 .0000 14.1 14.9 -160.0 .470 -75.9
 
. .. 0,0000_....00000__0. 000_--GAP 6....... ... .. GAP 6 20.169 .- 3.2. 
9 10 0.0000 .0081 -.0047 .0556 .038 .0270 85.4 84.8 84., 14.548 -3.8 
9 16 0.0000 .0243 -.0141 .0290 .0211 .0150 84.7 84.8 85.4 7.097 -6.0 
.... 9_ 17. 0.0000-....,.0405____-.0235---,0155-0108-.0070 85.5_87,0-90.6 4.335 -8.8­
10 18 0.0000 .0653 . -.0378 .0076 .0027 .0026' 90.5 117,9 -155,7 2.232 -14.8
 
11 19 0.0000 .1158 -.0669 .0023 .0049 .0064 173.2 -148.0 -148,1 .388 -40.2
 
-- 12-.20 0.0000 ....... 1793___-.1036 .0061 0064 _.__ .0062_-151.8_-159.0-171.3 .?93_-159.2_
 
0,0000 .2089 -.1207 GAP 7 GAP 7 .483 176.1 
0.0000 .2089 -.1207 GAP 8 GAP 8 .178 18.6 
_13 21....____0.0000.......2387_----7-.1378 --- .0062.....0059_... .0050_-1713_-1666-1638_....95 71.0­
14 22 0.0000 .3130 -.1807 .0050 .0029 .0000 -165,9 -165.1 20.0 .470 104.1 
0.0000 0.0000 0,0000 GAP 9 GAP 9 14.376 -179.7 
S .0085 .0040..... .1008.....0885 ....... __ -91.7- :-91,9.---92,2 ___))0707_--179.8.­0.0000 0798 
15 24 .0255 0.0000 .0119 .0811 .0748 .0696 -92.1 -92.3 -92.5 0.A79 180.0 
15 25 .0424 0.0000 .0198 .0699 .0655 .0616 -92.5 -92.6 -92.7 4.214 179.6 
__16 26..... .0684-.- _0.0000.... .0319-....0621 ..... 084-... 0492_...92.7 __r92.9 -- r93.1I_ 3o.207- 178,8.. 
17 27 .1212 0.0000 .0566 .0502 .0387 .0261 -93.0. -93.3 -93,4 2,980 177.4 
18 28 .1901 0.0000 .0887 .0269 .0140 .0000 -93.4 93,5 -93.7 3.911 176.6 
__ ....0.0000 .0.0000 _. 0.0000 .... GAP 10............ GAP 10 --. ... . _ .._14.376 ..... .3­
19 29 - -.0085 0.0000 -.0040 .1008 -0885 .0798 88.3 88,1 87.8 10.707 .2 
19 30 -.0255 0.0000 -.0119 .0811 .0748 .0696 87.9 87.7 87.5 5.879 -.0 
.___9 -31 ..... -,0424.....0.0000 ......- 0198 ..... 0699..... 0655 ..... 06160..87.5. 87.4. 87.3_ 4,?14_....4, 
20 32 -.0684 0.0000 -.0319 .0621 .0554 .0492 87.3 87.1 86.9 3.207 -1.2 
21 33 -.1212 0.0000 -.0566 .0502 .0387 .0261 87.0 86.7 86.6 2.980 -2.6 
22. 34.__ -. 1901 ...... 0,0000......,0887 .. .0269.....0140 ....... 0000 ..... 86.6___ 86.5.86.3 53.511_-3.4,
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OHMS OHMS MHOS MHOS OHMS OHMS OHMS OHMS VOLT DEGREES
 
-- 6...--- . ._- INFINITE-INFINITE--99.188 .__8.974___5.S33_.-99.8._ 
9 INFINITE INFINITE -.000 .000 .000 6.3 
10 INFINITE INFINITE .000 -.000 .000 6.3 
--... 4-- -.--- -__INFINITE---INFINITE ..--- 600.000 .... 000 --- 3.725 ........ 
7 INFINITE INFINITE -600.000 -.000 3.725 -171.3 
INPUT POWER 2.712 WATTS
 
RADIATED POWER 1.266 WATTS
 
WIRE. LOSS. ... 000 WATTS 
NETWOPK LOSS = 1.446 WATTS 




GAP . ,EMF . EMF OHM MICRO.. .. PICO 
-.... OLT.-.DEGREES__ -. . _HENRY _FARAD,_-, ____,_ 
,, 00o0000, . 0o00, -0o0000 -0.0000. INFINITY SERIES 
_.,,R-I000o0,000 ....--- , 0.. 0 0 0 _ _ O O 0 ._N I I Y __ :.,E I S
 
NETWORKSUNCHANGED 
-CODIN-ATES . ... , ..-CURRET.'DISTR IUTION ., 	 NORML ELECTRIC 
FIELD * RADIUS 
-.AMPLITUDE.
 
WIRE INT WAVE- WAVE- WAVE- AMP AMP AMP DEG DEG DEG VOLTS--. DEG
 
..NO. NO . LENGTHS.... LENGTHS - LENGTHS.. .. , 1-1 1.A-.......
 
0.0000 0.0000 -.0000 GAP I 	 GAP 1 169.787 -5.1
4 7 0 
.........0.0000 -,00 ....T.00 _ 8, .... 55,.) .560S-.n, 4_.83. .
 
,1 2 , 0.0000 ,,"O'O o ,...8. ,..5685 .2918., 82.f9,1.82.8 r~ -6.7
, .000 .8 .4305,. ,183.0 .036 

1 3 .0.'0000 0,..000 .0(.69 .296.7 .1531,.:,:, .0000 r8 2 .8 82-7:-,100.0 -,IS,2,.'SG
8 .,
 
. 0.0000. 0.0000, , .0000 __GAP 2--.. .......... -GAP 2 ..............169.787 ....-.
 
2 4 ,, -. 0094 ,.8650. ,. *5605,,, 83.4 .l oa. w-5.7,,
0.000 0.0000 	 .7055 8 8- 1 155,.244
2 5 0.0000. 0.0000 -. 0281 .5685 .4305 .2918 ,, 83.0 8a.9 i 82.8 - 141.036 , •-6.7 
....2 6 -. 0.0000 - 0.0000 ... 0469 _ .0000., 82.8 _.82.7 - I51.?5 "- -7.2.°2967.....153l 	 -100.0 
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X Y Z AMPLITUDE PHASE
 
WIRE INT WAVE-...... WAVE-__....WAVE- _____AMP AMP.____.OEQ__ DEG. _DEG ._DLS..DEG-­.. AMP OS_  

NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS
 
. . 0,0000....00000.....0,0000.....GAP- 3......-.. GAP .3_- 43+q01,_rl72.4_ 
3 7 0.0000 .0081 .0047 .433? .3981 .3761 -97.0 -98. -100.2 31.348 -166.9 
3 8 0.0000 .0243 .0141 .3811 .3673 .3568 -100,1 -101,9 -103.6 16,072 -149.0 
-3__ .. 9 -... ,0000 .... 0405.....,023.. .. 3579....3497 .3429__-03.610.05_ 07.31...397-138.9
 
4 '10 0.0000 .0653 .0378 .3441 .3328 .3223 -107,3 -11,3 -115.4 12,840 -136.2
 
5 11 0.0000 .1158 .0669 .3251 .3038 .2769 -115.2 -124.0 -134.0 13,489 -150.4
 
0,000 .. .. 2249 58 
0.0000 .2089 .1207 GAP 4 GAP 4 18.918 -179.2 
0.0000 .2089 .1207 GAP 5 GAP 5 7.04S 96.0 
-. __7-13__ 0.0000___.2387__ ..... 1955 .1569-158.6_-157,1r-156,2 9,593 105,9 
.6 612 . 1793...... 1036--_ .2790 .2516 -133.5 -144.4 -1806 17,053,-171.9_ 
1378_ 2249.... 
8 14 0.0000 .3130 .1807 .1583 .0858 .0000 -157.0 -157.0 23.7 14.958 113.0 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 6 GAP 6 43,01 -172.4 
_-9- --- . 0.0000 ___.0081_ .0047__.4332_ .. 3981._3761 -97.0 --- 98,0100.2_ 31.348_166.9 
9 .16 0.0000 .0243 -.0141 .3811 .3673 .3568 -000.1 -101.9 -103.6 16.072 -149.0 
9 17 0.0000 .0405 -.0235 .3579 .3497 .3429 -103,6 -105,5 -107.3 13.897-138,9
 
___.018... 0.0000 .... 0653__2.,0378._. 3441_..3328....3223__-107.3--11.3.-I 1.k___12,40__136.2_
 
11 19 0.0000 .1158 -.0669 .3251 .3038 .2769 -115.2 -124.0 -134,0 13.489 -150,4
 
12 20 0.0000 .1793 -. 1036 .2790 .2516 .2249 -133.5 -144.4 -158.6 17.053 -171.9
 
. 0000 ... 09.-1207 .... .GAP 7- ....... GAP 7_ 18.918_179.2.
 
0,0000 .2089 -. 1207 GAP 8 GAP 8 7.045 96.0
 
13 21 0.0000 .2387 -.1378 .2249 .1955 .1569 -108.6 -157.1 -156,2 9.593 105.9
 
__1.4..2.... 0.0000 .3130 -. 1807000.-170-157,0_23. 
_14.9 113.0. 
0.0000 0,0000 0.0000 GAP 9 GAP 9 52,585 160,9
 
15 23 .0085 0,0000 .0040 .0065 .0467 .0741 6.3 63.5 6S,8 36.228 160,3
 
15 _24..... .0255 0.0000 ...... 0119....0684_.__,08S4 .... 0977-- 652....65.7_65,9 14.928157.4­
15 25 .0424 0.0000 .0198 .0965 .1051 .1113 65.8 65,7 65.15 7.529 153.9
 





18 28 0.0000 .0731 . 62,2 61.3 59,7 9,521 -27.8
.1901 .0887 .0397 0000 
"1 0.0000 0,0000 0,0000 GAP 10 GAP 10 52,585 160.9 
__19_29 ........ 0008 .... 00000_-0040 __.4.-..0065--.- -0467......,0741 . 6.3_635_ 65.8 __. 36.?28_160,3_. 
19 30 -.0255 0,0000 -.0119 .0684 .0854 .0977 65.2 65.7 65.9 14.928 157.4 
19 31 -.0424 0,0000 -.0193 .0965 .1051 , .1113 658 65.7 655 7.529 153.9 
_20-32 __*l__-0684___00000. 0319......1100.. 160.1162 65.4__ 64,9....64,4 1,600 137.7 
21 33 -.1212 0.0000 -.0566 .1136 .0995 .0736 64.3 63.2 62,3 4.951 -22.1 
22 34 .-. 1901 0.0000 -.0887 .0731 .0397 .0000 62.2 61,3 59.7 9.521 -27.8 
IMPEDANCE DATA
 
GAP INPUT INPUT INPUT INPUT LOAD* LOAD GAP GAP GAP VOLTAGE 
_NO RESIST....... REACT.... CONDUCT.... SUSCEPT. .--- ESI--RESIST,--REACT .­ _SSTST--...RCT.-.... _OT_.....-
OHMS OHMS MHOS MHOS OHMS OHMS OHMS OHMS VOLT DEGREES 
S..135.653 -1147.713 ...... 000102 ..... 000859.........00,000 .0.000 ......- 132.664..-1148.421---.1.000000. 0.0. 
2 135.653 -1147.713 .000102 .000859 0.000 0.000 132.664 -1148,421 1000.000 0.0 
3 INFINITE INFINITE -99.188 8.974 43.148 77.8 




OHMS OHMS MHOS MHOS OHMS OHMS OHMS OHMS VOLT DEGREES 
-9 INFINITE INFINITE. 23578.510_- 96.4__ _. _ -- . .-,0 - IS2.603 . ..
10 INFINITE INFINITE - -. 000 23578.510 152.603 96.4 
4 INFINITE INFINITE' -600.000 .000 134.938 -158,6 
7 ---.------- INFNITE. INFINITE ....- 600.000 .... .000 .... _134.93s.-158.6 
-- INPUT--POER---.=.--... 203127 WATTS 
RADIATED POWER = 2.672 WATTS 
WIRE LOSS = .000 WATTS 
.NETWORK LOSS 200.455 WATTS 
PADIATION EFFICIENCY 1.32 PER CENT 
FREQUENCY = .9950 MC 
NO GROUND PRESENT
 








_GAP---... EMF _EMF OHM _ -.. ...... MICRO. _ICO__ 
VOLT DEGREES HENRY FARAD 
---11 000.0000---. ..-000____-0.o0000._ Oo000.--INFINITY .. . . SERIES
 
2 1000.0000 180.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY SERIES
 
NONRADIATING NETWORKS CONNECTING THE GAPS
 




















....- 0.0000 .... - 0.0000...... .­,0000___ 
-0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 
'-0.0000 160.0000 -0.0000 
-0.0000 160.0000 . -0.0000 
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RAI kF---
NET NO' NET-TYPE --- GAP CONNECTIONS PA' PARAM2 wPARAM3 P AAN4 
- 5... - IH . . . . _0. . .. . 0 , 0 0.... . 0 0. . O O 0 ._ _.	 O 0 
6 IMP 7- 0 600.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000
 
7 IMP 9- 0 -0.0000 -0.0000 15.0000 -0.0000
 
..........IP . .9-10 -0.0000 __-0,0000 ..- 0.0000 -0.0000 _­
9 IMP 1- 0 267000.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000
 
10 IMP 2- 0 200 0 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000
267 00.0000 

__1... M ___ __ 2 __ -$S .0000...._-0o0000_..__ .0000 __O-0,00000 




_______.Z....___ AN4PLITUOE. _______....ASE - .-
WIRE INT WAVE- WAVE- WAVE- AMP AMP AMP DEG DEG DEOG VOLTS DOEG 
NO__.NO..... -LENGTHS- LENGTH$S..LENGT-HS.......
 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP I GAP 1 185.763 -. 1
 
O_ 0.0000 89.9
-..------ ..... .....0.0000-_...0104 .. .9846 .7939-..6256..._ 89.9..-89.9 165.11 ___ -. 1 
1 2 0.0000 0.0000 .0311 .6371 .4804 .3245 89.9 09.9 89.9 144.142 -.1
 
1 3 0.0000 0.0000 .0518 .3304 .1701 .0000 89,9 89.9 -90.5 152,362 -.1
 
. .. .00000...0,0000 ... ......... _GAP 2 .- GAP _2..... ... .185,763179.9__
0000 	 -............ 

5' 2 4 0.0000 0.0000 -.0104 .9846 .7939 .6256 -90.1 -90.1 -90.1 165.511 179.9 
L 2 5 0.0000 0.0000 -. 0311 .6371 .4804 .3245 -90.1 -90.1 -90,1 144.142 179.9 
.____2___6._._...0000 0.0000_ .. ,0518..... .3304_....1701 .... ,0000__-90. I_.90.I 895__ 152362_179.9. 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 3 , GAP 3 20.189 176.2 
3 7 0.0000 .0090 -. 0052 .0648 .0460 .0333 -93.0 -93.7 -93.2 14.554 175.6 
-'--..__.. ,00 	0 .--- . .. 0354_. _.. . 0202 -93o._--92.1. -90,3.__ 7.073__. ...... 269 0156 0268__.. ------	 _173.I_ 
3 9 0.0000 .0448 .0259 .0206 .0155 .0116 -90.3 -87.4 -82.6 4.296 170,1
 
4 10 0.0000 .0722 .0418 .0122 .0071 .0050 -83,1 -65.9 -34,3 2.180 163,9
 
.l.- 0.0000 . .. 1280..... .0739 ....... 0060 .... 006? .0071:. -46,7..-13.9 _-6o2... .. 17---1--,4­
6 12 0.0000 .1982 .1145 .0072 .0074 .0071 -10,6 -15,3 -27,1 .261 -19.7
 
0.0000 .2310 .1334 GAP 4 GAP 4 .500 -34.9
 
- 0.......0000 2310 __.1334 ...... 5 ...... ..... AP, ..... . ........ 77.63.,
.... GAP 

7 13 0.0000 .2639 .1524 .0071 .0067 .0058 -27.1 -19.9 -15.5 .236 -155,2
 
8 14 0.0000 .3460 .1998 .0058 .0034 .0000 -18.2 -16.2 178.6 .496 -108,2
 
-.. 0.0000......0,0000 __.00000 --. GAP 6 ..... . ..GAP 6 _.... . ... 20189- -38....
 
9 15 0,0000 .0090 -.0052 .0648 .0460 .0333 86.2 86.3 86.8 14.954 -4.4
 
9 16 0.0000 .0269 -.0156 .0354 .0268 ,.0202 86.9 87.9 89.7 7.073 -6.9
 
9---17-__ 0.0000 .04488_. 0259 .... _0206___.0lS5_.016_._ 89.7.-. 92°6... 97.4 ..... 4,96_._-9,9__
 
10 18 0.0000 .0722 -.0418 .0122 .0071 .0050 96.9 114,1 145,7 2.180 -16.1
 
11 19 0.0000 .1280 -.0739 .0060 .0062 .0071 1:13S.3 166.1 173.8 .17 -38.6
 
12. 	20.... 0.0000 .1982 __-,1145-... .0072 ... ,0074 .. 0071_1§,T9-4._164.7-.152,9..-----. 261 .160.3 
0.0000 .2310 -.1334 GAP 7 GAP 7 .500 145.1 
0.0000 .2310 -.1334, GAP 8 GAP 8 .277 -16.8 
......13.._21 24.0,­
14 22 0.0000 .3460 -.1998 .0058 .0034 .0000 161,8 163.8 -1.4 .496 71.8 
-.0000 0.0000 -.0000 GAP 9 GAP 9 14.401 -179.7
 
.15 - .-. 0.0000 .-- ,0044 . 0744 ..... -0524 10.607- 1800.0
23 0094 0614 ...... .-104.2 -107.3 -110.3 ....

15 24 .02 2 0.0000 .0131 .0538 .0475 .0426 -109.8 -112.4 -114.8 5. 25 1785
 
15 25 .0469 0.0000 .0219 .0429 .0389 .0356 -114.6 -116.9 -119.0 3.624. 175.7
 




X Y Z AMPLITUDE PHASE
 
TIRE INT -.-- WAVE-..... WAVE......WAVE-..... AP....... AMP ..... AMp ... DEG.....DEG - DEG..--- VOLTS.-DEG-

NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS
 
- 17 .27 - .1339 - 00000 ...... .0625 ..... -0275 .0204.--.60134 -123.9 -127.1-129.8 -- 1,592-151.7­
18 28 .2101 0.0000 .0981 .0140 .0072 .0000 -120.3 -129.3 -130.7 1.657 141.7
 
.0000 0.0000 .0000 GAP 10 GAP 10 14.401 .3
 
-. 19-. 29. .-. 0094 -. 0.0000 .......-. 0044 .... 0764.... 0614 --. 0524-- 75.8 -- 72.7...-. 69.7----10.607 __ r.0­
19 30 -. 0282 0.0000 -.0131 .0538 .0475 .0426 70.2 67,6 65.2 5.925 -1,5
 
-19 31 -.0469 0.0000 -.0219 .0429 .0389 .0356 65,4 63.1 61.0 3.624 -4.3
 
_20 32 . -. 0756... 0.0000 .....- 0353.....0361.....0308 ...... _0265 _ 2,297---'11.3
-61.3-.57.8-.-54.8 
21 33 -.1339 0.0000 -.0625 .0275 .0204 .0134 56.1 52.9 50.2 1.592 -28.3
 




GAP INPUT INPUT INPUT INPUT LOAD LOAD GAP GAP GAP VOLTAGE 
.... REACT......-CONDUCT.-- -SUSCEPT.... RESIST. ..-. REACT. ....... RESIST. - .REACT ......... .. .-.....NO..- RESIST. 

OH4S OHMS MHOS HHOS OHMS OHMS OHMS OHNS VOLT DEGREES
 
........ 999 -- 1015.667-... .000002... 000985--....... 0°00- ... 0,.........1.873 _-101S.668.-1000.000 ... 0.0­
2 1,999 -1015.667 .000002 .000985 0.000 0.000 1.873 -1015.668 1000,000 -180.0
 
3 INFINITE INFINITE -99,009 9.904 . 6.452 80.5
 
6.- INFINITE. .INFINITE,.......99.009___ 9.904.._...6,452 _._99.5_
 
9 INFINITE INFINITE- -.000 .000 .000 6.3
 
10 INFINITE INFINITE .000 -.000 .000 6.3
 
-4--. INFINITE .... INFINITE .. 600.000___.......-000 _....4.280-27.1_
 
7. INFINITE INFINITE -600.000 -.000 4.280 152.9 
INPUT POWER = 3875 WATTS 
RADIATED POWER 1.843 WATTS
 
_WIRE..LOSS -.- .000 WATTS.. 
NETWORK LOSS 2.032 WATTS 
RADIATION EFFICIENCY = 47.57 PER CENT 
_....EXCITATION.MODE .2___ . 
GAP SOURCES
 
GAP EMF EMF OHM MICRO PICO 
-............. VOLT.--.DEGREES H...... FARAD..__,___... ENRY.....
1 1000.0000 -0.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY SERIES 









-Y ------ Z-- -. AMPLITUDE ........... PHASE ...-...-

WIRE INT WAVE- WAVE- WAVE-
 AMP AMP AMP DEG DEG DEG VOLTS DEG
* -NO NO -. LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS. 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP I GAP 1 170.185 -6.5SI- 1 . 0,0000 0.0000 ..... 0104 _ . .9679 ..... 7908 .... 6292.- 81.._81.2._ 8.9. 156.227 .- 7.31 2 0.0000 0.0000 .0311 .6381 .4837 .3281 81.0 80.8 80.7 142.938 -8.7 
1 3 0.0000 0.0000 .0518 .3336 .1722 .0000 80.7 80.6 -102.9 153.846 -9.3
0.0000 . 0.0000 0.0000 .. GAP 2 .. GAP 2 . .... -170.185 .-6.5 
2 4 0.0000 0.0000 -.0104 .9679 .7908 .6292 815 81.2 80.9 156,227 -7.32 5 0.0000 0.0000 -.0311 .6381 .4837 .3281 
 81.0 80.8 80,7 142.938 -8.72 6 0.0000 0.0000 _-0518 ... 3336 ... 1722 .0000 . 80.7 80.6 -102.9.- _153.846. -9.3 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 3 
 GAP 3 43.865 -168.4
3 7 0.0000 .0090 .0052 .4852 .4478 
 .4249 -99.0 -101.1 -103,4 32,065 -161.3
 3 8 0.0000 .0269 .0156 
 .4304 .4165 .4062 -103,3 -105.6 -107.9 19.229,-141.0

3 9 0.0000 .0448 .0259 .4074 .3996 .3933 -107,9 -110.3 -112.8 16.951 -132.9
4 10 0.0000 .0722 .0418 .3946 .3847 .3753 -112.7 -117.8 -123.0 16.110 -133.5 
5 11 .. _0.0000 .1...... .0739 ... 3784. .3584 ....3312-122.8 
-133,6 -14S.7 16.577 -152.56 12 - 0.0000 .1982 .1145 .3338 .3048 .2773 -145.1-157.8 -173.8 20,462 -179.3 0.0000 .2310 .1334 
 GAP 4 GAP 4 22.623 171,3
 
- . 0.0000 .. 2310 .1334 ..GAP 5 . .. .. GAP 5 . 6.143 75.0 
7 13 0.0000 .2639 .1524 .2773 
 .2461 .2006 -173.8 -172.2 -171,2 9.836 89,68 14 0.0000 .3460 .1998 .2023 .1112 .0000 -172.2 -172.2 7.3 17,060 97.8
 
... ..... 0000.... .0.000 .....0.0000 6.. ... . A.......
GAP . GAP 6.... 43.865 -168.4 
19 15 0.0000 .0090 -.0052 
 .4852 .4478 .4249 -99.0 -101.1 -103,4 32.065 -161.39 16 0.0000 .0269 -.0156 .4304 .4165 .4062 -103.3 -105.6 -107.9 19.P29 -141.0
 
.- 9 17 0.0000 .. 0448 -.0259 .... 4074. 
 .3996 .3933 -107.9 -110.3 -112,8 - 16.951 -132.910 18 . 0.0000 .0722 -.0418 .3946 . .3847 .3753 -112.7 -117.8 -123,0 16,110 -133.511 19 0.0000 .1280. -.0739 .3784 .3584 .3312 -122.8 -133.6 -14S.7 16.977 -152.5 
12 20 0.0000 .1982 ..-. 1145 .... 3338 .- 3048..2773 -145'.1 -157.8 -173.0 .. 20,62 -179.3 
0.0000 .2310 -.1334 GAP 7 GAP 7 22,623 .171,3
0.0000 .2310 -.1334 GAP 8 , GAP 8 6.343 75.0
 13 21 . 0.0000 .2639 - -,1S24 .. 2773 .... 2461 - .2006 -173.8 -172,2 -171.2 _ 9.836 89.614 2? 0.0000 .3460 -.1998 .2023 .1112 .0000 -172.2 -172.2 7.3 17,360 97.8 
-. 0000 0.0000 -.0000 GAP 9 GAP 9 • 56.413 154.6
15 
 23 ..... 0094 000 0044 .. 0096 .S0576 .... 0906._ 6,2 .- 56.0 S8.5 .. 39.239 _153.6
15 24 .0282 0,0000 .0131 .0840 .1050 
 .1204 57.8 58.4 58.4 16.R14 149.8
 
15 25 .0469 0.0000 .0219 .1191 .1302 .1384 "58.3 58.1 57.9 8.906 145.316 26 .0756 0.0000 .0353 .1370. . 14S6 .1469 57.8 57.1 56.4 - 2.363 128.9 
17 27 .1339 0.0000 .0625 .1439 .1277 .0953 56.2 54.8 53.6 9.476 -28.8
 
18 28 .2101 0.0000 .0981 .0940 .0517 .0000 53.5 52.5 51.3 11.189 -36.5 
.0000 0.0000 .0000 GAP 10 
 GAP 10 .- 56.413 154.6 
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X Y Z AMPLITUDE PHASE
 
AMP ... AMP_.... DEG EG .....DEG VOLTS.... DEG
 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS
 
WIRE INT . WAVE- -_-WAVE- .... WAVE-_ _.AMP 
... 0906 6.2 56,0 58.5 .39,?39 153,6
 
19 30 -. 0282 0.0000 -.0131 

19 29 -.0094 0.0000 -.0044 .0096 .0576 

.0840 .1050 .1204 57.8 58.4 58.4 16.814 149.8
 
19 31 -.0469 0.0000 -.0219 .1191 .1302 .1384 58.3 58.1 
 57.9 8.q06 145.3
 
20 32 .-. 075,' 0.0000 -,0353 .1370 .... 1456 _ .1469 . 57.8 .57.I_564... 2.363--128,9
 
21 33 -.131, 0.0000 -.0625 .1439 .1277 .0953 56.2 54.8 53.6 5.476 -28.8
 
22 34 -.2101 0.0000 








3AP INPUT INPUT INPUT INPUT LOAD LOAD GAP 

REACT. CONDUCT..SUSCEPT. RESIST. REACT.... RESIST.... REACT................
 
OHMS OHMS MHOS MHOS OHMS OHMS OHMS OHMS VOLT DEGREES
 
1... 	 156.115 -1020.696 .000146 -. 000957,.-- 0.000 0.000 152.297 -1021.876 _. 1000.000 0.0 
2 106.115 -1020.696 .000146 .000957 0.000 0.000 152.297 -1021.876 1000°000 0.0
 
3 INFINITE INFINITE -99.009 9.904 48,279 75.3
 
6 INFINITE INFINITE __ :99.009 . .904 -- 48,279 .. 75.3
 
> 	 9 INFINITE INFINITE -.000 21327.296 205.215 96.2
 
10 
 INFINITE INFINITE -.000 21327.296 205.215 96.2
 
- 4 INFINITE INFINITE .- -600o000 .-. 000 ... 166,409 -173.8.
 
7 INFINITE INFINITE -600,000 ,000 166,409 -173.8
 
INPUT POWER 292.845 WATTS 
RADIATED POWER 7.S09 WATTS 
. WIRE LOSS . 000 WATTS_ 
NETWORK LOSS = 285.336 WATTS 
RADIATION EFFICIENCY 2,56 PER CENT 
FREQUENCY = 1o1070 MC' 
NO GROUND PRESENT
 
ANTENNA MODE SOLUTIONS WERE READ FROM BINARY CARDS DECK NO. 313
 








- GAP__. - EMF .OHH. MICRO -.... PICO 
VOLT DEGREES HENRY FARAD
 
-- l-1000.0000 -- - -0.00 ..- 0.0000 --- 0.0000 __INFINITY..___ 
__SERIES_. 
2 1000.0000 180.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY 
 SERIES
 
NONRADIATING NETWORKS CONNECTING THE GAPS
 
NET NO NETTYPE GAP CONNECTIONS PARAMI PARAM2 PARAM3 PARAH4
 
I . IMP . 3- 0 ...... 100.0000 -0.0000.......-O0000...-0.0000 
­
2 fIP 6- 0 100.0000 -0.0000 
-0.0000 -0.0000 
3 IMP 3- 0 r000000 -0.0000 160.0000 
-0.0000 
4 IMP----- 6-..0 ..........-0.0000 -0.0000 . 160.0000 -­ 0.0000­
5 IMP " 4- 0 600.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 




-  -0.0000 ....- 0.0000--10.. 15.0000 
8 fliP 9- 10 
-0.0000 -0.0000 
-0.0000 -0.0000 
-9 IMP 1- 0 188000.0000 
-0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 
- -. 10 IMP . .2- 0 188000.0000 . . -0.0000 . -0.0000 -0....0-,000 ­
11 IMP 1- 2 -386000.0000 
-0.0000 -0.0000 -00000 
COORDINATES 




X Y 2 AMPLITUDE PHASE
 
dIRE INT WAVE- WAVE- - WAVE--... AMP.. AMP _. AMP_ -_ DEG .DEG,. DEG ..-VOLTS DEG 
NO ND LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS 
0.0000 - 0.0000 --- 0.0000 GAP. .1 ........ GAP 1 .... ...........I85.T8S .. ,.. 
1 ,I<;0.0000 0.0000 .0115 1,1095 .8969 .7082 89,9 89.9 89.8 166.357 -. 1
 
1 2 0.0000 0.0000 .0346 .7210 
 .5445 .3682 89.8 89,8 89.8 146.251 -. 1 
-1 3 - 0.0000 0.0000 .. 0576 .3749 -. 1931 .0000 89.8 89.8 -90.8. .155.414 -. 2.
 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 2 
 GAP 2 185.785 179.9
 
2 4 0.0000 0.0000 -. 0115 1.1095 
 .8969 .7082 -90.1 -90.1 -90.? 166.357 179.9 




X Y AMPLITUDE PHASE 
WIRE INT WAVE-.... WAVE-.... WAVE-- - AMP AMP .......A.Ma DEG._ DEG-DEC VO.LSOOEG. 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS 
. .2 6 0.0000..-. 0.0000_ -,0576 - .3749 ..-.1931 .__0000__-90.2.-90.2_89.2.155 414_ 179,8
 
3 GAP 3 20.186 175,7





.0527 .0386 -94.3 -94,1 

3__..8.... 0.0000-..... .0299 _ .0173 ......0410.....0315-,0242_._93.5 -92.4 -905. .. 7.006-172.2..
 
3 9 0.0000 .0499 .0289 .0247 .0192 .0149 -90.6 

3 7 0.0000 .0100 .0058 .0736 

-87.7 -83.4 4.204 168.8
 
4- 10 0.0000 .0465 .0156 .0102 .0076 _.... -32.0 .. 39 1 8 ].
-83.7 -70.4' -50.2 2.068 162.0
.0803 57:Z__-36.7
-.. 0.0000-.-.. .1424- . .0823 __ .0090.._,_.0084_...O 08811... 

.0091 -35.4 -41.6 -54.8 .355 -48.6
 
GAP 4 GAP 4 .607 -57,6

6 12 0.0000 .2206 .1274 .0092 .0093 













"8 14 0.0000 .3850 .2222 ".0074 .0044 .0000 -44,9 -42.5 166.1 

6 .-. ___ 20.186 . -43.... 
......... ___ .00000._.-.OOOO___. OO _,.GAP _6.....__. -.GAP 

85.9 86.4 14.532 -5.0
9" 15'' 0.0000 .0100 -.0058 .0736 .0527 . .0386 85.7 

86.5 87.6 89.5 7.006 -7.8




10 18 0.0000 .0803 -.0465' .0156' .0102 . .0076 ' 96.3 109.6 129.8 2.068 -18.0
 
11 19 0.0000 .1424 -.0823 .0090 

_ 9_17----- 0.0000..... .0499._.-0289...... .0247-_,0192 . 0149 89.4 92.3_966......6 
.0084 .0088 122.3 143.3 148.0 .399 -41.9 
.....-.1274..... 0092 __ .0093 .0091 .144.6 ___138.4.125.2 . .35, 131.4
.__12..20 . 0.0000 .2206 

GAP 7 . .... GAP' 7'. .607 122.4
0.0000 .2570 -.1485 ' ' 
.344 -44.8
0.0000 .2570 -.1485 GAP 8 GAP 8 4 
13' 21. 0.0000. .2936.._-.1696.._ .. 0091-.... '0085-. .0074 .1. 1202.S133'...37o9,_! ... 28 ... -5.8_
 
14 22 0.0000 .3850 -.2222 .0074 
. .0044 .0000'' 135.1-137.5, -13.9..' .976 45.1 
9 . ' GAP 1'91 .. ,', "- 14.433 -179.70.0000 0.0000 0,0000 "GAP 

.. .0049 .... 0748 :. -. 0600. .. 0499 - 100.9_-103.7 -106.5 "2 10.612.-179.9 _15 .23.... .0104'.. 0.0000 
15 24 .0313 0.0000 .0146 .0515 .0444 .0389 '-106.0 -10B.5 -111.1- 5.470 178.9 
15 25 .0522 0.0000 .0244 .0392' .0349 .0313 -110.8-113,2 -115.6 :' 3.517 176.9 
.._ 16 26...... .0841 ....0.0000 ...... 0393_.. .0318 .. 0263.__. .0220 -115', -119. .- 122.8._i .2115.. 171,2. 
.0231 .0167 '0106, -121.0'.-124.8 -128.0-'1, 1.O73 154.8
 
18 28 .2338 0.0000 .1091 

17 27 .1490: 0.0000 .'0696 

.614' .0057 .0000 -125.9, -126.8 23.0-" 1,708 144.1
 
. 0.0000 . 0.0000 .0.0000- 10.. .
.. A ... .GAP 10.. ' .. . '1 14.433... . .3..
 
19 29 -.0104 0.0000 -.0049 .0748 .0600 .0499 
 79.1 -76.3 73.5 ' 10.612 .1 
.0389 74.0 71.5 68.9 5.470 -1.119 30 -.0313 0.0000 -.0146 .0515 .0444 

1.9 31 . -.0522 _ 0.0000 . -.0244 ......0392... 0349 .. .0313 .. 69.2 66.8. 64,4... 3.517. .. -3.2­
20 32 -.0841 0,0000 -.0393 .0318 .0263 .0220 64.9 60,9 
 57.2 2,115 -8.8
 
59.0 55.2 52.0 1.273 -25.2
21 33 -.1490 0.0000 -.0696 .0231 .0167 .0106 

22 34 -.2338 -- 0.0000 .1-.091 .. 0114 . ..0057 .. 0000. 54.0 3.2-157.0 . 1,708 -35.9. 
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OHMS OHMS MHOS MHOS OHMS OHMS OHMS OHMS VOLT DEGREES
 
-_INFINITE- INFINITE.... -98.777__--.10.993--- 7.318 _-100.6-

INFINITE INFINITE -.000 .000 .000 2.0
 
INFINITE INFINITE .000 -.000 .000 2.0
 
-... INFINITE-..-INFINITE ...-600.000......-,000......- .433 . ,54.8.. 
INFINITE INFINITE -600.000 -.000 5.433 125.2 
INPUT POWER = 5,477 WATTS
 
RADIATED POWER = 2.862 WATTS
 
-....WIRE LOSS -- .000. WATTS.
 
NETWORK LOSS = 2.615 WATTS.
 






GAP EHF EMF OHM MICRO PICO
 
....... VOLT.- DEGREES.....- .. HENRY_.EARAD....... ...
 
1I10000000 -0.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY SERIES 
.... _2 1000.0000 ..... -0.00-....-00000....--0.0000 INFINITY. ..... .SERIES 
NETWORKS UNCHANGED 




.. ............ X.................. -----.... HPL PLIUE ...... PHASE .............. .....
 
WIRE hI4T WAVE- WAVE- WAVE- AMP AMP AMP DEG DEG DEG VOLTS DEG 
NO N:SO - LENGTHS .. LENGTHS .-- LENGTHS_-------­
0.0000 0,0000 0.0000 GAP I GAP 1 169.321 -8.1 
- .1 0.0000 0.0000 ..... 0115 .0806-.....8843 ..... 7045.... 79,3 _78.9__78,5 -155.978 ._-9.2.
 
1 2 0.0000 0.0000 .0346 .7145 .5421 .3680 78.6 78.4 78.2 143.629 -10.9
 
1 3 0.0000 0.0000 .0576 .3742 .1932 .0000 78,3 78.1 -107.6 155.108 -11.7
 
0.0000 .0,0000 . 0.0000. GAP 2 ....... .GAP 2 . .. 169,321 -8,1
 
2 4 0.0000 0.0000 -.0115 1.0806 .8843 .7045 79.3 78.9 78.0 155.978 -9.2
 
2 5 0.0000 0.0000 -.0346 .7145 .5421 .3680 78.6 78.4 78.2 143.629 -10.9
 
2 6 0.0000 0.0000 -.0576 .3742 . .1932 .0000 . 78.3 78.1 -107.6 155.108 -11.7. 
- -
06/19/70 '" PAGE 40 
- "X...... .. ..... MLTUE.. - .....- :....PA'- .....................--

x y AMPLITUDE PHASE 
AMP DEEG_-,-- .--

NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS
 
WIRE INT WAVE- - WAVE-.._ WAVE- . AMP AMP. ...... G - 009.. YQLTS.-_DEG. 
. 0.0000 . -.0000... -.0000 . GAP 3.... -- GAP 3 ........ 45.385 -164:2
 
3 7 0.0000 .0100 .0058 .5419 .5010 .4760 -101.4 -10.2 -107.'2 34.991 -O5G.3
 
3 8 0.0000 .0299 .0173 .4820 .4669 .4559 -107.0 -110.0 -113.1 23.308 -137.7
 
3. 9 0.0000 .0499,.- .0289 .. 4572 .4490 .... ,4424 -113.1 -116.2 *-319.4. 21.418-132.8
 
4 10 0.0000 .0803 .0465 .4438 .4339 .4248 -119.3 -125.9 -132.5 20.554 -136.7
 
5 11 0.0000 .1424 .0823 .4281 .4088 .3825 -132.3 -145.9 -160,8 20.617 -159.0
 
.6 12 0.0000 .2206. - -, 1274 .3857 .,-3575 ..... 3335 -160.2 -175.2 166.5 .... 24o36. - 169.5
 
0.0000 '.9570 .1485 GAP 4 GAP 4 26.605 157.9
 
S0.0000 .2070 .1485 GAP 5 GAP 5 4.784 41.9
 
7- .13 _ 0.0000 -.. 2936 ... 1696-..........3335__..3043___.,2530.... 166.0,51682. 169.1 9 9.. 27. 682
 
8 14 0.0000 .3850 .2222 .2551 .1427 .OOQO 168.1 167.9 -18.5 19.775 78,1
 
0.0000 -.0000 .0000 GAP 6 GAP 6 45.385 -164.2
 
.. 9 .15 0.0000_.. .0100 -.-.0058, ....5419 -. 5010 .... 4760_-I01',4-104.2-107.2..34.591 -156o3
 
9 16 0.0000 .0299 -.0173 .4820 .4669 .4559 -107.0 -110.0 -113.1 23,308 -137.7
 
9 17 0.0000 .0499 -.0289 .4572 .4490 .4424 -113.1 -116.2 -119.4 21.418 -132.8
 
_._0.. 18-.... 0.0000 .__ .0803._ _. .0465 ..... 4438 ..... 4339..... .4248 - 119.3 -125.9 -132.5__ 20.954 .-136.7
 
11 19 0.0000 .1424 -.0823 .4281 .4088 .3825 -132.3 -1459 -160.8 20.617 -159.0
 
12 20 0.0000 .2206 -.1274 .3057 .3575 .3335 -160.2 -175.2 166.5 24,367 169.5
 
0.0000 .2570 _,-.1485. -. AP 7 - - GAP. 7 .-- 26,605 157.9
 
0.0000 .2570 -.1485 GAP 8 GAP 8 4.784 41.9
 
13 21 0.0000 .2936 -.1696 .3335 .3043 .2530 -166.5 168.2 169.1 9.327 68.2
 
-14 .22. 0.0000 - .3850 -.2222 . .2551, o1427, .0000. 168.1 167.9 -18.5.. 19,775 78,1 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 9 GAP 9 59.633 146.5 
H 15 23 .0104 0.00001 ".0049' .0139' .07041' .1102. 2.O'' 46,7 49.3 ' 1'41.995 140,1 
15. 24 - .0313 0.0000 .0146 .1027 ... 1286 .1482 48.5' 49.0 _49.0 . 18.A94 140,0
 
10 25 .0522 0.0000 .0244 .1467 .1612 .1722 48.8 40.6 48.2 10.996 134.4
 
16 26 .0841 0.0000 .0393 .1706 .1832 .1866 48,0 47.1 46,3 3.422 118.0
 
_.17. 27 . .1490. 0.0000 .0696 .. 1832.., .1651 .1243 46.0,44.2 42_7_ .. 6,007. .-37.2
 
18 28 .2338 0,0000 .1091 .1238 .0679 .0000 42,6 41,3 -349.4 13,178 -47.4
 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 10'". I'"'I GAP 10 59,633 146,5
..

.19..29 -.0104 0.0000. .0049 .. 0139 . .0704 - .1102 - 2.0 _. 46.7 .. 49.3.- 41,995. 145.1
 
19 30 -.0313 0.0000 -.0146 .1027 .1286 .1482 48,5 49.0 49,0 10,894 140,0
 
19 31 -.0522 0,0000 -.0244 .1467 .1612 .1722 48.8 48,6 48.2 10.q96 134,4
 
20. 32 -.0841 0.0000 .. 0393 .1706 _. .1832..... .1866. 480. .47,1 .46,3..... 3,422 118.0 
21 33 -.1490 0.0000 -.0696 .1832 .1651 .1243 46.0 44.2 42,7 6,007 -37.2
 





OHMS OHMS MHOS MNHOS OHMS OHMS OHMS OHMS VOLT DEGREES 
-_-9 INFINITE-- INFINITE -. -. 000. 19169.520 .-266.913-.. .92.0 
10 INFINITE INFINITE -.000 19169,520 266.913 92.0 
4 INFINITE INFINITE -600.000 -.000 200.072 166.5 
7 INFINITE. INFINITE - -600.000 -.000 200.072 166.5 
INPUT POWER .- = .. -410,779 WATTS -
RADIATED POWER 17.272 WATTS
 
WIRE LOSS .000 WATTS 
..NETWORK LOSS = .. 393.506 WATTS 






ANTENNA MODE SOLUTIONS WERE READ FROM BINARY CARDS DECK NO. 31
 




- GAP SOURCES.. 
GAP ..... EMF....- - EHF.... OHM .. MICRO . PICO, ..... ..... 
VOLT DEGREES HENRY FARAD 
1 1000.0000 .. -0.00 - -0.0000 .-0.0000__ INFINITY . . SERIES 
2 1000.0000 18000 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY SERIES 
NONRADIATING NETWORKS CONNECTING THE GAPS
 





































NET NO NETTYPE -GAP CONNECTIONS ------ - PARAM.. PARAM4 
5 	 ... IHP .. .... 4- .0... ......... 600.0000 ....-0.0000 .....- 0.0000......o-0 0000
 
6 IMP 7- 0 600.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 
7 IMP 9- 0 -0.0000 -0.0000 100000 -0.0000 
a IMP 9- 10 -0.0000 -- 0.0000 -0.0000 ___ -0.0000 
9 IMP 1- 0 128000.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0,0000 
10 imP 2- 0 128000.0000 -0.0000 -0,0000 -0.0000 
-. 1. I1 2_ -IMP---..._-264000,0000.. .... oO000..._ -00000.... . -00000 
...... COORDINATES 	 -------CURRENT-DISTRIB UT.ION_ - NORMAL ELECTRIC., 
FIELD RADIUS
 
. ..- Y.........._.... ."AMPLTUDE ...- . PHASE___
 
AMP DEG DEG DEG VOLTS PEG 
.. NO NO LENGTHS- LENGTHS--- LENGTHS ........... 
WIRE INT WAVE- WAVE- WAVE- AMP AMP 

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP I ''G'AP 1 185,041 -. 1 
.... 1 - . 0.0000 0.0000 . .0136 1.3498 1.0967 .8698 89.8 89.0 89.8 168.?15 -. 1 
1 2 0.0000 0.0000 .0409 -.8851 .6705 .4S45 89.8 89.7 89.7 150.96 -.2 
1 3 0.0000 0.0000 .0682 .4627 2 .2387 .0000 89.7 89.7 89.1 162.145 
-. 3 
....... 0.0000 0.0000 0 ,0000' .GAP -.. -~ , -~. GAP 21 179.9-. 
2 4 0.0000 0.0000 -.0136 1.3498 1.0967 ''.8698 -90.2 -90.2 -90.2 168,10 1759.9 
2 5 0.0000 0.0000... -.0409- .8851 .6705 .4045 -90.2 -90.3 -90.3 150.P96 179.8 
- H 2 6 0.0000 '''00000 -.0682 . o4627 .... .2387 . .0000 . -90.3 -90.3 -90.9_ 162.145 179.7 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 3 ,. , GAP 3 20.242 175.0 
3 7 0.0000 .0118 .0068 .0867 .0619 .0454 -93.4 -92,6 -91,2 14.918 174.2
 
....	 3 a... 0.0000 .0354 -. .0205 . .0483 .0373 ... 0290 -913 -89.3-86.3 6.S50 171.2._ 
3 9 0.0000 .0590 .0342 .0297 .0236 .0191 -86,4 -82.4 -77.2 3,954 167.8 
4 10 0.0000 .0950 .0550 .0200 .0148 .0125 -77.8 -65.7 -53.7 1,721 161.6 
5 11. 0.0000 .1686 .0974 .0140 ....... -59.4 -54.3 -61.2 .048 -90.8
.0143 0140 
6 12 0.0000 .2610 .1507 .000 .0151 .0153 -62.6 -79,4 -93.5 .787 -76.4 
0.0000 .3041 .1757 GAP 4 GAP 4 1.034 -86.4 
0.0000 . .3041' _ .1757,.. GAP'5 ... ., .. ij],.wGAP 01l,, .. . -456 82,6 
7 13 0.0000 .3474 .2006r 10 0-153. 0148 .0131,', -93.,5 -,6.2 -81,9 .349 129,7 
8 14 .4556 . .2630 ..0133 .0080 O0000 -84,5 -82,6 106,4 .A83 -174.5 O.~ 0.0000 1 - ..... I " I Q.. 42. . 0.00000 0000 "''.0000- GAP, '6.. -0.,'}'.' .,,,,GAP r - -5.0 
4 

9 15' 0.0000 .011 I '.0068 .0067- .0619 .0454,. 86.61,87° 88o8,,14.518 -0,8 
9 16 0,0000 .0354 -.0205 .0483 .0373 .0290 88.7 90.7 93,7 6,050 -8.8 
9 17 0.0000 .0590 -.0342 . .0297. .0236.. .0191. 93.6 97.6 102.0 .. 3,954 -12,2 
10 18 	 0.0000 .0950 -.0550 .0200 .0148 
 .0125 102.2 114,3 126.3 1.721 -10,4 
11 19 0.0000' .1686 -.0974 .0143 .0140 .0140 120.6 125,7 118,8 .048 84,2 
12 20 	 O.o00b .2610 -.1507 .0150 .0151 . .0153 117.4 104.6.. 86,9 .787 103,6 
0.000br .3041 -. 1757'1",1AIm ' ' I, '-! . GAP,7 ","., ,.,N GAP 7 1,034 93,6 
0,0000 .3041 -.1757 GAP 8 GAP 8 .456 -97.4 
.13 21 0.0000 .3474 . -.2006_ .0153 7 4 - ..0148 ..... 0131 86,0. 93.8 998.1 - .349 -50.3 ­
14' 2P"' 0.0000' "'"4556r ''- 2630 0r'v,.0133'',O0Q8O '.000, 95,1A.2, -7?., , , .883 5.5 
0.0000 0.0000 .0.0000 GP 9 GAP 9 14.900 -179.6
 
15 23' f.024 '0.0000 . ' .0058 .0861wj.',0684 .0563,, -99.? 110l .6 -q 10.66 -179.9 
15 24, .0371 0.0000 .0173 .0581 '.0497 .0431, -103.7 -106.0 -10023 ,, 5 179.10.452 

15 25 .0618 0.0000 .0288 .0436 ' .0304 .0341. -10R.1 -110.3 -11.4, 3.463 177.1 
16 26 .0995 0.0000 .0465 .0348 .0284 .0235. -112.0 -115.6 -119.0 . 2.032 171.9 
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. . Y Z AMPLITUDE PHASE 
WIRE INT WAVE- WAVE- .WAVE-... AMP- . AMP . .AMP ...... DEG DEG..- DEG _.VOLTS -- DEG--
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS 
17 27 .1764 0.0000 .0823 .0250 .0179 .0113 -117.1 -119.9 -122.0 ..1.181 157,0 
18 28 .2766 0.0000 .1291 .0123. .0062 .0000 -119.8 -119.6 67.5 1.115 150.2 
0.0000 0.0000 . 0.0000 GAP 10 GAP 10 14.500 .4
 
19 29 -.0124. 0.0000 -.0058 .0861 .0684 ..... 0563. 808 78.4 75.8 . 10.656 .1
 
19 30 -.0371 0.0000 -.0173 .0501 .0497 .0431 76.3 74.0 71.7 5.452 -.9
 
19 31 -.0616 0.0000 -.0288 .0436 .0384 .0341 71.9 69.7 67.6 3.463 -2.9
 
.20 32 -.0995 0.0000 -.0465 ..... 0348. .0284 .0235 . 68.0 64.4 61.0 2.032 .-8.1
 
21 33 -.1764 0.0000 -.0823 .0250 .0179 .0113 62.9 60.1 58.0 1.181 -23.0
 




GAP INPUT''' INPUT' , INPUT INUT ., LOAD .... LOAD,.. ,, ,. GAP .," GAP ,, GAP VOLTAGE
 
.NO RESIST. REACT. .CONDUCT. SUSCEPT,. RESIST. ... REACT,. RESIST... REACT, .
 
OHMS OHMS MHOS MHOS OHMS OHMS. OHMS , , OHMS VOLT DEGREES
 
1 - 2,707 --740.843 -...000005 _ 001350' ,.. 0.000 . 0.000',,... 2,0577 .,7,40.844 .'1000'.000 0,0
 
2 ?.707 -740.843 .000005 .001350, 0.000 0.000, 2o.77 ._,740.844 000.000 -180.0
 
3 INFINITE INFINITE,: -98,295 . 12.945 8.600 79.1
 
6 '... . * . INFINITE INFINITE . 98.295.. 12.945, , 8 600 -100.9
 
9 ,., . ' . INFINITE INFINITE . -.000 ,,. .000 , .000 -3.9
 
10 ', ,. . INFINITE '.INFINITE,, .000 ,.O00, .000 -3.9
 
4 -.. ... ..... .- ,"INFINITE INFINITE, - -600,000 -. 000 . 9.166___.-93.5
 
7 . INFINITE :INFINITE 600.00 ,.-00-- 0 , 9°,166 86.5 
INPUT POWER 9.865 WATTS
 
RADIATED POWER 5.873 HATTS
 
WIRE'LOSS ( .-,000 WTTS-
NETWORI'LOSS "'' '3.992 WATTS 
RADIATIbN EFFICI CY = 59o53 PER. CENT 




























_ COORDINATES ..... _ CURRENT DISTRIBUTION, .. ........... NORHAl ELECTRIC_.
 
FIELD " RADIUS 
.......... X...... . . .Y....Z....- UE _NASE
X 	 .AHPL ........ ____
 
WIRE INT WAVE- WAVE- WAVE- AMP AMP AMP DEG DEG DEG VOLTS DEG 
NO NO . LENGTHS .- LENGTHS 1,LENGTHS .............................. 
. 0.0000 0.0000 . 0.0000 GAP I GAP 1 167.059 -10.3 
-... 1 - 0.0000 0.0000-...... .0136_._1.2805_. 1.0506.8389 . 76,8..76.3- 75,9.__154,P48 -11,5 
1 2 0.0000 0.0000 .0409 .8509 .6467 .4395 76.0 75.8 75.6 144.175 -13.5 
1 3 0.0000 '.4469 .2308 ." ''75.6 75'S 71.3 '156.595 -14.4'0.0000 '.0682 	 0000 
2 	 0.000 .. 0.0000 . 0000 GAP 2 . GAP 2 ' 167,059_Oo000 -10,3 
2 4 0.0000 0.0000 -.0136 1.2805 1.0506 .8389 76.8 76.3' 75.9 154.48 -f1.5 
2 5 0.0000 0.0000 -.0409 .8509 .6467 .4395 76.0 75,8 75.6 144.175 -13,5 
2 6 0.0000- 0.0000_ _-.0682 - .4469..... .2308 .. 0000' . 75.6-_ 75.5 .71.3._ 156.995' -14.4 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 3-. -'GAP 3 - 48.16 -160;1 
3 7 0.0000 .011P .-.- o0068 .6421 '.5935 .5628'" -104.2 -107.8 -I11.6' 39,002 -153.3' 
3 8 0.0000 - .0354 .0?05 .5695. '.5497 .5342' -111.4 -152 -119.2. 28915 -140.6' 
3 9' 0.0000 .0590 .0342 .5356 .5232 .5125 -119.1 -123.1 -127.3 27.P71 -)40.5 
4 10 0.0000 .0950 .0550 .5141 .4959 .4793 '-127.2 -135,8 -144.7 26,614 -148.7 
5. 11 	 0.0000 .. 1686-.0074..... .4828 ....4511, .. 4214 -144.4-163.4 175.5. 27.025 .­:175.0
 
6 12 	 0.0000 .2610 1507 .4259 .4042 .3989. 176.2" 155.6 132.5 30.036 149,7 
0.0000 .3041 .1757 GAP 4 GAP 4 31oc59 135.0 
0.0000 .3041 .1757 GAP S GAP 5 . 3.q99 -75.0
' 

7 13 0.0000 .3474 .2004 '3969' .3872 .3359 ' 132°0 134.3 1352' 6,347 283 
8 14 0.0000 .4556 .2630 _.3384 .1963 .0000 ;134o0' 133o6 -48,6 22.408 44,0 
- 0,0000 0.0000.. 0.0000'' AP 6 'GAP 6 - -48,516 -160.1 
9 15 0.0000 .0118 -.0068' '"".6421 .5935 .5628 -104'.2'-107,8 -111.6 39,002 -153.3 
9 16 0.0000 °0354 .0205 - 'o565 '".S497' '5342 '-iIX4'-115o2 -)19.2 28915 -140.6 
9 17 0.0000 .059"0" -.0342 .5356 .5?32 .. °5125 -119.1 -123.1 -127,3 27.271 -140.5 
10, 18' 0.0000 .0950 -.0550 .5141 .4959 .4793 -127,2 -135.8 -144.7 26,614 -1487 
11 19 0.0000 .1686 -.0974 .4828 .4511 .4214 -144,4 -163.4 175.5 27,025 -175,0 
12 20 0.0000 .2610... -. 1507 . .4259 'o4042'"'"3989 176.2. 155.6 132,5 30,036 149,7 
0.0000 .3041 -.1757 	 GAP 7 GAP 7 31,059 135.0
 
0.0000 .3041 -.1757 GAP 8 GAP 8 3.599 -75.0 
13 21 0.0000 .3474 .-. 2006 .3989 . .3S72 .3359 132.5 134.3 135.2 6,347 20,3 
14 22 0.0000 .4556 -.2630 .3384 .1963 .0000 134.0 133,6 -48,6 22,408 44,0 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 9 '' ' GAP 9 64.793 135.3 
15 23 .0124 0.0000 - .0058 .... 0219 ..0957.. .1495 -3.9 34.6 . 37.1 _. 46,900 133.2 
15 24 .0371 0.0000 .0173 .1406 .1778 .2071 36.2 36.4 36.2 23.320 126.2 
15 25 .0618 0.0000 . bB . O03 .2283' .2'4"' 36.d'T" 55.5 35.0 14.478 119.7 
16 26 .0995 0.0000 .0465 '.2446 .2683 .2180"_ 34 '8."'3.5 .32.4 6.018 105.7 
17 27 .1764 0:0000 .0823 .2741 .2542 .1943 32.1 29.9 28.2 6.974 -48.6 
18 28 .2766 0.0000 '", .1291 .1944 1072' .'0000' '?A.0 '26.6 -165.0 1'f7.980 -62.0 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 10 . GAP 10 64.793 135.3 
06/19/70 
. . . AMPLITUDE PHASE 
WIRE INT WAVE- - WAVE- WAVE- -- AMP --. AMP .... AMP ..... EG DDGE-O  .--­ VOLTS.---DEG 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS 
19 29 -.0124 0,0000 -.0058 -.0219 .0957 .1495 -3.9 34,6.. 37,. 46.900 133.2 
19 30 -.0371 0,0000 -.0173 .1406 .1778 .2071 36.2 36,4 36.2 23,320 126.2 
19 31 -.0618 0.0000 -.0288 .2053 .2283 .2464 36.0 35.5 35.0 14.478 119.7 
20 3P -.0995 0.0000 -. 0465 .2446 .2683 .-... 2780- - 34.8 .33.5 .­ 32.4.. 6.018.. 105.7-. 
21 33 -.1764 0.0000 -.0823 .2741 .2542 .1943 32.1 29.9 28.2 6,974 -48.6 
22 34 -.2766 0.0000 -. 1291 .1944 .1072 .0000 28.0 26.6 -1658 17.980 -62.0 
IMPEDANCE DATA
 
GAP INPUT - INPUT INPUT' 'INPUT LOAD LOAD GAP GAP ' GAP VOLTAGE 
.... NO . RESIST .. REACT. -'.CONDUCT ..- SUSCEPTo. ! RESIST. "...REACT,' .. ' .. RESIST..J '..'LREACT. '. 
OHMS OHMS, MOS . OHMS ". OHMS'.,, ,)OHMS ' 4 OHMS I', 'VOLT DEGREESM'. MHOS 
.1. 182.942 -758.098 - .000301 	 0 . 0.000. -760.243 0.0 -­. 000000.00 178.695... 1000.000 
2 182.942 -758.098 .000301 .001247 ' 0.000 0.000 178.695 -760.243 1000.000 0.0 
3 INFINITE INFINITE -98,295 -12,945 ' 63.660 68.3 
6. INFINITE.. 'INFINITE .. -98,295 .'12.945...' 63.660 . 68,3..... 
9 INFINITE INFINITE -. 000 16198,976 1, 354.856 86.1 
10 	 INFINITE INFINITE' .' -".000 116198.976 ' 354,856 86.1 
4 INFINITE.. INFINITE'. -600,000 .000 - I'. 239,338 132.5 
7 INFINITE 'INFINITE -600.000 ' -.000 239,338 132.5 
'INPUT POWER =" .601.'606 'WATTS
 
.,RADIATED 
POWER = ' 41.995 WATTS 
-. .. .000'WATTS'WIRE'LOSS = 
NETWORK LOSS .- -059.611WATTS 
'RADIAIION EFFICIENCY .'6.'98PER CENT' 
"'WIRE COORDINATES IN FEE'.'.' AND WIRE RADII' INIINCHE 
W0IRENO 'X1 'Y1 'Z1 , RADO ' X2' ''Y2 , Z2.' RAD? INTERVALS 
I GAP 1 -0.000'6 .­ 0.0000 -0.0000' .250000. -0:0000 -0.0000 ' 61.5000' .250000 3. 
2 GAP 2 -0.00001 -0.0000' -0,0000 .250000 ' -0,0000 -0,0000 :-61o5006 .250000 3 
3 
4 
















5 -0.0000 89,6000 51,0006' .250000 -0.0000 '163,7000 ' 94.5000"' .250000 1 
6 -0'0000 163,7000 94.5000 .250000 0 -0,0000 2285000 132.0000 
' 
.250000 1 
7 GAP S -0.-000' 228.5000 132.0000 .250000 .-0.0000 '293.6000.1169.5000 ' .250000 1 
8 '' -0.,0000' 293,6000' 169,5000', .250000 -0 0000 "391,0000..'225.7000 .250000 2 
9 GAP' 6 -0.,0000' -0.0000' -0.0000' .250000 -0.0000 ' 53.2000."-30000'" .250000 3 
10 -0.0000 53.2000 -30.8000 .250000 . -0.0000 1'89.6000 "-01.000'.250000 _I....... 
11 -0.0000 89.6000 -51.8000' .250000 -0.0000 .163.7000 '-94.5000 .250000 1 
12 -0.0000 163.7000 -94.5000 .250000 0 -0.0000 228.9000 -132.0000 ..250000 




































































250000 . .... .2. 
.290000 3 
.290000 1 







FREQUENCY 1.6500 MC 
NO GROUNDPRESENT 
ANTENNA MODE SOLUTIONS WERE READ FROM BINARY CARDS DECK t'1. 315 
"MiAXIMUMRELATIVE ASYMMETRY IN THE ANTENNA ADMITTANCE MATRIX IS 7o6 PER CENT-FOR 'GAPS 3 ANd- Y 













































































NET NO NETTYPE GAP CONNECTIONS PARA. PARA142 PARAM3 PARAM4
 
.	 7 .. IMP .. 9-- 0. -. . -0.0000 -0.0000 ..... 15.0000 ..... 0000.....
 
a IMP 9- 10 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000
 
9 IMP 1- 0 182000.0000 -0,0000 -0.0000 -0.0000
 
10 IMP . .2- 0 182000.0000 . -0.0000 -0.0000 .. -0.0000
 
11 IMP 1- 2 -403000.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000
 




Y z AMPLITUDE PHASE
 
,IRE INT. WAVE-.. WAVE-'.. WAVE- AMP .. A.P ..... DEG .DEG-. VOLTS - DEG -AP...... DEG. 

NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS
 
-..... ,'.0.0000 ._ 0.0000 ...-. 0000 --- GAP. 1 ...-- ........ GAP ..... 18984 .....-.1 ­
1 01 0.0000 0.0000 .0172 1.8066 1.4838 1.1872 89.6 89.5 89.5 172.452 -.2
 
1 2 0.0000 0.0000 .0515 1.2070 .9202 .6267 89.5 89.4 9,4 161.q53 -.4
 
1.. ..... .. 0.0000 ... .0859 .... .6380. . 3300....0000 . 89.4.. 89.4 .-91.9 .177.616 .. -.6
 0 0000 
0.0000 0.0000 .0000 GAP 2 GAP 2 185.984 179.9 
2 4 0.0000 0,0000 -.0172 1.8066 1.4838 1,1872 -90.4 -90.5 -90.5 172.452 179,8 
- .. 5 0.0000 000000 -.0515 . 1.2070 .,9202 . .6267 -90o.5 -90,6 -90.6.161.5S3 179.6. 
2 6 0,0000 0.0000 -.0859 .6380 .3300 .0000 -90.6 -90.6 88.1 177.616 179.4 
0.0000 0,0000 0.0000 GAP 3 GAP 3 20.563 172.8
 
.3 7 00000 .0149 .0086 .1247 .. .0936 .0734. -87.6 -84,3 .-80.2 14.718 172.1
 
3 8 0.0000 .0446 .0258 .0771 .0640 .0545 -80.9 -76.9 -72.5 6,010 170.1
 
3 9 0.0000 .0743 .0430 .0553 .0485 .0435 -72.8 -68.7 -64.8 3,P24 170,9
 
4 10. 0.0000 .1197 ... 0692 .. 0447 - 0382 .. 0335 -65.6-60,6 -59,0 __ 1,636 -174,3
 
5 11 0.0000 .2123 .1226 .0365 .0304 .0249 -62.2 -72.5 -97.4 1.487 -110,6
 
6 12 0.0000 .3287 .1899 .0271 .0260 .0299 -96,9 -127.0 -157.5 2,254 -122.5
 
0.0000 .. .3031 .2213 ... ... .. GAP 4.. .... .. GAP 4...... 2.314 -133.5
 
0.0000 .3031 .2203 GAP I GAP 5 .940 -32.2
 
7 13 0.0000 .4376 .2527 .0299 .0328 .0312 -157.5 -152,6 -1506 .303 55
 
8 14- 0.0000....... 5330 .,3077.......,0315 ... 0270....0200 -151.4 -150.8.-3005.5--__ 1,178 117,0
 
18 15 0.0000 .6147 .3548 .0204 .0111 .0000 -1500 -1508 29.0 2,094 119,2
 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 6 GAP 6 20,963 -7,2
 
9 16 0.0000 . .0149 . -.0086. .1207 .... 0936 .0734 92,4 90.7 99,8.. 14.718 -7,9
 
9 17 0,0000 .0446 7.0258 .0771 .0640 .0545 99,0 103.1 107,5 6.818 -9.9
 
9 18 0.0000 .0743 -.0430 0SS3 .0485 .0435 107,2 111.3 115,2 3.A24 -9.1
 
10 19 0.0000 .1197 .-. 0692. 0447 .. 0382 .0335 114.4 109.4. 121.0 .,636 5.7.
 
10 20 0.0000 .2123 -.0226 .0365 .0304 .0249 117,8 107.5 82.6 1,487 69.4
 
12 20 OO00Qt .3287 -.1899 .0271 .0260 .0299 83.1 53.0 22.5 2,254 57,5
 
0.0000;. .3831 -.2213 .. .. GAP 7 GAP 7 .. 314 46,5f
 
0o0006 .3831 -.2213 GAP 8 GAP 8 q940 147.8
 
13 22 0.0000 .4376 -.2527 .0299 .0328 .0312 22.5 27,4 29.4 .303 -174,5
 
14 ?: . 0.0000 .5330 -. 3077 .0315 . .0270 .. 0200 . 28.6 29,2. 29.5 .. 1.178 .- 63.0­
14 24 0.0000 .6147 -. 3548 .0204 .0111 .0000 29.2 29,2 -1002 2,094 -60,S
 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 9 GAP 9 14,643 -179.5
 
15 25 .0156 0.0000 .0073 .1065 ... .0842 .0691 -100.6 -103.5 -106.6. _._0.725 -179.8
 
15 26 .0467 0.0000 .0218 .0715 .0611 .0531 -106.0 -108.6 -Ill.? 5.55 178.6
 
15 27 .0778 0.0000 .0363 .0537 .0476 .0426 -110.9 -113.3 -115.5 3.?70 175.9
 




GAP INPUT INPUT INPUT INPUT LOAD LOAD GAP GAP GAP VOLTAGE 
NO RESIST. "REACT. =CONDUCT. SUSCEPT.- RESIST. REACT RESIST. REACT, 
OHS OHMS MHOS MHOS OHMS OHMS OHMS OHMS VOLT DEGREES 
1 4.018 -553.506 .000013' .001807 . 0.000 0.000' '3.856 '-553o500 ''1 000.000 0,0 
2 4.018 -553.506 .000013 .001807 0.000 ' 0000' 3.856 -t53,508 -000:000 -1800 
3 INFINITE INFINITE -97.322 16.14.3 12 305 03,0 
6'A INFINITE "INFINITE" j -97,322 "'16.143 12.305 -97.0 
9 INFINITE INFINITE -. 000 .000 .000 -9.2 
10 INFINITE "INFINITE "' .000 -.000 .000 -9.2 
4 INFINITE 'INFINITE" .- 600000 ' -. 000 17.917 -157,5 
7 INFINITE "INFINITE -600.000 ''' -. 000 17.917 22.5 
INPUT POWER = 26.231 VATTS 
RADIATED 'POWlER = 16.972'WATrS 
WIRE LOSS = '.000'IATTS 
NETWORK COSS - 9,260'IWATTS 
"RADIATION EFFICIENCY = 64,70 PER CENT 
.EXCITATION MODE 
GAP SOURCES' 







FARAD " .,i. -
1 1000.0000 -0.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY " SERIES 





-COORD INATES..- CURI NT" ISYR I6UTI()N., _ '_NR'A'. Ld 
I t FIELD RADIUS 
--X .... . . . Z ---- '-.....AMPLITUDE- - - ---- _ ------- PHASE---L--- Y-.-- .. 

:tIRE IN'T WAVE- WAVE- WAVE- "AMP AMP AMP2 DEG DEG DEG VOLTS DEG
 
• NO .NO . LENGTHS --LENGTHS E G H .. . ...--... . ... .. . ..... . -:-. . ... .. . ... . . ..
 
0.0000 0.0000 -_'0000 GAP I ,, .. ,'' ''' GAP 1 166.943 -21o9 
.... I. ._ _ 0.0000 .. 0. 0000- .. .0172- __I .6793_.... .387I_1 . 1136 _ , 68.4: .- 68.5-- 68.6__:157.487 _-21.8.. 
1 2 " 0.0000 0.0000 .0515 1.1296 .8620 .5874 68.5 68.6 68.6 150.965 -21.5
' )

1i 3 " '°O000 lub'O000 1' 6859 ".§ //+ 30061 o0000fl')"%8o6 686. ]~o 1'66o325 " -- 1 "" 
......00 0'00 0, AP" 2 "GAP ,i,. -2,:
.0000 -z. .- A .. . -21 .I6 
...2 4 0.0000 0.0000 -'0172 1.6793 1.3871'' 1.1136' 68.4 68Ao' 68.6 "157 .487 -2 "'d 
2 5 0.0000 0.0000 -.0515 1.1296 .8620 .5874 68.5 68.6 68°6 .150:965, -21:5 
.' -60.0000 .'-.0859 '"'.'5974 -_3090' 000'-':.-68.6.._ 68. 1 0 7 6 32 ­
.0, 0 0. .. 0 0 00 ' . ..GAP 2.. . . . 2 . . , 4 9
 
- '0.0000 O'.= 1

~~~0.0000 0.0000 " o ' 3 "...,"CAP " ,.'67 52
0''.'Ob ""G'AP . 3 ')8oZ 
'3 7 0.0000 .0149 .0086 .8486 6 .Y041''114.1 -ffl1 Y '-) 27°q'' :'95.759l.'81 -'136.o7 
-- - 8.00 0 ~ t~6 °058 ... 7989 -,-'.7912 .7861'''-126.9 -;132.4' "137o4. J 4 93 -'137'2
'
 
,3 9 0.0000 .0743 .0430 .7872 '.7823 .7758 '-137.3 -14 2.1 '-146.7 35.888 -I147.1 
4 10 0.0000 .1)97 .0692 .7769 .7550 .7181 -146.6 -155.7 -165.0 "33.590 -169.5' 
" 1-U 1 " "0.*0000 . .2123 .... 1226 .. .7195 ... 6031-.... 33 -164.6 "f73.' l 4Z}.4 . ..'39.713 '147o. . 
6 12 0.0000 .3287 .1899 .4906 '.4559' .5294 i142.9 106.'1 71.0 " 6.838 'I09 9 
0.0000 .3831 ' .2213 GAP 4 GAP 4 45.934 93.5 
...... . 0.0000 ..3831 .2o?213 GAP 5 .. ' GAP 5 ... 19.12.5 174.3 7 13 .4376 1 15294' .6053" oShff Y'.V0 72.9 73.2 4.352 -175.70.0000 .2527 ......
' ' 8 14 0.0000 .5330 .3077 .5816'' .4992 .3692 ''"-72.5' 72.2 71.9 21.843 -16.4 
.-_¢8 .- 15-- 0.0000 6147 _°3 z8-' ... .00 -" 71.7 _..71.3 _-123o6_.....38o451 -18.3...... - _.37 0 2026.. 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000" 'GAP-' "GAP :V6 67.452 -138o4 
9 16 0.0000 .0149 -.0086 "' 84 6 l .io'6 "'934' -27.5I4"113 55.759 -136.7 
- 17 - 0.0000.-....0446 0258 _.....7989 . .7912. ...7861 -126.9 -132.4 .-137.4 .90°93 .- 137.2,. 9 ...-
9 18 0.0000 .0743 -.0430 .7872' .7823 .7758 -137.3 -142.1 -146.7 35°888 -147.1 
10 19 0.0000.• .1197 -.0692 .7769 .7550 .7181 -14,6.6--15S.7 -165.0 33.990 -169.5 
.11 26" 0.0000 ....2123... -1226 ... 719S, _''.6031' . 48333 -164.6.-173.8 I142.4 _39.713 147.4 
12 21 0.0000 °3287 -.1899 .4906 .4559 .5294 142.9 106.1 71.0 46.P38 109.9 
0.0000 .3831 -.2213 GAP 7 GAP 7 45.634 93.5 
... 0.0000 . .3831 -.2213 -.-.-GAP 8 ... .GAP B . . . 19.125 .17ti .3 
13 22 0.0000 .4376 -.2527 .5294 .6053 .5812 71.0 72.9 73.2 4.352 -175.7 
14 23 0.0000 .5330 -.3077 .5816 ...'%z923692 72.5 72.2 71.9 21.843 -16.4 
14 24 . 0000 . .6147 - -. 3548 .......3740......2026_ _-.0000-- 71.7- .71.3 -123.6-....38.451 .- 18,3.. 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 9 GAP 9 146.748 100.9Tr 

15 25 .0156 o.do'do .60?3 .dlq o3f~b' °b -9. S.2 5.5 120.209 98.1 
15 26 .04+67 0.0000 ... 21'8 ?+73 .61,59.....1676' -3,7_ 91.7.. 46 ..  "'_ 4.9'"!' 4.3 ... 83.561-
15 27 .0778 0.0000 .0363 .7841 .9091 1.0193 3.6 2.9 2.31.165.741 88.1 
16 28 .1253 0.000b0'" .058 1.0167 P. 194S3 I.3065" "P.'2' I . "2 39.Q58 8. 
17 29 .2?.21 0.0000 .1037 1.3016 1*3145 1.'0553 . -. 0' -1.5 -2:6 . "17.376 -79.1 
06/19/70 PAGE 
X Y Z AMPLITUDE PHASE 
WIRE IN WAVE- WAVE- WAVE- - 1AMP AMP -AMP DEG DEG . DEG .VOLTS . DEG --
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS 
18 30 .3484 0.0000 .1626 1.0685...-6048 .. 0000 . -2°7.... -3 .- 5o6 77.571 -92.7 . 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 10 GAP 10 146.748 100.9 



























20 34 -.1253 0.0000 -. 0085 1.0167 1.1943 1.3065 2.2 1.0 .2 39.958 83,2 
21 35 -. 2221. 0,0000. -.1037....- 1.3016:..1.3145....1.0553 .....0 ._,5-2.6 . 17.376 -79.1 
22 36 -.3484 0.0000 -.1626 1.060085 .6046 .0000 -2,7 -3.6 -5.6 77.q71 -92.7 
"IMPEDANCE DATA 





CONDUCT. SUSCEPT. RESIST. 













































































RADIATION EFFICIENCY = 
964.025 WATTS 
22.55 PER CENT 
WIRE'COORDINATES'IN FEET AND WIRE RADII IN'INCHES" 






























































































































WIRE NO X1 Yl z RAD1 X2 Y2 Z2 RAD2 INTERVALS 
2 ... -0.0000 163.7000 -94.5000 .250000 GAP .7 ...- 0.0000 228.5000 -132.0000 ... 250000-. . -. 
13 GAP 8 -0.0000 .228.5000 -132.0000 .?50000 -0.0000 293.6000 -169.50n .250000 2 
14 -0.0000 293.6000 -169,5000 .250000 -0.0000 391.0000 -225.7000 .250000 2 
15 GAP 9 -0.0000 -00000 -0.0000 ..290000 . 55.7000 -0.0000 26.0000 .290000 3 
16 55.7000 -0.0000 26.0000 .290000 93.8000 -0.0000 43.8000 .290000 1 
17 93.8000 -0.0000 43.8000 .?90000 171.2000 -0.0000 79.900n .290000 2 
18 171.2000 -0.0000 79.9000 .290000 ...... . 244.5000 -0.0000 114.1000 ..290000 ......... 2. 
19 GAP 10 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 .290000 -55.7000 -0.0000 -26.0000 .290000 3 
20 -55.7000 -0,0000 -26.0000 .290000 -93.8000 -0.0000 -43.8000 .290000 1 
- .	 21 .- 93.8000 -0.0000 -43.8000 ..290000----------- 171.2000 -0.0000 .- 79.9000 .2900000 2.
 




NO GROUND PRESENT . 
ANTENNA MODE SOLUTIONS WERE READ FROM BINARY CARDS DECK NO. 316
 






GAP. -. EEF ENF . OHM.. HICRO . PICO.
 
VOLT DEGREES ' " HENRY FARAD
 
1 1000.0000 .. -0.00 . -0.0000 -0.0000 -INFINITY .. SERIES 
2 1000.0000'1 180.00 -0.0000, -0.0000 ,.INFINITY, r,,p.. SERIES 
NONRADIATING NETUORKS CONNECTING THE GAPS
 
• . ... ,, . . t _ ', J . .. . , . _ , . .', 

rNO NETTYPE GAP CONNECTIONS PARAM1 ,.PARAH2 , PARAH3 '- .".PARAM4 
I IMP 3- 0 . 100.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 . .00000,
 
2 IMP 6- 0 100.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000
 
3 IMP 3- 0 -0.0000 -0.0000 160.0000 -0.0000
 
4 IMP 6- 0 -0.0000 -0.0000 160.0000 -0.0000
 
06/19/70 
 PAGE 5 
NET NO NETTYPE GAP CONNECTIONS PARAMI PARAM2 PARAM3 PARAM4 
. .5 IMP .--- 4.... 0...- 600.0000 . -0.0000.....--0.0000 .... -0.0000,6 IMP 7- 0 600.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 
7 ImP 9- 0 -0.0000 -0.0000 15.0000 -0,0000 
. IMP ..........­9-.10 ....... .. ....- 0.0000 -0.0000 __.__ -O.00 0 _. . -0.00 00
 
9 IMP l- 0 54900.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000
 
10 ImP 2- 0 54900.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000
 
1I....... .. IP ............ 
-0.00000_ -.
-I-2...._.127000.0000 	 00000. 
 -0.0000
 





------......... . ............ 	 AMPLITUDE
Z 	 PHASE 
WIRE INT WAVE- WAVE- WAVE- AMP AMP AMP DEG DEG DEG VOLTS DEG 
Nb...NO . LENGTHS ..... LENGTHS__.LENGTHS_____. 
0.0000 0.0000 0,0000 GAP I 	 GAP 1 185.971 -.1
 
-- -.... . 0.1 0.0000 0000 .... .0229...... 2.7978 2.3538 1 .9199.... _89.0 8.9 88.88.... 183.600 ...
 
1 2 0.0000 0.0000 .0687 1.9477 1.5053 1,0357 88.8 88,7 88.6 190.727 -1.0
 
1 3 0.0000 0.0000 .1146 
 1.0538 .5486 .0000 88.6 88.5 86.8 220.380 -1.4
 
.......... 0.0000 . 0.0000.. 0.0000 ..._.GAP 2 ........ .. . .. 2 15.....971
_ 79.9
2 4 0.0000 0.0000 -.0229 2.7978 2.3538 1.9199 -91.0 -91.1 -91.2 183.600 179.6
 
2 "5 0.0000 0.0000 -.0687 1.9477 1.5053 1.0357 -91.2 -91.3 -91.4 
 190.727 179.0
 
- .2. 6.... 0.0000 . 0.0000 -. 1146 .... 0o0538 .5486... 0000 -.-91.4 -91.5_-93.2___220.380 178.6
 
0.0000 -.0000 -.0000 GAP 3 
 GAP 3 19.S14 169.9 
3 7 0.0000 .0198 .0115 .1825 .1424 .1169 -105.9 -107.3 -107.9 13.764 167.7 
_3 8 .... 0.0000 .0595........0344_ .1..223 .....1066 ..- 0959__-107.4,-I07.0 
_-106.0_ 5.545 . 157,6
3 9 0.0000 .0991 .0574 .0973 .0903 .0858 -105.8 -104.3 -002.5 2,658 141.0 
4 00 0.0000 .1596 .0923 .0880 .0847 .0831 -102.3 -98.7 -96.3 1.059 
 1093 
.....5 .11 0.0000 - .2417 ... 1396.... . .0859..0831 ._ .0765_ -96.3 -95.4 -96.2 ____ .957.172.55 12 0.0000 .3245 .1874 .0777 .0666 .0514 -96.4 -99.1 -]05.2 2.843 -170.1
 
6 13 0.0000 .4021 .2322 .0519 .0365 .0231 -105.4 -117.0 -146.3 4.346 -171.6
 
6.. 14 . 0.0000 ... 4745 ......2741 -...... 0229...0365_-146.0 - 160.1 126.9.... 4.909 -177.0
0237..... 8 

0.0000 .5107 .2950 GAP 4 GAP 4 
 4.010 179.1
 
0.0000 	 .5107 .2950 - GAP 5 
 GAP 5 3.694 -134.2
 
7 15 ....0.0000. 5471 ......3160 .0365 . .0514.. .0634. 126,9 .129.2 129.8 3.112 -136.3
 
7 16 0.0000 .6199 .3579 .0636 .0716 .0750 129.4 129.5 129,5 1.314 -140.3
 
8 17 0.0000 .7107 .4103 .0752 .0709 .0557 12?.4 
 029.2 129.0 1.526 40.5
 
.8 	 18 . 0.0000 .. 8.0195. -,.4731...... .0567 .0318 . .0000 128.8 .128.5 _1290.. 4.424 38,8
 
0.0000 -.0000 .0000 GAP 6 GAP 
6 19.014 -10.1
 
9 19 0.0000 .0198 -.0115 .1825 .1424 .1169 74.1 72.7 72.1 13.764 -12.3
 
9 20 . 0.0000 .0595 -.0344..... .1223 ....1066 . .0959 72.6 __73.0 -74.0 ..... 945 -22.4 
9' 21 0.0000 .0991 -.0574 .0973 .0903 .0858 74.2 75.7 77.5 2.658 -39.0
 
10 22 0.0000 .1596 -.0923 .0880 .0847 .0831 
 77.7 '81.3 83.7 1.059 -70.7
 
1i 23 0.0000 .2417 _-.1396 .. 0859...... 0831 __ .0765-. 83.7.84.6. 83...... .957.- 7.5
 
11 24 0.0000 .3245 -.1874 .0777 .0666 .0514 83.6 80.9 74.8 2.843 9.9
 
12 25 0.0000 .4021 -.2322 .0519 .0365 .0231 74.6 63.0 33.7 4.346 8.4
 
12 26 0.0000 
 .4745 -.2741 .0237 .... 0229 .0365 - 34.0 -19.9 -53.1 ... 4.909._ 3.0 
0.0000 	 .5107 -.2950 
 GAP 7 GAP 7 4.P10 -.9
 
0.0000 	 .5107 -.2950 GAP 8 GAP 8 3.694. 
45.8
 
13 27 0.0000 .5471 -.3160 .0365 .0514 .0634 -53.1 -50.8 -50.2 3.112 .43.7
 
06/19/70 PAGE 
X Y z AMPLITUDE PHASE 
- WIRE INT - WAVE- .... _WAVE-... WAVE- -...- AMP-- ..... .------ AMP- .....DEG....DEG ----DEG----VOLTS --DEG.-
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS 
13 28 0.0000 - -. 6199...... -. 3579 -. 0636 -..... 0716 ... 0750 . -50.6.-50.5-50.5 .. 1.314...39.7._ 
14 29 0.0000 .7107 -.4103 .0752 .0709 .0557 -50.6 -50.8 -51.0 1.926 -139.5
 
14 30 0.0000 .8195 -.4731 .0567 .0318 .0000 -51.2 -51.5 -51.0 4.424 -141.2
 
__ . -. 0000 0.0000 -...0000 .GAP 9..-. . - ...-.....-. -GAP 9 ...... .... 15.120 -179.6­
15 31 .0?08 0.0000 .0097 .1174 .0876 .0689 -103.4 -108.2 -113.4 10.658 -179.9
 
15 32 .0623 0.0000 .0291 .0723 .0610 .0539 -112.2 -116.4 -119.9 4.230 178.8
 
---15. 1038 .--.0.0000 . 0484 0548 _...._.0033 ...... ......... 0 ...  .04 8 .-119.3.-121.6--122.6 ----. 1.415 175.0.,
 
16 34 .1671 0.0000 .0780 .0503 .0511 .0546 -121.6 -120.0 -116.7 .639 16.7
 
17 35 .2529 0.0000 .1181 .0566 .0606 .0627 -110.9 -112.7 -110.1 .874 22.4
 
-. 17---6....... 3394 -. 0.0000.....84.........0637-- 3.0624- .0570-110.0 -108.0-106.6....... 769-134.0­
18 37 .4236 0.0000 .1977 .0575 .0483 .0352 -106.7 -105.8 -105.1 2.393 160.7
 
18 38 .5055 0.0000 .2359 .0360 .0194 .0000 -105.3 -104.9 123.8 3.852 164.7
 
---------.---.. 0.0000 O000._. GAP 10 ...... . GAP 10 ... ........... 15.120. .4.­0000 .. 

19 39 -.0208 0.0000 -.0097 .1174 .0876 .0689 76.6 71.8 66.6 10.658 .1
 
19 40 -.0623 0.0000 -.0291 .0723 .0610 .0539 67.8 63.6 60.1 4.?30 -1.2
1941 .... ..... -.0484 ...... ...... 60.7 ....
1.038 0.0000 .... 0548.......0508 048..... 5.4_.57.4_____......1.415 _-5-.0..
 
20 42 -.1671 0.0000 * -.0780 .0503 , .0511 .0546 58.4 60.0 63.3 .639 -163.3 
21 43 -.2529 0.0000 -.1181 -.0566 .0606 .0627 64.1, 67.3 69.9 I.74- -157.6­
- 21 -44 -.3394 .0.0000 ...-. 1584 .. _. .0637..... 0624 _.:.0570. 70.0___72.0 . 73.4-j..-.769. -46.0 
22 45 -.4236 0.0000 -.1977 .0575 .0483 .0352 73.3 74.2 74.9 2.393 -19.3 
22 46 -.5055 0.0000 -.2359 .0360 .0194 .0000 74.7 75.1 -56.2 3.852 -15.3, 
IMPEDANCE DATA
 
INPUT . GAP 

.NO... RESIST. .. REACT..' L.CONDUCT. __SUSCEPT. ......- RESIST. -..-.'.REACT. .... .RESIST. .. REACT ........... - - -. .
 
OHMS OHMS MHOS MHOS OHMS , ,OHMS OHMS., , OHMS ,. . VOLT DEGREES
 
GAP - INPUT INPUT INPUT, LOAD LOAD -.... GAP GAP VOLTAGE 
. ......... -..... - -- -0-000--.... _ 8.... .1000,000 0.0.
1. 6.263 - -357.360 000049 002797 ..... . 000- .u._ 5.
9 4 
-357.37I.., - _ 
2 6.263 -307,360 '- .000049', .002797 0.000- .0.000 5.948- -357.371, --:,1000.000 -180,0
 
3 .'* INFINITE INFINITE , -95 337 21.085, ., 17.823 61.6
 6 'NFINITE ...-INFINITE..-.95,337 ,_-.121.085--i 17.823 -118,4
 
9 .NFINITE INF-INITE - .000 .- ,.. .000.- .- .000 -67.6
 
10 NFINITE . INFINITE,- -.000 -' ,,-.000 , .000 -67.6 
4 NFINITE __,INFINITE__- -600.000_.__-.000 ..... 21.88... 126.9 
7 NFINITE INFINITE .-600.000 -.0QO..,p,, 21.880 -53.1 
- .. B.. . 
INPUT POWER .= 98.053 WATTS
 
RADIATED POWER .77.219 WATTS

.WIRE LOSS ..- ........ .000,WATTS
 
'NETWORKILOSS . .,20.833 WATTS 







__AP.. _ENF..EMF .__NH _-.HICRO .. RI CO___ 
_____ 
VOLT DEGREES HENRY FARAD 
'i. L.1OO.OO ..- 0.00-.-----0,0000-O_.0000-INFINITY SERIES­2 1000.0000 




' ... COORDINATES CURRENT-DISTRIBUTION , NORMALELECTRIC 
_..F I E L D * R A D I U S
 
xAMPLITUDE PHASE 
.... WIRE .INT..... WAVE--. ..WAVE-....... WAVE ---. AMP--...... __AMP__AHP DEG._ DEGOEG YOLTS_ DEG3 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS
 
. " ... :. 0.0000 ,.'0.0000 'I"0D0000 ' ."GAP I ._ __ ... '''GAP_ 1 "'_ 
_ .- 11' 4 103_ -15.61 1 0.0000 0.0000 .0229 1.3465 1.1420 .9448' 34.9 2g." 23,3 96.565 -30.91 2 0.0000 0.000 .0607 .9515 .7412 .S142 25.0 22.1 19.7 92.4,21 -58.9
 
.. ... 3... 0.00M0... -0.O000_ L'' 1146 . 5216_.......2731'- O I?2. 2_0_0' . - "' j 0 .9 80"? 9'
O _'7o d 1 
* 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 'GAP '? " "'-'GAP2 ""'7'i 'I 3 I' 
2 4 0.0000 0.0000 
-.0229 
 1.3465 1'1'428 .948I"," 34.9 -'28.1'' o3'!."' 30.
23 96 .5 6 5  






2 6 0.0000 0.0000 -.1146 .5216 '.2731 




-.0000 -. 0000 GAP 3 'GAP 3 " "95.036 
-164.&
.3 7.. 0.0000 . 0198 .0115.......6673_..... 6465'- .7242 "147.7'-168.2 '172.3--1. '00.041_-1.3'3 0 0.0000 0595 .0344 .7326 .8799 
 1.0608 172.6 '158.3 148.4 "103.192 -158.93 9 0.0000 .0991 .0574 1.0631 1.2548 1.4424 1485 141.7 136.7 95.632 -161.8

.4.. 10. 0.0000 .. 1596 .0923 .....1 4455 - 1.7798 .- 2.0016 .-136.7 129.7 -124.9.. 67061 -172.0
5 11 0,0000 .2417 .13961' "2.'007' 2.0847 2.0022" 12,'.§; 120.9 116.9 28.350 120.2
5 
12 0.0000 .3245 .18741''12.0'050 
'1.7656 1.3917 ''117.0' 112.5 106.2 69.00 49.1
6. 13 .... 0.0000 .... 4021 ...... 2322lI.1'.3941 .....9908 .. 5860,._,106.2__ 96.7-74.0.--109.864 
- , 35.46 14 0.0000 .4745 .2741'''" .59'46' .4362 .745S'' 
 73., 13.9 -30.8 122.Q28 26.5
0.0000 .5107 .2950 ..........'T'''" GAP* 4 .''.'..' 
 GAP 4 119.289 21.4
 
....... 00000 .....5107 .....
.2950 . GAP 5 .- .- GAP 5. - ... 94.076. 59.17 15 0.0000 5471 .3160 .7455 
 1.1313" 1.4377 -30.8 -31.3 
 -32.2 79,701 56.3
7 16 0.0000 .6199 .3579 1.4377 1.6442 1.7362 
-32.6 -33.5 
 -34.2 34.698. 48,.
8 17 0.0000 ,7107 . 4103 1,7302 .16483 .12969 -34 3 -35 .1 -35.9. 34.71 -119.6 
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x y z AMPLITUDE PHASE
 
-WIRE INT ... WAVE-. .... WAVE-...... WAVE-.... AMP- .-AMP --- AMP....DEG .... DEG-- DEG ..... VOLTS--DEG
 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS
 
- 8 18 - 0.0000 ..... 8195 - .4731 _..1 .3169 .7379 ......O000 -- 36.0 _-36.6-35.5._102.714-126.0.........
 
0.0000 -.0000 
 .0000 GAP 6 GAP 6 95.036 -164.8
 
9 19 0.0000 
 .0198 -.0115 .6673 .6465 .7242 -147.7 -168.2 172.3 100.041 -161.3
 
_.9..20 .... 0.0000..... 0595... -.0344 ._.7326 .....8799 _-1.0608-....172.6.158.3.-148.4 
_ 103.192.-158.9__
 
9 21 0.0000 .0991 -.0574 1.0631 1.2548 1.4424 148.5 141.7 
 136.7 95.632 -161.8
 
10 22 0.0000 .1596 -.0923 1.4455 1.7798 2.0016 136.7 129.7 124.9 67.861 -172.0
 
-11 23-- 0.0000....- .2417--_.-.1396 -- 2.0057---2.0847- .2.0022- _124.9_...120.9_116.9_ 28.150 120.2.....___
 
11 24 0.0000 .3245 -.1874 2.0050 1.7656 1.3917 117.0 112.5 106.2 69.900 49.1
 
12 25 0.0000 
 .4021 -.2322 1.3941 .9908 .5860 106.2 96.7 74.0 109.A64 35.4
 
...12._.26--__... 0000 - .4745 ----. 2741_ __..5946--...4362 __..7455 -...73.8-...13.9_-30.8 __122.o28-..26.5 
0.0000 .5107 -.2950 GAP 7 GAP 7 119.p89 21.4
 
0.0000 .5107 -.2950 GAP 
 8 GAP 8 94.876 59.1
 
-13 27_____.0.0000...... 5471 -....-. . 7455__1.1313---1.4377..... .-31.3-32.2....79.701 
_ 56.3.--- ­3160 -30.8 

13 28 0.0000 .6199 -.3579 1.4377 1.6442. 1.7362 -32.6 -33.5 -34r2 34.698 
 48.4
14 29 0.0000 .7107 -.4103 1.7382 1.6483 1.2969 -34.3 -35.1 -35.9 34.571 -119.6
 





-.0000 0.0000 -.0000 GAP 9 GAP 9 
 19.722 60.2
 
15 31 .0208 0.0000 .0097 .0619 .0730 .0253 -67.5 -54.7 -52.3 7.959 -167.6
 
-15-..--32...... .0623 ..... 0.0000 ...... 0291.....0066 .0825 __..1888.. -86.4 -132.6._ 131.6.... 40.609 -139.6
 
15 33 .1038 0.0000 .0484 .1932 .3116 .4352 131.8 131.6 131.6 
 50.630 -138.5
 
16 34 .1671 0.0000 .0780 .4401 .6945 .9181 
 131.7 131.6 131.6 49.276 -138.6

-17. 35- .2529-....0.0000 - .. 1181....... 9245- -1.0938.-- 1.1832--- 131.6__131.4-._131.3___26.278 -- 39.6 ... .
 
17 36 .3394 '0.0000 .1584 1.1874 1.1849 -1.0863- 131.'*''131.1 131.0 ,,10.286, 44 4
 
1 37 .4236 0.0000 .1977 
 1.0905 .9124 .6625 131.0 130.8 130.7 f'45;825, 41.4
 
-. 18 38 . 505 _0.0000.... .2359.... .6733 -_ .3608 
_0000.130.6 ­.... 13 .5_.178.9_...__72.nS6 40.6 .....­
.0000 0.0000 .0000 GAP 10 . GAP 10 19.722 60.2
 
19 39 -.0208 0.0000 -.0097 .0619 .0730 .0253 -67.5 -54.7 -52.3 7.959 -167.6
 
-19 .. 40.__'.-0623 ---- 0.0000----'.0291---.0066_--.0825..... 1888 .. 86.4_.132.6-131.6-, 40.609 .-139.6 _
 
19 41 ' .'I038 '0.0000 ''.0484 .1932 .3116 .4352 131.8 131.6 131.6 50.630 -138.5
 
20 42 -.1671 0.0000 
 -.0780 .4401 .6945 .9181 131.7 131.6 131.6 49.276 -138.6
 




21 44 . -.3394 0.0000 -.1584 1.1874 1.1849 1.0863 131.3 131.1 131.0 10.786 44.4
 
22 45 -.4236 0.0000 -.1977 1.0905 .9124 .6625 131.0 130.8 130.7 45.025 41.4
 
.--.22-46-------.5055°__ 0.0000--_ .2359-----.6733--.3608 - .0000-__130.6-.130.5-178.9---t72.086 40.6_ 
.... 
...--..-..- IMPEDANCE-DATA_----_.. p.... j' '
 
.. o.'. I Ilt
 
.GAP . INPUT '2.'- INPUT' ........ NUINPUT 2INPUT.. .. LOAD'.'.'' LOA' r ' GAPR ',. ",GAP.... tGAP VOLTAGE
 
NO RESIST. ' REACT. ' CONDUCT., SUSCEPT. RESIST..'' REACT'.' RESIST. ,, "REACT. ., '.
 
OHMS ' OHMS MHOS- MHOS .OHHS . OHMS ., " OHMSq. OHMS ', VOLT DEGREES 
1 605.862''-415.250. .0011231 .000770 " 0.000 . 0.000 . 609.376 t'-424.544 '1000.000 0.02 605.862 -415.250'" .001123' .000770 0.000', 0.000 609.376'. -424.544 ' ,1000.000 0.03.. 
-. INFINITE -INFINITE.,_.-95.337 .+. 21.085. 1 65.153 19.8 
6 
-INFINITE: INFINITE,' -95.337 , 21.085 65.153 19.89 'INFINITE INFINITE .000 ,9645.754 596.589 22.5
 
10 
 INFINITE' INFINITE .000 .. 9645.754 596.589 . 22.5 
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OHMS OHMS MHOS MHOS . OHMS OHMS, OHMS OHMS VOLT DEGREES 
-.4 INFIIEINI NFINITE....-600.000. _-...000-447.29_.-:30.8. 
7 INFINITE INFINITE -600.000 .000 447.298 -30.8 
INPUT POWER = 2246.009 WATTS 
RADIATED POWER = 705.943 WATTS 
_____ _WIRE._ LOSS. . __=__ ... _000_WATTS - -
NETWORK LOSS = 1540.066 WATTS
 
RADIATION EFFICIENCY = 31.43 PER CENT
 
FREQUENCY = 2.8000 MC 
_ __ _ _ NO..GROUND PRESENT__ 
ANTENNA MODE SOLUTIONS WERE READ FROM BINARY CARDS DECK NO. 341
 
MAXIMUM RELATIVE ASYMMETRY IN THE ANTENNA ADMITTANCE MATRIX IS 29.3 PER CENT FOR GAPS 9 AND 3
 
HEXCITATION MODE 1 
GAP SOURCES
 
GAP E---F .ICR E-F O M . -

VOLT DEGREES HENRY FARAD
 
--1OO.006 -0.06 -0'0o000 - ISERIES
 
2 1000.0000 180.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY .. SERIES
 
NONRADIATING NETWORKS CONNECTING THE GAPS
 
NET NO NETTYPE GAP CONNECTIONS PARAMI PARAM2 PARAM3 PARAM4
 
1 IMP 3- 0 000.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0;0000
 
2 IMP 6- 0 100.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000
3 - IMP . . 3-. 0.............. -0.0000 .. -0.0000 .... l160.0000 .... 0.000._.
4 IMP 6- 0 -0.0000 -0.0000 160.0000 -0.0000
 
4 IMP 4- 0 600.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000
 




NET NO NETTYPE GAP CONNECTIONS PARARI PARAM2 PARAM3 PARAM4 
_7 -'IMP -9 o0000.......... 
-
--- -0.0000 -­ 15.0000 -. 0.0000_-_ 














-WIRE. -INT __...._.WAVE-..... WVE----WAVE 
- AMP.... AMP---AMP-- DEG---DEG-DEG 
 VOLTS -..- DEG 
-NO NO LENGTHS' LENGTHS 
 LENGTHS
 
.-.. ---.00000 .. 0.0000 .... 0.0000 -- GAP. I "GAP 
--..... 188.017. . 2.I .1 0.0000 0.0000 .0292 4.6498 4.0432 3.3829 85.8 85.4 85.0 208,.46 -1.91 2 0.0000 0.0000 .0875 3.4219 2.6905 1.8736 85.0 84.7 84.4 254.977 
-4.2
00000 .... 0,0000 ...... .. 1458.. 1,x9054_ 9984..... oo 84.4..84.1 83.8 313.746 -5.60.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 2 GAP 2 
 188.017 179.8
2 4 0.0000 0.0000 
-.0292 
 4.6498' 4.0432 3.3829 
-94'.2 -94.6 -95.0 
 208.846 178.1

--2-.5 0......0000 -. 0.0000 ....­ 0875 --..... 4219---2.6905__1.8736_._.-950._-9.3 
-95.6_.254.977..175,82 6 0.0000 

-.1458 1.9054 .9984 .0000 -95.6 -90.9 -96.2 313.746 174.40.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
 GAP 3 
 GAP 3 
 28,412 154.3





3 8 0.0000 .0757 .0438 .5363 .4944 
 .4433 
-49.3 -46.8 
 -45.4 16.272 -157.1
3 9 0.0000 .1261 .0730 
 .4448 ..3837' .3130 

-45.7 -49.3 -46.3 21.724 
-134.2

-.- 10......0.0000 .175-....... 7...75......
3156'. -1530 - 0872----47.0_--599.60,1
_ 29.358-124.0
5 11 0.0000 .3076 .1777 .0912 .2498 .3989 
-157.3 165.1 157.9 
 27.381 -123.0
5 12 0.0000 .4130 .2385 .4000 .4968 
 .5246 158.2 155.0 
 152.7 10.629 -134.1

_.6._13.... 0.0000 
-- 5118-_.- 2955--..5258- .4886 ­ 3971 12 8_15009 -148.3_
12 211 76.3
6 14 0.0000 .6040 
 .3488 .3989 '.2622"'''.1020 148.6 143.5 
 120.9 28.527 67.3
0.0000 .6500 .3755 
 GAP 4 
 GAP 4 32.802 66.0
 
_... 0.0000 .6500..... .3755 .... GAP 5 . .. ..GAP- 5...........
7 10 0.0000 .6963 .4*022 
 .1020 .0703' .2226'" 120.9 'I.4,4 
-32.6 28,880 49.1
7' 16 " 0.0000 .7889 .4555 
 " '.2238 .3594 .4584'" -32.'3"'-35.5 
-36.9 21.494 48.78_17 .....
0,0000..... 9045--.5222___99.....5.5.48__,4450-.36.9 
_.-38.0_-38.8 
 1.305. -83.18 18 0.0000 1.0430 11'"".6021 .4546 -'12677' ;'0000"'1-M8.9'-'39.5 
-39.9''''28.319 
-128.9 
0.0000 0.0000 '" 0.0000' GAP 6 '- . 1 ... "GAP 6'''
..9 19s.....0,0o ....... 2 ..... ,0....6. 6116 _5687_ 28.412 -25.7
 .... 5309--121.3
.... 127.4 131.6 21.438 
-1S.4.
9 20 0.0000 .0757 

-.0438 .5363 .4944 .4433 130.7 
 133.2 134.6 16.272 22.9
9 21 0.0000 .1261 
-.0730 
 .4448 .3837 .3130 134.3 134.7 133.7 
 21.724 45.8
10 
.22 .--. 0.oooo.......2031 __-.1175- .3156-1530-0872_ 133.0-120.1_ 99 . 29,358_. 56.0.
11 23 0.0000 ,3076 
-.1777 .0912 
 .2498 .3989 22.7 
-14.9 -22.1 27.181* 57.0
11 24 0.0,000 .4130 
-.2385'""'''.4000' 
'" .4968 '"'5246''" -21.8"'-250. 
-27.3 10.629 45.9
12 25 - .0.0000 ..-..... ....-2955.......5258 
....

12 26 0.0000 .6040 

,4886...39718118 -- -27,2-.-29.1.-31.7_12.P11 
-103.7. 
- -.3488 .3989 .262? .1020 
-31.4 -36.5 -59.1 28.527 
-112.7
0.0000 '' .6500 '.'3755"" " 1'''' GAP 7
..... ...0,0000 6 0 . .- 3 5 -_.. ''' GA''o"" 32.102 -114.0 
.._-.. 

13 27 0.0000 .6963 '-.4022 .1020" 

GAP . .. 
_ _ ..GAP . 8 . . . . .. . 2 , 8 131,3_ 
":0703 -.2226" -59.1--'165.6 140-A'4"" 28.880 -130.913 28 0.0000 .7889 ' -.4555 .2238"' .3594 '4584"1 147.7-"144.5 143.1""' 21.494 '131.3
14 29 - 0.0000 '.. 9045 -'--.5222 ...... 4599 -. 5148 14450'. 14M.1 "142.0. 141.2". 1.305
14 38 0.0000 1.0430 
-.6021 .4546 
 96.9
.2677 .0000 141.1 
 140.5 140.1 ' 28.319 51.10.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 
 GAP 9 15.514.-170.915 31 ,0264 0.0000. . ,0123 .9491 
9 
.8965 . .8334 
-80.4 -80.1 .-80.2 19.069 -171.7 
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'X" " V'''". "'' "" LIUD " ", ' ""N '"' "' 
WAVt-_'Z.WAVE- WAVEr____AMP___-WIRE-INT ------ . AMP....AM AMPL DE 7 '-. EG1 DEG_-lVOLTS-DEG_ 
" ....
NO NO 	 LENGTHS' LENGTHS LENGTHS ,,1,.., 
--15. 32 ..... .0792 . 0.0000 __.....0370....8388 .--. 7620 °8687 -80.2" -80.7-...81.6_._28.927164.8­
15 33 .1320 0.0000 .0616 .6707 .5624 .4414 -81.7 -83.4 -86.4 38.-82 -162.8
 
16 34 .2126 b.O000 .0993 .4450 .1836 .1844 -86.4 -108.5 143.0 47.978.-162.5
 
_17-.35...... .3219 . 0.0000 ..... 1503___ .1819 .4389.6552 .144.2_121.3115.9 40,480.-164.0_
 
17 36 .4320 '0".'000'A ".2016 .6542 .7838 1r3.6 1"12;899 -173.4
'"'8070 "'11'6'.'0'; 112.2 

18 '37 .5392 0.0000 .2516 .8088 .7270 .5529 112.2 111.4 110.7 ' 21'765 " 25.6
 
18-.38...... .6434....0.0000_.3003_..S621 .3089 .. ,0000_110.7 119,2 108.9_ 47.686__20.7_
 
0.0000 	 0.0000 0.8000' GAP 10 '''" GAP 10 '..... 15.514 1.1 
* 	 19 39 -.0264 0.0000 -.0123 .9491 .8965 .8334 99.6 99.9 99.8 19.069 8.3
 
_£_19__0.__-,09Z
... OO0 'O___83968-.__7620-_6687 gg.',8.L993-98r'4'--28..192"___5.49
 
.1§' 41 .320' 000 . -.'0616. .6707 .5624 .4414 98.3 96.6 93.6 38.482 17.2
 
20 42 -.2126 0.0000 -.0993 .4450 .1836 .1844 93.6 71.5 -37.0 47.578 17.5
 
__.21. 43 -- .... 3219_'_ OO.. '503'Lj;'l'81_..4389 16.0_
006'0 	 6552'-35,8-58.7._-64.1_0.480' 
21 44 -.4320 0.0000' -.2016 .6542' . '.7838 . .8070' -6a.01 -66.4 -67.8' 12.A99 6.6'
 
22' 45 -.5392 0.0000 -.2516 8088 .7270 .5529 -67.8' -68.61 -69.3" 21.765'-154.4'
 




___ GAP _,INPUT. I'NPUT'_'--INPUT '.-......INPUT ...... : LOAD-.--" _LOAQ_......UA)"''I.AH___A" VULIAb_ 
NO RESIST. "REACT. 'CONDUCT.' SUSCEPT.' RESIST. .' REACT'. ' ' RESIST. '"''REACT.'"' 
OHMS' OHMS MHOS' MHOS" ' OHMS -'''OHMS" , OHMSI ""-, OHMS ' VOLT DEGREES' 	 ' 
1 15.665 "''214.492 "'" .000339" .004637 ' 0.000 '" "0.00' " '15.665 ','" 14. 492"';?1000.000 0.0'	 22 15.665 '-214.492 " .000339 _004637 0.000 '0.000 15.665""' -214.492 ' 000.000 -180.0 
3 "J' " ' ' .. INFINITE.. INFINITE'.___-92.65..... 26.082' ... _58.874 105.6
 
6 INFINITE ,INFINITE"" -92.658 -'26-.082' "' 58.874 -74.4
 
9 INFINITE INFINITE '' ''.000 ' .000 ' .000 -21.2
 
o .INFINITE__.INFINITE '"" _'-.OOO_.._.. . .00 __'_ '.000 .-- 21.2­
4' INFINITE INFINITE ''-"-600.000 ' "-.000' ' 6'1.189 120.9
 
.
7 	 INFINITE INFINITY' 6-600.000 -. 060 ' 61.189 -59.1 
INPUT POWER = ' 677.354 WA.TS 
RADIATED POWER =....__._.513746_WATS._ 
WIRE LSS ' ' " 000 WATTS 







GAP EMF EMF OHM MICRO PICO 
VOLT DEGREES HENRY FARAD 
1 1000.0000 -0.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY SERIES 
2 1000.0000 -0.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY SERIES 
NETWORKS UNCHANGED 
COORDINATES 	 CURRENT DISTRIBUTION NORMAL ELECTRIC
 
__'_ 	 - EIELD-* .RADIUS ---
X 	 Y Z AMPLITUDE PHASE
 
WIRE INT WAVE- WAVE- WAVE- AMP AMP AMP DEG DEG DEG VOLTS DEG
 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS
 
GAP I GAP I 158.P39 -16.0 
1 1 0.0000 0.0000 .0292 4.0830 3.5634 2.9855 71.1 70.8' 
. . 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

70.6 180.804 -17.5 
S .... 0.0000- .0875 _-3.0140 ,. 2.3683..1.6478 .....70.6 .70.5 .._70.4 .... 224.q75 -19.1•­1 . 2. ._0.0000 
1 3 0.0000 0.0000 .1458 1.6750 .8767 .0000 70.4 70.3 70.3 275.811 -19.6 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 2 	 GAP 2 150.039 -16.0
 0.0000__- .0292-__ 4.0830 _2.9855 71,1.-..70.8_- 70.6-...180.804--- 2__ 4-- .. .0.0000 ....-	 . 5634_. ..... _-17.5-­
2 5 0.0000 0.0000 -.0875 3.0140 2.3683 1.6478 70.6 70.5 70.4 224.q75 -19.1
 
2 6 0.0000 0.0000 -.1458 1.6750 .8767 .0000 70.4 70.3 70.3 275.811 -19.6
 
..0.0000 ..0.0000- 0.0000 __.GAP 3 . - __GAP 3.. ...... 2 42.797_170.2_ 
3 7 -0.0000 .0252 .0146 2.0406 1.9230 1.8004 -109.7 -111.5 -113.5 44.819 -173.5 
3 8 .0.0000 .0757 .0438 1.8192 1.6766 1.5004 -113.4 -119.5 -118.0 56.990 177.3 
... .. ,00 ..... - .5051.-1.2975- -I,0630 _- i118,0.- 121.B2 -125,8- - 78,2I0. -169,8­..  3._9 0 12 1:... . 7 1_ 

'4 10 0.0000 .2031 .1175 1.0692 .5609 .3997 -125.7 -147.4 132.7 99.311 163.1
" 
.5 11 - 0.0000 .3076 .1777 .3953 .8457 1.2967 133.8 93.0 82.1 88.209 155.6 
-5 12 . 0.0000-...... 4130 .2385 -.- 1.2938 --1.5835 .-. 1.6596 _822.1. .76.7.- 72.8 ._35.086 134.2 
6 11 0.0000 .5118 .2955 1.6600 1.5384 1.2546 	 72.9 69.6 65.5 40.747 4.1
 
6 14 	 0.0000 .6040 .3488 1.2585 .845 .3847 65.8 58.3 31.6 88.183 -11.2 
0.0000 ...... . .... . GAP - 4 _ 100.208...-13.8....... ..... .... 6500- 3755 . -.GAP -4--_ -. ... ­
0.0000 .6500 .3755 GAP 5 GAP 
5 78.944 -34.0 
7 15 0.0000 .6963 .4022 .3847 .1885 .5715 31.6 -67.2 -1Q.5 82.040 -34.4 
7 A6 - 0.0000 .7889 ... .4555..... .5747 .,9531 -.1.2334 -108.2 -115.2 -if 8:.2. -, 61.466 ,-36.7­
8 17 0.0000 .9045 .5222 1.2354 1.3968 1.2124 -118.3 -120.6 -121 5.306 -135.8 
8 18 .0.0000 1.0430 .6021 1.2336 .7265 .0000 -122.3 -123.4 -124.2 76.838 147.7 
..... 0.0000--__0.0000.--GAP -..............6 42797-1702..... 00000 6 GAP .......... 
9 19 0.0000 .0252 -.0146 2.0406 1.9230 1.8004 -109.7 -111.5 -013.5 44.819 -173.5 
9 20 0.0000 .0757 -.0438 1.8192 1.6766 1.5004 -113.4 -115.5 -118.0 56.990 177.3 
-9 21 - 0.0000 - .1261 _--.0730 -.- 1.5051.. 1.2975 .1.0630 -118.0 -121.2-125.8 ..... 78.?10. 169.8 
10 22, 0.0000 .2031 -.1175 1.0692 .5609 .3997 -125.7 -147.4 132.7 99.11 163.1 
11 23 0.0000 .3076 -.1777 .3953 .8457 1.2967 133.8 93.0 82.1 88.209 155.6 
11 24 0.0000 .4130 -.2385 1.2938 1.5835 1.6596. 02.1 76.7 72.8 . 35.086.- 134.2 
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X Y Z AMPLITUDE PHASE
 
-WIRE INT WAVE-__ WAVE- _. WAVE-___ AMP-_ AMP_._. P_ DEG___OEG_DEG . VOLTS___DE __ 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS 
_ 
12 25 0.0000 .5118 -... 2955 ----1.6600. 1.5384.1.2546 ... 72.9L_ 696_65,5_ 4077 .... 4_4
 
12 26 0.0000 .6040 -. 3488 1.2585 .8445 .3847 65.8 563 31.6 88.183 -11.2
 
... 000 .6500 -.3755 GAP 7 GAP 7 100.208 -13.8
 
-.. "......0.000.0 _ .6500 :-.3755 .... GAP..... . 0 __..._GAP'
78.S44_-34.,0__

13 27 0.0000 .6963 -.4022 .3847 .1885 .5715 31.6 -67.2 -108.S 82.040 -34.4
 
13 28 0.0000 .7889 -.4555 .5747 .9531 1.2334 -108.2 -115.2 -118.2 61.466 -36.7
 
14. 29 0.0000.... .9045 --- _-.5222 .-- I,2354 1.3968 _1.2124-118.3.120.6_-122.1 
_ 5.306_-35.8,_
 
14 30 0.0000 1.0430 -.6021 1.2366 .7265 .0000 -122.3 -123.4 -124.2 76.838 147.7
 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 9 GAP 9 50.764 132.9
 
.15. 31 .... 0264 ____O.'0000 10.0123......0529...1582 
_-22563.21._.2.83.9___26.8 31,994_128.5_
 
15 32 .0792 0.0000 .0370 .2067 .2365 .2471 24.4 22.9 20.0 7.?36 88.8
 
15 33 .1320 0.0000 .0616 .2432 .2393 .2258 19.4 IS.1 9.6 7.210 -8.8
 
.....16 34 .. 2126 . 0.0000 .0993.... .2219 . 1785 .... 1459__ 8.8.--_ -97.__-39.9_1362'.. 
-40.1-. 
17 35 .3219 0.0000 .1503 .1442 .1529 .1861 -41.2 -76.8 -100.4 13.472 -50.2
 
17 36 .4320 0.0000 .2016 .1848 .2112 .2144 -100.6 -114.3 -122.9 6.636 -91.1
 
18.37 .531)2 0.0000 .... -2516 . ... 2128 .... 1899--.... 1436_--122.9..-128.7 -133.2 .... 6.457. 167.0_
 
18 38 .6434 0.0000 .3003 .1440 .0782 .0000 -133.0 -136.7 -147.0 1?.213 137.0
 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 10 *GAP 10 50.764 132.9
 
.19.- 39 - -.0264 0.0000 -.0123 .0529 .1582 __.22S6. -21.2- 23.9 -- 26.8 ___ 31.994 128.5
 
19 40 -.0792 0.0000 -.0370 .2067 .2365 .2471 24.4 22.9 20.0 7.?36 88.8
 
19 41 -.1320 0.0000 -.0616 .2432 .2393 .2258 19.4 15.1 9.6 7.210 -8.8
 
20 42 ...- 2126 .. 0.0000 -.0993 .2219 .1785 -. 1459 ., 8.8 _ -9.7. .39.9 13.629 -40.1
 
21 43 -.3219 0.0000 -.1503 .1442 .1529 .1861 -41.2 -76.8 -100.4 13.472 -58.2
 
21 44 -.4320 0.0000 -.2016 .1848 .2112 .2144 -100.6 -114.J -122.9 6.636 -91.1
 
Z2 45 ... 5392 0.0000 -.2516 .2128 .1899 .1436 -122.9 -128.7 -133.2 .-. 6.457 167.0
 




NPU. INPUT . INPUT .. LOAD LOAD GAP GAP GAP VOLTAGE. 
RESCT. CONDUCT. SUSCEPT. RESIST. REACT. RESIST. REACT.
 
O HS ...... MHOS... .. MHOS.. OHMS ... OHMS . OHMS-.... OHMS.------VOLT DEGREES­
79.3f) -231.691 .001324 .003862 0.000 0.000 79.398 -231.691 1000.000 0.079.398 -231.691 -001324 ...... 003862 .... 0.000 0..,O000 . .79.398 -231.691 1000.000 . 0.0 
INFINITE INFINITE -92.658 26.082 196.428 54.6
 
INFINITE INFINITE -92.658 26.082 196.428 54.6
 
- INFINITE - INFINITE ........ 000__7578.807 401.298 68.8
 
INFINITE INFINITE .000 7578.807 401.29S 68.8 
INFINITE INFINITE -600.000 .000 230.825 31.6 
-- INFINITE -INFINITE .... -600,000. ..__ .... 230.A25_..__.31.6_ 
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_INPUT-POWER . ...... 2647.29191_RAT.TS 
RADIATED POWER = 748.729 WATTS 
WIRE LOSS = .000 WATTS 
.NETWORK LOSS - 1898.562 WATTS._ 
RADIATION EFFICIENCY : 28.28 PER CENT 
WIRE'CORDINATES IN FEET AND WIRE RADII IN INCHES
 
WIRE..NO Y1- I---1. RADI ____. ... . _ .... A.NEI.TVALS_ 
I GAP 1 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 .250000 -0.0000 -0.0000 61.5000 .250000 3 
__ .2.GAP-2--O000--00__-.OO000 
_2,5000. _____ i0.0000. _ .0.0-=6.1.s000o.250000 - 3 
3 GAP 3 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 .250000 -0.0000 53.?000 30.8000 .250000 3 
4 -0.0000. 53.2000 30.8000 .250000 -0.0000 89.6000 51.8000 .250000 2 
. . 5. .. 89.6000-- 51.8000. .250000 -... 0_ -0.0000-."163. 7000 94.5000 . 250000 3.__._.-.8.-0.0000  . ...... 
6 -0.0000 163.7000 94.5000 .250000 GAP 4 -0.0000 228.5000 132.0000 .250000 2 
7 GAP 5 -0.0000 228.5000 132.0000 .2850000 -0.0000 293.6000 169.5000 .250000 2 
___.... -2. 9_293.6000....,69.5000.?0R00_______ 300.0000 o..0000...91.0000....22 T00R___,250 0 . 
9 GAP 6 . -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 .250000 -0.0000 53.2000 -30.8000 .250000 3 
10 -0.0000 53.2000 -30.8000 .250000 -0.0000 89.6000 -51.800 .250000 2 
... 0000 89.6000 ..- 518000 250000 0 0000163.7000 -94.5080 .250000 3 
12 ' -0.0000 163.7000 -94.0000 2850000 GAP 7 -0.0000 228.5000 -132.0800 .200000 
13 GAP 8 -0.0000 228.5000 -132.0000 .250000 -0.0000 293.6000 -169.5000 :250000 2 
_ .14 -. ..... -0.0000 B293.6000..-169.5000- .. 800..225.7000 250000 .....250000 0,0000391-80000-39l.3 ..... __3 
15 GAP 9 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 .290000 55.7000 -0.000 26.0000 .290000 3 
16 -55.7000 -0.0000 26.0000 .290000 93.8000 -0:0000 43.8000 .290000 2 
-- _17 -93.8000 .- 0.0000 .... 43.8000 .... 290000 .... 1...171.2000_-00000.... 79-9000. 290000 3 
18 171.2000 -0.0000 79.9000 .290000 244.5000 -0.0000 114.1000 .290000 2 
19 GAP 10 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 .290000 -55.7000 -0.0000 -26.0000 .290000 3 
.20.. _..-55.7000 .... 0.0000.--.26.0000 .290000 ........ . -93.8000_._ -0.0000_.-438000....,290000 2.
.21 
-93.8000 
-0.0000 -43.8000 .290000 
-171.2000 
-0.0000 -79.9000 .290000 3 
22 -171.2000 -0.0000 -79.9000 .290000 -244.5000 -0.0000 -114.1000 .290000 2 
FREQUENCY 3.9300 MC
 
.... NO GROUND PRESENT.-"
 
ANTENNA MODE SOLUTIONS WERE READ FROM BINARY CARDS DECK NO. 344
 







GAP EMF EMF OHM MICRO PICO
 
VOLT DEGREES HENRY FARAD
 
1 1000.0000 -0.00 -0.0000 -0-0000 INFINITY SERIES
 
2 1000.0000 180.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY SERIES
 
NONRADIATING NETWORKS CONNECTING THE GAPS
 
-NET NO NETTYPE GAP CONNECTIONS PARAMI PARAM2 PARAM3 PARAM4
 
.1 IMP 3- 0 100.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000
 
2. IMP 6- 0' 100.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000
 
.. . -IM4P- -3 -0-' _ 0 .00 00 _- 0 .0 0 0 0-- --16 0 .00 00-- - 0.0000 -­
4 IMP 6- 0 -0.0000 -0.0000 160.0000 -0.0000
 
5 IMP 4- 0 600.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000
 
.6- _IMP.- 0.600.0000 0000 __ -0.0000___ '--0.00000-_7-_ 0____6-- 0.....-0 

7 IMP 9- 0 -0.0000 -0.0000 15.0000 -0.0000
 
8 IMP 9- 10 -0.0000 -0.0000 '.0000 -0.0000
 
COORDINATES CURRENT DISTRIBUTION NORMAL ELECTRIC
 
.- ____ _.__F .IELDA._RADIUS._2L 
X . .Y Z AMPLITUDE PHASE................'.
 
IRE INT WAVE- WAVE- WAVE- AMP AMP AMP DEG DEG DEG VOLTS DEG
 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS
 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 1 -GAP 1 199.719 -1.2 
'1 0 0.0000 0.0000 .0409 32.7082"'31.7369 '28.7d8y"" -6.9 -8.2 -9.1 491.589 -81.7 
-- -2-.... 0.0000 .0.0000 .... 1228 ..-.. 28.7656 . 23.8100. .17.1921 _ __-9.0 __.-9.6 _10.2.. 1366.389.. r97.1_ 
1 3 6.0000 0.0000 .2046 17.4580 9.3442 .0000 -10.2 -10.7 -13.4 2059.312 -100.2 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 2 GAP 2 199.719 178.8 
. 2 . 4 -..... 0 0000 0.0000 ...-. 0409 -. 32.7082.. 31.'7369 "_28'.7081"'- 173: 1. 171 .8 _1.0 ,9. _491,.589 _98. 3 ­
2 5 0.0000 0.0000 -.1228 28.7656 23.8100 17.1921 171.0 170.4 169.8 1366.389 82.9 
'
 2 6 d.o600 0.6000 '-.2046'" 11'4586"8 9.3442 '".0000 169*8 169.3 166.6 2059.312 79.8
 
. ... 0.0000..- 0.0000 .. 0.0000 GAP 3 ........... GAP 3- -- --- 26.736 11.9.
 
3 7 0.0000 '.0354 ' .0205 '" i'.9310' 1.9250 1 9600 '177.6 '17)4'''78'3" Z..327 "-54.0'
 
3 8 0.0000 '1062 .6615 1.9907 2.0393 2.0808 178.0 174.4 169.0 3.R94 -170.7
 
.-3.--9 .-. . 0000 . 1o770- _..1025 ....- 2.1022 .2 1292 . 1346--_169.0-.162.3 -154.5 _ 63.040--165.2. 
4 10 .0.0000 .2488 .1439 2.1545 2.1334 2.0822 154.5 145.6 135.6 80.501 139.2
 
4' 11 0.0000 .3214 .1859 2.0971."210203'T .9281 135.7 124.6 112.0 97.048 112.5 
- 512 0.0000 .4071 - - .2352 - 1.9425 ..1.8256 1.7634 _112.2- 92.7- 70.7 -.-13.487 -84.2 
5 13 0.0000 .5057 .2921 1.7736 1.7947 1.8899 71.0 48.3 26.9 118.?42 53.5 
5 14 0.0000 .6043 .3489 1.8940 2.0097 2.0927 27.2 8.2 -8.9 107.069 17.8 
6 15 0.0000 .7183 .4148 2.1007 2.0916 1.9377 -.-8.8 -29.9 -52.4 - 100.046 1-36.4 
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X 	 z AMPLITUDE PHASE 
4IRE INT ... WAVE- __.WAVE- .... WAVE- AP_ ___AMP___AMP__DEG-DEG- OEG- VOLTS_ DEG-
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS 
__.6_16 .. .	 0.0000 .... '8477 .... 4896 .....1.9804.1.7250 .1.5991.51.8_7 .. 116.6__ 128.893 -93.7 
0.0000 .9124 .5271 GAP 4 GAP 4 142.566 -114.1 
0.0000 .9124 .5271 GAP 5 GAP 5 17.045 36.2 
....7._17.... 	0.0000 -. 9774,_ - 1.5991 _1.47771.0158..-116.6,-113.8-114.0__ 38,740__148.9..5645---
7 18 0.0000 1.1073 .6394 1.0153 .3248 .4936 -116.1 -129.7 81.7 98.659 159.7 
8 19 0.0000 1.2371 .7142 .4967 1.1875 1.6418 82.1 74.0 71.8 76.582 157.4 
__8 -20.,-- 0.0000 1.3668 .7890 1.6509_.7559..1.4786 71.7._20.5- 69.7 11.992_-1.3 
8 21 0.0000 1.4964 *8638 1.5098 .8790 .0000 69.4 .68.7 -115.6 99.971 -20.6 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 6 GAP 6 26.736 -168.1
__9._22 _ . 0000 __ ,6354.___-,O05 _ _l,9310 -- 1.9250 1,6 0 -- r, _-° ___ 4.327T Ij 5.5­
9 23 0.0000 .1062 -.0615 1.9907 2.0393 2.0808 -2.0 -5.6 -11.0 38.894 9.3 
9 24 0.0000 .1770 -.1025 2.1022 2.1292 2.1346 -11.0 -17.7 -25.5 63.040 -14.8 
_10 25___ 0.0000 .2488 -. 1439 ... 2.1545 .2.1334 2.0822 -25.5--34.4.-44.4 80.901 -40.8 
10 26 0.0000 .3214 -.1859 2.0971 2.0203 1.9281 -44.3 -55.4 -68.0 97.048 -67.5 
11 27 0.0000 .4071 -.2352 1.9425 1.8256 1.7634 -67.8 -87.3 -109.3 113.487 -95.8 
-I.1-28. - 0.0000 . -....5057 _-.2921 .- 1.7736 1.7947 _-1.8899.-.r109.0 131.7 -k53,1 ___2118.242_=126.5 
11 29 0.0000 .6043 -.3489 1.8940 2.0097 2.0927 -152.8 -171.8 171.1 107.069 -162.2 
12 30 0.0000 .7183 -.4148 2.1007 2.0916 1.9377 171.2 150.1 127.6 '100.046 143.6 
_12_.31. 	 0.0000 .... .847..._.-.4896_1.98041.7250 1.5991 __ 128.2 100.5_ 63.4_ 128.93 - 86.3 
0.0000 '.9124 -.5271 GAP 7 GAP 7 142.566 65.9 
0.0000 .9124 -.5271 GAP 8 GAP 8 17.045 -143.8 
_-13-.32.... ... .9774 _ 1.4777 ... 66.2 66.0 ------ -31.10.0000 -.5645 1.5991. _1.0158 63.4.- 38.74013 33 0.0000 1.1073 -.6394 1.0153 .3248 .4936 63.9 50.3, -98.3 98.659 -20.3 
', 14 34 0.0000 1.2371 -.7142 .4967 1.1875 1.6418 -97.9 -106.0 -108.2 76.q82 -22.6 
- 1435 .. 0.0000 1.3668 -. 7890 .... 6509_ .J.7559 1.4786_-108.3_7109.5'-I10.3__ 11.992.178.7 
14 36 0.0000 1.4964 -.8638 1.5098 .8790 .0000 -110.6 -111.3 64.4 99.971 159.4 
0.0000 0.0000 ).0000 GAP 9 . ..' GAP 9 '' '" 18.614 117.2 
_15 ._37_. -. .0371 0.0000 .0173.-.1.3828._1.3815 ....1.4121 _.130.8129.0. 130.3_._.3.756162.8 
15 38 .1112 0.0000 .0519 1.4226 1.4769 1.5445 131.1. 134.2 137.9 25.44 -80.2 
15 39 .1853 0.0000 .0865 i.0588 '"1.6243 1.6674 138.2 141-'9 145.1 26.043 -67.8 
16. 0 . . .2604 0.0000 .1216. 1.6829 .. ,1.6835 1.6207 145.2 --147,8 .149.7_16.425 -6.7 
16 41 - '3365 0.0000 '1571 1.6333 1.4966 1.2817 149.7 150.8 15.'0 40'642 '54.9 
17 42 .4260 0.0000 .1989 1.2947 .8930 .4033 150.9 148.8 135.7 78.758 67.6 
_17 _43 .5291_ 0.0000 .2470 .4157_.. .2580.... .7605 135.3.24.9 -4.9 95.448 _71.2 
1'? 44 -. 6321 0.0000 2950 r(.7596 1.2273 1.5669 ""-4.4 -9.7 -11.8 ''70.,127 T1.4 
1'8 40 .7568 b.'0000 '3532 ',1.5738 '1,147 '1-,.49q2 --11.5 -1Z.9 -la.7 "'5.839 -64., 
-18 46 .... 9031 0.0000 ... .'4214. : '1.5379 .' '9038, 1 ',.'0000 .... -13.7 --- 14.2 .- 617._._.94.963 -103.7 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 'GAP 10 GAP 10 - " "18.614 '-62.8 
19 47 L.0371 0.0000 '-.0173 '1.3828 1.3815 1.4121 " -49.2 -51.0 -49.7 ' 3.756 17.2 
..19 48 ..... -. 1112 0.0000 _-.0519- 21.4226- -I1.4769-..1.5445._ -4809-9-58.2-42.1 .- 25.244. 99.8 
19 49 -. 1853 0.0000 -. 0865 1.5588 1.6243 1.6674 '-4188 '-.8,1 '-34.9 "26.043 112.2 
20 50 ' -. 2604 0.0000 -.1216 .1.6829 1.6S35 1.6207 '-34.8 '-32.2 '-30,3 ' 16.:25 1-73.3 
20 51 -.3365 0.0000 -.1571. .'1.6333 .1.4966 1.2817 ' -30.3 -29.2 -29.0 _40.642-125.1 
21 52 L.4260 0.0000 -.1989 '1.2947 .8930 '.4033 -29.1 '-31.? '-44 .3 78.258 -112.4 
21 53 -.5291 0.0000 -.2470 ' .4157 .2580 .7605 -44.7 -155.1 '175.1 95.448 -108.8 
_-21 	 54 ----.- 6321 0.0000 - 2950--z..7596 --- 1.'2273 _1.'669..:175.6-:170.3-'1682--70.327--108.6 
22 55 -.. 7568 0.0000 -.'3532 1.5738 1.7427 1.4992 168.5 '167.1 1166.3 "'5.'S9 '115.3 





-GAP.---. INPUT .--... INPUT ---.-.--- INPUT --.. INPUT ...... LOAD-.-- . LOAD----. GAP. GAP ....-GAP .VOLTAGE-..-. 
NO RESIST. REACT. CONDUCT. SUSCEPT. RESIST. REACT. RESIST. REACT.
OHMS OHMS MHOS MHOS OHMS OHMS OHMS 
 OHMS VOLT DEGREES
 
1 30.352 3.673 .032471 -.003929 0.000 0.000 -30.352 3.673 1000.000 0.0
 





6 	 INFINITE INFINITE -86.498 34.174 179.589 156.0 
INFINITE INFINITE -. 000 .000 . -92.1410 	




 INFINITE INFINITE -600.000 -.000 
 959.485 -116.6
 
7 INFINITE INFINITE -600.000 .000 -959,485 63.4
 
INPUT POWER = 64942.670 	WATTS 
.RADIATED POWER,=.. 5751S.182. WATTS.. 
WIRE LOSS = .000 WATTS 
NETWORK LOSS = 7427.487"WATTS 







VOLT DEGREES HENRY FARAD
 
.1000-0000 -- 00 0._O0000-0.0000.__INFINITY ..... SERIES,_. 










X Y Z AMPLITUDE ' PHASE 
WIRE INT .WAVE- .- WAVE----- WAVE-.. AHP AHP___.AJp.. 50.__.DEG DEG. V.OLSOEG.. 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS 
1 
1 2"1' -3-
0.0000- ..0.0000._ 0.0000 .. GAP .. ..... -
0.0000 0.0000 .0409 3.6942 3.5434 
0.0000 0.0000 .1228 3.1898 2.62720;90000_ J 0,0000 _ ;2046--_.,1.9184,--I,_.02331-,. 
..... .GAP_-
3.1876 5.6 




_ 5 2. 
95.362-
-2.6 83.504 
-4.5 154.10703. ...z6 1 
-2.2 
-44.0 
-87.39 , , 
IF 0.0000 ,0.0000 ".OO0'GAP -2. I, . ,,GAP 2 . p,95.362 -2.2 
2 4
_2___ 5 0.00000.0000 .... 0.00000.0000.__ -.0409.1228_ 3.6942,3.1898 3.5434 -.3.1876 ,.5.6 .5,,:-2.6 ,83:504 
-44.0,
_=?-6272.. 1.8896___ 71.6-__T3.2_.nA:7.5,154.l07.__-r87.3._ 
2 6 
-3 -7-
0.0000 b.0000 -.2046 1.9184 1.0233 ,','.0000 '%,-4.3 -5.2 -10.3 .226.291 -,94.3 , 





















0.0000 .1062 .0615 1.8783 1.9071 1.9364-159.3 146.3 133.4 .,100.857 100.1 
0.0000 .1770 .1025 1.9413 1.9633 1.9689 -133.4 120.9 .108.6 99.295 122.9. 
0.0000 ...... 2488 ...... 1439__ 1.9717 ______i.9539....1 9106_100.7.... 96.1. 83.3_ 98.266.- 92.0 
0.0000 .3214 .1859 1.9120 1.8465 1.7690 83.4 70.1 55.8 102.286 60.6 
0.000 .4071 .2352 1.7694 1.66968 1.6135 . 56.0 34.9 , 12.1 109.032 27.5 
0.0000 .__ ..S057__ .2921.___1.6112_1.6186 -­ ].6794-----12.2-12.0._ 32.9_108.277--7.5_ 
0.0000 .6043 .3489 1.6762 1.7506 1.7966 -32.8 -52.6 -70.7 97.053 -46.0 
0.0000 .7183 .4148 Y,10s7961, 1.7655 1.6276 .,70.8,,-93.4 -117.6 90.796 -100.7 






.- 175.8 _ 111.786. 159.1 
0.0000 .9124 .5271 GAP 4 ..... GAP 4 122.041 178.9 
0.0000 .9124 .5271 " GAP 5 GAP. 5 16.541 -46.8 
0.0000 .... .9774 .... S645.... 1.366 .__1. 
2 
871-_.8931.__175.8_.178.4 -.178.A __31.455.80.9.. 
0.0000 1.1073 .6394 .8856 .2764 .4363 176.3 164.9 9.9 86.814 90.8 
0.0000 1.2371 .7142 '.4411 1.0552 1.4571 10.0 3.6 1.7 67.708 88.2 
0.0000 .1.366 ....... 890.. ._14652--­1.5570.1..3099.. 6.........5_ -.3 10.697_,--73.3 
0.0000 1.4964 .8638 1.3366 .7773 .0000 -.5 -1.2 174.8 88.908 -90.5 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 6 GAP 6 85.663 -174.4 
0.0000 ......0354_.__. .0205S_ .1.8413__-1.8486 -:1.8658-..175.8-1722.2-159.4-....93.995- 173.5 
0.0000 .1062 -.0615 1.8783 1.9071 1.9364 159.3 146.3 133.4 100.857 150.1 
0.0000 .1770 -.1025 1.9413 1.9633 1.9689 133.4 120.9 108.6 99.795 122.9 
0.0000 ...2488 ....-.1439 _ 1.9717 .1.9539 ,,:1.9106 108.7.-. 96.1.. .83.3 __ 98.?66-. 92.0. 
0.0000 .3214 -.1859 1.9120 1.8465 1.7690 83.4 , 70.1 55.8 102.286 60.6 






0.0000 .6043 -.3489' 1.6762 1.7506 1.7966 .- 32.8, -52.6 -70.7 97.053 -46.0 
0.0000 .7183 -.4148 1.7961 1.7655 1.6276 -70.8 -93.4 -117.6 90.796 -100.7 







0.0000 .9124' -.5271 .... GAP 7 ......... GAP 7 .122.041 178.9 








.0.0000.... .9774 - -.5645__.366_--.287 - .8931. ­ 175... 178.4__)78.4___31.455_.80.9_ 
0.0000 1.1073 -.6394 .8856 .2764 .4363 176.3 164.9 9.9 86.814 90.8 
0.0000 1.2371 -.7142 .4411 1.0552 1.4571 10.0 3.6 1.7 67.708 88.2 
0.0000 1.3668 -.7890....1.4652 :L.1.5570 . 1.3099,__ 1.6 - .5. -.3......10.A97 -­73.3 
0.0000 1.4964 -.8638 1.3366 .7773 .0000 -.5 -1.2 174.8 88.508 -90.5 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 9 GAP 9 • 14.035 
-162.4 







.1112 0.0000 .0519 .2493 .4926 .7347 112.9 109.1 107.6 57.469 -165.1 
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X Y Z AMPLITUDE PHASE
 
-WIRE INT WAVE-- -WAVE... WAVE--- AP _AMP-- AMP- DEG------EG--EG--VOLTS-- DEG 
NO No LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS 
-... 15 39..... 1853 .0.0000-.....0865 .....7424. 9591 .1.1285 ._107.6 .106.7-I060_....45.681 -167.3 
16 40 .2604 0.0000 .1216 1.1326 1.2415 1.2732 106.0 105.2 104.4 16.598 -177.7 
16 41 .3365 0.0000 .1571 1.2758 1.2254 1.0942 104.4 103.5 102.2 21.c62 27.7 
-. 17 0.0000 .-....-. .8056....4190.102.2--_ 99.2__ 90.6 _.59.351_19.2­42......4260 1989--_10968 

17 43 .5291 0.0000 .2470 .4212 .1270 .5066 90.6 -4.1 -60.6 77.151 16.4
 
17 44 .6321 0.0000 .2950 .5059 .8909 1.1745 -60.6 67.2 -69.7 58.325 13.6
 
-.	 18--45._.....7568 ... 00000 ....3532 ....1.11707..1.3306.-.1.1556 -698.-716.6-72.8__ 4.056_.-90.3
 
18 46 .9031 0.0000 .4214 1.1794 .6954 .0000 -72.9 -73.8 99.8 72.828 -162.9
 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 10 GAP 10 14.035 -162.4
 
---- 19--.47_-----,0371 -. 0.0000--.0173.....0956-. 0349 ... 217---.-92.0_.166.3--113.8..36208 -164.0_ '__
 
-. 19 48 -.1112 .0.0000 -.0519 .2493 .4926 . 112.9 107.6 57.469 -165.1
7347 109.1 

19 49 -.1853 0.0000 -.0865 .7424 .9591 1.1285 107.6 106.7 106.0 45.681 -167.3 
-- 20- 50 .-.-.2604...0.0000- .1216...1.1326.-1.2415 __1.2732_._.1060. 105.2..104.4-_16.598 -177.7__ 
20 51 -.3365 0.0000 -.1571 1.2758 1.2254 1.0942 104.4 103.5 102.2 21.962 27.7
 
21 52 -.4260 0.0000 -.1989 1.0968 .8056 .4190 102.2 99.2 90.6 59.351 19.2
 
--.21..--53-...-5291 -- 0.0000..-.2470. .4212 ... .1270. 66-.... 90.6-.-4.1._-60.6_ 77151 - 16.4 
21 54 -.6321 0.0000 -.2950 .5059 .8909 1.1745 -60.6 -67.2 -69.7 58.325 13.6
 
22 55 -.7568 0.0000 -.3532 1.1770 1.3306 1.1556 -69.8 -71.6 -72.8 4.056 -90.3 
22---56----, -. 9031...-0.0000-.--.4214----1.1794.... .6954 .. 0000__-72.9--73.8_99 2.82828 162.9... . 
.IMPEDANCE- DATA
 
-- GAP.... INPUT- INPUT NPUT INPUT... L .....OAD LOAD--.--.--AP -__ GAP-- GA_.VOLTAGE__ 
* NO RESIST. REACT. CONDUCT. SUSCEPT. RESIST. REACT. RESIST. REACT. 
OHMS OHMS MHOS MHOS OHMS OHMS OHMS OHMS VOLT DEGREES 
1 269.381 -26.649 .003676 .000364 0.000 0.000 269.381 -26.649 1000.000 0.0 
2 269.381 -26.649 .093676 .000364 0.000 0.000 269.381 -26.649 1000.000 0.0 
_--- -INFINITE _INFINITE...--86.498 __ 34.174--.171.251.-17.4­
6 INFINITE INFINITE -86.498 34.174 171.251 -17.4 
9 INFINITE INFINITE -.000 5399.659 516.134 -2.0 
--­10 .1 INFINITE-_ INFINITE . -.000--5399.659--16.516.134-- -2.,0­
4 INFINITE INFINITE -600.000 -.000 819.815 175.8 
7 INFINITE INFINITE -600.000 -.000 819.815 175.8 
INPUT POWER 7352.466 WATTS 
_RADIATED POWER -.--- 1698.742 WATTS..... 
WIRE LOSS .000 WATTS 
NETWORK LOSS = 5653.724 WATTS 
_RADIATION EFFICIENCY._=__23.10 PER CENT..
 
----WIRE COORDINATES IN FEET . AND WIRE.RADII-IN-INCHES.­
06/19/70 PAGE
 
WIRE NO .X1 'Y ZO RADi X2 Y2 Z2 RAD2 INTERVALS
 
I GAP .1. _-0.0000___-0.0000_.. .000...250000 ...- 0.0000-_-0.0000_61.5000.250000__ 3 
2 GAP 2 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 .250000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -61.5000 .250000 3 
3 GAP 3 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 .250000 -0.0000 53.2000 30.8000 .250000 3 
_4. -0.0000 _.53.2000 _ 30.8000 -... .--.. 89.6000.__ 51.8000__..250000 2250000... -0.0000 __ 
5 -0.0000 89.6000 51.8000 .250000 -0.0000 163.7000 94.5000 .250000 3 
6 -0.0000 163.7000 94.5000 .250000 GAP' 4 -0.0000 228.5000 132.0000 .250000 3 
7_..GAP5_ -0.O000-228.5000_132.00000-.25 0000 .... -0.0000293.6000__ 69.5000. 250000 3 
8 -0.0000 293.6000 169.5000 .250000 -0.0000 391.0000 225.7000 .250000 4 
9 GAP 6 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 .250000 -0.0000 53.2000 -30.8000 .250000 3 
10_... -0.0000 53.2000 -- 30.8000_..2500000...... -0.0000 89.6000-51.8000_..250000 2 
i0 -0.0000 89.6000 -51.8000 .250000 -0.0000 163.7000 -94.5000 .250000 3
 
.12 -0.0000 163.7000 -94.5000 .250000 GAP 7, -0.0000 228.5000 -132.0000 .250000 3
 
-13__GAP_.8.__.0.000__228.5000 =132.0000. _ .2500 0 -___ -o0000293.6000._-169.5000 250000_ 0. _. 3 
14 -0.0000 293.6000 -169.5000 .250000 -0.0000 391.0000 -225.7000 .250000 4 
15 GAP 9 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 .290000 55.7000 -0.0000 26.0000 .290000 3' 
16.- 55.7000... -0.0000. 26.0000_. .290000 '.93.8000__ -0.0000 ._.43.8000.0 .290000 2 
17 93.8000 -0.0000 43.8000 .290000 171.2000 -0.0000 79.9000 .290000 3 
18 171.2000 -0.0000 79.9000 .290000 244.5000 -0.0000 114.1000 .290000 3 
19_.GAPI0_.-0.0000 -.0.0000 .- 0.000 .290000 , .290003 35700-0o.__-26o0000 
20 -55.7000 -0.0000 -26.0000 .290000, -93.8000 -0.0000 -43.8000 .290000 2 
21 -93.8000 -0.0000 -43'8000 .290000 -171.2000 -0.0000 '-79.9000 .290000 3 





...ANTENNA MODE SOLUTIONSWERE READ.FROM..BINARY CARDS DECK NO ,47
 




GAP EMF'- EM'F OHM 'MICRO' 'PICO
 
-- - VOLT-' DEGREES.... ... .HLENRY EARAD
 
1 1000.0000 -0.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY SERIES
 




-NONRADIATING NETWORKS CONNECTING.THE. GAPS-.-....
 
---.NET-NO .-.. NETTYPE--.-- GP-CONNECTIONS .. ---- PARAI. _-PARAM2 ..-- PARAM3 __PARAM4-
I IMP 3- 0 100.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 
2 IMP 6r-... .... .. I0000....-O. 0000.. . 00000oo0... 

3 IMP 3- 0 -0.0000 -0.0000 160.0000 -0.0000 
4 IMP 6- 0 -0.0000 -0.0000 160.0000 -0.0000 
-5 .....- IMP- -4.--0600.0000...-0. 0000 ___ 0.0000__ 0.0000­
6 IMP 7- 0 600.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 
7 IMP 9- 0 -0.0000 -0.0000 15.0000 -0.0000 
-a.-----..IMP----.__9-IO0..... 
. .-. 0000.....- .0000 - _-0.0000 __ -0.0000 ­
.--- COORDINNATES ___ AT ._ u CURRENT DISTRIBUTION .. .... NORMA. ELECTRIC. 
FIELD - RADIUS
 
X____ Y ___Z-- TUE _PHASE-

WIRE INT WAVE- WAVE- WAVE- AMP AMP 
 AMP DEG DEG DEG VOLTS DEG
 
.... - ­
- --NO-.NO-... LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS--------- ­
0.0000 0.0000 -.0000 GAP 1 
 GAP 1 187.300 -2.4 
- ....-.---... 0.00 ... 0.0000.......0489......6.0874....6 6053.---6.4084_ 
-65.6-68.-68,8-70,7..... 62.804-_ -37.7-­
1 2 0.0000 0.0000 .1468 6.3683 5.5032 4.0877 -70.4 -71.7 -72.7 226.898 -156.4
 
1 3 0.0000 0.0000 .2447 
 4.1457 2.2526 .0000 -72.7 -73.5 98.0 410.056 -162.70,0000
_ ....... - 0.0000_..... .0000 ....GAP 
 2... ......... GAP...2.... ......-....187.300--177.6-, 
2 4 0.0000 0.0000 -.0489 6.0874 6.6053 6.4084 114.4 111.2 109.3 62.804 142.3 
2 5 0.0000 0.0000 -.1468 6.3603 5.5032 4.0877 109.6 108.3 107.3 226.R98 23.6
 
6 -..-.. 0000.--0.0000 
 I07,3_106,5_82,0_410.856___ 1....2447.-4.1457.-3222526-.,0000-7 3

• 0.0000 -. 0000 -.0000 GAP 3 GAP 3 
 8.697 175.2
 
3 7 0.0000 .0423 .0245 .3710 
 .3114 .2100 -138.5 -145.3 -161.7 19.430 156.3
 
.3 - 8 ...... 1270- . ­0.0000 ........ .0735. 2116 .1374.... .2394__-161.9 
__145.7.__.903__ 36.173... 146.8
 
3 9 0.0000 .2117 .1226 .2444 
 .4234 .5999 90.4 72.8 64.8 39.056 139.2

.4 10 0.0000 
 .2975 .1721 .6050 .7513 .8416 65.0 59.6 55.2 25.742 122.4
 
.--------.
-------- 0.00-003844.-...2223--_.8459__.8673....815S__ 55.2 . 0.8._ 45.4.... 14.025 __ 38.3.. 
5 12 0.0000 .4868 .2813 .8205 .646.;. .4105 45.4 34.6 10.2 39.058 -18.5 
5. 13 0.0000 .6048 .3493 .4160 .3261- .5357 10.3 -48.9 -91.8 53.810 -35.0 
--- 5 14 0.0000 _ .7227 -..... 4173 .... 5368 .7812'___ .9331 . -91.5 -108.2 -117.8 - 36.972 -55.66 1S 0.0000 .8333 .4811 .9345 .954) .8648 -117.7 -124.7 -132.3 19.492 -141.9
 
6 16 0.0000 .9364 .5408 .8672 .6821 .4486 -132.3 -142.9 -163.5 44.0T- 163.4 
_6 .17 __ 0.0000 _i. 0396 __..6005.... ....458--.310 ... 4496.---163.7 146.4 92.9-58,.479. 144.2. 
0.0000 1.0911 .6303 ' GAP 4 GAP 4 57.056 135.0 
0.0000 1.0911 .6303 GAP 5 I - GAP 5 1 38.674 -169.67 18 0.0000 1.1429 .6602 . .4496.... .65 . .7643 - 92.9 94.7 94.3. 25.762 --173.7 
7 19 0.0000 1.2466 .7199 .7646 .76 0 .6652 93.6 92.4 90.7 8.660 22.5 
7 20 0.0000 1.3002 .7796 .6660 .4690 .2092 90.6 87.4 176.4 38.112 - 7.0 
8 21 0.0000 1.4601 , .8429 .2098 .149.4 .4535 76.5 -59.8 '78.4 . 47.602 3.8 
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X y Z AMPLITUDE PHASE 
AMP.....
-. WIRE INT WAVE-. WAVE--... WAVE- ____AMP_ PG APP--DEG .... EG._ DEG._. YOLTSS___-DEG-_ 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS
 
8 22 0.0000 1.5764 - .9100 .4536 .6924 .8157 -78.5- -82.1 -83.8 - 26.859 . -.4_ 
8 23 0.0000 1.6927 .9771 .8184 .8010 .6428 -83.9 -85.0 -85.8 12.988 -166.9 
8 24 0.0000 1.8090 1.0442 .6550 .3715 .0000 -85.9 -86.5 81.3 48.000 -175.9 
0000 GAP AP _. 8697. -4.80.0000 .- .0800 - -............ 
9 20 0.0000 .0423 -.0245 .3710 .3114 .2100 ' 41.5 34.7 18.3 19.430 -23.7 
9 26 0.0000 .1270 -.0735 .2116 .1374 .2394 18.1 -34.3 -89.7 36.173 -33.2 
-.9-.27 0.0000..... .2117....-.1226 -2.84.4_ .4234 _. S999_._-89.6 .- 107.2 :-115.2_.39.056 -40.8 
10 28 0.0000 .2975 -.1721 .6050 .7513 .8416 -115.0 -120.4 -124.8 25.742 -57.6 
10 29 0.0000 .3844 -.2223 .8459 .8673 .8155 -124.8 -129.2 -134.6 14.0285 -141.7 
.0.0000 .... 8205 4105_.134.6.-145.4_n169.8_. 161.5.11 - 30 .. 4868 ......2813 _. -. 6464 . .39.058­
11 31 0.0000 .6048 -.3493 .4160 .3265 .5357 -169.7, 131.1 88.2 , 53.810 145.0 
11 32 0.0000 .7227 -.4173 .5368 .7812 .9331 88.5 71.8 62.2 . 36.972 124.4 
12. 33 . 8333 9345__ .9549 47.7 . 19.492 ---38.1_0.0000 ..... -.4811...... .___.8648.._62.3__.55.3._ .. . 
12 34 0.0000 .9364 -.5408 .8672 .6821 .4486 47.7 37.1 16.5 44.011 -16.6 
12 35 0.0000 1.0396 -.6005. .4588 .3103 .4496 16.3 -33.6 -87.1 58.479 -35.8 
.0.0000__i.0911 __-.6303__ -_GAP 7. . .G .7 .57.056 _45.0 
0.0000 1.0911 -.6303 GAP 8 GAP 8 38.674 10.4 
13 36 0.0000 1.1429 -.6602 .4496 .6528 .7643 -87.1 -85.3 -85.7 25.762 6.3
 
13_37-. 0.0000. 1.2466----:..7199.........7646 __.7688,_._...6652..-86.4,-87.6..-89.3._: 8.660 -157.S ­
13 38 0.0000 1.3502 -.7796 .6660 .4690 .2092 -89.4 -92.6 -103.6 38.112 -173.0
 
14 39 0.0000 1.4601 -.8429 .2098 .1494 .4535 -103.5 120.2 101.6 47.602 -176.2
 
14 40- .0.0000... 1.57,64 .....-. 9100 .... .4536 - .69242._ .8157.....10 .. -97.9. _ 96.2 .. 26.859 - 179.6 _ 
14 41 0.0000 1.6927 -.9771 .8184 .8010 .6428 96.1 95.0 94.2 12.988 13.1 
14 42 0.000 1.8090 -1.0442 .6550 .3715 .0000. 94. 1,; 93.5 -98.7,. 48.009.. b. 
.. ..... 0.0000 0.0000 -.0.0000 _ GAP 9-.-- , ...- ..GAP 9 ---. __ 10.165 .177.9 
15-43 .0443 0.0000 .0207 1.5314 1.5169 1.3832 118.0 116.8 115.0 16.461 53.3 
15 44 ;1330 0.0000, ' .0621. 1.3835 1.1446 .8292 115.2. 111.9 105.3 57.934 39.3 
15:_45'_ .2216 -0.0000..... .1035 - .8336 -- .4916...-. .3102._.105.3 87.6, 29.5. 80.821 _ 36.9 _ 
16 46 .3115 0.0000 .1454 .3120 .5458 .8765 30.2.. -29.2, -35.0. 77.160, 04.2
 
16, 47 - .4024 0.0000, .1879 .8750, 1.1493 1.3234 -34.8¢ -41.1, -44.7,, 46.930 27.2
 
17....... 5095 0.0000 .2379 ._ 1.3230 1.3624 1.1701 -44.5 .-47.9-S1.1 15,153 -94.6'­
17 49 .6327 0.0000 .2953 1.1719 .7802 .2736 -50.8. -55.6. -75.7, 67.422 -133.7,
 
17 50 .7559 0.0000 .3528 .2743 .3503 .8488 -74.6, 152.8, 139.3 78.744 -138.6 
18 .51- ....8759 .0.0000.__.4088 -.. 8472 ....1.1939--1.3532.___ 139.1. 135.8_134.0 -.39.253 :144.4 ­
18 52 .9925 0.0000 .4632, 1.3561 1.2979 1.0279 .134.0, 132.8 131.9 25.219, 50.2 
18- 53 1.1092 0.0000' .5176, 1.0465 .5894 .P000 131.9, 131.2, 129,5 79.777, 41.9, 
0.0000 0.0000.0.0000 GAP 10 - ....... GAP 10 .1 ....... 10.165. 2.1, 
19' 54 -.0443 .0.0000 -.0207 1.5314 1.5169. 1.3832 -62.0. n63.2,-65.0 16.461 -126.7 
19 55 -.1330 0.0000. -.0621 1.3835 1.1446 .8292 -64.8, -68.1 -74.7 57.934 -140.7 
.19 56...._ -.2216 . 0.0000 -.-. 1035_......8336.. .4916_ .3102.. -74.7.-92.4,-r10......80.821,-143.1_ 
20 57 -.3115 0.0000 -.1454. .3120 .5458 .8765 -149.8, 159.8, 145.0, 77.160 -145.8 
20 58 -.4024 0.0000 -.1879 .8750. 1.1493 1.3234 145.2, 138.9 135.3. 46.930 -152.8. 
21 59 -.5095 0.0000 __-.2379 .1.3230 _1.3624 . 1.1701. 135.5,. 12.1 .12p.9 __ 15.153 85.4 
21 60 -.6327 0.0000 -.2953 1.1719 .7802 .2736 129.2 124.4 104.3, 67.422 46.3 
21 61 -.7559 0.0000 -.3528 .2743 .3503 .8488 105.4. -27.2 -40.7 78.744 41.2 
22 62 .... -.8759 .0.0000 ....-. 4088.......8472 .1.1939 --1.3532,... -40.9 -44.2. -46.0.__39.253. 35.6.­
22 63 -.9925 0.0000, -.4632. 1.3561 1.2979 1.0279 -46.0 -47.2 -48.1, 25.219 -129.8, 





- GAP ----. INPUT -- INPUT-- INPUT- INPUT -.- LOAD --- LOAD ... GAGAP--AP_ _ GAP.-VOLTAGE­
".NO RESIST. REACT. CONDUCT. SUSCEPT. RESIST. REACT. RESIST. 
 REACT.
 
OHMS OHMS HHOS MHOS OHMS OHMS 
 OHMS OHMS VOLT DEGREES
 
1 67.749 149.653 .002511 -.00S546 0.000 0.000 67.749 149.653 1000.000 0.0 
2 67.749 149.653 .002511 -.005546 0.000 
 0.000 67.749 149.653 1000.000 -180.0
 
--3 -- 
-INFINITE--INFINITE-----81.749__ 38626..33.540-. 16.2­6 
 INFINITE -INFINITE -81.749 38.626 33.540 -163.8
 
9 
 INFINITE INFINITE 
 -.000 .000 .000 -120.7
10. 

-INFINITE -- INFINITE_....000.... 00.. . OOO_ -120.7_ 
4 INFINITE INFINITE -600.000 
 .000 269.731 92.9
7 
 INFINITE INFINITE -600.000 
 .000 269.731 -07.1
 












'GAP EF. 'OHM-HIR ."EHFLL -'--'-M 
-'VOLT 6EGREES ' "HENRY .' 4FAAD 
2'ai -0100000 '-0.'00-,0.0000_. - r,0006-'N 'INITY__ _--SERS_ 
'2 1000.0000 -o0'o0 '-o-ooo -0.'o0ooo'INFINITY'"- '' SERIES' 
.NET0ORKS. UNCHANGED 








RE INT .	 WAVE... WAVE------. WAVE--...-AMR .---- AMP. A_-__AMPLDEG__ DEG__DEG____YOLTS-DEG_ 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS
 
- 0.0000 .0.0000..__-.0000... GAP 1 	 GA-G ___I.--_38.94._ 43.6
1 0 0.0000 0.0000 .0489 7.1394 7.1188 6.5909 8.3 6.2 4.9 67.676 -46.8 
1 2 0.0000 0.0000 .1468 6.6430 S.5979 4.0807 5.3 4.6 4.1 254.173 -82.7 
.1 3 _____ ... -.... .0000 .A._179 .1 412.171_-85.80.0000 0.0000 '.2447,-_4.1590---2.2328 ... 4.2 
0.0000 0.0000 .0000 GAP 2 GAP 2 78.994 43.6 
2 4 0.0000 0.0000 -.0489 7.1394 7.1188 6.5909 8.3 6.2 4.9 67.676 -46.8 
2__._5.__0.00000__ 0.0000......-.1468 6.6430..5.5979 _4.0807 .... 5.3 .4.6 .. 4.0 254.I73.__-82.7_ 
2 6 0.0000 0.0000 -.2447 4.1590 2.2328 .0000 4.2 .3.8 179.1 412.171 -85.8 
0.0000 , -.0000 -.0000 GAP 3 	 GAP 3 105.238 153.8

._3____.0.0000_..... 
.423-....0245_-- 3.4828-_..3.0607 2.43297173.5._0 8.1 66.o0_-146.249..131.8­
3 8 0.0000 .1270 .. .0735 2.4236 1.7585 1.4348 166.2 144.5 105.3 211.286 112.2 
3 9 .*0.0000 *" .2117 .1226 1.4346 1.7771 2.4503 105.4 66.7 45.4 21 .370 99.8 
.4--10....0.0000 _ 2975 ,172l......2 4485 3.1054 3.5588 45.5 33.4 25.3 ,146.745 81. _ ... ..
 
4 11 0.0000 .3844 .2223 3.5575 3.7275 3.5876 25.4 18.8 02.5 77.493 21.1
 
5 12 0.0000 .4868 .2813 3.5878 2.9370 1.9411 12.6 2.1 -17.0 153.868 -50.7
 
-5-13--00000......6048 . 34934.9419_I.2157_1.7970-_.16.8__67.8_-124.2 218.144-72.1
 
5 14 0.0000 .7227 .4173 1.7886 2.7789 3.4540 -124.2 -145.4 -156.1 155.791 -92.1
 
6 15 0.0000 .8333 .4811 " 3.4494 3.6078 3.3265 -156.1,-163.2 -170.3 69.338 -171.5
 
-6--16.-___ 0.0000...... .9364_...5408 .3.3269_ 2.6548 1.7426-170.4-179.7-- 162.8__159.063.123.6_ 
6 17 0.0000 1.0396 .6005 1.7692 1.0525 1.4841 162.4 115.1 53.0 218.?27 104.2 
0.0000 1.0911 .6303 GAP 4 GAP 4 213.695 95.4 
S_..0.0000 ...1.0911.......6303: 5__. GAP . 5-, - _.. ...... 142.4GAP 	 --- 147.176 

7 18 - 0.0000 1.1429 .6602 1.4841 2.2726 2.7302 53.0 52.0, 50.3 102.194 137.0 
'7 19 0.0000 1.2466 .7199 2.7282 2.7973 2.4700 49.6 47.6 45.5 26.092 -6.4 
,-7-20..... 0.0000 1.3502..... .7796.....2.4691 -. 1.7936 .8745__4S.4 __42..... 33.10_132.908-38.0 
8 21 0.0000 1.4601 .8429 .8726 .4173 ''1.5039 33.2 -99.4 -125.0 071.240 -42.9 
8 22 0.000 1.5764 .9100 1.5059 2.3814 2.8476 -125.2 -129.4 -131.4 99.655 -48.1 
_8_23_... 0.00000 1.6927..... .9771 ....2.8562 2.8190 ._2.2747.-.131.5 -132.8_-33.8 43.66 .147.4­
8, 24 0.0000 1.8090 1.0442 2.3153 1.3177 .0000 -134.0 -134.9 30.5 169.681 136.0 
0.0000 -. 0000 .0000 GAP 6 GAP 6 105.238 153.8 
_9.__.25 0 . 0423_..-.0245_ 3.4828 -3.0607. "2.4329 .173.5 _178.1166.0 146.249131.8.0.0000 
9, 26 0.0000 .1270 -.0735 2.4236 1.7585 1.4348 166.2 144.5 005.3 211.286 12.2 
S9. 27- 0.0000 . .2117 .-. 1226 1.4346 1.7771 2.4503 105.4 66.7 45.4 211.370 99.8 
_.00.-2 ...... ._. _.2.4485_3.1054 4.3.558O_45.5,0 0000......2975' .1721 f-,3 4.25.3 146.745 81.5_
 
'16 29 0.0000 .3844 -.2223 '13.5575 3.7275 3.5876'' 25.4,,",18.8 12.5 77.493 21.1
 
* 11 30' 0.0000 .4868 -.2813 3.5878 2.9370 1.9411 12.6 2.1 -17.0 153.868 -50.7
 
31 '--------. 1;'2157
-.11 .._0.0000 0 ..... 3493'_.. 1.9419 1,.7970,-16,8'8i-67.8_-]24.2'oo28,.144-72.1 
00 32 0.0000 .7227.' -. 4173 1.7886 2.7789 3.4540 -124.2-145.4 -156.1 0155.791 -92.1 
12 33 0.0000 .8333 -.4811 3.4494 3.6078 3.3265 -156.1 -163.2 -170.3 69.338 -171.5 
-1234 ... 0.0000 .. .9364 -.-. 5408-.3.3269 2.6548 --1.7426___-1704.-179.7--]62.8_- 159.063 123.6 
12 35 0.0000 1.0396 -.6005 1.7692 1.0525 1 4841 162.4 115.1 53.0 218.?27 104.2 
0.0000 1.0911 -.6303 GAP 7 GAP 7 213.695 95.4 
. 0.0000.,.. 1.0911-.---.6303 ....	 ._ 8 147.176 _142.4
GAP''8M.... . GAP ...................

13 36 0.0000 1.1429 -.6602 1.4841 2.2726, 2.7302 53.0 52.0 50.3 102.194 137.0
 
13 37 0.0000 1.2466 -.7199 2.7282 2.797 ' 2.4700 49.6 47.6 45.5 26.092 -6.4
 
_13_.38 .	 0.0000 -1.3502....-.7796_. 2.4691-.-l.793@ _- .8745...45 4._42.I_33.l__...32.08_r38.0_ 
0.0000 -.8429 .503914 39 1.4601 .8726 .417 : 33.2 -99.4 -125.0 171.240 -42.9
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x Y Z AMPLITUDE PHASE 
-WIRE INT - -WAVE- ...-. WAVE- -..-- AMP- AMP-.. DEG----DEG-.... DEG. -VOLTS--WAVE-.........-  AMP  DEG
 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS
 
14 40 0.0000 - 1.5764 .-. -. 9100 .- 1.5059 - 2.3814 ._2.8476 -125.2 .-129.4.-131.4 -. 99.655. -48.1. .. 
14 41 . 0.0000 1.6927 -.9771 2.8562 2.8190 2.2747 -131.5 -132.8 -133.8 43.?66 147.4 
-14 42 0.0000 1.8090 -1.0442 2.3153 1.3177 .0000 -134.0 -134.9 30.5 169.681 136.0 
------------.. 00000 0.0000....0.0000 .... GAP 9 ...- - - _.......GAP9 - - -... - --- 103.319 .- 45.7-.____
 
15 43 .0443 0.0000 .0207 .2815 .6816 .8179 -120.7 -129.2 -129.6 53.687 -44.2
 
15 44 .1330 0.0000 .0621 .7400 .6751 .4955 -128.0 -126.8 -121.6 25.394 127.1
 
- 15. 45 .. ... 0000.,.....1035 . 4819 ..... 2370 2048..-121.4.-100.2 -6.4 - 59.296- 130.5
2.2216 ..... 

16 46 .3115 0.0000 .1454 .2081 .5119 .8203 -4.9 23.8 30.1 63.888 130.5
 
16. 47 .4024 0.0000 .1879 .8250 1.0752 1.2341 30.1 32.5 33.3 39.q36 129.8 
- -..... 48 ...... ,5095 - ... 1.2402..__1.2759 -- 33.4-.-. 32.2---_10.840 --48.6 - ­17- 0.0000.---.......2379 1.0922._ .33.3 ­
17 49 .6327 0.0000 .2953 1.0993 .7243 .2373 32.1 28.3 6.? 64.595 -51.3 
17 50 .7559 0.0000 .3528 .2416 .3729 .8628 6.0 -122.6 -134.6 76.R23 -52.9 
.	 18 51 ....... 8759 ... 0. 0000 4088 ........ 8638.... 1.2057, ....3635 ._-134,6.-137.7 -139.2---- 38.685 7.2
..­
18 52 .9925 0.0000 .4632 1.3689 1.3104 1.0389 -139.3 -140.3 -141.1 25.322 136.4 
18 53 1.1092 0.0000 .5176 1.0597 .5981 .0000 -141.2 -141.9 -143.5 80.780 128.8 
__.............0.0000..0.000 ..... GAP 10 ........... GAP 10 -- -45.7._-0, 0  ..... -. ......... 103.319 

19 54 -.0443 0.0000 -. 0207 ,2815 .6816 .8179 -120.7 -129.2 -129.6 '53.687 -44.2
 
19 55 -.1330 0.0000, -.0621 .7400 .6751 .4955 -128.8 -126.8 -121.6 25.394 127.1
 
-----	19_56 ._-,2216... 0.0000 ....- 1035 . 4819---..2370.... .2048 -121,4.-100.2.. -6.4--.'59.296 130.5
 
20 57": -.3115 0.0000 -.1454 '.2081 .5119 .8203 '-4.9 23.8 30.1 63.S88 130.5
 
20 58 -.4024 0.0000 -.1879 .8250 1.0752 1.2341 30.1 32.5 33.3 39.936 129.8
 
........21 .59 -. 0095 .0,0000 ... -.2379 .._ 1.2402.---1.2759 _1.0922.. 33.3. 33.4 32,2._2-.-.10.840 .-48.6­
> 21 60 r.6327 0.0000 -.2953 1.0993 .7243 .2373 32.1 28.3, "6.2 '64.995 -51.3 
H 21 61 -.7559 0.0000 -. 3528 '.2416 .3729 .8628 6.0 -122.6 -134.6 76.A23 -52.9 
22 .62. -.8759 0.0000.- -.4088 ..... .8638 .1.2057... 1.3635- -134.6--137.7.-339.2.--.'38.685 ---57.2
 
22 63 -.9925 0.0000 -.4632 1.3689 1.3104 1.0389 -139.3 -140.3 -141.1 25.322 136.4
 




GAP INPUT I INPUT' " INPUT! INPUT .'tOAD'." LOAD.',. ;'.GAP- /.' GAP " GAP.VOLTAGE 
NO ... RESIST.' .REACT. . CONDUCT.._SUSCEPT;.__I RESIST.' .i:.REACT.-..'_RESIST.'.' tmREACT'. >'.. ... ...OHMS '.. OHHS " MHOS MHOS . OHMS " OHMS, ' OHMS' .,I OHMS VOLT DEGREES 
1 138.592 .'_'-20.272 ....... 007064. ,001033,---.......... 00 __.. .O8.000 _....38,59&:,__20 ,272 __...l00 00..... O.O_ 
2 138.592 "-20.272-. .007064 .001033 0.0001'- - 0.000' 138.592 '',.20.272. -1000.000 • '0.0 
3 ..................... INFINITE' INFINITE -81.749''' 138.626 ", 314.903 -18.8 
.6 -INFINITE.... INFIN'ITE. _L -81.749 . 38626 .1 ..' 314.903. ..- 18.8-. 
.9 'INFINITE' 'INFINITE'. "''.000 '"4510.034 '',1271.220 -30.7 
'18 	 'INFINITE ',INFINITE' '- ':.000 '',4515.034 '' 1271.220 -30.7 
'74INF.INITE_' 	 INFINITE '_.60.00_'- , ' . " .000_.._ 890.455 _0 .	 53.0 
-7 	 INFINITE' -'INFINITE' ' -600.0001 1 0.000, -" 890.45S ' 53.0 
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._INPUT.POWER 6 .14128.555 WATTS._ 
RADIATED POWER = 4875.930 WATTS 
WIRE LOSS = .000 WATTS 
.NETWORK LOSS = ..9252.625 WATTS 
RADIATION EFFICIENCY = 34.51 PER CENT 
WIRE COORDINATES IN FEET AND W'IRE" RAD ININCHES 
WIRE NO............... X..........YI... ZI .- RADI ..... 
 I2 .... Y2_ ...... Z...:RAD2_INTERVALS.
 
I GAP 1 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 .200000 -0.0000 -0.0000 61.soon ,250000 3
 
2 .... 0.0000.-.-0.0000.._:0.0000 .250000 ... . 00000-0.0000 61:5000 .250000 3_­GAP._2_. .­
3 GAP 3 -0.0000 "-0.0000 -0.0000 .250000 -0.0000 53.2000 30.8000 .250000 3
 
4 -0.0000 53.2000 30.8000 .250000 -0.0000 89.6000 51.8000 .250000 2
 
.......... o.oo-0.000096000..00.,000.-,200000 ...- . -0.0000 163.7000.94.5000 .250000 4 -_
.. 
6 -0.0000 163.7000 94.5000 .250000 GAP 4 -0.0000 228.5000 132.0000 .250000 3 
7 GAP 5 -0.0000 228.5000 132.0000 .250000 -0.0000 293.6000 169.5000 .250000 3 
8 ...... ...... 00000__293.6000 ,169.5000-.. 250000 - -...... -0000391.0000.225.7000 ....250000__ 5_. 0 
9 GAP 6 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 .250000 -0.0000 53.2000 -30.8000 .250000 3 
00 -0.0000 53.2000 -30.8000 .250000 -0.0000 89.6000 -51.8000 .250000 2 
01 . .. -0.0000 89.6000 -51.0000 -. 200 0 .. -0.0000 163.7000 - -94.5000 .250000 ..4._ 
12 -0.0000 163.7000 -94.5000 .250000 GAP 7 -0.0000 228.5000 -132.0000 .250000 3 
13 GAP 8 -0.0000 228.5000 -132.0000 .250000 -0.0000 293.6000 -169.5000 .250000 3 
14 _.rO.0000 293.6000 -169.5000 .20000 ............- 0,0000 391.0n00 -225.7000.250000 5 
1 GAP 9 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 .290000 55.7000 -0.0000 26.0000 .290000 3 
16 55.7000 -0.0000 26.0000 .290000 93.8000 -0.0000 43.6000 .290000 2
.17 ...... 93.0000 -. 0000 43.8000. .290000 _171.2000 -0.0000 79.9000 .290000 4 ­
18 171.2000 -0.0000 79.9000 .290000 244.5000 -0.0000 114.1000 .290000 4 
19 GAP 00 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 .290000 -55.7000 -0.0000 -26.0000 .290000 3 
20 . -55.7000 -0.0000 -26.0000 . .290000 .-93.8000 . -0.0000 -43.8000. .290000 .2.. 
21 -93.8000 -0.0000 -43.8000 .290000 -171.2000 -0.0000 -79.9000 .290000 4
 
22 -171.2000 -0.0000 -79.9000 .290000 -244.5000 -0.0000 -114.1000 .290000 4
 
FREQUENCY 6.5000 MC 
NO GROUND .PRESENT . 
ANTENNA MODE SOLUTIONS WERE READ FRpM BINARY CARDS DECK NO. 350
 







GAP EMF EMF OHM MICRO PICO 
VOLT' DEGREES HENRY FARAD 
1 1000.0000 . -0.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY SERIES 
2 1000.0000 180.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY SERIES 
NONRADIATING NETWORKS CONNECTING THE GAPS
 
NET NO NETTYPE GAP CONNECTIONS PARAHI" PARAM2 PARAH3 PARAM4
 
I IMP 3- 0 100.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 
2 IMP 6- 0 100.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 
- 3....... IMP.- 3_3 _0 ___ -0.000O ...- 0.0000 _ 160.0000.... -0.0000 
4 IMP 6- 0 . -0.0000 -0.0000 -160.0000 '-0.0000 
S IMP 4- 0 600.0000 -0.0000 " -0;0000 '-0.0000 
.6 IMP.. .. 7--.0 -... ......- 0.0000 ....- 0.0000 .... -0.0000.
i..600.0000 
7' IMP 9- 0 -0.0000 -0.0000 15.0000 -0.0000 
8 IMP 9- 10 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 
COORDINATES CURRENT DISTRIBUTION ' NORMAL ELECTRIC 
-_--- ___z.. .EFlELD_.L.RADIUS 
X Y Z AMPLITUDE PHASE
 
WIRE INT WAVE- WAVE- WAVE- AMP AMP AMP ' DEG DEG DEG VOLTS DEG 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS 
00000 0 0000 0 0000 GAP 1 GAP 1 187.221 -1.7 
1 1 0.0000 0.0000 .0682 1.1184' 2.0949 2.6284 :,-1.1 -72.2 -78.2 123.429 -5.S 
-- l. 2 -0.0000 . 0.0000 .-.... 2046 ----2.S460.. 2.5337.... 2 .0494 - 77.5.-80.5-82.4--_38.516 -148.4 -
I 3 0.0000 0.0000 ..3411 " 2.0738 1.1758 .0000 -82.3 -83.6 -81.8 149.703 -172.3 
,0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 2 GAP 2 187.221 170.3 
.2 4 0.0000 - 0.0000 ..... 0682_.0 4...0142.0949-.62.6284:120.'9..1907.0.8-101.8____123.429_ 174.5_ 
2it 5 0.0000 0.0000 -.2046 2.5460 2.5337 2.0494 102.5 99.5 97.6 38.N16 31.6 
2 6 0.0000*' 0'000 '-.3411' 2.0738 1.1758 ' .0000. 97;'7 96.4 90.2 149.703 7.7 
Zl, 0.0000 ._0.0000 --0.0000 -- GAP 3_. -.. -GAP 3 ... ........ 17.659.-171.5-­
3 7 0.0000 .. ,.0590 .0342'.. .0904 .1400 .1893 -178.1 120.610012 ' 13.953 :165.9­
3 8 0.0000 .1770 .1025 ..- .2111 .2426 103.1 '80.6 59.3 102.21777 12.138 

_3- 9. 295" .1708 -. 2458--_.2739,- .2940- 59.1---39.5.--20.8- 13.204 ....
0.0000 ........ 54.4-­
4 10 0.0000 .414 .2399 ' .2984 .3054 • .2988 21.0 2.3 -17.8 14.019 1.7 
4 11 0.0000 .535 .3098 .3021'"'.2871.'.2760 -17.4 -39.9 -65.7 16.757 -47.3 
-5 12. 0.0000 .657 .3802 _..2779 . 2798 .2956 . -65.2 -92.7 -118.7 .....17.969 -88.5 
5 13 0.0000 .781 .4513 .2964 .3135 .3209 -118.3 -141.5 -162.6 16.237 -134.9 
5, 14 0.0000 .904 .5223 .3215 .3124 .2915 -162.3 176.6 153.5 16.110 168.7 





AMP_. AMP__ DEG.OEG- DEG__ _OLS.__OEG_._
 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS' LENGTHS r", .. .. i'fl ,'fO
 
WIRE INT ... WAVE--.. WAVE-_...._ WAVE- -_____AP 
.6..16 . 0.0000 .1.1613 . .6705. _.2630 ..... 2789 ._.3013 .98.1-65.2__37.5......17.40.....74.4 ­
6 17 0.0000 1.3050 .7537 .3008 .046" .2802 . 3745",,,13.3 -11.4 ,'-14.514 8.6
 
6 18 0.0000 1.4488 .8368 '.2870 .2405 .2161 -11.2 -41.8 -85.5- .18.595 -58.9
 
.0.0000_ .1.5206 _8784. . . .. GAP.__-A... .GAP..4___20.745_-82.3_ 
0.0000 .1.5206 .8784 GAP .0 5 49.8GAP 2.A58 

7 19 0.0000. i.928 .9200 .2161 .2009 .1250 -85.5 -82.4 -82.6 5.492 -179.4
 
_7--20 10.0000. 1.7372 .1.0032. -1231 ......0151 1_.0130.__85.8,_-139.0._ 105.2.. 14.00.:-170.5_
 
7 21 0.0000 1.8816 1.0864 .114"4 .2063 
 .2447 105.4 101.3 99.2 7.896 -176.2
 
8 22 0.0000 2.0187 1.1654" -.2458' ".2246 '.1544'','99.1 97.2 93.9 6.163 17.8
 
-8-_23- .0.0000 . 2.1483 .1.2402 _.1550 __.0522...... 0710.... 3.9 7.9.1.-66.0.---14.764--....10.2
 
8 24 0.0000 2.2779 1.3150 
 .0710 .1737 .2416 -66.3 -75.9 -78.6 11.448 6.4
 
8' 25 0.0000 '2.4076 1.3898 '.2427 "'.,2589 .2185, -78.7--80-.2 -81,,2,;-. 1.729 -147.9
 
..8..26. .0.0000 .2.5372 1.4646 .. 2232_-..1302_ .0000 -81.4 -82.3__ 92.8 .. 1.4.777-T171.4__
 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 6' , . ' 6"..,., -- 8.5
-. , ,GAP . ". ,,)17.659 

9 27 0.0000 .0590 -.0342 .0904 .1400 .1893 1 3 8 7 7
, 1.9.-51.4 -76.8 ',,13.953 -14.1
 
-9-_28-_ 0.0000 ....
 1770 .. 1025 _..1777_ _.2111__ .2426 _76.9. -99.4--120.7.., 12. . - .8
 
9 29 0.0000 .2950 -.1708 -.2458 '.2739 .2940 -120.9 -140.5 -159.2,',i'13.204 -125.6
 
10 30 0.0000 .4146 -.2399 .2984 .3054 .2988 -159.0 -177.7 162.2',. 14.019 -178.3
 
.5357 .3021 .--. 162.6 14.3 132.7._
 
11 32 0.0000 .6579 -.3802 .2779 .2798 .2956 114.8. 87.3 61.3 - 17.169 91.5
 




10. .31 	 0.0000 -.3098 ,--.2971 2760 140.I_) '16.757 
9045 -.5223 . .3215 .....3124- ....2915I....17.7___ -3.4__r-26.5_.... 6.110 _-11.3_
 
11 35 0.0000 1.0278 -.5934 .2417 
 .2701 .2640 -26.1 -52.8 -82.3 18.232 -59.5 
-' 12 36 0.0000 1.1613 -.6705 .2630 .2789 .3013 -81.9 -114.8 6 -142.5 17.?40 -105.6
 
_....12 37., 0.0000 1.3050 -.7537 .3008 ......... 2802__nl42.5..166.7_l168. -- -171.4.­3046..... 	 14.514 
12 38 	 0.0000 1.4488 -.8368 .2870 .2405 .2161 168.8 138.2 94.5" 18.595 121.1
 
0.0000 1.5206 ''GAP
-.8784 	 7....'' '' GAP 7 -20.745, 97,7 
.0.0000 1.5206 .-.8784_ GA. 8 _- .. . .....GAP,............... -L' 2.A58. -130.2
 
13 39 0.0000 1.5928 -.9200 .2161 .2009 .1250 94.5 97.6 97.4 5.492 .6
 
13 40 0.0000 1.7372 .1.003Z .1231 "10151' .1130 94.2 '41.0 -74.8 14.100 9.5
 
13-:41 0.0000 .1.8816 -1.0864.... 1144 .. 2063 _ .2447 _-74.6 _.-78.7__.-80.8_.. 7.R96.....3.8.. 
14 42 0.0000 2.0187 -1.1654 .245A .2246 .1544 -80.9 -82.8 -86.1. 6,.163 -162.2
 
14 43 0.0000 2.1483 1.2402 .1550 .0522 .0710 -86.1 -100.9 114.0 14.764 -169.8
 
14..44 . 0.0000 2.2779 -1.3180. .... 0710..... 1737 ...... 2416.._113.Z ---104.1 101.4- 11.448 -173.6 _
 
14? 45 0.0000 2.4076 -1.3898 ;2427 .2589 .2185 '01.3 99.8 98.8 Ioi.7129 3Z,..:
 
14 46 0.0000 2.5372 -1.4646 1.2232 '.1302-':.0000, 98.6 -97.7' -87,.2- 14.777 8.6
 
- 0. 000 .0.0000 0.0000 GAP 9 - '- 9- :-___ "-.'......12.943 -175,2
.. ..... '. 

15 47 .0618 0.0000 .0288 .5762 .6051 ..5163 111.2 108.2 103.5 1 6.055 68.3
 
15 48 '.1853 0.0000 .0865 .5100: .3327 103.7 92.4 45.6
.1610 	 32.240 '1.0
 
15 49 . .3089. 0.0000 _..1442. -2.1636 _.2.2632 _.4668_... 46.-0 26.5_n45.h .... 5.923_25,7 ­
16 50 ".4341' 0.0000 .2026 ..4668 ".6166 .6652 -44.6 -52.0 -56.6 16.224, 8.4
 
16' 51 7 3
.608 0.0000 .2619 -.6662 -.6001 ,..4323 -56.3 -60.7 -67.5 18.056 -127.3
 
17 .52 .'.6886 8.0000 .:.3215 2018 I1577-2-67.1- -87.6 _168.9 ---­2.4340 ..... ..	 3 .4?3 -I .1..
 17 53 '.8174 0.0000 .3016 .1555 .3832 I'.0631, 169.0 138.9 131.5 31.?60 -1,50.7
 
17 54 .9461 0.0000 .4416 .5621 .6381 .5935 131.6 127.6. 124.3 05.561 151.0
 
17- 55. 1.0749 0.0000 .5017 _.5938....4368,--.2018--124.4,-120.1 -107. .. 28.099 42.6.­.. -­
18 56 1.2003 0.0000 .5602 .2020 .0977 . .3294 108.4 -11.5 -43.4 37.761 3S.9
 
18 57 1.3222 0.0000 
 .6171 .3289 .5205 .6229 -43.7 -49.0 -51.4 21.950 30.1
 




 1.5661 0.0000 .7309 .5078 .2895 .0000 -54.3 -55.3 -56.7 37.130 -144.3
 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 10 
 GAP 10 12.943 4.8
 
19i 60 -.0618 0.0000 -.0288 .5762 .....6051 .S163 . -68.8 .-71.8 -76.5..... .6.R55 -111.7
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X Y .-Z AMPLITUDE PHASE
 
.WIRE. INT .... WAVE-.AVE-__ WAVE... AMP.. AMP AMP DEG-EG.__.DEG- VOLTS DEG.._ 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS 
- 19 61 -.1853 . 0.0000 - -.0865 .5100 .. .3327-.. 1610 .. -76.3 ...- 87.6 -134.4 - 32.240 -148.5.
 
19 62 -.3089 0.0000 -.1442 .1636 .2632 .4668 -134.0 153.5 134.9 35.923 -154.3
 
20 63 -.4341 0.0000 -.2026 .4668 .6166 .6652 135.4 128.0 123.4 16.224 -171.6
 
-- 20 64 -. 5608 -- 0.0000- .-2619 .---6662........6001
_--4323 ___123.7-_119.3- -112.5 ....18.056.- 527.
 
21 65 -.6886 0.0000 -.3215 .4340 .2018 .1577 112.9 92.4 -11.2 37.423 36.9
 
21 66 -.8174 0.0000 -.3816 .1555 ._3832 .5631 -11.0 -41.1 -48.5 31.60 29.3
 
21. 67 ,9461 ..-.. ,4416_.. 5621 -. 6381 .... 5935.....-48.4 __-52.4..-55,..... 5.961 -29.0.-.- 0,0000 ....­
21 68 -1.0749 , 0.0000 -.5017 .5938 .4368 .2018 -55.6 -59.9 -72.1 28.099 -137.4
 
22 69, -1.2003 0.0000 -.5602 .2020 .0977 .3294 -71.6 168.5 136.6 37.761 -144.1
 
-22-70-- 1.32222_-0.00000 -. 6171-.3289.. 5205---.6229--.136.3.-.-11.0--.128.6--21.)50 .- 149.9­
22 71 -1.4442 0.0000 -.6740 .6244 .6168 .4983 128.4 126.9 1258 9.417 48.8
 




GAP INPUT INPUT INPUT INPUT LOAD LOAD GAP GAP GAP VOLTAGE 
NO--....RESISTt . ... REACT. .---CONDUCT.----SUSCEPT. RESIST._._-REACT .... RESIST...... REACT -....... 
OHMS OHMS HHOS .MHOS OHMS OHIS OHMS OHMS VOLT DEGREES 
_I .... 561.466 .695.914 -.....000702 -.--.000870 ... 0.000...... 0,000.-.561.466_ ___695.914....-1000.000.. - 0.0_
 
2 561.466 695.914 .000702 -.000870 0.000 0.000 561.466 695.914 1000.000 -180.0
 





9 INFINITE INFINITE .000 .000 .000 -161.0 
10 INFINITE INFINITE -.000 -.000 .000 -161.0 
4..................... .......... ............. INFINITE - INFINITE .....-600.000 - ..... -85.5. 




7 INFINITE INFINITE -600.000 -. 000 129.674 94.5
 
INPUT POWER = 1404.472 WATTS 
RADIATED POWER = 1290.089 WATTS 
-.WIRE LOSS 000 WATTS........
NETWORK LOSS = 114.383 WATTS 
RADIATION EFFICIENCY = 91.86 PER CENT 






GAP EHF ENF OHM MICRO PICO 
VOLT DEGREES HENRY FARAD 
11000.0000 -0.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY. SERIES 








X Y Z AMPLITUDE PHASE 
WIRE INT WAVE- WAVE- WAVE- AMP AMP AMP DEG DEG DEG VOLTS DEG
 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS
 
0.0000 -. 0,000"" 0.0000 GAPP
 
- " 0.0000 0.0000 '.0682 1.3766 2.2579 2.7220 -45.4 -58. -63.1 106.45 10.4
 
- .___2 0.000_ 2046-.- 2.6850 2.6376 2.1196 -62.3_-64*.2.- -655 41.998-140.2
-...... 0.0000 ----. 
1 3. 0.0000 0.0000 .3411 2.1574 1.2222 .0000 -65.4 -66.4; -65.1 "155.740 -155.4' 
0.0000 - 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 2 GAP 2 
 162.256 12.9
 
_ .0.0000 0.0000 -.0682 -,1.3766 _-2.2579__2.7220_'-45.4--58.8_63.1106.245'"10.4'
 
2 5 0.0000 0.0000 -.2046 2.6850 2.6376 2.1196 -62.3 -64.2 -6S.5 41.998 -140.2
 
2 6 0.0000 
 0.0000 -.3411 2.1574 1.2222 .0000' -65.4 -66.4 -65.1 155.740 -155.4
 
0.0000 -- 0.0000 -- _0.0000 _GAP 3 _ .. '.GAP 5.....0'3'...... 
3 7 0.0000 .0590 .0342 .6629 .8071 
 .8469 '129.6 102.5'" 79.9 '47.363 119.5
3 8 0.0000 .1,770 .1025 .8089 . .8058 .8266 78.4 52.6 " 25.7 52.364 53.3 
3 ..9_ . .2950 .,1708.L.:. .8276 .... _.8825 .... 9411 25,4._...'-,4 -22.5 52.384- 9-6.6­ 0.0000 
4- 10 
 . 0.0000 -. 4146 .2399 .9431 .9704 .9475
" -22.5 -43.4 -64.2 47.v47 -43.0
 
- 4 ll, 0.0000 .5357 .3098 .948? .8848 .8195 -64.1 -86.8 -113.2 52.513 -97.7
 
5 _12 - 0.0000 .....6579..... .3802 ..... 8187_.....7968..... .8358---113.1 -142.9 -171.7_56.244_-141.3
 
S .13 0.0000 .7812 .45131'I""1 .'834r' .8957 .9303 "-171'.6; 163.3 141.5 49.139 172.15 14 0.0000 .9045 .5223""',,.9295'- .9084 '.8387' 141.'5 120.4 97.2 46.594 112.2 
... 5 1- 1.0278 . 5934'L _,8380,_.....7607. .7369.. 97.4 _ 69.8 _38.I_ 54.375. 61.3... 0.0000 ....
6 16 0.0000 1.1613 -.6705 .7337 .8004 .8965 38.2-
 3.1 -25.0 52.103 15.8
 
6 17 0.0000 1.3050 .7537 .8963 ''.9299 .8629 -25.3 -48.8 -72.6 42.507 -51.4
 
_.6 10,.... .0.0000 ---1.4488 .8368 .....8850 .... 7382 ... 6594__-72 l9 3 .- ]2.146. 4---....56.Q99 -120.4
 
0.0000 1.5206 .8784 
 ,GAP 4 GAP 4 64.374 -142.9 
0.0000 I.-1.5206 .8784 GAP 5 GAP 5 8.142 '-13.07 19 
" 
_ 0.000 1.5928 .9200...... .6594..''.6133'_j.'3866 -146.4.,144.0 -145.9_...16,72 122.8
7 20z' 0.0000 i0' 1.7372 1.0032 .3827 .0736 .3312 -149.1 158.0 49.6 42.70 129.6
 
7 21 0.0000 1.8816 1.0864 .3347 .6094 .7266 49.8 43.2' 40.2 24.029 122.3
 
.-. 8. 22... 0.0000--- 2 0187 .1.1654.... .7289__.,6694.......4646__ 40.2 _37.8 34.2...17.959 -39.5.
 8 23 0.0000 2.1483 1.2402 .4656 .1637 .2002 34.3 19.8 -124.4 43.451 -49.4 
8' 24 0.0000 2.2779 1.3150 .2001 '.5025" "'.7031 -124.9 -135.6 -138.5 33.817 -53.8
 




X 	 Y Z AMPLITUDE PHASE
 
-WIRE INT .... WAVE--. WAVE--.- WAVE-. .-- AMP.-......AMP- AMP -- DEG....DEG..ODEG -- VOLTS -DEG. 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS 
8 26 	 0.0000 .2.5372 ... 4646 .... z.6511 -. _.3799....... 0000 .-141.6 -142.5 __32.3 :.--43.114..128.4.
 
0.0000 '0.0000 0.0000 GAP 6 
 .	 GAP 6 59.574 153.0 
9 27 0.0000 .0590 -.0342 .6629 .8071 .8469 129.6 102.5 79.9 47.363 119.5
 
_....9 28 .. 0.0000 ... 1..770 .---. 1025..... .8089.....8058-...8266 -78.4_52.6_.25.7 ...... 52.364 - 53.3­
9 29 0.0000 .29S0 -. 1708 .8276 .8825 .9411 25.4 -.0 -22.5 52.384 9.6
 
•10 	30 0.0000 .4146 -.2399 .9431 .9704 .9475 -22.5 -43.4 -64.2 47.547 -43.0
 
10 31 .0.0000 .. -. .9482 8848 .. 8195 -64.1 _-86.8.-113.2- _ -97.7­_____,5357.....-.3098 _ ..... 52.513 
11 32 0.0000 .6579 -.3802 .8187 .7968 .8358 -113.1 -142.9 -171.7 56.244 -141.3 
11 33 . 0.0000 .7812 -.4513 .8341 .8957 .9303 -171.6 163.3 141.5 49.139 172.1 
-- 11 -- 3 -5223_.9295- -9084 --. 8387-- 141.5.120.4- 97.2--.46.594-.112.2­
11 35 0.0000 1.0278 -.5934 .8380 .7607 .7369 97.4 69.8 38.1 54.375 61.3 
12 36 0.0000 1.1613 -.6705 .7337 .8004 .8965 38.2 3.1 -25.0 52.103 15.8 
--12- 37 --- 0.0000 - -. 305 O.---.7537 8963 .9299 .8629----25.3 . -48.8_-72.6 .... 42.507 -51.4­
12 38 0.0000 1.4488 -.8368 .8850 .7382 .6594 -72.4 -102.3 -146.4 56.999 -120.4 
...... 0.0000 1.5206 -.8784 GAP 7 GAP 7 64.374 -142.9
 
..... 0.0000.--. 1.5206 -.--88....74....GAP.... .....- ... GAP -8-- . ... 8.142 -13.0­
13 39 0.0000 1.5928 -.9200 .6S94 .6133 .3866 -146.4 -144.0 -145.9 16.372 122.8
 
13 40 0.0000 1.7372 -1.0032 .3827 .0736 .3312 -149.1 158.0 49.6 42.270 129.6
 
- 13. 41 0.0000 . -1.8816 - -1.0864 . . 3347..... .6094 ... 7266..... 49.8 - 43.2 .40.2 __--24.029,. 122.3 
14 42 0.0000 2.0187 -1.1654 .7289 .6694 .4646 40.2 37.8 34.2 17.959 -39.5 
14 43 0.0000 2.1483 -1.2402 ..4656 .1637 .2002 34.3 19.8 -124.4 43.451 -49.4 
.... 14 44 . 0.0000 .2.2779 --1.3150 .... .. 2001 .. .5025 - .7031 .-124.9 -135.6 -138.5 _ _33.817 -53.8 
14 45 0.0000 2.4076 -1.3898 .7060 1 .7550 .6379 -138.7 -140.2.-141.3 4.951 .154.4 
14 46 0.0000 2.5372 -1.4646 ', 6511 .3799 .0000 -141.6 -142.8 32.3 43.114 128.4 
0.0000'... 0.0000. 0.0000 .... GAP 9 _.... ..... :. -.GAP - 9 .... 53.056-121.3 
- 15: 47 .0618 0.0000 .0288 1294 .3757 .4303 -161.0 162.5 157.1 24.915 -127.4 
15 48 .1853 0.0000 .0865 .3657 .2554 .0672 158.4 154.1 135.3 22.n24 73.3 
- -. 3089 .00000 . .. 1442 .. . 0560 ---. 1792 _.. 3881 --- 131.5- 715.0.- 20.8 - 31.(,69-.-65. 8­15--49 .. .. 0.. 

16 50 .4341 0.0000 .2026 .3933 .5455 .6004 -20.9 -23.4 -25.6 14.877 .55.5
 
16 51 ..5608 0.0000 .2619 .6035 .5479 .3905 -25.7 -28.3 -33.0 .15.648 -102.6
 
.17 52. .6886 . 0.0000 .... .3215- ...... 3923 ..... 1650 .. 1441 33.1._-50.5 :173.3.... 35.538--112.7.
 
17 53 .8174 0.0000 .3816 .1441 .3793 .0568 -173.1 165.3 160.0 30.112 -118.7
 
" 17 54 .9461 0.0000 .4416 .5579 .6315 .5860 160.0 156.9 .153.9 4.660 -177.9 
.,-17 55 .1.0749.... 0.0000..... .5017 .... 58...... .4301..19... .154.0._-,19.79.7136.6__,.28.114..,.72.4_ 
18 56 1;2003 0.0000 .5602 " .1964 .1065 .3382 136.9 .18.0 .-,2.,37.799 ,66.4 
* 18 57 1.3222 .:0.0000 6171 .3380 .5293 .6312 -12.6 -18.0 -20.5 21.934 .:60.6 
.....18 ' .:1.4442 .....0.0000 _......6740 .5037..-20.6.-22.2 --23.4--., 9.661..... 6330......6242 -_ -100.1
 
18 59 1.5661 0.0000 .7309 .5134 .2925 .0000 -23.5 -24.5. -26.0 37.;42 -1,13.5
 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 10 . GAP 10 .3.n56 -121.3
 
.19 60 .......-. _.0.000.--..0288___.1294.......3757-.....4303.161.0162.5-157.1--24.q15-127.4_
0618 

19 61 -.1853 0.0000 -.0865 .3657 .2554 . .0672 158.4 154.1. 135.3 .22.024 , 73.3
 
19 62 -.3089 0.0000 -.1442 1 .0560 .1792 .3881 , 131.5 -15.0 -20.8 31.669 ,65.8
 
. 20 63 -.4341.. 0.0000 -...2026 .....3933 5455 _.6004 .,-20.9.,-23.4 - -- 14.A77._55.5
...... -25.6 

20 64 -.5608 0.0000 '-.2619 .6035 .5479 .3905 -25.7 -28.3 -33.0 ,15.648 -102.6
 
21 65 -.6886 0.0000 -.3215 .3923 . .1650 .1441 -33.1 -50.5 -173.3 35.q38 -112.7
 
_.21 66 .--. 8174.- .0.0000_ -. 3816.__.._i1441_ ..... 3793--.-.5568 -,1.73.1-.165.3-160.0-1.30.112 -118.7. 
21 67 -.9461 10G0000 -.4416 .5575 .6315 .5860 160.0 156.9. 153.9 , 4.660 -177.9 
21 O8'f -1.0749 0.0000 -.5017 .5872 .4301 .1959 -154.0 .149.7. .136.6 28.114 72.4 
..22 69 -1.2003 0.0000 .-. 5602 ...... 1964 .... 1065 .. .. 3382 , 136.9_. 18.0 -12.4. 37.799, , 66.4
 
22 70 -1.3222 0.0000 -.6171 .3380 .5293 .6312 -12.6 -18.0 -20.5 21.934 60.6
 
22 71 -1.4442 0.0000 -.6740 .6330 .6242 .5037 -20.6 -22.2 -23.4 9.661 -100.1
 







O RINPUT.. INPUT . INPUT=-- .... INPU .... LOAD.. . LOAD .. .. GAP .. .. GAP ______APOLTAGE




 OHMS OHMS OHMS VOLT DEGREES
 
1 510.402 516.86 .000967 -'.0 6'8 6.0000.O00 5--- -- --- '009 10.42 6. 000.o
2 510S.02 516.886 
-. 000967 -.000980 0.000 0:000 
 510.402 516.886 1000.000 0.0
 
.0- .INFINITE_-INFINITE_.__-69.755 
_ 45.932,_..55.36S -. 8,8

6 
 INFINITE INFINITE -69.755 45.932 5.365 -83.8
 
.9 
 INFINITE INFINITE .000 3239.795 419.233 -71.0
I0. 

- INFINITE..... .000 _3?39.795 4...2339,23-71.0INFINITE 
4 
 INFINITE INFINITE -600.000 
 -.000 395.648 -146.4

.7 
 INFINITE INFINITE -600.000 -.000 395.648 
 -146.4
 
INPUT POWER 1934.507 WATTS 
-RADIATEDPOWER= ..- . 11 WATTS_._ 
WIRE LOSS = .000 WATTS 
NETWORK LOSS = 1166.196 WATTS 
-RADIATION EFFICIENCY-.= 39.72.PER CENT--­
............ ...... WIRE COORDINATES IN.FEET ... AND WIRE RAII 
 IN .INCHES ...... 
WIRE NO "'§" XI Yl Z1 RADI X2 Y2 Z2 RAD INTERVALS
 
P 1--0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 .250000 .0.0000 - .0 00 61.5000 250000 .­
*2 GAP 2 -0.0000 -0.0000. -0.0000 .250000 
-0.0000 -0.0000 -61.5000 .250000 4
.3 -. GAP 3- -0.0000.. -00.0000000 
-0.000 53.2000 .. 30.8000 ....250000 44 -0.0000 53.2000 30.8000 .250000 
-0.0000 89.6000 51.8000 .250000 35 
-0.0000 89.6000 51.8000 .250000 
-0.0000 163.7000 94.5000 .250000 
- 6 .. ..... -0.0000 .163.7000 - 94.5000.250000 




7 GAP 5 -0.0000 228.5000 132.0000 '.250000 
-0.0000 293.6000 
 169.5000 .250000 5
8 -0.0000 293.6000 169.5000 .250000 
-0.0000 391.0000 225.7000 .250000 7
.19 .GA... 6..._-0.0000.._ .- 0.0000 __.-0,0000.....250000 
-----0.0000-. 53.2000 -_-30.8000 .250000------ 4 
O0 -0.0000 53.2000 -30.8000 .250000 
-0.0000 89.6000 -51.8000 .250000 3
II -0.0000 89.6000 -51.8000 .250000 -0.4000 163.7000 -94.5000 .250000 5 
.12 ...........- 0.0000 _163.7000---94.5000 ....250000_GAP.-7_-Oooo 
_228.000 .132.0000 -.. 250000-.,----- S13 GAP 8 -0.0000 228.5000 -132.0000 .250000 -0.0000 
 293.6000 -169.5000 .250000 514 
-0.0000 293.,'000 -169.5000 .250000 
 -0.0000 391.0000 -225.70on .250000 7
15. GAP -9.- -0.0000 - -0,.D000 -0,0000.....290000 .......... 55.7000 -0.0000 .26.0000 -. ,290000 ._. .... 416 55.7000 -0.6000 26.0000 .290000 93.8000 -0.0000 43.8000 .290000 3 
17 93.8000 -0.0000 43.8000 ,.290000 171.2000 -0.0000 79.9000 .290000 518- ..... 171.2000 _-0.0000_.79.9000...290000 
-.......44.5000_---0.0000-_ 114.1000 _..,290000 - 519.. GAP 19 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 .290000 -55.7000 -0.0000 -26.0000 .290000 420 -55.7000 -0.0000 -26.0000 .290000 
-93.8000 -0.0000 -43.8000 .290000 3
21- ........- 93,8000 .- 0.0000 -43.8000. .290000 

-.--O0.00.....171,20000 -79.9000 ,290000 -.... 522 -171.2000 -0.0000 -79.9000 .290000 









-- -ANTENNA MODE SOLUTIONS WERE..READ.FROM-BINARY.-CARDS.DECK NO.._-353.___
 






GAP EMF EMF OHM MICRO PICO
 
-- ...-VOLT .--DEGREES -HENRY.-E ARAD-.­
1 1000.0000 -0.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY. SERIES 
- -..--2 lO00.0000-.*.180.00-._0.0000_...0000-INFINIT-,.SERIES_
 
NONRADIATING. NETWORKS CONNECTING .THE,GAPS.
 
.-NET NO- .-. NETTYPE- .:-GAP-.CONNECTIONS 
___PARAM1 - PARAM2R__ARAM3 ---- ARAM4­
(. f0. , ' -.." "'' t
 
I IMP 3:- 0 100.000 . -0.0000 -. 0.000 , ',,,.0.0000
 
.. . 2 .........- IMP .6-_.0,0 100.0000__.-0.0000_ -.. 0,000_ . -... 0,000'.
 
3 IMP 3- 0 -0.0000 1 -0.0000 ,:160.0000 ,-0.0000
 
4 IMP 6- 0 -0.0000 -0.0000. .160.0000 -0.0000
 
.
.. . . ..IMP '4 _.0_ 600.0 000 -..-0.0000_. .. -0.0000.- --- 0.O0000 
6 IMP .7- 0. 600.0000 -0.0000 " -0.0000 _...O,.O000
 
7 IMP 9- 0. -0.0000 -0.0000 i 15.0000 . -0.0000
 









X -Y Z AMPLITUDE PHASE 
.WIRE.INT-






















. 1" 0.0000 0.0000 .0717 1.8226 .5313 1.1446 73.2 27.1 -70.1 194.599 -2.8
1 2 0.0000 0.0000 .2151 1.0385 1.9694 2.5309 
 -67.6 -81.5 -85.9 108.A30 -7.9
 
.... 3 0.0000 0.0000 _ .385 2.5202 2.5768 2.1209. 
-858 
-88.1 -89.6 29.476 -156.6
1 4 0.0000 0.0000 .5019 2.1604 1.2407 .0000 -89.6 -90.6 -92.6 140.°46 
-179.6O.oooo 0.0000 .,0000 GAP 2 GAP 2 
 199.154 178.6 
-106.8 -152.9 109.9 194.599 177.2 





 -. 5019 2.16A4 I..,24o07. .0000 90.4" 89.4 87,4 148.846 ,40 0000 0.0000 0.0000 PAP 3. .- GAP 3 22.433 179.­3 9 0.0000 .0620 .0359 .1518 .0198 .0881 . -87.4 
 -19.1 58.0 15.843 170.0

'__3_10. a.0000._ .1861. 1077 ... 0702. 
 ....140 .1371. 46.3.41.7_ 27.6 5.111 99.9
11-30  0.0000 .3101 
 .1795 .1388 .1511. .1638 26.0 6.2 -17.2 7.047 16.2
3 12 0.0000 .4342 .2514 .1683 .1869 
 .2077 
-17.3 -40.4 
 -61.6 10.090 
-25.0

__4_13_ . 0.0 0000 ...52 .... 
 3199.-. 2110. 2246 .2287 
-61.1 
 -78.6 -95.7 9.903 -70.0
4 14 0.0000 
 .6659 .3852 ".2310 .2243 .2112 

-95.3 -113.2 -133.8 
- 11.068 -121.8




__5 ---16 .0.0000-* ...
 9048 .... 5230 ......1999 
.... 2125 --. 2310 177.2 146.7 120.4 12.904 156.4_
5 17 0.0000 1.0430 .6026 .2317 .2390 .2303 
 121.1 .97.9 74.6 - 11.376 97.4
5 18 0.0000 1.1813 .6823 
 .2309 .2106 .1965 75.2 48.6 
 16.8 13.136 37.8

.. 5 19 -0.0000, 1.3195-.7619-
.1963. .2008 .2191 17.4 -15.9 
 -44.9 13.457 
-8.6
> 5 20 0.0000 1.4577 .8416 .2189 .2313 .?266._ - ,4.6, -69.0, -91.9.. 11.173 
-66.0
6 21 0.0000 .- 1.5873 .9164 .2267 
 .2000 .1878 

.... 6 2 -91.7 -113.7 -140.3 .12.315 -127.79863 .18750..1793__
1.7001 . I0.0000 
..1916.-140.1-171.3 
 158.2_ 13.741.-169.9
6 23 0.0000 1.8290 1.0563 .1911 .2133 
 .2291 158.2 133.0 
 ]1 .5 11.788 147.5
6 24 0.0000 1.9499 1.1262 
 .2297 .228? .2076 





....1.1962......2124.. 1781 ......1591 74.0 _47.7
.. 
 8. ..... 14.904 28.70.0000 2.1312 
 1.2312 
 GAP 4 
 GAP 4 16.547 10.8
 0.0000 2.1312 
 1.2312 . AP 5......., GAP,. 5.

.... 7._.26. 0.0000 
- 2.1919 . 2661....0_9........ 2.261 162.8
1499. 02._..87 12.2_ 11.7_ 3,.52 -88.07 27 0.0000 2.3134 1.3361 .1086 .0459 
 .0349 9.2 -2.9 -137.5 9.790 -72.9
7 28 0.0000 2.4348 1.4060, .0356 
 .1030 .1546 -136.7, 
-15.7 -160.0 . 8.636 -76.6
7. 29
.--. .0.0000 2.0062 

.174..1686-160.01 30 0.0000 2.6777 1.5459 * .1699.. 1276 .0529, 






.0289 .103., -177.9._55.2 2 1.,, 106.9
0.797




 29°9._' 2I.0_-19.2_.__.447 98.6 ­8 33 0.0000 3.0628 1.7681 .1842 .1680 
 .1156., 18.3 . 15.8 11.8_,, 4.668 -61,08 34 0.0000 3.1926 1.8430 
 .1160 .0401 .0529 
 119 -5.0 -144.5 10.971 -70.7

..8 35 
 -0.0000 3.3224 1.9179_.0528 
-_.-.1284 .1785.144.8_.-56.i__159.? 
 8471 75.0
8 36 0.0000 3.4522 1.9928 .1792 ­' .1911 .1613 -159.3 -160.9 -162 1.95 133.5
8 37 0.0000 3.5819 2,0676 
 .1649 '..0962 .0000. -162.2'-163.2 7., 10.908 107.8
0.0000 . 0.0000 .0.0000 ..--GAP 6- - . .. . ....GAP 6 . . . . . 22.433.___ -. 9 ­9 30 0.0000 .0620 
-.0359 .1518 .0198 .0881 
 92.6 160.9.-122.0 15.043 
-10.0
9 39 0.0000 .1861 
-.1077 .0702 .1140 .1371 -133.7 
-138.3 -152.4 5.111 -80.1
 
__9 .. 0.0000 .3101
41..
9 41 0.0000 .1795... 1388 __. 1511
.4342 
-.2514 .1638_-1540
.1683 .1869 .2077 162.7.- 173. 68 7.847
139.6 10 090 -163.8
118.4 55 0  
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X, Y 'Z, AMPLITUDE PHASE 
-WIRE INT . WAVE- ..--- WAVE---.... WAVE- .AMP-..AMP......AMP..--DEG 
-.- DEG...... DEG----.VObTS--DEG_ 
NO NO' CENGTHS' CENGTHS, LENGTHS 
._..10 42 0. 0000 ".5528' -.3199, .--.2110'......2246 .....2287 . 1'18.9!. 101.4 _.84.3 .... '9.,03. .109. 
10' 43 0.0000 :.6659' -.3852, '.2310 .2243' '2112. 84.7 66.8, 4f.2, ,11.068, 58.2 
10 44 0.0000 '.7791' -.4505' '.2128 '.2006 .1987 
 .46.6, 22.8, -3.4' 13.114. 17.4
 
..... 11 -45 ... 0.0000 . ... '9048-.....-.5230 .... .1999 .2125-2310.----2.8, 
-33.3 .- 59.6.....12.904..-23.6 
11 46 0.0000 r.0430 -.6026 .2317 1.2390 .2303 -58.9, -82.1.-105.4 11.176. -82.6 
* 	 11 47 0.0000 1. 1813' -.6823, .2309' .2106 .1965 -104.8 -131.4 -163.2 13.136. -142.2
-11.. 48 0.0000'.___1 .3195.-__-.7619 
---. .,1963 -.. 2008-.- -'.2,191 - 162.6.164.1,.. 135.1 -.. 13.457-1.71.411 ' 49 0.0000 1.4577 -.8416 '.2189 .2313 -.2266 135.4 111.0 88.1. 11.173 1-14.0 
12 S0 0.0000,- 1.573 -.9164 .2267 
 .2085 .1878 88.3 66.3 39.7 12.315 52.3.
2.=l!L 1.7081
.. . 0.0000-- .9863-_---.1875-.1793-1916
_'-39.9 -8.-=.8_137I...0.
 
12 52 0.0000 V.8290 -1.0563 '.1911 .2133 .2291 -21.8: -47.0 -67.5 11.788 -32.512 53 0.0000 1.9499 -1.1262' .2297 .2?82- .2076' -67.6 -86.3-106.5, 10.197 -95.2,
12..S .... 0.0000 ..... 2.0708 -.- 1.1962........2124 ..... 1781 -106.0 -171.3 ...... 14.504 -151.35.....1591 -132.3 
-0.0000 2.1312 -1.2312 	 " GAP 7 GAP 7 16.547 -169.2,
0.0000 2.1312 -1.2312 GAP 8 ",, GAP, S' .,''' 2.261 -17.2, 
.. 1.. 3-5.... 0,0000---.2.1919 
_-1.2661 --. 1591- .14991..I092-171.3 -167.8,168.....3.5S2__ 92.0.
 
13 56 0.0000' 2.3134 -1.3361 .1086 .0459: .0349 -170.8 177,1 425..S 9.790 107.1, 
- 13 57 0.0000 2.4348' -1.4060. .0356 .1030 .1546 '43.3 24.3' 20.0 '8.636 '103.4

-13-. ...... 0.0000 2.5562'_-1.4760 ..... 1550 .... 1784 . 1686' ---20.0 _-17.5-.-__15.1 
-- ,1.365 __62.0 
13 59 0.0000 t" 2.6777 -1.5459 1 .1690 .1276 .0629 15.2 11.7' 2.0 '7.650 -67.3
 
14 60-".' 0.0000 2.8033 -1.6184 .0631 .0289 
 .1035 2.1 -124.8 -154.1 10.797 -73.1 
...... 14 -611 .0.0000 . 2.9330.... -1.6932 _.....1036.... 1605 -13...... 
-161.8-6S.447_.-81.4.1838-154.1.-159.0 
" 14 62 0.0000 3.0628 -1.7681 .1842 .1680 .1156 -161.7-164.2-168.2 4.66& 119.0. 
14 63 0.0000 3.1926 -1.8430 .1160 .0401 .0529 -168.1 175.0 '35.5. 10.971 .109.14 64 ._0.0000 .... _3.3224_..-1.9179 ..... 0528 .... 1284....... 
 1785 .... '35.2 - '23.9'.20.8 .... ,.471_105.0
14 65 0.0000 3.4522 -1.9928 .1792 '.1911' .1613 120.7 19.1 18.0 :1.295 
 -46.5
14 66 0.0000 3.5819 -2.0676' .1649 .0962 .0000 17.8 16.8 -172.9 i0.Q08 -72.2 
....__.. .- .0000 -- 0.O0000-- .O0000 -- GAP 9---.. ....--. . _GAP. -9 . . . ...-, _ 1 . 1 175.1 
15 67 ".6649 0.0000 '.0303 .2243 , .1560 -.1316 -40.5 -11.7 -20.0 13.530 -166.2 
15 68 ".1948 0.0000 1...0909 "'.1292 .1124 .0908 ' 13.6. 37.6 56.1 6.017 -121.0 
_. 15 .6 -.--.-- 3247 .... 0.0000- _ '.1516 .... 0919-..... 0527' .... .0116 , 54.0 -.-_69.9 -173.7. .... 6.903 - 40.9. 
150'70 "".4546 0.0000 .2122 .0077 .0737 .1404 -162.8 -113.2 -107.7. 9.382 -15.0 
- 16 71 '.5787 0.0000 '.2702 .1415 .1890 .2139 -106.3 -104.0 -102. 5.502 -5.816. .72 ....... 6972 . 0.0000 -- _'.3255 __ .2161..... 2122_.... 1777,.-102.2..101.9 r102.9__. 2.885 .170.0. 
1 6 73 '.8156 0.0000 1.3808 .1801. .1189 . 0433 -102.7. -106,8 -131.2 10.780 175.5 
17 74 '".9471 0.0000 .4422 .0457 .0763 .1684 -131.0 106.8 94.5 12.696 175.2 
17 75..... 1.0914 . 0.0000 ..... 5 ......- -0951681, .....- 2265 .. _...2353 .... 95.3 . 91.4 - 88.5. - 4.442 -. 162.1 
17 76 1.2358 0.0000 '.5769 .2369 .1924 .1058 88.9 85.1' 75.0 8.536 9.7 
17 77 1.3802 0.0000 '.6442 
 .1076 .0361 .1276 75., -15.5 -72.7 14.141 2.8
17. 78 .... 1.5246 ...... 0000 ..... 
__.7115......169....._.2078.....2420
-72.3 80.1. 83.7...... 7.521 - -5.8. 
18 79 1.6651 0.0000 '.7771 .2425 .2226 .1559 -83.5 -86.4 -90.6 5.9Q5161.1
 
18 80 1.8019 0.0000 '.8409 .1568 .0591 .0631 -90.3 -106.2 117.7 14.)97.,-172.4
 
- 18. 81 .. 1.9386. 0.0000.'__._".9047--.!.0624 ...... 1603 ..... 2265 :I17.4 _103.2 - 99.7 ....11.0 '-176.8 
2.0753 .9685
18. 8? 2 0.0000 
 .2272 .2442 .2071 99.6 '97.9 .96.7 ,1.SP.6 37.0 
18 83 2.2121 0.0000 1.0323 .2119 .1241' .0000 96.5 -95.6-108.7 13.9.9 .6.0
.. 	_....  .- 0000 . .. 0.0000 .. ... 0000 ....GAP 10- _ J!-_. - - -! . - -P 1O .. u -: - 6 8 1 .--J 4.9. 
19 84 -.0649 0.0000 -.0303 .2243 .1560 .1316 '139.5 168.3 -160.0 13.1P0 '13.8 
19 85 -.1948 0.0000 -.0909 .1292 .1124 .0908 -166.4 -142.4 -123.9 6.97 59.0 
.....	 19 86 . -.3247 -' 0 0000..- 1516 ..... 0919.........027.. .0116 -.-126.0 -110.1 .... 6.3. 6.b3- 139. 1 
19 87 -.4546 0.0000 -.2122 .0077 .0737 .14.04 17.2 66.8 72.3 9.J82 165.0 
20 88 -.5787 0.0000 -.2702 .1415 .1890 .2139 73.7 76.0 77.3 0.5b2 .174.2 




X Y Z AMPLITUDE PHASE
 
.WIRE INT . WAVE-_ ... WAVE- .WAVE- A-AM-.....AMP -AMP ..EGO__DE..-..DE VOLTSOIDEG. 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS 
... 20 90, -. 8156 .. 0.0000... -.3808 .1801...1189.... .0433 _ 77.3.__73.2..48.9_IO.780-__4. 
21 91 -.9471 0.0000 -.4422 .0457 .0763 .1684 49.0 -73.2 -85.5 12.696 -4.8 
21 92 -1.0914 0.0000 -.5095 .1684 .2265 .2353 -84.7 -88.6 -91.5' 4.442 -17.9 
-21- 93. .-. 2358. 0.0000 -.5769 .2369.... 1924 .1058 -91I1 -94.9,-105.0 8.536_-170.3 
21 94 -1.3802 0.0000 -.6442 .1076 .0361 .1276 -104.5 164.5 107.3 14.141 -177.2 
21 95 -1.5246 0.0000 -.7115 .1269 .2078 .2420 107.7 99.9 96.3 7.321 174.2 
-.22 96 -..--. 6651 ... 0.0000-... -.7771 ... 2425.... .2226 .___1SS9-96.5 _ 93.6_ 89.4 . ... 18.9 
22 97 -1.8019 0.0000 -.8409 .1568 .0591 .0631 89.7 73.8 -62.3 14.097 7.6 
22 98 -1.9386 0.0000 -.9047 .0624 .1603 .2265 -62.6 -76.8 -80.3 11.047 3.22 4 42  

_22__.99 .- 2.0753 -_0.0000 -,.9685....2272_ ,2071__._80.4_-O82.I-.83,3_ 1q06_-43.0_ 
22 100 -2.2121 0.0000 -1.0323 .2119 .1241 .0000 -83.5 -84.4 71.3 13.29 -173.5 
IMPEDANCE DATA 
GAP INPUT INPUT INPUT INPUT LOAD LOAD GAP GAP GAP VOLTAGE
 
NO RESIST. REACT. CONDUCT. SUSCEPT. RESIST. REACT. RESIST. REACT.
 
. OHMS- ....... HOS ..... -O--_OHHS ....-. __OHHS OHNS VOLT.DEGREES.
-OM .-
1 159.021 -525.117 .000528 .001744 0.000 0.000 159.021 '525.117 1000.000 0.0
 
.- 2- i59.021 .- 525.117.... ..000528.... .001744-..... 0.000 0.000...159021-0525.17____1000.000 _-180.0
 
3" INFINITE INFINITE -54.005 49.839 11.155 49.9
 
6 INFINITE INFINITE -54.005 49.839 11.155 -130.1
 
9.,.. INFINITE.. INFINITE ...... 000,____-.000 .___.000..-74.0_
 
10 INFINITE INFINITE -.000 .000 .000 -74.0
 
4 INFINITE INFINITE -600.000 .000 95.488 8.7
 
7..... INFINITE .INFINITE....-600.000 ...... ...
000 95.488-171.3..
 
.INPUT POWER ... 056.490 WATTS_ 
RADIATED POWER : 990;726 WATTS 
WIRE LOSS = .000 WATTS 
NETWORK.LOSS .. ........ 65.765. WATTS 








GAP. EMF, EMF OHM. MICRO PICO..", 
VOLT DEGREES HENRY FARAD 
'1 1000.0000 -0.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY SERIES 
2 1000.0000 -0.00 -0.0000 -0.0000 INFINITY SERIES 
NETWORKS UNCHANGED
 
COORDINATES CURRENT DISTRIBUTION NORMAL ELECTRIC
 
_ IELO *RADIUS_._ 
X Y Z AMPLITUDE PHASE 
WIRE INT WAVE- WAVEr WAVE- AMP AMP .,,., AMP DEG DEG DEG VOLTS DEG 
NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS 
0.0000 '0.0000 -. 0000 GAP,. .1,.- ,GAP., 1 1.57.376 -3.9., 
1 1 0.0000 , 0.0000 . -0717 .1.4801 .4456 .9907. . 69.4 ,22.5 74.4, 16;,.179 -6.2 i_--_ -- -2 .-. 0.0000-....0.0000 ... .. 2151 _ _....9298._ 1.7,676---2.2787--...-73.1.-_-86.4-_-790.8 _ ,._97.Q44_..r12.3. 
-90.9 -93.3 -94.9 26.140 -160.0 
1' 4 0.0000 ...0.0000 1.1286. qi.-95.0 -06. ,.r98.5...135.135 ,1.7,95.Q,: 
I 3 0.0000 0.0000 .3585 2.2752 2.3339 1.9254 
,.96 4.4..5019 ...0000 
. .".." 0.0000 - 0.0000 - ., .0000 .. GAP 2......... . -,,... . .. 157:. 7,.-3.9.GAP., 2 .. .l76 
2 5 0.0000 0.0000 -.0717 1.4801 .4456 .9907 *., 69.4 22.5 -74.4 .. 162.179 -6.2 
2 6 0.0000 0.0000 -.2151 .9298 1.7676 2.2787 -73.1 -86.4 -90.8 97.944 -12.3 
.. 7....7.-- 0.0000.... .0.0000 _.- .3585 ..... 2.2752-.2.3339 -1.9254 .. 90.9 93.3_-94.9 - 26.140. =160. 0,. 
2 a 0.0000 0.0000 -.5019 1.9614 1.1286 .0000 -95.0 -96.2 ,,-98.5 135.135 175.0. 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 GAP 3 , ' . GAP 3 .. ,,.. .60.?30 -176.9 
.........3 .9 ... 0.0000 ... .0620 ..... ,0359 .. 6644 .3299 .... 2492...-115.6 149.7 . 156._I._ 48.44 _175.2 
3 00 0.000'0 .1861 .1077 .2268 .1962 .1991 175.1 130.3 92.1 19.909 129.4
 
.3 11 0.0000 .3101 .1795 .1030. .1913 .2138 92.4 55.3 21.4 15.969 63.1
9 3 2 7 3 9 
3.....312 .__0.0000. ...4._ .2514.-. 10 4815.....24......l.9 .- .O .. 15. .- 10.4 
4 13 0.0000 - .5528 .3199.-..85?.,.3059 .3086 ,.-33.01.;-51.7 -69.8 14.182 -44.7 
.4 14' 0.0000 .6659 -.3852 . .3096 .2958 .2738. -69.9%-89.3 -111.8 15.973 -000.0 
0.0000...... 7791 ...... 4505: .!,.2745. .. 2596_.. 111.7 -137.92583....... -165.8..... 18.?64 -141.9 
5 16 0.0000 .9048 .5230 . .2598-- .2816 .3035 -165.6 163.5 137.6 16.S79 174.2
 
5 17 0.0000 1.0430 .6026 .3035 .3050 .2836 137.8 114.4 89.5 15.016 109.3
 
5 18 - .. 0.0000- .-.1.1813 8-.......683. 2835 .-. 543_....-.2450 ._ 89.7-- 59.7--_ 24.6, _.17.860....,50.6_ 
5 19 0.0000 1.3195 .7619 .2445 .2652 .2949 24.8 -B.7 -36.0 17.?41 3.5 
5 20 0.0000 1.4577 i.8416 .2946 -. 3071 .....2929 -35.9 -59.2 -82.4 14.480 459.6 
----- 6 21 - 0.0000 -1.5873 .... .. 164 .... ...... .2437 -82.3 -106.0 -134.9 -.. -119.1 ­2929 2657. 17.056 
6 22 0.0000 1.7081 n.§863 .2432 .2447 .2695 -134.7 -166.3 165.5 18.123 -159.5 
6 23 0.0000 .8290 1.0563 .2687 .2967 .3088 165.4 142.7 .123.4 14.0 154.7 
_ 6 .24 - 0.0000 ....1.9499 - 1.I262 . .. 3092.....2960.. 2600 -123.3_i04.7- 83.3---14.116 __ 90.0. 
6 25 0.0000 2.0708 1.1962 .2659 .2193 .2020 83.6 55.0 13.9 19.250 37.7 
0.0006 2.1312 1.2312 GAP 4 GAP 4 21.?74 19.5 







WI R E I N T ._._ . VlAE.W A VE.- WA V E-_ WA* 
__ AM__..H . AMP 	 _ Af PD G DE D G VO .. D E








_ 2005 , I.SS97 27 0.0000 2.3134-- 1.3361 	 13.9 .16.7 16.1 3,276 -83,6.

7 	 .1545 .0778 .0254' 13.9 6,
28 0.0000 2.4348 	 -:118.6 __12.162 -69,9
1.4060 .0265 .1131 
 ,]842 -119.0 -153.7

-7 --.29 _ 	 -158.7 11,589
__0 000 0 2 55 62 	 -74:61 ,.4 7 6 0 1 84 8 7 30.. 	 .- ,- 22 14 - - - 2 1 570 .00000 2.6777 ,1.5459 ... .2160 ... .... - 5 ,76.4.1 1 4 -. - 6 , 2__.506-101.0_.1689 .0899 
-163.9 -167.0 
-174.6
,8 .31 0.0000 -2.8033' 	 9.06- 113 6
1.6184 .0898 .0268 
 ,1206 -174.7

-8 ...2 - 0,0000 ....2-9330- - l,6932 	 67.3 25.7 13.703 107:0,-1210 ,.,1965 ... 2301._-_25, 5-...20,3-.... 
__ 'S 33 .0.0000 3.0628 	 17.6 __7.380_.99.0
1.7681 .2306 .2141 
 .1507 17.5 15.1
8 	 1. .4
40 0000 3.1926 1 8430 1509 	 6.
,0555 0605
.8.-.35 
-- 0,0000_--3,3224 	 11 6 -1 8 -146
_-.1,7i-9 . .0606 .1576 ,-2229 	 6 13.776 -72 2'8 36 	 -147.1.-158,6 -]61.60.0000 3.4522 1.9928 	 - 1o Wll - 76.9­
.2240 .2409 .2044
8 	 -161.8 -163.4 -164.6
37 0.0000 3.5819 	 1.466 134.7
2.0676 .2089 




..... 	00000-- 0.0000- .oooo ,-GAP 6- 3.6 13.817 105.1




9 38 	 GAP 6 ...... 
.3299 
-.2492
9 39 0,0000 	 -115.6 -_144,7-15'6-1 48.445 175.2,1861 
- 1077 
 2268 o1962 
 1991 175 1
9 --4o 0.0000 .----.	 130 3 92,1310]- - :7.1795 	 19 509 129 4 '' -. ,1830 " ,.1913---- 2138 -­9 41 0,0000 , ,4342 	 - 92,4 55.3 21.4 -- _ 5.969 -- 63.1­-. 2514 .2110 .2482 .2841
10,,42. 0.0000 .5528 	 19.9 -9.0 -32.5 15.739 10.4

-.3199 .2852 .3059 .3086
10 _43. -0.0000 .....6659 	 -33.0 -51.7 -69.8 14.182 -44.7- ,3852 - -. 3096.__2.958., 
__2738__-69.910 44 0.0000 .7791 	 _ -89.3 - 111,8 .,15.873 -100.0-.4505 
-,2745 
 .2583 .2596 -111.7






-----11 .460.0000 	 .3035 -165.6 163.5 ]37.6 16.P79 174.21 .,0430.-..
- 6 0 26..... 3035 ... , 050 
- .:2836 137.811 47 0.0000 1.1813 
-.6823 	 114,4. 89.5 _..15.016. 109.3_
*2835 .2543 
 .2450 89.7
11 48 	 59.7 24.6
0.0000 1.3195 	 %I7,A60 '50.6

-.7619 ..2445 
 .2652 .2949 
 24.8 -8.7

-,I11 49 0.0000 . 1.4577 ....-. 8416 
-.2946 ., --	
-36.0 17.241 3.3071 --- ,..292 
--- 9 "-5.2 - 8 . . - 1 8_-59 ,512 So 0.0000 1.87 
-. 16

.25 	 .22 .267 .43
.00 1.7081 
-.9863 .2432 	 -82.3 -106.0 -134.9 17.056 -119.1

-.12. 52 0.0000 .1.8290-.... 
-1.0563 
-- .2687 .2447 .2695 -134.7 -166.3 .165.5 18.123 -159.5,___2967
_ .3088--165,4 
-142.7. "]23.412 53 
" 
0.0000. 1.9499 -1.1262 .3092 .2960 .2600 	
-- 14. 50 154.7 . 
12 54 ' 0.0000 2.0708 	 .123.3 104.7 83.3 14.116 .90.0
-1.1962 
 .2659 .2193 .2020 
 83.6 -55.0 '13.9 .19.250 '37.7
00000 2. 1312. -. 1 23 2-GAP 
....0.00 2.1312 
-1.2312 GAP 8 - 7-... .... . . -GAP -.---_21.274 19.,5
13 55 0.0000 2.1919 
-f.2661 
.2020 .2005 GAP . 3530 141.7­.1559 13.9 
 16.7 16.1
.13.,56..... 0.0000 	 .3,776 -83.6....2,3134 
__-1,3361.- . .1545- .__ 
--....- .__,13.9
0778 ,025
'13 57 0.0000 2.4348 	 -__6.5-] 18.6- -]2.162 -"69.9

-1.4060 
 .0265 1]131 ,1842

.13. 58 0.0000 2.5562 	 -119.6 -153.7 158.7 11.589 _-74.6

-1.4760 ,1848 ,2214 
 ,2157 -158.7 
-161.4
13 59 .... 	 -163.8 2.506




1 6 0 ,00 0 0 2 .8033 -1.6184 	 9.063 -_i13.6 ,08 9 8 02 6 8 ,12 06 - 174 7
1 4 6 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 .9 330 , - 1.69 3 2 	 67 . 25733 7 0 0 .
14 62... 0,0000, 	 , 1 2 1 0 .96 5 :2 3 0 1 " 2 5 5 20 3 
-3 0628 ' 1,7681 	 1 7 .6 .30 






90,14 63 0.0000 3.1926 
-1.,8430 .1509 ,0555 	 1 ,5- - !5,444_-.61,5.
,0605 11.6





.14 65 0.0000., 3,4522 -- I 9928 	 -158,6 -161.6 10.911 -76.9....
 2240 
___. 2409---.,204A 
_ 161.814 66 0.0000 3.5819 	 -163.4 -164.6 - -l.466-134. ..
11??0676 
 .2089 .1224 .0000 

-_'0000 0.0000 11,0 000 	 -164.9 -165.9 1 3.6 13,fl17 105.1GAP 9 "3 1 GAP
15. 67'.-... 0649. 0.0000 r,.0303-	 9 . 30.110 41.015 	 ..,1948 - .4193 ___..635 0 _ -468 ,""1948 0.0000 	 0 -64.3- -66.3---_30.521--.'.,0909 .6607 .8008 	 27.,1.
,8128 -68.0
15 	 -71.2 .-74.7 12.035
69 ,3247 0.0000 .1516 -,8212 .6971 .4599 	 -11.0
 ,-74.9 -79.9
15 70 :4546 0.0000 2122E ....4646 	 -89.9 27.273 -147.3 16 71 ,5787 0,0000 	 ... 2028 . .2917 .... -89.8 -128.6_-144.1 -.-- 46.7.76 .-159,5,702"-
: .2900 ,5304 T,7073 144.5 124.7 	 ­16 72 .6972 	 117.2 35.236 -169.3
0.0000 .,3255 
 .7063 .7742 
1 .719 117.3
1f 73, . ,8156 . 0.0000 	 112.6 108.2 8.527 119.7... 3808 . .7196 . 5525 iVI " 2.0 - 108.4 . 102.6 89.6__.... 33.061 31.3 . 
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X Y z AMPLITUDE PHASE 
----. WIRE*'INT -- . WAVE--. --. WAVE-- ...... WAVE- ....... AMP ..... -- AMP.. .AMPDEG DEG DEG VOLTS
. .. - -- --- .DEG-

NO NO LENGTHS LENGTHS LENGTHS
 
..... 17. 74 .. 9471 . 0.0000 ..... 4422 899...9-14.4-... 3071. ..... --,4510 ..._1_1_ -55.2 ... 45.291_.20.8 
17 75 1.0914 0.0000 .5095 
 .4498 .6816 .7524 -55.3 -63.4 -67.9 20.925 4.8 
17 76 1.2358 0.0000 .5769 .7520 .6419 .3805 -67.9 -72.3 -80.8 24.413 -145.3
17.77 -1.3802 0.0000 ... 6442......3803 
---,0967 ._ 3625___-80.5 -151.5 .45.229.-157.8. .125.7. 
17 78 1.5246 0.0000 .7115 
 .3621 .6316 .7525 125.4 116.9 113.0 25.417 -168.2
 
18 79 1.6651 0.0000 .7771 .7531 .6995 .4937 112.9 109.7 105.1 17.901 37.2
 
_-.18 80 .. 1.8019-.... 00000 --. 8409...... 4945-. 1884......2016 - -105.3 - 88.3 ..-456....44.38 __.23.6
 
18 81 * 1.9386 
 0.0000 .9047 .2004 .5101 .7190 -46.2 -61.1 -64.8 35.027 18.3
 
18 a; 2.0753 0.0000 .9685 .7212 .7739 .6553 -65.1 -67.0 -68.3 5.033 -126.0
 
--18 -83---- 2.2121__.0.0000 .......1.0323 6693-- .3910--., 0000__-68.5.__69.6_81.7_ 43.988 -- 158.5.
......

.0000 0.0000 .0000 GAP 10 GAP 10 30.110 41.0
19 84 -.0649 0.0000 -.0303 .1948 .4193 
 .6350 -74.0 -64.3 -66.3 30.521 27.1 
..... 19.85_..-.1948 
___ 0.0000....-0909 ...... 6607- .... 8008.... ,8128. .-68.0 -71.2_-747......12.035 -11.0 
19 86 -.3247 0.0000 -. 1516 .8212 .6971 .4599 -74.9 -79.9 -89.9 27.?73 -147.3
 
19 87 -.4546 0.0000 -.2122 .4646 .2028 .2917 
 -89.8 -128.6 144.1 46.776 -159.S 
--- _20.. 88 -.... 5787_ 0.0000- -. 2702 _---2900 -... 5304 -. 7073 __144.5.124.7__1172.___35.236 
-169.3.
 
20 89 -.6972 0.0000 -.3255 .7063 .7742 .7199 
 117.3 112.6 108.2 8.527 119.7 
20 90 -.8156 0.0000 -.3808 .7196 
 .5525 .3072 108.4 102.6 89.6 33.061 31.3
21.......2
91 -9471 : 0.0000...... -4422 ...... 3071 ..... 515 ...... 4510 __ 89.9 -14.4 _-55.2....._45.291 . 20.8
 
21 92 -1.0914 0.0000 -.5095 .4498 .6816 .7524 -55.3 -63.4 
 -67.9 20.925 4.8
 21 93 -1.2358 0.0000 -.5769 
 .7520 .6419 .3805 -67.9 -72.3 -80.8 24.413 -145.3 
--..-.- 21 94 ..- 1.3802 .... 0.0000 .....-. 6442 .-.. 3803..... 0967 .... 3625 _...-80.5_-151.5 -125.7 ---45.229.-157.8. 
21 95 -1.5246 0.0000 -.7115 .3621 .6316 .7525 125.4 116.9 113.0 25.417 -168.2
 
22 96 -1.6651 0.0000 -,7771 
 .7531 .6995 .4937 112.9 109.7 105.1 17.901 37.2
_-.-22.97.. -1.8019 -,. 0.0000 _ -8409_......4945__....1884.... 
.2016 -105.3. 88.3.-45.6 .... 44.538 .. 23.6
 
22 98 -1.9386 0.0000 -.9047 .2004 .5101 .7190 -46.2 -61.1 
 -64.8 35.027 18.3
 
22 99 -2.0753 0.0000 -.9685 .7212 .7739 .6553 -65.1 
 -67.0 -68.3 5.033 -126.0
 
22 100 ....- 2.2121.... 0.00001.0323-.... 6693. 3910--- .. oooo.0000---68.5--69.6- 81.7--_43.988.-158.5. 
.-IMPEDANCE.DATA__
 
GAP.. INPUT.... INPUT ........INPUT _....INPUT_......... LOAD .----- LOAD 

-GP......A.. -APGA......V.....GAP..VOLTAGE_... 
NO RESIST. REACT. CONDUCT. SUSCEPT. RESIST. REACT. - RESIST,. REACT.OHMS . .OHMS NHOS MHOS OHNS OHMS OHMS OHMS VOLT DEGREES 
1 237.289 -632.574 .000520 .001386 
 0.000 0.000 237.289 -632.574 1800.000 0.0
2 237.289 -632.574 .000520 .001386 
 0.000 0.000 237.289 -632.574 1000.000 0.0
3 

. ...INFINITE - INFINITE _.....-54.005._....49.839...... 48.825. 21.7
 6 INFINITE INFINITE -54.005 49.839 48.825 21.7
 
9 INFINITE INFINITE "0.000 2311.619 450.237 16.0
10 .. 

.INFINITE.- INFINITE ____.... .000..-2311.619--0....40237-....16.0­
4 INFINITE INFINITE -600.000 .000 121.175 13.9





. INPUT POWER = •_1039.701 WATTS.... 
RADIATED POWER = 846.456 WATTS 
WIRE LOSS = .000 WATTS 
NETWORK LOSS = .... 193.245 WATTS 
RADIATION EFFICIENCY = 81.41 PER CENT 
